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Preface

We are delighted to welcome you to the Eighth Australasian Data Mining Conference (AusDM’09) being
held this year in Melbourne, Victoria in conjunction with 22nd Australian Joint Conference on Artificial
Intelligence and the Fourth Australian Conference on Artificial Life (ACAL’09). AusDM started in 2002 and
is now the annual flagship meeting for data mining and analytics professionals in Australia. Both scholars
and practitioners present the state–of–the–art in the field. Endorsed by the peak professional body, the
Institute of Analytics Professionals of Australia, AusDM has developed a unique profile in nurturing this
joint community. The conference series has grown in size each year from early workshops held in Canberra
(2002, 2003), Cairns (2004), Sydney (2005, 2006), the Gold Coast (2007) and Glenelg (2008). This year’s
event has been supported by

– Togaware, again hosting the website and the conference management system, coordinating the review
process and other essential expertise;

– The University of Melbourne and Monash University for providing the venue, registration facilities and
various other support;

– the Institute of Analytic Professionals of Australia (IAPA) for facilitating the contacts with the indus-
try;

– the ARC Research Network on Data Mining and Knowledge Discovery, for providing financial support;
– the Australian Computer Society, for publishing the conference proceedings;
– Tiberius Data Mining for supporting the AusDM 2009 Analytic Challenge, providing the prize of $1000

and hosting the competition website;
– data mining students from Deakin University for their local support.

The conference program committee reviewed 49 submissions, out of which 22 submissions were selected
for publication and presentation. This was an acceptance rate of 44.8%. AusDM follows a rigid blind peer-
review process and ranking-based paper selection process. All papers were extensively reviewed by at least
three referees drawn from the program committee. We would like to thank all those who submitted their
work to the conference. We will continue to extend the conference format to be able to accommodate more
presentations.

In addition, three keynote speakers were invited. Professor Kate Smith–Miles from Monash University
talked about What Data Mining Can Discover From Your Face . . . No More Lying About Your Age!;
Associate Professor Jian Pei of Simon Fraser University, Canada gave a talk about Towards Web Search
Engine Scale Data Mining; and Dr Ross Gayler from Veda Advantage in Melbourne talked about Credit
Scoring and Data Mining.

The conference also included the inaugural AusDM data mining competition: the AusDM Analytic
Challenge “Ensembling” which looked at the problem of combining individual models to produce more
accurate predictions. We would like to thank Tiberius Data Mining for supporting the competition and
Netflix for providing the datasets as well as all the competition participants.

We were happy to host a special session on Visual Analytics, led by Assoc. Prof. Seok–Hee Hong, which
aimed to foster links between this exciting emerging field and data mining.

We would like to extend our special thanks to the program committee members. The final quality of
selected papers depends on their efforts. The review cycle runs on a very tight schedule and we would like
to thank all reviewers for their commitment and professionalism.

Paul J. Kennedy, University of Technology, Sydney
Kok–Leong Ong, Deakin University
Peter Christen, The Australian National University
Organisers of AusDM 2009
December, 2009
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Kate Smith–Miles
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Towards Web Search Engine Scale Data Mining

Jian Pei

School of Computing Science
Simon Fraser University

8888 University Drive, Burnaby, BC CANADA V5A 1S6
Email: jpei@cs.sfu.ca

Abstract

Data mining is one of the most critical driving tech-
nologies behind Web search engines. Web search en-
gine scale data mining posts many grand challenges,
ranging from efficiency and scalability to diversity and
adaptability. In this talk, I will review our recent ef-
fort on mining a very large amount of data accumu-
lated in one of the major commercial search engines.
Particularly, we tackle the problem of context–aware
search and query suggestion by employing statisti-
cal models. Moreover, we construct a very large sta-
tistical model (millions of states) from a very large
amount of data (billions of sessions) by distributed
data mining. I will also introduce some of our recent
initiatives in Web mining.

Copyright c©2009, Australian Computer Society, Inc. This pa-
per appeared at the Eighth Australasian Data Mining Confer-
ence (AusDM 2009), Melbourne, Australia. Conferences in Re-
search and Practice in Information Technology (CRPIT), Vol.
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Credit Scoring and Data Mining

Ross Gayler

Veda Advantage, Melbourne, AUSTRALIA

Abstract

Credit scoring is the use of predictive modelling tech-
niques to support decision making in lending. It is a
field of immense practical value that also supports a
modest amount of academic research. Interestingly,
the academic research tends not to be put into prac-
tice. This is not a result of insularity and arrogance
on the part of the practitioners, but rather, of the
practitioners having a better understanding of where
they add value. This arises because credit scoring
(and probably many other analytical applications) is
dominated by shallow pragmatic issues rather than
deep theoretical issues. In this talk I give examples
of practical issues in credit scoring.
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ence (AusDM 2009), Melbourne, Australia. Conferences in Re-
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Efficiently Mining Frequent Subpaths

Sumanta Guha1

1 Computer Science & Information Management Program
Asian Institute of Technology

PO Box 4, Klong Luang, Pathumthani 12120, Thailand
Email:guha@ait.asia

Abstract

The problem considered is that of finding frequent sub-
paths of a database of paths in a fixed undirected graph.
This problem arises in applications such as predicting con-
gestion in network traffic. An algorithm based on Apriori,
called AFS, is developed, but with significantly improved
efficiency through exploiting the underlying graph struc-
ture, which makes AFS feasible for practical input path
sizes. It is also proved that a natural generalization of the
frequent subpaths problem is not amenable to any solution
quicker than Apriori.

Keywords:AFS, Apriori, data mining, frequent subpath,
frequent substructure, graph mining.

1 Introduction

Within the general problem of mining frequent patterns
from a database of transactions, an area of some recent
interest is where the transactions occur in a structured or
semi-structured set. The structure considered often is that
of a graph because objects under scrutiny in various appli-
cations can, in fact, be modeled as graphs, e.g., chemical
compounds, web links, virtual communities, XML speci-
fications and networks of different kinds. Finding frequent
subgraphs of a database of graph transactions has been an
area of particular activity. Apriori-based algorithms for
this problem have been given, amongst others, by (Vanetik
et al., 2002), (Inokuchi et al., 2000) and (Kuramochi and
Karypis, 2001), while (Yan and Han, 2002) give an al-
gorithm which uses a novel encoding scheme for graphs.
See (Cook and Holder, 2006) for a survey of graph mining
techniques.

The problem which we consider is a particular case of
the problem of finding frequent subgraphs. In particular,
in our case all transactions are paths in a fixed undirected
graph, and we are interested in determining those paths
in that graph which occur frequently as subpaths of the
transaction paths. This is a natural problem to consider.
For example, if each path in the database represents the
route taken by an object such as a message or vehicle,
then the frequent subpaths represent congested sections,
or hot spots. Related work includes (Chen et al., 1998) and
(Gudes and Pertsev, 2005), which both compute thewhole
paths themselves that are frequently traversed, rather then
the frequently traversed shared parts which we consider
(e.g., a set of paths may individually not be frequently
traveled, but particular shared edges could well be con-
gested).

Our algorithm is derived from Apriori (Agrawal and
Srikant, 1994) as well. However, a simple-minded appli-

Copyright c©2009, Australian Computer Society, Inc. This paper ap-
peared at the Eigth Australasian Data Mining Conference (AusDM
2009), Melbourne, Australia. Conferences in Research and Practice in
Information Technology (CRPIT), Vol. 101, Paul J. Kennedy,Kok-Leong
Ong and Peter Christen, Ed. Reproduction for academic, not-for profit
purposes permitted provided this text is included.

cation of Apriori – say, by treating paths as itemsets of
vertices – fails because the feasibility of Apriori depends
on transactions being of small size. However, paths in
graphs arising from practical applications are not neces-
sarily short (e.g, consider vehicular traffic in a city), anda
straight Apriori-type solution runs into exponential com-
plexity. Instead, we exploit the graph structure for a sig-
nificant gain in efficiency which leads to a generally appli-
cable solution, which we call AFS (Apriori for Frequent
Subpaths). In fact, we analyze and compare the complex-
ities of Apriori and AFS to prove a theoretical gain in ef-
ficiency from exponential in input size to low polynomial.

Next, we show that, interestingly, there is no possibil-
ity of similarly leveraging the graph structure to improve
Apriori for a solution to a natural generalization of the
frequent subpaths problem – that of finding so-called fre-
quent strings of subpaths – because the general problem is
equivalent in complexity to that of finding frequent item-
sets.

2 Problem and Algorithm

2.1 Problem Statement

Let G = (V,E) be an undirected graph with vertex setV
and edge setE.

Here are some definitions related to paths in graphs
which we’ll use. Apath Pin G of lengthk from a vertex
u to u′ is a sequence(v0,v1, . . . ,vk) of vertices such that
v0 = u and vk = u′ and (vi−1,vi) ∈ E for i = 1,2, . . . ,k.
(We’ll also allow the empty sequence() to denote the
empty path of undefined length.) A pathQ in G is said to
be asubpathof P, denotedQCP, if Q= (w0,w1, . . . ,wk′),
where (w0,w1, . . . ,wk′) is a contiguous subsequence of
(v0,v1, . . . ,vk), i.e., if, for somei such that 0≤ i ≤ i +k′ ≤
k, we havew0 = vi ,w1 = vi+1, . . . ,wk′ = vi+k′ . In this case,
if i = 0, thenQ is called aprefix subpath ofP, and, if
i + k′ = k, then Q is called asuffix subpath ofP. For
a non-empty pathP = (v0,v1, . . . ,vk), f ront(P) denotes
the first vertexv0 andtail(P) denotes the suffix subpath
(v1, . . . ,vk). A path (or, subpath) of lengthk will often be
called ak-path (or,k-subpath).

Following are a few more definitions pertinent partic-
ularly to our problem. LetP be a given set of paths inG.
A pathQ in G is said to havesupportsupport(Q) = |{P∈
P : QC P}|, i.e., the number of paths inP of which Q is
a subpath. Moreover, suppose aminimum supportvalue
min supis specified. Ifsupport(Q) ≥ min sup, thenQ is
said to be afrequent subpath.

The statement of the problem is now straightforward:
Given a setP of paths in an undirected graph G, deter-
mine all frequent subpaths.

See Figure 1 for an example of three paths in a grid
graph.
Remark: In database terminology,P is a database of trans-
actions, where each transactionP is a path in a fixed graph
G.
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Figure 1: A grid graph with three paths indicated by directedbroken
lines. If min sup= 2 then the frequent subpaths are(g), (h), (i), ( j), (k),
(l), (g,h), (i, j) and(k, l).

2.2 Apriori Algorithm

As our algorithm to find frequent subpaths is derived from
the Apriori algorithm, and as we’ll be comparing the com-
plexities of the two, we’ll first describe Apriori in some
detail.

Let D be a database of transactions, where each trans-
actionT ∈D is a subset of a set of all itemsJ . The support
of an itemsetI ⊂ J is support(I) = |{T ∈ D : I ⊂ T}|. If
support(I)≥ min sup, for a specified valuemin sup, then
I is frequent. Following is pseudo-code for the Apriori
algorithm to determine all frequent itemsets (adapted
from (Agrawal and Srikant, 1994)).

Apriori
L1 = {frequent 1-itemsets};
for (k = 2;Lk−1 6= /0;k++)

{
Ck = join(Lk−1,Lk−1); // Generate candidates.
Ck = prune(Ck); // Prune candidates.
Lk = checkSupport(Ck); // Eliminate candidate

// if support too low.
}

return ∪kLk; // Returns all frequents itemsets.

We discuss next the routines in the Apriorifor loop
and how all three are implemented using a function
subset(X,T), whereX is a set of itemsets andT is an item-
set, which returns the subsetY of X consisting of those
itemsets which are contained inT (we’ll discuss imple-
mentingsubset(X,T) itself later).

Firstly, join(Lk−1,Lk−1) generates allk-itemsets of
the form{i1, i2, . . . , ik}, where both{i1, i2, . . . , ik−1} and
{i1, i2, . . . , ik−2, ik} belong toLk−1 (note that itemsets are
always assumed listed in lexicographic order), i.e., unions
of pairs of itemsets inLk−1 both of whose members share
the same firstk−2 items. Secondly,prune(Ck) deletes all
I ∈Ck such that some (k−1)-subset ofI does not belong
to Lk−1. It may be checked thatboth join(Lk−1,Lk−1)
andprune(Ck) are implemented by the following routine
which usessubset(Lk−1,∗):

pruneJoin
Ck = /0;
for each itemsetI = {i1, i2, . . . , ik−1} ∈ Lk−1

for each item j ∈ J such thatj > ik−1
{
I ′ = {i1, i2, . . . , ik−1, j};
for each (k−1)-subsetA of I ′

if (subset(Lk−1,A) = /0) goto reject;
// RejectI ′ if it has a (k−1)-subset
// not belonging toLk−1.

addI ′ to Ck;
reject:
}

return Ck; // Returnsprune(join(Lk−1,Lk−1)).

Finally, checkSupport(Ck) counts the support of each
itemset currently inCk to eliminate those which are not
frequent. It is straightforwardly implemented with the
help ofsubset(Ck,∗):

checkSupport
Lk = /0;
for each I ∈Ck

I .count = 0;
for each transactionT ∈ D

{
CT = subset(Ck,T);
for each I ∈CT

I .count++;
}

for each I ∈Ck
if (I .count≥ min sup) addI to Lk;

return Lk; // Returns members ofCk with support
// at leastmin sup.

Therefore, when implementing Apriori the calls tojoin
andprune in the for loop are replaced by a single call to
pruneJoin, while checkSupport is implemented as above.

The functionsubset(X,T) itself is implemented by
first storing the itemsets ofX in a trie (prefix tree) (Fred-
kin, 1960)T on the “alphabet”J of items ordered lex-
icographically, each itemset treated as an ordered string.
(Agrawal and Srikant, 1994) actually use a particular im-
plementation called a hash tree (Coffman Jr. and Eve,
1970), where pointers to children are stored in a hash ta-
ble keyed on items at each internal node (the use of a hash
tree in this case instead of a simple trie is justified by the
typically large size ofJ ). See Figure 2 for an example.

{d, g}

5

n2n1 n3

n4

b

b d
{c, e, f}

{e, f}

{d, f, h}
{e, g, k}

root

a c

{c, d}
n

Figure 2: A hash treeT storing a set of six 4-itemsets
X = {{a,b,c,d},{{a,b,d,g},{a,d,e, f },{b,c,e, f },
{b,d, f ,h},{c,e,g,k}}, where each leaf can store at most two itemsets
(only the suffix of an itemset following the prefix defined by the path to
the leaf is stored).

The functionsubset(X,T) is then executed by calling
doSubset(root(T ),T) using the recursive routine below:

doSubset(node, I)
{
Y = /0;
if (node is leaf) addcheckItemsets(node, I) to Y;
// FunctioncheckItemsets(node, I) returns those
// itemsets stored atnodethat are contained inI .

else if(I = /0); // Nothing is added toY.
else for each(i ∈ I)

if (node.ch(i) exists)
addi ∗doSubset(node.ch(i),{ j ∈ I : j > i}) to Y;
// For each itemi ∈ I recurse on the corresponding
// child of node. We denote byi ∗Z the union ofi
// with each itemset inZ.

return Y;
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}

For example, in Figure 2,
doSubset(root,{a,b,c,d,e, f}) makes three recur-
sive calls todoSubset with parameters(n1,{b,c,d,e, f}),
(n2,{c,d,e, f}) and (n3,{d,e, f}), respectively. The
first of these in turn callsdoSubset with parameters
(n4,{c,d,e, f}) and (n5,{e, f}), while the second and
third add {b,c,e, f} and nothing, respectively, to the
answerY, etc.

Though various technical improvements in implement-
ing Apriori have been suggested – see (Han and Kamber,
2005) for a discussion – we’ll not consider them here, but
use as our reference the basic implementation described
above. This is in the interests of making an apples-to-
apples comparison with AFS, whose basic implementa-
tion is described next.

2.3 Apriori for Frequent Subpaths

We present our algorithm AFS (Apriori for Frequent
Subpaths) in a manner as similar as possible to that for
Apriori in the previous section, so that it’s easy to see
exactly how the added structure in the setting of AFS
helps make it more efficient.

AFS
L0 = {frequent 0-subpaths};
for (k = 1; Lk−1 6= /0; k++)

{
Ck = AFSextend(Lk−1); // Generate candidates.
Ck = AFSprune(Ck); // Prune candidates.
Lk = AFScheckSupport(Ck);
// Eliminate candidate if support too low.
}

return ∪kLk; // Returns all frequents subpaths.

The gain from the graph structure is first seen in gener-
ating candidates: we obtainCk by simply extending each
path inLk−1 by every edge incident on its last vertex (in-
stead of potentially “joining” every pair of paths inLk−1).
This is justified as it may be seen that the set ofk-paths
obtained by so extending paths inLk−1 indeed contains
Lk. Pruning is simpler as well because, after extending
a pathP in Lk−1 to a k-pathP′, the only(k− 1)-subpath
of P′ whose membership inLk−1 need be checked is its
suffix k− 1-subpath. The reason is thatP′ has only two
k−1-subpaths: one prefix (P itself) and the other suffix.

E.g., in Figure 1,(g,h) ∈ L1 would generate four ex-
tensions for inclusion inC2: (g,h, i), (g,h,b), (g,h,g) and
(g,h,n). Moreover, in the prune step, e.g., for(g,h, i),
only (h, i) has to be checked if it belongs toL1.

Both AFSextend(Lk−1) and AFSprune(Ck) are
implemented by the routineAFSpruneExtend below,
which should be compared with the earlierpruneJoin
routine for Apriori. AFSpruneExtend uses the function
subpaths(X,P), whereX is a set of paths andT is a path,
which returns the subsetY of X consisting of those paths
which are subpaths ofT. Functionsubpaths(X,P), whose
implementation we’ll detail momentarily, is, of course,
the counterpart of the earliersubset(X,T).

AFSpruneExtend
Ck = /0;
for eachpathP = (v0,v1, . . . ,vk−1) ∈ Lk−1

for eachvertexv∈V adjacent tovk−1
{
P′ = (v0,v1, . . . ,vk−1,v);
if (subpaths(Lk−1,(v1, . . . ,vk−1,v) = /0)
goto reject;
// RejectP′ if its suffix (k−1)-subpath
// does not belong toLk−1.

addP′ to Ck;

reject:
}

return Ck; // ReturnsASFprune(ASFextend(Lk−1)).

The routineAFScheckSupport is a near copy of its
Apriori counterpartcheckSupport.

AFScheckSupport
Lk = /0;
for eachQ∈Ck

Q.count = 0;
for eachpathP∈ P

{
CP = subpaths(Ck,P);
for eachQ∈CP

Q.count++;
}

for eachQ∈Ck
if (Q.count≥ min sup) addQ to Lk;

return Lk; // Returns members ofCk with support
// at leastmin sup.

Therefore, when implementing AFS the calls toAF-
Sextend andAFSprune in the for loop are replaced by a
single call toAFSpruneExtend, while AFScheckSupport
is implemented as above.

It’s in implementingsubpaths(X,P) that we leverage
the graph setting of AFS to huge gain oversubset(X,T)
(we’ll see the actual calculations in the next section).
Paths inX are stored in a hash treeT as well, exactly
as for subset(X,T). It’s straightforward to use this
tree of paths to determine which are prefix subpaths
of P. Therefore, noting that a path inX is a subpath
of P if an only if it is a prefix subpath of some suf-
fix subpath of P, subpaths(X,P) is implemented by
calling doSubpaths(root(T ),(w0,w1, . . . ,wk)), where
P = (w0,w1, . . . ,wk).

doSubpaths(node,{w0,w1, . . . ,wk})
{
Y = /0;
for (i = 0; i ≤ k; i++)

adddoPrefixSubpaths(node,(wi ,wi+1, . . . ,wk))
to Y;
// Iteratively callsdoPrefixSubpaths(node,Q) // on

each suffix ofQ of P = (w0,w1, . . . ,wk).

return Y
}

Compare the following withdoSubset.

doPrefixSubpaths(node,Q)
{
Y = /0;
if (node is leaf) addcheckPrefixPaths(node,Q) to Y;
// FunctioncheckPrefixPaths(node,Q) returns those
// paths stored atnodethat are prefix subpaths ofP.

else if(Q = ()); // Nothing is added toY.
else

if (node.ch( f irst(Q)) exists)
add f irst(Q) ∗

doPrefixSubpaths(node.ch( f irst(Q)),
tail(Q)) to Y;

// Descend fromnodealong the path labeled by
// successive vertices ofQ. We denote byv∗Z the
// concatenation ofv with each path inZ.

return Y;
}

For example, suppose the hash tree in Figure 2
represents a set of paths instead of itemsets. Then,
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the calldoSubpaths(node,(a,b,c,d,e, f )) spawns six it-
erations of the calldoPrefixSubpaths with parameters
(node,(a,b,c,d,e, f )),(node,(b,c,d,e, f )), . . . ,
(node,( f )), respectively. Each of thedoPrefixSubpaths
calls descends recursively from the root down a sin-
gle path of T . E.g., the one with parameters
(node,(a,b,c,d,e, f )) descends ton4 to finally call
doPrefixSubpaths(n4,(c,d,e, f )), which adds(a,b,c,d)
to the answerY.

2.4 Complexity: AFS vs. Apriori

Consider Apriori first. The recursion indoSubset(node, I)
yields a Fibonacci-type recurrence in running time of
t(k) = t(k−1)+ t(k− 2)+ . . . t(1), if I = {i1, i2, . . . , ik},
implying a time bound function of order exponential in
the size ofI , which we indicate byO(exp(|I |)) (We ig-
nore the cost of calls tocheckItemsets(node, I).) The size
of the hash tree rooted atnodeis an obvious upper time
bound as well ondoSubset(node, I).

Therefore, similar bounds apply tosubset(X,T) as
well. In particular, subset(Ck,T) and subset(Lk,T),
used to implement Apriori, are bounded in run-
ning time by O(min(exp(|T|),size ht(Ck))) and
O(min(exp(|T|),size ht(Lk))), respectively, where
size ht(X) denotes the size of the hash tree storingX.

It follows that the total time cost incurred by calls to
pruneJoin from Apriori is

O( |J |∑
k

k|Lk|min( exp(k),size ht(Lk) ) )

(the expectation that on the average there will beO(|J |)
items greater than the last one in an itemset justifies the
|J | factor) and by those tocheckSupport is

O( ∑
k

( |Ck|+ ∑
T∈D

min(exp(|T|),size ht(Ck) ) )

Next, consider AFS. The routine
doPrefixSubpaths(node,Q) is bounded by time lin-
ear in |Q| as the recursion descends fromnode along
a path labeled by successive vertices ofQ. The height
height of the hash tree rooted atnode is a bound
as well. Consequently,doSubpaths(node,P) takes
time O(min(|P|,height) + min(|P| − 1,height) + . . . +
min(1,height)) = O( min(|P|2, |P|height) ).

Therefore,subpaths(Ck,P) runs in time bounded by
O( min(|P|2, |P|heightht(Ck)) ), and subpaths(Lk,P) in
time bounded byO( min(|P|2, |P|heightht(Lk)) ), where
heightht(X) denotes the height of the hash tree storing
X, which represents a gain in efficiency over the corre-
sponding Apriori routinesubset(X,T) from exponential
to quadratic.

We have, therefore, that the total time cost incurred by
calls toAFSextendJoin from AFS is

O( ∑
k

|Lk|min( k2
,heightht(Lk) ) )

(we assume that on the average each vertex hasO(1)
neighbors) and those toAFScheckSupport is

O( ∑
k

( |Ck|+ ∑
P∈P

min(|P|2,heightht(Ck) ) )

Clearly, Apriori is vulnerable to exponential time
worst-case behavior. In fact, it’s evident from the com-
plexity expressions forpruneJoin andcheckSupport that
the feasibility of applying Apriori lies in assuming that (a)
the size of individual transactions in the database isO(1),
and (b) the size ofCk decreases rapidly withk. Fortu-
nately, both assumptions are justified in various practical
scenarios, e.g., market basket analysis.

In case of AFS though (a) is not a reasonable assump-
tion: transactions in the database, i.e., paths in a graph,
may not be short, orO(1) in length. In practical ap-
plications, e.g., vehicles traveling in a network of roads,
paths taken may even be of size comparable to that of the
graph itself. However, we see from the last two expres-
sions above that, even then, AFS has a worst-case behav-
ior quadratic in the total length of the input paths, making
it practically applicable.
Experimental Verification: The theoretical advantage of
AFS can be tested in practical situations by using existing
test data, or by generating random paths in large graphs,
and then finding frequent subpaths using both Apriori (ig-
noring the graph structure and treating paths as itemsets
of vertices) and AFS. We are currently in the process of
setting up such experiments.

2.5 A Generalization and its Hardness

The intersection of a set of paths in an undirected graph
G is not necessarily a path, but a union of paths. We’ll
call such an intersection astring of subpaths, or, simply,
string. Therefore, a natural generalization of the frequent
subpaths problem considered in the previous section is as
follows: Given a setP of paths in an undirected graph G,
determine all frequent strings of subpaths.

For example, in Figure 1,(g,h)∪ (i, j) and (k, l) are
the two maximal frequent strings. Observe that knowing
all frequent strings evidently implies knowing all frequent
subpaths. However, the converse is not true – e.g., it’s
not possible to deduce from the fact that(g,h), (i, j) and
(k, l) are frequent subpaths in Figure 1, that(g,h)∪ (i, j)
is a frequent string. Therefore, the problem of finding fre-
quent strings is at least as hard as that of finding frequent
subpaths.

Surely, an Apriori-type algorithm may be implemented
to find all frequent strings, but, interestingly, no improve-
ment in efficiency over Apriori (as in AFS) can be ex-
pected because, as we’ll see momentarily, the problem of
finding frequent itemsets is equivalent to that of finding
frequent strings. Firstly, we’ll reduce the first problem to
the second in time linear in the size of the input.

Let D be a database of transactions, each transaction
T being a subset of the set of all itemsJ . Let G be the
complete graph on the set of verticesV = J . Represent
each transactionT ∈ D, whereT = {i1, i2, . . . , ik}, by the
path PT = (i i , i2, . . . , ik), the items inT being in lexico-
graphic order. It may be seen that, given the set of paths
P = {PT : T ∈ D}, the set of frequent strings corresponds
exactly to the set of frequent itemsets for the databaseD,
which completes the reduction claimed and proves that
finding frequent strings is at least as hard as finding fre-
quent itemsets.

rice

eggs

milk
soap

beer

Figure 3: The database of two transactions{beer, eggs, milk, soap} and
{eggs, milk, rice, soap} over the set of itemsJ = {beer, eggs, milk, rice,
soap} is represented by two corresponding paths in the complete graph
on J .

E.g., for the database of Figure 3, ifmin sup= 2,
then the one maximal frequent itemset is{eggs, milk,
soap} and the corresponding one maximal frequent string
is (eggs, milk)∪ (soap).
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We’ll omit details here of the reduction in the opposite
direction. The equivalence of the two problems means that
there is no hope of leveraging the graph structure to find
a more efficient variation of Apriori to determine frequent
strings. However, this should not be an issue in practi-
cal applications where it is enough to simply identify the
congested subpaths.

3 CONCLUSIONS

We have developed the AFS algorithm to find frequent
subpaths which, though derived from Apriori, exploits the
underlying graph structure for a gain in efficiency that
makes it applicable to practical input sizes for this particu-
lar problem. We believe that similar improvements may be
found for related problems, e.g., finding frequent subtrees
of a collection of trees.

The development of a general framework in which to
place the problem of finding frequent substructures of a
collection of structures belonging to a family with certain
given inheritance properties would be significant as well.
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Abstract 
 

In distributed association rule mining algorithm, one of 

the major and challenging hindrances is to reduce the 

communication overhead. Data sites are required to 

exchange lot of information in the data mining process 

which may generates massive communication 

overhead. In this paper we propose an association rule 

mining algorithm which minimizes the communication 

overhead among the participating data sites. Instead of 

transmitting all itemsets and their counts, we propose 

to transmit a binary vector and count of only frequently 

large itemsets. Message Passing Interface (MPI) 

technique is exploited to avoid broadcasting among 

data sites. Performance study shows that the proposed 

algorithm performs better than two other well known 

algorithms known as Fast Distributed Algorithm for 

Mining Association Rules (FDM) and Count 

Distribution (CD) in terms of communication 

overhead. 

Keywords: MPI, Data Mining, Association rule 

mining, AllGather, AllReduce. 
.
 

 

1. Introduction 
 

Though information technology (IT) is considered one 

of the greatest blessings of technology at current era, 

rapid inflation of information may explode the whole 

arena of IT if it is not supervised properly. Data 

mining is one of the means to utilize information by 

discovering underlying hidden useful knowledge from 

information. Among different approaches, association 

rule mining is one of the popular techniques for mining 

data. In this technique, an interrelation among different 

items in data is discovered by determining frequent 

large itemsets which are repeated more than a 

threshold number of times in the database. Association 

rule mining can enhance in extracting knowledge in 

various applications including advertisements, 

bioinformatics, database marketing, fraud detection, E-

commerce, health care, security, sports, 
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telecommunication, web, weather forecasting, 

financial forecasting, etc. Data mining process can be 

characterized as centralized and distributed based on 

the location of data. In case of centralized data mining 

process, data is resided into a single site whereas in 

distributed process data is resided into multiple sites. 

The data may be owned by each site separately or an 

enormous amount of data may be distributed into 

multiple data sites. 

 

In distributed ubiquitous computing environment lot of 

devices, sensors, terminals, equipments, computers, 

etc. are connected to each other through heterogeneous 

communication means in which minimization of 

bandwidth usage is considered as a major concern. To 

launch data mining applications in such an 

environment must require an algorithm which 

minimizes communication overhead. 

 

Association rule mining process can be divided into 

two major tasks: (a) computation of all frequently large 

itemsets and (b) generation of all strong association 

rules which satisfy certain constraints. Since task (b) is 

considered as straightforward, most research efforts 

focus on task (a). In this paper we propose a 

distributed association rule mining algorithm to 

accomplish task (a) with the objective of minimizing 

communication overhead. 

 

Significant amount of research work has been 

performed in association rule mining algorithms. 

Apriori algorithm proposed by R. Agrawal and R. 

Srikant (1994) is a classical and popular association 

rule mining algorithm which is suitable for centralized 

data mining. Due to the necessity of rapidly growing 

distributed computing environment, distributed mining 

algorithms become popular in the market. Distributed 

data mining algorithm is also necessary to ensure 

security and privacy in many other circumstances. R. 

Agrawal and J.C. Shafer (1996) propose a parallel and 

distributed association rule mining algorithm known as 

Count Distribution (CD). Main focus of CD is to 

reduce the communication overhead with the cost of 

redundant computation in all sites. This model is 

suitable for a system for which the computational 

capability dominates the communicational capability. 

Another algorithm, Fast Distribution Algorithm (FDM) 

of W. Cheung, J. Han, V. T. Ng,A. W. Fu, Y. Fu 

(1996), proposed to reduce the number of candidate 

sets generated in local sites, consequently reduces the 

communication overhead. It introduces local and 
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global pruning techniques to eliminate redundant 

computation. Both of these algorithms are discussed in 

section 3 of this paper in more detail. 

 

Q. Ding, Q. Ding, W. Perrizo (2008) propose an 

efficient algorithm for mining association rules from 

spatial data for remote sensed imagery (RSI) data. In 

most association rule mining algorithms, binary 

relationship (presence or absence) in transactions are 

considered. But there are some efforts which consider 

the weight of the transactions too. A weighted 

association rule mining technique is introduced in K. 

Sun, F. Bai (2008). Weight of the association rule is 

measured by introducing a link-based model. A 

definition of weighted support is introduced and a 

weighted association rule mining (WARM) algorithm 

is proposed by F. Tao, F. Murtagh, M. Farid (2003). 

Both profit and purchased quantity are considered in 

mining transactional data in S. J. Yen, Y. S. Lee 

(2007). Different research efforts focus to accomplish 

different objectives but there is not much research 

work found which focus to minimize communication 

overhead in data distributed mining process. Therefore 

the proposed communication efficient algorithm might 

lead to bright possibility of deploying data mining 

applications in ubiquitous computing environment. 

 

The CD algorithm is proposed to reduce the 

communication overhead without focusing much about 

the computational overhead. On the other hand DFM 

focuses on pruning in local and global level to reduce 

computation in the data sites. Therefore it is speculated 

that combination of these two algorithms might lead to 

a simple and efficient solution for association rule 

mining. Farther contemplation on the algorithms 

revealed that not all the count values of itemsets are 

necessary to be transmitted. We introduce an idea of 

determining the frequent itemsets first without 

exchanging the counts and then exchanging the counts 

of only those frequently large itemsets which are 

locally frequent in at least one site.  Not only that, it is 

also possible to eliminate the redundant computation in 

each data site. Finally we come up with a new 

association rule mining algorithm idea, which might 

perform better than CD and FDM in terms of 

communication overhead. 

 

Rest of the paper is organized as the following order: 

Section 2 describes relevant background information in 

brief. The proposed algorithm is described in section 3 

while section 4 illustrates the performance analysis and 

comparison. Finally section 5 concludes the proposed 

algorithm. 
 

2. Background 
 

In this section some techniques and algorithms are 

discussed as background information in brief which 

are related to the proposed algorithm. 
 

Message Passing Interface (MPI): This is a technique 

to exchange information among a number of 

communicating nodes. It is especially suitable for 

mathematical functions like: summation or 

accumulation of a particular number which is to be 

calculated and distributed among nodes. This allows 

nodes to exchange the information without 

broadcasting; therefore, it reduces the communication 

overhead and communication round significantly. 

Detail of MPI can be found in R. Agrawal and J. 

Shafer (1996) and Argonne National Laboratory 

(MPI). Following example illustrates the functionality 

of MPI in brief. 

 

Let us consider 8 nodes S1, S2…. S8 have their own 

count values to be summed and shared among 

themselves. One straightforward solution is to 

broadcast everyone’s count to others in the common 

medium. This practice would require massive data 

transmission over the medium. Moreover, broadcasting 

is avoided due to many other reasons if alternatives are 

feasible. MPI, in this case, provides the best solution 

which is divided into two sub tasks: ReduceScatter and 

AllGather. In ReduceScatter, the sum of the counts is 

accumulated in a single predefined node whereas in 

AllGather, the sum is transmitted back to all nodes to 

be shared. Fig.1 shows how ReduceScatter 

accumulates a distributed value. It requires log2
N
 (3 in 

this case) steps to accumulate the result in the 

converging site. 

 

 
 

Fig.1: Depicts how distributed data is accumulated 

in a converging node (ReduceScatter). 

 

Step 1: Nodes S1, S3, S5 and S7 transmit their counts to 

nodes S2, S4, S6 and S8 respectively.  

Step 2: S2 and S6 transmit their counts along with the 

counts of S1 and S5 respectively.  

Step 3: Now S4 has counts of S1, S2 and S4, and then 

transmits all of them to node S8. Finally node S8 will 

have the counts of all nodes. Now node S8 is capable 

of calculating the sum of the counts. 

 

Participating sites in the MPI technique can be divided 

into three categories: edge sites (in this example S1, S3, 

S5 and S7) are those which do not receive from others, 

intermediate sites (in this example S2, S4 and S7) are 

those sites which receives from other sites and 

Step 3 
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converging site (in this example S8) receives all 

information from others and accumulates. 

 

In the second stage, the sum or unified value of all 

counts is transmitted back to all the nodes, which 

works in the reverse manner and known as AllGather.  

 

In MPI; if there are N nodes in the network, then the 

total number of required transmission is 2(N-1), on 

contrary it is N(N-1) in the case of broadcasting. The 

number of communication round is 2(Log2
N
). 

 

Association Rule Mining: Let us consider; in a 

distributed data mining environment collective 

database DB is subdivided into DB1, DB2, … , DBN in 

collection of data sites S1, S2, … ,SN respectively. I= 

{i1, i2, … , im} is the set of items where each 

transaction T⊆I. Typical form of an association rule is 

X⇒Y, where X⊆I, Y⊆I and X∩Y=φ. The support s of 

X⇒Y is the probability of a transaction in DB 

containing both X and Y. On the other hand 

confidence c of X⇒Y is the probability of a 

transaction containing X will contain Y too. Usually it 

is the interest of the data miners to find all association 

rules having support and confidence greater than or 

equal to minimum threshold value. Let us look at the 

equations of support and confidence for another 

instance of an association rule AB⇒C, 

SupportAB⇒C 
 s 

∑ support_countABC���

�����
���

∑ database_size���
�����
���

 

SupportAB 

∑ support_countAB���

�����
���

∑ database_size���
�����
���

 

ConfidenceAB⇒C 
 c 
 SupportAB⇒C
SupportAB

 

More detail on association rule mining process is 
discussed by J. Han, M. Kamber �2006� and P. N. 
Tan, M. Steinbach, V. Kumar �2006�. 

Apriori algorithm proposed by R. Agrawal and R. 
Srikant �1994� is one of the leading algorithms, 
which determines all frequently large itemsets 
along with their support counts from a database 
efficiently. A brief description of the algorithm is as 
follows: 

Let us say Li be the frequent i-itemset. Apriori 
algorithm finds Lk from Lk-1 in two stages: joining 
and pruning: 

�i� Joining: Generates a set of k-itemsets Ck, known 
as candidate itemsets by joining Lk-1 and other 
possible items in the database. 

�ii� Pruning: Any �k-1�-itemsets cannot be a subset 
of a frequent k-itemsets which is not frequent. 
Therefore it should be removed. 

Count Distribution (CD): In brief, Count 

Distribution (CD) algorithm works as follows: 

Each processor or data site generates its local 

candidate sets based on the global large itmesets 

of previous iteration using Apriori algorithm. 

Then it calculates each support count and 

exchanges with other sites using Message Passing 

Interface (MPI) technique. Since this protocol 

exchanges all counts, each site can generate 

global frequent large itemsets which might be 

utilized for the following iterations. Due to the 

use of the same algorithm, all the processors 

generate same global frequent large itemsets. CD 

algorithm can be summarized into five major 

stages: 

(i): Each processor generates candidate itemset Ck 

based on globally frequent large itemset Lk-1. 

(ii): Each processor computes local support count 

for Ck by passing through the transactions in the 

database. 

(iii): All processors exchange their Ck counts to 

develop global Ck using MPI technique. 

(iv): Each processor computes Lk from Ck. 

(v): Each processor takes the decision either to 

continue or to stop. Decision will be the same since 

they have identical Lk. 

Fast Distributed Algorithm (FDM): Fast Distributed 

Mining of Association Rules (FDM), was proposed by 

W. Cheung, J. Han, V. T. Ng,A. W. Fu, Y. Fu (1996). 

The main idea of this protocol can be summarized as 

follows: 

(i) Computing candidate set: Each site generates 

candidate set based on globally large (k-1)-itemsets 

and locally large (k-1)-itemsets using Apriori 

algorithm. 

(ii) Local pruning: For each item in the candidate set: 

if the support of the itemset is larger than minimum 

support, that particular item is added in the locally 

large k-itemsets. 

(iii) Count exchange: Each site broadcasts locally 

frequent large itemsets to all other sites. 

(iv) Globally frequent large itemset computation: Each 

site computes globally large k-itemsets which is 

utilized for the following iteration. 
 

3. Proposed Algorithm 
 

Let us consider a distributed environment with N 

number of data sites S1, S2 … and SN possessing 

horizontally partitioned transactional data DB1, DB2 … 

and DBN respectively. All these sites intend to share 

their data to mine knowledge. Each site agrees to 

certain threshold values of minimum support (s) and 

confidence (c). This proposed algorithm generates all 

frequently large itemsets having their support values 
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more than or equal to s. Some of the notations used in 

the algorithm are included in the following table 

(Table 1): 

Notations Description 

i-temset An itemset consists of i elements/items 

Lk Set of all frequent k-itemsets sorted 

alphabetically. 

Lk is calculated and maintained in all 

the sites parallel. 

Ck
i 

Set of candidate k-itemsets in site Si 

generated from Lk and sorted 

alphabetically. 

λk
i
 Set of count values of Ck

i
 in the order 

of Ck
i
. 

βk
i
 Set of calculated support values of Ck

i
 

in the order of Ck
i
. 

Vk
i
 Binary vector for Ck

i
 in the order of Ck

i
. 

If (βk
i
)j≥s then (Vk

i
)j=1 else 0 

 

Table 1: Notations 

Each site maintains a table known as itemset-table to 

hold Ck
i
 ,λk

i
, βk

i
 and Vk

i
. A typical itemset-table is 

depicted in fig.3. In every iteration i, the table is 

updated based on the value of Li-1 in all sites. 

Exchange of information is performed using MPI 

technique (discussed in previous section). Let us 

assume the communication sequence (who transmits to 

whom) and the converging node are predetermined. In 

the example provided in fig.1, S5 sends its count to S6 

and S6 will send counts of itself and of S5 to S8. In that 

example S8 is considered as the converging site. 

Therefore for N nodes SN can be considered as the 

converging site.  

A certain property of existence of itemsets in database 

is utilized in the proposed algorithm which is 

summarized as the following theorem: “If X is a 

globally frequent large itemset, there exists at least one 

site where X is locally large”. Proof of the theorem is 

provided by W. Cheung, J. Han, V. T. Ng,A. W. Fu, Y. 

Fu (1996). Instead of exchanging the count of all 

itemsets, this algorithm transmits the information 

about whether a particular itemset is locally large or 

not (it is stored in the binary vector Vk
i
) in the first 

attempt. In the following attempt sites only transmit 

the count of those itemsets which are locally large at 

least in one site. Thus a significant amount of 

communication overhead is reduced by avoiding 

transmitting unnecessary count values of all itemsets. 

Major stages of the algorithm can be distinguished as 

follows: 

Step 1: Each site Si exchanges list of its items to all 

other N-1 sites using MPI technique. Each site 

computes list of 1-itemsets L1 and sorts them in 

alphabetical order. 

Step 2: Site Si generates candidate set Ck
i
 from Lk-1 by 

appending all non-repeated items with all itemsets in 

Lk-1. As for example let us say L1= {a, b, c, d} and Lk-

1= {ab, cd} then Ck
i
 = sort ({abc, abd, cda, cdb}) = 

{abc, abd, acd, bcd} where k=3. Then Si computes its 

local λk
i
, βk

i
 and Vk

i
 and updates the itemset-table. 

Step 3: If Si is edge site (as depicted in fig.1), it 

transmits Vk
i
 to its pre-assigned sites. If Si is 

intermediate sites, it receives all binary vectors from 

predetermined sites. Once all vectors from all expected 

sites are received, Si performs OR operation among all 

vectors and transmits to its pre-assigned site. If Si is 

converging site, it performs OR operation on all the 

vectors received and returns the resultant vector to all 

sites.  

Let us assume an instance of a binary vector [0 1 1 1 0 

1 1] which represents seven itemsets. The vector also 

implies that all itemsets are frequent except first and 

the fifth. As soon as this vector is received in the next 

node, it performs binary OR operation with its own 

binary vector and the received one. The result is 

transmitted to the following node (as illustrated in 

fig.2). It should be noted that all the nodes are 

transmitting the same amount of data which is the 

binary vector of fixed size for a particular iteration. If 

the number of itemsets are Q in a particular iteration, 

then the size of the vector would be BCDE
F

. At the final 

stage the converging node comes up with a resultant 

vector (let us name it Vr), which represents the 

frequent large itemsets of the following cycle (Li+1). 

The figure fig.2 displays an example of a typical 

exchange of binary vector with some sites (S1, S3, S5 

and S8): 

 

Fig.2: Computation of Lk from binary vector 

without exchanging the count values of itemsets. 

1 3 

[101000] [110000] 

[101000] [111000] 

Vector owned 

Vector transmitted 

3 8 

[110000] [000001] [010000] 

[111000] [111001] [101001] 

5 

[101000] 
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In the above figure S8; the converging site calculates 

Vr = [111001] which, implies that first three and the 

last itemsets are frequent. Therefore Lk= {first, second, 

third and sixth}. Finally the converging site transmits 

Vr to all sites. 

Step 4: Site Si (for all i ⊆{1, 2…N}) removes the 

entries in the itemset-table for which the value in Vr is 

0. Thus Si generates Lk, which would be used to 

generate Ck+1
i
 in the following iteration. Thus the 

pruning (elimination of itemsets which have supports 

less than s) mechanism happens in step 3 and step 4 

together. 

Step 5: Site Si exchanges Ck
i
 as the same way it was 

done in step 4 and 5 except addition operation is done 

instead of OR operation. In this case an integer vector 

would propagate instead of the binary vector. 

Therefore the size of the vector would be higher too. 

The converging site would receive the total count of all 

the itemsets which are at locally large at least in one 

site. Finally converging site returns the count values of 

all itemsets in Lk. 

Step 6: Repeat step 2 to step 5 until there exists a large 

itemset with support ≥ s. 

Following figure (Fig.3) illustrates communication 

steps of the algorithm among data sites. Fig.3 also 

shows a typical entry of itemset-table of any site. 

 

Fig.3: An instance of communication among data 

sites. 

4. Performance Analysis 
 

In this section a performance comparison would be 

presented to compare the number of communication 

rounds and amount of communication overhead 

necessary to transmit to compute frequent large 

itemsets in every iteration. The analytical comparison 

involves CD, FDM and the proposed algorithm. 

Let us consider following parameters: 

H= Average number of items in the large k-itemsets 

(number of rows in the itemset-table). 

L= Number of Bytes to store count values in itemset-

table. 

N= Number of data sites. 

M= Average size of each item in Byte (number of 

characters as for example). 

M'= Average number of items in each local candidate 

itemsets. 

Communication overhead and number of 

communication round in each iteration for CD, FDM 

and proposed algorithm are as follows respectively: 

CD algorithm: In CD; as discussed in the protocol 

description, data sites do not transmit the itemsets 

themselves. Instead, it transmits the counts of the 

itemsets since all sites have identical set of itemsets. 

Thus it reduces the amount of overhead to be 

transmitted in the network.  

Therefore total communication overhead in each 

iteration PCD= Overhead involved in forward 

communication (ReduceScatter) + Overhead involved 

in backward communication (AllGather) (as MPI 

technique discussed in Section 2) 

PCD 
 2 H H I L I �N J 1� 

It is also obvious from the protocol that, number of 

transmission is O(N) and number of communication 

round is O(log2
N
). 

FDM algorithm: In FDM local pruning reduces the 

number of items significantly. Therefore the overhead 

of FDM for each cycle is as follows: 

PFDMMLP 
 N�N J 1� I M I MP Q N�N J 1� I 0.25 I H
I L 

It is claimed by W. Cheung, J. Han, V. T. Ng,A. W. 

Fu, Y. Fu (1996) that FDM reduces the number of 

itemsets by 75% to 90% by local pruning. According 

to the claim we consider their lower bound of 

optimization and assume average number of entries in 

the table be reduced to 0.25H in case of FDM. 

Therefore number of transmission is O(N^2) and 

Number of communication round is O(N). 

Site Si 

Itemset-table of Si 

Ck
i λk

i βk
i Vk

i 

a…b 60 0.6 1 

a…c 10 0.1 0 

b…p 55 0.55 1 

…. … … … 

r…z 15 0.15 0 

Let us assume s=0.5 and 

total number of 

transactions=100 
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101…1(Step 3) 

60,55…15(Step 5) 

320,560…432(Step 5) 
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The proposed algorithm: The proposed algorithm 

implements the pruning technique from the initial 

stages of the algorithm by avoiding transmitting the 

count of any itemset unless it is frequent at least in one 

site. Therefore pruning reduces the number of items 

significantly similar to FDM. For the sake of 

comparison it is assumed that the average number of 

entries in the table is reduced to 0.25H; as it is in case 

of FDM. In that case, the overall overhead will be the 

summation of overhead in transmitting binary vector, 

overhead of returning resultant vector Vr from 

converging node and transmission of counts of 

frequent large itemsets. Therefore,  

P 
 �N J 1� I SEIH
U Q 0.25 I H I LV  which can be 

deduced to P 
 �N J 1� I H I WL
X  

Therefore number of transmission is O(N) and number 

of communication round is O(log2
N
). 

For the sake of performance comparison different 

parameters in the above derived performance equations 

are varied while keeping other parameters constant and 

assigning reasonable values to some of the parameters. 

Few performance comparisons are illustrated in Fig.4 

and Fig.5. 

 

Fig.4: Average communication overhead in each 

cycle with H is 10, L is 4 M is 5 and M’ is 3. 

In fig.4 it is clearly depicted that as the number of data 

sites goes up, the overhead for FDM goes up most 

rapidly since it involves broadcasting. On the other 

hand CD has better performance since it does not 

broadcast to exchange the count information. On the 

other hand the proposed algorithm performs the best 

since it avoids broadcast and minimizes the size of the 

frequent large itemset. In addition to that, technique of 

binary vector exchange enables it to avoid exchanging 

the counts of non frequent itemsets. Therefore this 

algorithm minimizes the communication overhead 

most effectively. 

 

Fig.5: Communication overhead in each cycle with 

N is 8, L is 4 M is 5 and M’ is 3. 

Similarly fig.5 depicts that the proposed algorithm 

performs the best when average size of k-itemesets is 

varied keeping the number of sites constant. 

5. Conclusion 
 

FDM and CD have their own advantages and 

disadvantages in different circumstances and in various 

systems. Though FDM introduces some techniques to 

minimize candidate itemsets, it overloads the network 

by broadcasting too much data. On the other hand CD 

minimizes the communication overhead by avoiding 

broadcast but it does not consider optimization in 

frequent large itemsets generation. But avoidance of 

broadcasting, utilization of pruning technique and 

transmission of binary vector instead of count values 

reduces the network overhead significantly in the 

proposed algorithm. Performance equations show that 

the proposed algorithm performs better than CD and 

FDM in terms of communication overhead. 

Furthermore, centralized pruning and mining and 

binary vector exchange technique also would reduce 

some computational overhead in all sites, which is not 

considered in the performance evaluation. We believe 

further experiments and implementation of the 

proposed protocol would strengthen its efficiency and 

usefulness. 
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Abstract

This paper describes a novel approach to profiling
phishing emails based on the combination of multi-
ple independent clusterings of the email documents.
Each clustering is motivated by a natural representa-
tion of the emails. A data set of 2048 phishing emails
provided by a major Australian financial institution
was pre-processed to extract features describing the
textual content, hyperlinks and orthographic struc-
ture of the emails. Independent clusterings using dif-
ferent techniques were performed on each representa-
tion, and these clusterings were then ensembled using
a variety of consensus functions. This paper concen-
trates on using several clustering approaches to de-
termine the most likely number of phishing groups
and explores ways in which individual and combined
results relate. The approach suggests a number of
phishing groups and the structure of the approach
can aid the development of profiles based on the in-
dividual clusters. The actual profiling is not carried
out in this paper.

Keywords: Clustering, Phishing, Graph Partitioning,
Cluster ensembles, Profiling, Consensus functions.

1 Introduction

Phishing can be defined as a scam by which an email
user is duped into revealing personal or confiden-
tial information which the scammer can use illicitly.
Phishing attacks use both social engineering and tech-
nical subterfuge to steal personal identity data and
financial account credentials. Phishing is one of the
fastest growing scams on the Internet. The exclu-
sive motivation of phishers is financial gain. Phishers
employ a variety of different techniques from spoofed
links to malware (keyloggers) to DNS Cache Poison-
ing (Stewart 2003) (which is also known as Pharming)
to lure the unsuspected user into divulging their per-
sonal information (Emigh 2005).

A spoofed email is usually sent to a large group
of people from an address that appears to be from
their bank or some other legitimate institution. The
phishing email is typically worded to instil a sense
of urgency and to elicit an immediate response from
the recipient, e.g., “verify your account details or your
account will be closed”. The hoax email also contains
a link to an online form that is branded to look exactly
like the organization website. The form has to be
filled in using sensitive information like passwords,

Copyright c©2009, Australian Computer Society, Inc. This pa-
per appeared at the Eighth Australasian Data Mining Confer-
ence (AusDM 2009), Melbourne, Australia. Conferences in Re-
search and Practice in Information Technology (CRPIT), Vol.
101, Paul J. Kennedy, Kok-Leong Ong and Peter Christen, Ed.
Reproduction for academic, not-for profit purposes permitted
provided this text is included.

user account details and credit card details. Until
recently most phishers used the names of financial
institutions to deceive people into giving away their
account information. They now also use the names
of other organizations like eBay, PayPal and even the
Australian Taxation Office.

Most technical approaches to phishing so far aim
to detect and block or highlight phishing activities ei-
ther in the original email or when the website is con-
tacted. Examples include the work of Fette, Sadeh
and Tomasic (2007), Wu et al (2006), Juels et al
(2006), Chandrasekaran et al (2006), Chau (2005),
and Jakobsson (2005). For example, the eBay Tool-
bar is a browser plugin that eBay offers to its cus-
tomers, primarily to help them keep track of auction
sites. The toolbar has a feature called Account Guard
that monitors the domain names that users visit and
provide warning in the form of a coloured tab on the
toolbar. The tab is usually grey but it turns green if
the user is on eBay or the PayPal site. It turns red
if the user is on a site that is detected as spoofed by
eBay. These approaches aim to protect an individual
user from the actions of phishers, but they fail to ad-
dress the issue of protecting the broader community.

Therefore here we propose the development of a
complementary set of technology with the aim of
profiling the behaviour of phishers, thereby allow-
ing tracking, prediction and possibly identification of
these illegal operators.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Sec-
tion 2 gives the background of profiling. Section 3
provides the details of 3 groups of clusterings accord-
ing to different feature types. Section 4 describes dif-
ferent types of consensus functions. Section 6 shows
the evaluation methodologies, and experimental re-
sults are shown and discussed in Section 7. Finally
Section 8 concludes the work and highlights a direc-
tion for the future research.

2 Profiling

‘Profiling is a data surveillance technique which is lit-
tle understood and ill-documented, but increasingly
used. It means generating suspects or prospects from
within a large population, and involves inferring a
set of characteristics of a particular class of person
from past experience’ (Roger 1993). In (Roger 1993),
different data surveillance techniques have been sur-
veyed; like front-end verification and data matching.
As well as different problems needing to be tackled
in this area, it has been shown that profiling data
requires different sets of measures. Take the defini-
tion of profiling as in (Roger 1993): ‘Profiling is a
technique whereby a set of characteristics of a partic-
ular class of person is inferred from past experience,
and data-holdings are then searched for individuals
for close fit to that set of characteristics.’ Further-
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more numerous potential areas for the use of profil-
ing have been identified. These include patients who
have a likelihood of suffering from certain diseases,
students having potential artistic talents, identifying
customers buying patterns and many others.

Forensic Psychology is used by Webb (2007) to
identify perpetrator(s) of a crime based on the nature
of the offence committed and its mode of operation
(Alison et al. 2003), (Castle and Hensley 2002). This
leads to determination of various aspects of criminal
psychology before, during and after the crime is com-
mitted.

In this paper, we follow the same trend set up by
these studies, to profile phishing emails based on their
structural characteristics, their content and informa-
tion about their likely origin. The approach in the
first instance is to try to firmly identify the emails
that are similar across all of these types of character-
istics and assume that these correspond to different
phishing groups with certain modus operandi. The
next stage of the work (not reported in this paper),
will be to construct profiles of these groups by iden-
tifying the link structure, orthographic structure and
content character of each group.

3 Clustering techniques

The 2048 emails used in our experiments are a sub-
set of a much larger corpus, obtained from a major
Australian bank. These are emails gathered by their
information security group over a span of 5 months
in 2006, and were identified as phishing emails. Most
of the emails are about 1026 characters in length and
have both text and hyperlink content embedded in
them. Some of them contain HTML script, including
tables, images, links, and other structures that can be
useful in differentiating the emails. Hence, defining
the modus operandi of the individual phishing group
or activity.

There are a number of features which could be
used as a basis for comparison and clustering of these
email documents. These include the actual text con-
tent displayed to the user, the textual structure of
this content, the nature of the hyperlinks embedded
within the message, or the use of HTML features such
as images, tables and forms.

An approach is to represent each email document
in terms of this set of features, and then apply a clus-
tering algorithm to these feature vectors. However,
there are two drawbacks to this simplistic approach.
Firstly, the nature of the features is varied, some fea-
tures are numeric whilst others are binary or cate-
gorical. Thus combining the features together in a
single clustering algorithm is problematic. Secondly,
clustering algorithms always produce a set of clusters,
even if there is no evidence of any underlying struc-
ture in the data. In our case there are no ground-truth
labels to use as a basis for testing the clustering re-
sults, as the actual source for any of the emails is
unknown. Therefore, it is important that methods
to validate the clusters produced by the system are
found.

Similar issues have previously been observed in the
context of clustering of high-dimensional data sets
such as those used in bioinformatics. Researchers
working in these areas have proposed the use of clus-
ter ensembles. Several independent clusterings are
performed based on different subsets of the complete
feature vector. These are then combined together in a
cluster ensemble to form a final, consensus clustering
(Strehl and Ghosh 2002, Topchy et al. 2003, Fern and
Brodley 2004). If pairs of objects (i.e. emails) are ob-
served to be commonly grouped together across all of
the independent clusterings, this provides increased

confidence that the clustering indicates a genuine re-
lationship between the objects rather than just ran-
dom noise. In (Fern and Brodley 2004) the different
feature sets used in each clustering were random sub-
selections or projections of the original feature vector.
In our approach, we have instead chosen to use three
groups of features which reflect different characteris-
tics of the underlying data:

• the text content which is shown to the email’s
reader

• a characterisation of the hyperlinks in the email

• the orthographic features of the email

3.1 Text clustering

Perhaps the most obvious feature to use in profiling
emails is the textual content displayed to the reader.
For the emails in the data set this textual content was
encoded in a number of ways. They included plain
text, as HTML-formatted text, or as an embedded
image. Therefore pre-processing was necessary to ex-
tract the text content from each email, by stripping
away HTML tags and other structural information
and by applying optical character recognition to the
embedded images.

With the text extracted, this was then converted
into a numerical feature vector for each email by
computing the TF/IDF weight algorithm, shown in
equation (1).

wij = tf · idf = fti ·
log(N)

dfk

(1)

n = total number of emails
fti = frequency of term i in document k

dfk = number documents containing di

Each email was then represented as a vector of
its term weights and these vectors were clustered
using the k-means algorithm.

3.2 Hyperlink clustering

We grouped together emails based on similar tokens
found within the fake hyperlink structure. Many of
these hyperlinks contained similar names, this was
especially apparent for their directory naming con-
ventions. We looked for directory or file names that
were obscure, frequently occurring and had names
that were related to banking. We ensured that no le-
gitimate directories or file names were included, as all
legitimate bank hyperlinks were removed before the
clustering process. All non legitimate and frequently
occurring bank related names/tokens were used as a
seed for each cluster. Any emails containing absent
links, links with no directories, IP only or hex only
links or links containing none of these key tokens were
clustered together into the“other” cluster. Shown in
Table 1 are the directory and file names used to build
each cluster. The following is a more detailed descrip-
tion of the hyperlink clustering procedure.

3.2.1 Extraction of links

1. Firstly, we extracted all links from the 2048
emails.

2. We then pre-processed the links by removing all
surrounding tags and script information and any
other periphery not directly related to the file or
name structure of the link itself.
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3. Next we removed all legitimate links belonging
to any bank.

4. The links were then broken up into their Proto-
col, Host name, multi level domains and multi
level directory components. All protocol, host
name and top level domain name identifiers were
removed during this process. These include such
things as “http:”,“www”,“edu”,“au” and all oth-
ers.

5. All remaining tokens found in the second level
domain and all other directory levels were then
stored in a binary tree along with the number
of emails they were found in and their overall
corpus frequency count.

6. Any emails that had no tokens, due to absent
links, legitimate bank links only or had no words
present in the link, were automatically clustered
into cluster 10, “Others” and didn’t contribute
further to the clustering process.

3.2.2 Building the clusters

This was a partially manual process where we looked
over the stored tokens, taking into account the names
used, their overall frequency and the number of emails
that they appeared in. With the possibility of such
a large number of words, we ignored all words with
a frequency of 1% of the total number of emails,
and were not bank related. The exception however
was the “moreinfo.html” and “wumoreinfo.html” file
name. Words that may of occurred many times, but
were found only in a few emails were also excluded
as a grouping could not be formed from them. Large
frequency words such as “index”, “netbank” or “big-
pond”, were excluded as they were not unique enough
to belong to just one group. However names such as
“index2 files”, “nabib” and “.verify”were kept due to
their higher obscurity and number of emails they were
found in. Some examples are:

nabib

• http://blog.co.tz/nabib/

• https://ib.national.com.au/nabib/help/

• http://startherefilms.com/nabib/

• http://evolk.info/nabib/

• http://floridanetservices.com/nabib/

• http://www.jr.ac.th/nabib/

/r1/?

• http://www.netbank.commbank.com.au.netbank.
rim2s.biz/r1/c/

• http://citibusinessonline.da-us.citibank.com.
dllinfo.tv/r1/cb/

• http://www.barclays.co.uk.customercare.goto.
confpr.st/r1/b/

• http://www.national.com.au.vdq6270z.
manicte.com/r1/n/

• http://www.barclays.co.uk.customercare.goto.
mabberas.com/r1/b/

Table 1: Number of emails in initial groups found

Hyperlink Keyword Number of
emails

/nabib 289
/.verifyacc/ , /.ver/,/.verify/ 22

/index2 files/ 98
/anb2/ 6
/r1/?/ 765

/netbank/ or /netbank/bankmain/ 319
cbusol 41

/.national.com.au 81
moreinfo.htm,wumoreinfo.htm 8

“Others” 419

With the seeding tokens now found, all remaining
emails not belonging to the “Others” group were then
allocated to the cluster containing their nominated
token.

Shown in table 1 are the nominated fake link to-
kens (Cluster seeds) as well as the number of emails
contained within each cluster. The “Others” row
shows the remaining number of emails that didn’t
contain viable hyperlink tokens.

3.3 Orthographic clustering

Phishing emails usually contain multimedia type in-
formation to help overcome phishing filters and lure
the unsuspecting recipient. This includes images and
text, where the text information may contain plain
text, markup languages and styles, scripts, URLs and
so on. The images may contain logos or a mock up of
a bank or an institution’s web page with altered text.
However, the information cannot be recognized by a
system directly, rather it needs to be characterized
according to the needs of the system.

Phishing emails are largely similar in content.
Therefore, we believe that orthographic features are
important in such an application. The orthographic
features mainly consist of style characteristics that
are used to convey the role of words, sentences or
sections that describe the email content.

Since an email body is often loose in structure,
parsing email content is more difficult than parsing
the header part of the email. For the present we have
defined the features manually based on observation.
The orthographic features collected in our system are
described as the following:

1. size of the text and html body of an email.

2. whether an email has text content1.

3. number of visible links in an email.

4. whether a visual link is directed to the same hy-
perlink in an email.

5. whether an email contains a greeting line.

6. whether an email contains a signature at the end.

7. whether an email contains HTML content.

8. whether an email contains scripts.

9. whether an email contains tables.

10. number of images in an email.

11. number of hyperlinks in an email.

1Some phishing emails contain only images
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12. whether an email contains a form.

13. number of fake tags in a email2.

A high level description of the feature extrac-
tion and clustering process can be seen in Figure 3.
Features are collected according to features defined
above, but not all the features are informative. There-
fore, the most informative features are selected using
a learning model and clustering is carried out. Both
of these tasks are done iteratively using the Modified
Global k-means algorithm (Bagirov and Mardaneh
2006, Bagirov 2008). A selection process conducts
a search for a best feature subset and then uses Mod-
ified Global k-means (MGkm) for the evaluation of
the current feature subset. This is run repeatedly
on the phishing emails using various feature subsets
and various tolerance values for MGkm. The per-
formance is evaluated by MGkm objective function
values on the various feature subsets, where the sub-
set with the lowest objective function value is chosen
as the iterated feature subset on which the induction
algorithm runs.

Figure 1: Objective function values vs tolerance val-
ues

Figure 2: Objective function values vs the number of
clusters

Figure 1 shows the relationship between the ob-
jective function values(Vof ) and tolerance values (Vt)

2Sometimes phishers use ill formed HTML or embedded fake
tags in an attempt to elude phishing filters

We calculated Vof over a range of Vt from 0 to 0.1
and discovered Vof achieves stable value of 45 when
Vt ≥ 0.05. Figure 2 illustrates the relationship be-
tween Vof and the number of clusters. The graph
shows that when Vof is 45, the number of clusters is
9. Together these figures indicate that a good cluster-
ing (a good balance between objective function val-
ues, tolerance and the number of clusters) of this data
set is achieved with 9 clusters.

Figure 3: The feature selection and clustering process
using orthographic features

4 Consensus functions

Several consensus functions have been proposed for
forming consensus clusterings from an ensemble of
independent clusterings (Strehl and Ghosh 2002,
Topchy et al. 2003, Fern and Brodley 2004). Given
a data set X = {x1, x2, ..., xn} where n is the total
number of instances xl, Π = {π1

, π
2
, ..., π

r} is a clus-
tering ensemble on X where r is the total number of
clusterings and π

i = {ci
1, c

i
2, ..., c

i
Ki

} where c
i
j corre-

sponds to the cluster j in the clustering πi and Ki is
the total number of clusters formed in the clustering
πi. For each πi we have ∪kci

k = X .
Consensus clusterings are usually used on a single

data set with different clusterings produced by:

• the different subsets of the whole feature set, or

• the different initial parameters in some clustering
algorithms.

In this work, we use consensus functions on differ-
ent clusterings obtained using the different features
already discussed in Section 3. We utilize four consen-
sus functions described by Fern and Brodley (2004).

• Instance-Based Graph Formulation (IBGF):
This method constructs a graph in which in-
stances are represented by nodes and their con-
nections are modelled as weighted edges given
the association between the instances. The
weight on the edge between the instances xl and
xm in IBGF is calculated using the formula in
equation (2).

w(l, m) =
1

r

r
∑

q=1

I(gq(xl) = gq(xm))

I(arg) = 1; if arg=true

I(arg) = 0; if arg=false

gq(arg) = c
i
k; where arg ∈ c

i
k

(2)
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IBGF makes use of a graph partitioning algo-
rithm3 to partition the graph according to the
edge weights. The final clustering includes clus-
ters corresponding to each graph partition.

• Cluster-Based Graph Formulation (CBGF): This
method constructs a graph with the clusters as
graph nodes and the similarity of the clusters as
weights on the edges. The edge weight between
two clusters ci and cj in CBGF is calculated us-
ing the Jaccard Measure in equation (3).

w(i, j) =
|ci ∩ cj |

|ci ∪ cj |
(3)

A graph partitioning algorithm is then used to
eliminate the lowest weighted edges, thereby en-
suring that clusters which share a large number
of instances will be grouped together in the fi-
nal consensus clustering. Following partitioning,
each instance is assigned to the final cluster in
which it most commonly occurs.

• Hybrid Bipartite Graph Formulation (HBGF):
This method constructs a bipartite graph with
two types of nodes, clusters and instances. There
is an edge between each pair of nodes; however,
the weights of the edges between the nodes of the
same type are 0. The edge weight between an in-
stance xl and a cluster ci is 1 if xl ∈ ci and is
0 otherwise4. The graph partitioning algorithm
partitions both clusters and instances simultane-
ously and the final clustering is formed according
to the partitions of instances.

• K-Means Clustering Function (KMCF): This
method was first proposed by Topchy et al.
(2003) and uses the standard K-Means clustering
algorithm to produce the final clustering. KMCF
first creates a set of new features for each cluster-
ing πi. It adds Ki binary features to the new set
of features. Each of the new features correspond
to a cluster in πi. The total number of new fea-
tures is equal to the total number of the clusters
in Π. For each instance xl ∈ X , the feature cor-
responding to ci is 1 if xl ∈ ci and is 0 otherwise.
The new features are standardize to have zero
mean and then the standard K-Means is applied
to the features to create the final clustering.

5 Background to the experiments

Described in Section 3 are the text, links and ortho-
graphic structural clustering techniques. Each tech-
nique individually assigned each instance of an email
to a cluster or profile according to its clustering cri-
teria and feature set. Hence, capturing specific but
different aspects of the data, where a single cluster-
ing technique alone could not. Our aim therefore is
to combine these clusterings together to

• reinforce the intersecting information

• include information not shared between the three
techniques

• find the best fitting number of profiles.

3In our implementations, we utilize the METIS graph partition-
ing module developed by Karypis and Kumar (1998).

4We set the weights between same node types to 1 and if an
instance belongs to a cluster we set the weight to 1000. This is
because of the implementation limitations in METIS where weights
cannot be 0.

Shown in Section 4 is an explanation of the
four consensus functions CBGF, HBGF, IBGF and
KMCF. In terms of their application most work to
date has been done on cluster ensembling of large data
sets. The main focus here has been in breaking large
data sets into smaller subsets using such techniques as
random projections or random sub-sampling. Then,
clustering algorithms could work on the smaller more
manageable subsets of the original data set. The con-
sensus functions would then be used to recombine
these multiple clusterings so that a final clustering
could be found. This work is shown in (Strehl and
Ghosh 2002, Fern and Brodley 2004), where a com-
parison of all the consensus functions is undertaken on
multiple data sets. Their results show that on average
the HBGF and IBGF consensus functions improved
the most when increasing both the number of projec-
tions and projections within the ensembles. The other
two consensus functions performed less favourably un-
der these conditions. However, these results were also
dependent on the data set, and both the CBGF and
KMCF consensus functions performed better than the
other two on certain data sets.

Our application of these consensus functions is
very different. We use different feature sets and clus-
tering algorithms to find the clusterings. We also
use a much smaller number in our ensemble, using
only three technique clusterings. In (Fern and Brod-
ley 2004) consensus functions are being compared in
the use of many applications. One such application
is Robust Centralized Clustering (RCC). Here, they
look at a fixed number of clusterings; they have access
to the dataset’s features and use ten different but di-
verse clustering algorithms. This application is very
similar to ours. The authors also show that a CBGF
type consensus function performed very well in such
an application. Unfortunately the KMCF consensus
function was not examined in this study.

The culmination of the clusterings by the three
techniques into one final clustering via the four con-
sensus functions leaves us with at least four final clus-
terings. However, the number of cluster labels given
to the consensus functions from the individual cluster-
ing techniques could vary between any or all of them.
For example, in our case both the text and link clus-
tering techniques have ten cluster labels, whereas the
structural orthographic technique has nine. The con-
sensus functions do not automatically determine what
final number of cluster labels is the most appropriate.
This means that we must specify the number of clus-
ter labels for the final consensus clustering results.

From our previous examination of the fake links
represented in the emails, an approximation of ten
profiles was found. Furthermore, results from the
structural orthographic technique shown in Sec-
tion 3 using the Global Modified k-means algorithm
(Bagirov 2008) reports nine clusters as an optimal
number of clusters. We assumed then, that around
10 clusters could best partition the data set in terms
of the number of profiles. With that in mind we set
about establishing this final approximate number of
clusters. In doing so, we casted a wider net by giving
the consensus functions a range of 5 to 15 clusterings.
This would allow us to evaluate five final cluster con-
figurations either side of our initial assumption.

6 Evaluation Criteria

Evaluating the best final consensus clustering from 5
to 15 was a non-trivial process. To give us an indi-
cation of the “most correct” final clustering we em-
ployed the use of three measures, these were, Normal-
ized Mutual information(NMI), purity and the num-
ber of edge cuts. We compared each final consensus
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clustering 5 to 15 to each of the individual technique
clusterings by comparing their intersections and rela-
tive information using the NMI and purity measures.
We also compared the number of edge cuts given by
the consensus functions from each final clustering. We
surmised that the best final clustering would have the
following:

1. A relatively consistent NMI value close to 1 when
comparing the three given individual clustering
techniques against all of the final consensus clus-
terings.

2. A high but consistent two way purity value. That
is, a value similar when comparing both the indi-
vidual technique to the final clustering and vice
versa. We again would expect to have a value
close to 1, to show that there is a strong intersec-
tion between both the individual technique clus-
tering and the final consensus clustering.

3. A relatively low number of edge cuts given the
number of clusters. This value is compared to all
other clusterings within its respective consensus
function as well as within the other consensus
functions.

6.1 Purity

Purity measures the quality of a clustering solution
by determining the number of points in the intersec-
tion of allocated clusters and predetermined labelled
classes.

Let k be the number of clusters found by a hard
partitioning clustering algorithm in data set D. Let
|cj | be the size of cluster cj and |cj |class = i be the
number of points of class i assigned to cluster j. Then
the purity of cluster j is given by

purity(cj) =
1

|Cj |
max

i
(|cj |class=i) (4)

The overall purity for cluster cj , j = 1, . . . , k, is
expressed as a weighted sum of the k individual puri-
ties

purity(cj)tot =
k

∑

i=1

|cj |

|D|
purity(cj) (5)

However, the purity measure shown here is asym-
metrical. Let |classi| be the size of class ci and
|classi|clust = j be the number of points of cluster j

assigned to class i. Find purity(ci) and purity(ci)tot.
Then purity(cj)tot 6= purity(ci)tot unless the points
are symmetrically distributed between both the re-
spective class i and cluster j.

It is therefore a relative measure that depends
on the order in which the multi labelled set of in-
stances are measured. Since we are the ones attempt-
ing to label these instances we assume that we do not
have the actual classification labels. We therefore,
take purity(techniquepj)tot of clustering technique p

where p is an integer mapped to each technique type
“links”, “text” and “structural orthographic” against
final consensus function m where m = 1, . . . , 15, the
number of clusters found by each respective consen-
sus function. We then find purity(consensusmi)tot

against each techniquep and purity(techniquepj)tot

against consensusm. Leaving us with two purity mea-
sures comparing a two way symmetric intersection
between the respective final consensus and individ-
ual technique clustering. Allowing us to measure the
difference between the two. Hence, the smaller the
distance between the two purity measures, the better
the intersection between the two clusterings.

6.2 Normalized Mutual information

Mutual Information is a symmetrical measure that
takes into account both the intersection of the two
sets of clusterings as well as quantifying the statistical
information found in both distributions, see (Cover
and Thomas 1991). Though it provides a good in-
dication of the shared information between a pair of
clusterings, it is desirable as with purity, to have a
normalized version of Mutual Information with val-
ues between [0 − 1].

Let X and Y be random variables described by the
consensus function clusterings λ(i) and the technique
clusterings λ

(j) where i = 1 . . . p and j = 1 . . .m,
with k(i) and k(j) number of clusters respectively. Let
I(X, Y ) denote mutual information between two ran-
dom variables X and Y and H(X) and H(Y ) denote
the entropies of both variable X and Y respectively.
In the literature several normalizations exist. We
chose the version of NMI found in (Strehl and Ghosh
2002, Fern and Brodley 2004) as it has been shown to
successfully measure consensus functions against var-
ious types of ensembles. It uses the geometric mean
of H(X) and H(Y ) to normalize the mutual informa-
tion see (Strehl and Ghosh 2002, Fern and Brodley
2004) for a detailed description and a proof.

NMI(X, Y ) =
I(X, Y )

√

H(X)H(Y )
(6)

The NMI measure gives a best result when the
value is close to one. This happens when the intersec-
tion of both λ(i) and λ(j) is strong and both entropies
H(X) and H(Y ) have similar values. Thus, NMI is
a very good measure as it shows how much informa-
tion has been preserved and how closely the clusters
overlap between the final consensus results compared
to the individual technique clusters.

An average or maximum of NMI values were used
in (Strehl and Ghosh 2002, Fern and Brodley 2004)
across the cluster ensembles created by the random
projections or sub-sampling when compared against
the final consensus clusterings. Since we have only
three techniques this evaluation would be of no ad-
vantage to us. Therefore we decided to compare each
individual technique against all of the final consensus
clusterings individually, using a balance measure be-
tween the two purities and NMI to guide us to the
best consensus clustering.

6.3 Number of edge-cuts

The Metis Graph partitioning software is used to cre-
ate the partitions for the consensus functions shown
in Section 4. The algorithm used, found in (Karypis
and Kumar 1998), computes a k-way partition of a
graph by minimizing the number of edge-cuts sub-
ject to a number of vertex balancing constraints. The
edge-cut value is the total number of edges being cut
in order to obtain that final number of clusterings.

We use this measure by dividing the number of
edge-cuts by the number final clusters given to the
consensus functions. As we have a range 5 to 15 fi-
nal clusterings, we would expect the number of edge-
cuts/number of final clusters to decrease across the 16
clusterings. It is natural that when asking the con-
sensus function algorithm to produce a larger number
of final clusterings, it would then make more cuts in
order to create more partitions. However, because the
algorithm works on minimizing the number of cuts,
a number of cuts that is much greater than the pre-
vious cluster’s cut would indicate a stronger cohesion
amongst that partition.
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We are then looking for a value that is considerably
smaller than the clusters around it, as this shows that
the number of cuts has decreased significantly.
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Figure 4: CBGF Purity and NMI measures

7 Results

7.1 Comparing the individual techniques

We compared each individual clustering against one
another to find their NMI, purity and individual en-
tropy. As shown in Table 2, the three techniques con-
tained roughly the same amount of information as
they all displayed an entropy of between 0.62 − 0.74.

Table 3 shows the results of comparing the links
and text content clusterings using both the NMI and
purity measures. It can be seen that the links and text
content clustering has the strongest intersection, as all
the NMI and purity values are high. Leading us to
the conclusion that both the links and text clustering
techniques have captured similar information from
the data set. However, Table 3 also shows that the
structural orthographic clustering result compared to
the other two techniques gave a much poorer NMI
value. Furthermore, Table 3 also shows a big gap be-
tween the two orthographic purity measures, as well
as these values being small. It is also worth not-
ing that the results from comparing the Orthographic
technique to the other two techniques were compar-
atively similar. This leads us to the conclusion that
the structural orthographic technique has captured
mostly different information compared to the other
two techniques. This may also be the reason why,
when comparing the three techniques to the final con-
sensus clusterings that the Orthographic technique,
again had poorer results compared to the other tech-
niques.
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Figure 5: IBGF Purity and NMI measures

Table 2: Entropy of the individual clustering tech-
niques

Technique H(X)
links 0.737

Text content 0.674
Structural orthographic 0.615

7.2 Comparison of consensus functions

Figures 4, 5, 6 and 7 show the results of NMI and the
purity values for each final consensus cluster 5 to 15
compared to each of the three techniques for the four
consensus functions. When comparing the results
shown in these graphs we can see a lot of variation in
each of the different consensus functions. The CBGF
consensus function shown in Figure 4 and KMCF con-
sensus function shown in Figure 7 report the best re-
sults. They show consistently higher NMI and purity
values when compared to the IBGF consensus func-
tion shown in Figure 5 and HBGF consensus function
shown in Figure 6. The other noticeable difference is
that there is much less variation in the difference in
the purity values of the CBGF and KMCF graphs
compared to the IBGF and HBGF graphs.

At closer inspection, we see that both CBGF and

Table 3: NMI and purity results from comparing clus-
ters techniques against one another

Technique NMI Pur(X,Y) Pur(Y,X)
links vs text 0.77 0.7754 0.6104
links vs ortho 0.41 0.5103 0.1674
text vs ortho 0.46 0.4893 0.1268
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Figure 6: HBGF Purity and NMI measures

KMCF consensus function graphs show the highest
NMI values for both the links and text content clus-
tering techniques compared to results shown for the
structural orthographic technique. Both the IBGF
and HBGF consensus functions, shown in Figures 5
and 6 respectively report the worse results. Both con-
sensus functions give the smallest NMI values com-
pared to the CBGF and KMCF consensus function
results. They also show that there are bigger differ-
ences in the two purity values again compared to the
CBGF and KMCF consensus graph results.

Based on the results from these graphs we can rule
out any of the final consensus clusterings produced
by the IBGF and HBGF consensus functions. This
leaves us with the clusterings obtained by the CBGF
and KMCF consensus functions. When comparing
the results of both the CBGF and KMCF consen-
sus functions shown in Figures 4 and 7 respectively,
we can see that the NMI values given in the CBGF
consensus graph for both links and text/TFIDF tech-
niques gives higher values at their respective peaks.
The only exception is shown in the orthographic tech-
nique graph of the KMCF consensus function. The
results shown for both the CBGF and KMCF con-
sensus functions are favourable and warrant further
exploring.

7.3 Evaluating the best final clustering

We can utilize both the NMI and purity measures
to evaluate the best individual clustering. An ideal
result for the final clustering would indicate a NMI
value close to 1, both purity values would also be
close to 1, but with a similar value. Balanced purity
shown in equation (7) fulfils this criteria. It gives a
value output in the range of 0 to 3 for each individual
clustering technique, where 3 would be the best pos-
sible intersection and 0 the least. Our aim therefore,
would be to find the largest balanced purity value
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Figure 7: KMCF Purity and NMI measures

given across the three clustering techniques for each
of the 5 to 15 final consensus clusterings of each con-
sensus function.

We take the sum over the three clustering tech-
niques for each of the 5 to 15 individual clusterings
respectively. We then find the maximum value across
all of the 5 to 15 clusterings for all four consensus
functions, in order to find the overall maximum value.
This maximum value would then give the best number
of clusters for the best consensus function technique
that would in theory best capture our data set.

We denote purity(ci)tot as pur(ci) and
purity(cj)tot as pur(cj), refer to equation (5).

balanced purity = (NMI − |pur(ci) − pur(cj)|

+pur(ci) + pur(cj)) (7)

Figure 9 and Figure 10 show the results of equa-
tion (7) on both the CBGF and KMCF consensus

Figure 8: CBGF consensus function number of edge
cuts/number of clusterings
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Figure 9: CBGF consensus function sum and indi-
vidual balance purity measures for the links, text and
orthographic techniques

Figure 10: KMCF consensus function sum and indi-
vidual balance purity measures for the links, text and
orthographic techniques

functions against the three clustering techniques. The
top values in the graph are the summation of the lower
three sets of values that correspond to each of the in-
dividual clustering techniques. It can be seen, that
in both of these graphs that the largest value found
from the summation on the three techniques was the
final clustering 9.

Figure 8 shows the number of cuts divided by the
number of final consensus clusterings for the CBGF
consensus function. As mentioned earlier, you would
expect a decreasing graph with little fluctuations or
pits in it. However, as shown in Figure 8 there are
two significant dips, these are at final consensus clus-
tering 7 and 9. This means that the number cuts for
these two clusterings were considerably smaller than
the cuts made in earlier and in later clusterings. This
then leads us to the conclusion that both of these clus-
terings show the most stability in their partitions.

We can see from the results that the final clus-
tering of 9 from the CBGF consensus function is the
most consistent at gaining the highest values in terms
of all our measurements. Though, other clusters have
also presented comparatively good results, especially

within both the CBGF and KMCF consensus func-
tions the clustering of 9 appeared to be the most con-
sistent overall.

Finally, it is worth highlighting that the work un-
dertaken in Section 3.3 found that a good clustering,
(a good balance between objective function values,
tolerances and the number of clusters) of the data
set was achieved with 9 clusters. Refer to Figures 1
and 2.

8 Conclusion

Phishing is carried out by multiple groups of people
over the internet. In this study we were provided
with the artefacts of phishing attacks on financial in-
stitutions in Australia by a major Australian Bank.
The artefacts of this phishing activity are emails that
have been identified and classified as phishing emails.
This work has used different clustering techniques to
identify the groups involved in phishing. The main
problems with emails is how to represent them as ob-
jects that can be clustered. Our approach has been to
use three different representations of the emails, text
content as determined by words, link content as de-
termined by the hidden links in the email and the or-
thographic structure as determined by the features in
Section 3.3. These were all natural representations of
the emails, however a fourth facet of phishing emails
is the scripting, but this will be part of our future
work.

The features from each of the three feature spaces
mentioned above were selected and individual clus-
tering algorithms were used to determine clusterings
based on each of these representations. Each of these
clusterings provided different information, not all sug-
gested a number of phishing groups. However the
orthographic approach using the Modified Global k-
means algorithm and some analysis of the objective
function (clustering function) suggested 9 groups.

In order to utilise the evidence from the three
clustering approaches, they were ensembled using the
three clustering consensus approaches as described in
Section 4. Two of these graphing functions, CBGF
and KMCF provided interesting results when the edge
cut graphs were examined, again suggesting 9 as the
likely number of final clusters. The NMI and purity
measures between these consensus functions and the
three clusterings of the text, links and orthographic
techniques also demonstrated maximum mutual in-
formation and balance purity around 9 clusters. This
can be clearly seen by the sum in Figures 9 and 10.

Whilst not conclusive, this paper has explored
clustering approaches and ensemble clustering ap-
proaches to provide information about the number
of phishing groups. This, through the different in-
dividual clustering representations provides informa-
tion about the profile of these groups. This paper has
concentrated on assembling the strongest evidence for
identifying a specific number phishing groups.

The issue of identifying and articulating the pro-
file of these particular groups will be the subject of a
further paper. A model will be built using the clus-
terings found in this paper, where the separate infor-
mation about the modus operandi of the groups can
be brought together. Other future work will include
a reality check of our results with expert views of the
number and nature of phishing groups and testing our
model on other data sets.
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Abstract

As a common problem in data clustering applications,
how to identify a suitable proximity measure between
data instances is still an open problem. Especially
when interval-valued data is becoming more and more
popular, it is expected to have a suitable distance
for intervals. Existing distance measures only con-
sider the lower and upper bounds of intervals, but
overlook the overlapped area between intervals. In
this paper, we introduce a novel proximity measure
for intervals, called Overlapped Interval Divergence
(OLID), which extends the existing distances by con-
sidering the relationship between intervals and their
overlapped “area”. Furthermore, the proposed OLID
measure is also incorporated into different adaptive
clustering frameworks. The experiment results show
that the proposed OLID is more suitable for interval
data than the Hausdorff distance and the city-block
distance.

Keywords: Clustering, Distance, Similarity , Interval
Valued Data.

1 Introduction

The importance of distance measures in machine
learning and data mining is clear: a large number of
learning problems, such as clustering and lazy learn-
ing, heavily rely on the similarity measurement over
the data instance space. Accordingly, one of the main
issues in these problems is the selection of a suitable
metric for the concerned application domain. Most of
existing distances have been designed for a relatively
simple way: the data instance is described by a vector
of random variables, each of which results in just one
single value. However, in real life there are many sit-
uations where the use of interval-valued data is more
suitable.

In general, interval-valued data come from two ma-
jor sources:

1. many phenomena cannot be explained by us-
ing single-valued variables, and from their outset
some data sets will include interval attributes.
Many of natural language are expressed with in-
tervals instead of single crisp values, e.g. “I drink
4-6 cups of water a day.” Similarly, in medi-
cal and engineering data, intervals also appear

Copyright c©2009, Australian Computer Society, Inc. This pa-
per appeared at the Eighth Australasian Data Mining Confer-
ence (AusDM 2009), Melbourne, Australia. Conferences in Re-
search and Practice in Information Technology (CRPIT), Vol.
101, Paul J. Kennedy, Kok-Leong Ong and Peter Christen, Ed.
Reproduction for academic, not-for profit purposes permitted
provided this text is included.

Table 1: Sample Interval Data Set
No. Age Weight · · · Blood Pressure
1 [12, 17] [45, 50] · · · [90, 100]
2 [25, 30] [70, 80] · · · [138, 180]
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
21 [20, 30] [65, 70] · · · [110, 150]
22 [10, 20] [45, 70] · · · [90, 170]
23 [30, 40] [70, 75] · · · [70, 120]

frequently, because of some tolerance in measur-
ing real parameters. For example, age could be
recorded as being in an interval, such as [0, 10],
[30, 40] etc. In addition, it may not be possible
to measure some characteristics accurately by a
single value, e.g. the pulse rate at 70, but rather
measures the variable as an (x± δ) value, namely
(70± 1). The blood pressure may be recorded
by its [low, high] values, e.g. [138, 180]. These
are all interval-valued attributes. A typical data
set with interval-valued attributes may follow the
lines of Table 1.

2. As data sets increasingly suffer from the prob-
lem of scale, in terms of either the number of at-
tributes or the number of instances. Researchers
and practitioners from more diverse disciplines
than ever before are attempting to use auto-
mated methods to analyze their data. It is of-
ten desirable to reduce the size of the data while
maintaining their essential information as much
as possible. One approach is to summarize large
data sets in such a way that the resulting data
set is of a manageable size. In this situation, in-
terval data store variability better than standard
single value data when real values describing the
individual observations result in intervals in the
description of the summarized data. Accordingly
the summarized data could no longer be single
values as in classical format, but instead be rep-
resented as intervals (Billard 2006).

The statistical treatment of interval-valued at-
tributes has been considered in the context of Sym-
bolic Data Analysis (SDA) (Diday 1988), which is a
domain related to exploratory data analysis, multi-
variate analysis and pattern recognition. SDA aims
to provide suitable methods for analyzing data set de-
scribed through multi-valued attributes, including in-
tervals, sets categories, or weight distributions. SDA
has provided suitable tools for clustering interval-
valued data: in 2004, Souza et al. proposed a clus-
tering algorithm for interval data based on the city-
block distance (de Souza & de A.T. de Carvalho
2004), and they applied the dynamic adaptive clus-
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tering framework which incorporate the city-block dis-
tance to measure the distance between intervals. In
2006, De Carvalho et al. adopted a similar dynamic
clustering framework but with the Hausdorff dis-
tance instead for intervals (de A.T. de Carvalho et al.
2006). Recently De Carvalho et al. further propose
the single adaptive clustering framework, in which
both the city-block and Hausdorff distances can be
adopted (de A.T. De Carvalho & Lechevallier 2009).
The single adaptive distances in (de A.T. De Carvalho
& Lechevallier 2009) use the same adaptive parame-
ters for all clusters, while it is different to the clus-
ter adaptive distances in the early work (de A.T. de
Carvalho et al. 2006), which use different adaptive
parameters from cluster to cluster.

Most distances used for clustering interval data
presented thus far have been designed for a relatively
simple way: given two intervals, only the crisp val-
ues of their lower and upper bounds were considered,
and the information about their overlapped area has
been largely overlooked. However, in real life there
are many situations where the ignorance of these over-
lapped area causes severe loss information, especially
when both the distance between interval centers and
the relative size of the overlapped area are concerned.

In this paper, we aim to fill the void by proposing
a new distance for interval-valued data. By consid-
ering the intervals as a hypercube in a high dimen-
sional space and take the overlapped area into con-
sideration, the proposed Overlapped Interval Diver-
gence is different from other interval distances which
only consider their lower and upper bounds as single
high dimensional points. As we will see from the later
sections that by incorporating the proposed distances
into both the single and the cluster adaptive cluster-
ing frameworks, we can get more accurate clustering
results than existing distances.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In
section 2, the related work are presented. In sec-
tion 3, we propose the Overlapped Interval Diver-
gence with detailed analysis of its properties and
the adaptive clustering algorithms employed in the
work. In section 4, we present the experiment re-
sults that evaluate the proposed algorithms compared
to single(cluster) adaptive Hausdorff distance and
single(cluster) adaptive city-block distance under the
synthetic data sets. Finally conclusions and future
work are presented in section 5.

2 Dynamic Clustering for Interval-valued
Data

Clustering, partitioning data into sensible group-
ings according to measured or perceived intrinsic
characteristics or similarity, is one of the most fun-
damental unsupervised data mining tasks. It is use-
ful for helping user to understand and interpret the
general patterns in data when prior knowledge of the
underlying distribution is missing. As the representa-
tion of data by means of intervals is becoming more
and more frequent, researchers and practitioners from
more diverse disciplines than ever before are attempt-
ing to extend existing methods for the comparison of
interval data (Diday 1988).

2.1 Interval-Valued Data

According to symbolic data analysis (Diday 1988), an
interval variable is a variable which takes the interval
values such as [a, b], where a ≤ b and a, b ∈ <. When
a = b, this interval variable is becoming a normal
single valued variable. Let D be a data set described
by p interval variables. Each data instance xi ∈ D is

represented as a vector of intervals: xi = (x1
i , · · · , xp

i ),
where xj

i = [aj
i , b

j
i ].

A distance or proximity measure d is a non-
negative function defined on each pair of interval-
valued data instances, such that the closer the in-
stances, the lower the value assumed by d. Two popu-
lar distance measures which have been widely used are
the city-block distance (de Souza & de A.T. de Car-
valho 2004) and the Hausdorff distance (de A.T. de
Carvalho et al. 2006), which will be described later
together with the dynamic clustering algorithms.

2.2 Adaptive Distances for Dynamic Cluster-
ing

Symbolic data analysis has provided clustering meth-
ods in which interval-valued data are considered. As
the most influential symbolic data analysis method,
the Dynamic Clustering Algorithm represents a
group of unsupervised partition-based clustering algo-
rithms. It can be proven that this group of algorithms
generalizes several clustering algorithms including K-
means and K-median algorithm.

The general Dynamic Clustering Algorithm looks
for the partition of data set D into K clusters, and
each cluster is represented by a single prototype vec-
tor of intervals, such that the sum of distance mea-
sures between each instance belonging to a cluster
and the cluster’s prototype is minimized.

Let yk = ([α1
k, β1

k], . . . , [αp
k, βp

k ]) be the prototype
for the k-th cluster Pk (k = 1, . . . , K). The Dynamic
Clustering Algorithm is then trying to minimize the
following criterion:

O =
K∑

k=1

∑

xi∈Pk

dk(xi, yk). (1)

Popular distance measures for interval-valued data
include the Hausdorff distance (de A.T. de Carvalho
et al. 2006) and the city-block distance (de Souza &
de A.T. de Carvalho 2004). When they are used
with Dynamic Clustering Algorithms, they usually
appear in one of two adaptive forms: the single adap-
tive distance uses the same parameter for all clusters;
the cluster adaptive distance uses different parame-
ters from cluster to cluster (de A.T. De Carvalho &
Lechevallier 2009).

2.2.1 The Single Adaptive Distances

Literature (de A.T. De Carvalho & Lechevallier
2009) proposes the partitional clustering algorithm
for interval-valued data by using a single adaptive
Hausdorff distance:

dk(xi, yk) =
p∑

j=1

λj(max[|aj
i − αj

k|, |bj
i − βj

k|]), (2)

in which λj = (λ1, . . . , λp) is a weight vector for p
interval variables.

Similarly, if using the city-block distance we can
get:

dk(xi, yk) =
p∑

j=1

λj [|aj
i − αj

k|+ |bj
i − βj

k|], (3)

where the weight vector λj = (λ1, . . . , λp) is also fixed
for p interval variables.
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De Carvalho et al. also propose an extended single
adaptive city-block distance for interval-valued data
clustering (de A.T. De Carvalho & Lechevallier 2009):

dk(xi, yk) =
p∑

j=1

(λj
L|aj

i − αj
k|+ λj

U |bj
i − βj

k|), (4)

in which there are two vectors of weight, one for
the lower boundaryλL = (λ1

L, . . . , λp
L), and the other

for the upper boundary λU = (λ1
U , . . . , λp

U ). These
weight vectors are the same for each cluster.

2.2.2 The Cluster-Adaptive Distances

De Carvalho et al. introduce the dynamic cluster-
ing algorithm for interval data by adopting differ-
ent adaptive Hausdorff distances for different clus-
ters (de A.T. de Carvalho et al. 2006):

dk(xi, yk) =
p∑

j=1

λj
k(max[|aj

i − αj
k|, |bj

i − βj
k|]), (5)

which is parameterized by K vectors λk =
(λ1

k, . . . , λp
k) (k = 1, . . . ,K), one for each cluster.

Similarly, we can have the cluster adaptive city-
block distance (de Souza & de A.T. de Carvalho
2004):

dk(xi, yk) =
p∑

j=1

λj
k[|aj

i − αj
k|+ |bj

i − βj
k|], (6)

which is also parameterized by K vectors λk =
(λ1

k, . . . , λp
k) (k = 1, . . . ,K).

Souza and De Carvalho also extended the clus-
ter adaptive city-block distance by separately consid-
ering the lower and the upper bounds (de Souza &
de A.T. de Carvalho 2004):

dk(xi, yk) =
p∑

j=1

(λj
kL|aj

i − αj
k|+ λj

kU |bj
i − βj

k|), (7)

where each cluster Pk is parameterized by two
weight vectors: one for lower boundary λkL =
(λ1

kL, . . . , λp
kL), the other for upper boundary λkU =

(λ1
kU , . . . , λp

kU ). Here, the weight vectors are also dif-
ferent from cluster to cluster.

2.2.3 The General Adaptive Clustering Algo-
rithm

Once the strategy for adaptive distances is deter-
mined, the algorithm for clustering interval-valued
data can be generated into a general process: it
will randomly choose a partition of X into clusters
P = (P1, . . . , Pk), then iterate over the following
steps.

• In the first step, determine K cluster prototypes
y = (y1, . . . , yK) to represent each cluster.

• In the second step, fix the prototypes y =
(y1, . . . , yK) and the partitions P = (P1, . . . , Pk),
and update the adaptive distances dk so that the
adequacy criterion O is minimized.

• In the third step, fix the prototypes and the
adaptive distances, and determine the best par-
tition P = (P1, . . . , Pk) which minimizes the ad-
equacy criterion O.
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Figure 1: The interval a1, a2, a3, a4, a5, a6 and b.

3 Clustering with the Overlapped Interval
Divergence

Most distances defined for interval-valued data
have been designed for a relatively simple way: only
the lower and upper bounds of the intervals are con-
sidered. However, in real life there are many situa-
tions where their overlapped area should also be con-
sidered (Li & Tong 2002, Li & Dai 2004, Jiang et al.
2005, Dai et al. 2004).

For example, considering seven intervals as shown
in Fig. 1, the city-block and the Hausdorff distances
from any interval {a1, a2, a3, a4, a5, a6} to b are pre-
sented in Table 2. As we can see, intervals a1, a2,
a3 and a5 are all overlapping with interval b, while
intervals a4 and a6 have no overlapped area with
b. According to the city-block distance, we have
dc(a1, b) = dc(a2, b) = 3 and dc(a4, b) = dc(a5, b) = 8.
It is evident that the city-block distance can not dis-
tinguish a1 from a2, or distinguish a4 from a5. Sim-
ilarly, if following the Hausdorff distance, we will
have dH(a1, b) = dH(a2, b) = dH(a3, b) = 2 and
dH(a4, b) = dH(a6, b) = 6, which means the Haus-
dorff can not distinguish among a1, a2 and a3, or
between a4 and a6.

This is contradict to the intuition that a1, a2, a3
are different from each other, especially when the rel-
ative size of the overlapped area is a concern. In this
section, we are addressing this problem by proposing
a new proximity measure for intervals.

3.1 The Overlapped Interval Divergence
(OLID)

Any interval-valued data generalizes a single-valued
data because it represents a range of values, and
have “area” in nature. In addition, there will be
an overlapped area between any two intervals, even
though the overlapped area might be empty. For in-
tervals, two factors are related to the proximity be-
tween two intervals: one is the distance between their
centers; another one is the relative size of their over-
lapped area. By considering the above two factors
together, we propose an Overlapped Interval Diver-
gence (OLID) for intervals.

Definition 1 Given two intervals a = [a1, a2] and
b = [b1, b2], let ca = a1+a2

2 , ra = a2−a1
2 and cb =

b1+b2
2 , rb = b2−b1

2 . Then the Overlapped Interval Di-
vergence (OLID) from interval a to b is defined as:

div(a, b) = l(a, b) · (1− OA(a, b)
2ra + 1

). (8)
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Table 2: Distances to b = [0, 5]
Distances a1 = [2, 6] a2 = [1, 7] a3 = [2, 7] a4 = [6, 7] a5 = [4, 9] a6 = [6, 8]
city-block 3 3 4 8 8 9
Hausdorff 2 2 2 6 4 6

OLID 0.4 0.8571 1 3 3.3333 4

where OA(a, b) is the Overlapped Area between a and
b, and l(a, b) is a distance originated from Hausdorff
distance by considering all points inside the intervals:

l(a, b) = maxa′∈[a1,a2]
{minb′∈[b1,b2]

{u(a
′
, b
′
)}}, (9)

in which u(a
′
, b
′
) is the Euclidean distance between a

′

and b
′
.

For an interval a = [a1, a2], the relationship be-
tween a and any other interval b = [b1, b2] could be
divided into the following six types as shown in Fig. 2:

Falling Inside This kind of relationship occurs
when interval a is completely falling inside of in-
terval b, as shown in Fig. 2(a). In this situation
we have the OLID div(a, b) = 0.

Covering This relationship happens when interval b
is completely falling into interval a, as shown in
Fig. 2(b). In this situation we have the OLID
from a to b as (|ca − cb|+ ra − rb)(1− 2rb

2ra+1 ).

Left Overlapping This corresponds to the situa-
tion where interval b overlaps with a on the
left side of a, as shown in Fig. 2(c). We have
a1 ∈ [b1, b2] and a2 /∈ [b1, b2], then div(a, b) =
(|ca − cb|+ ra − rb)(1− ra+rb−|ca−cb|

2ra+1 ).

Right Overlapping This corresponds to the situ-
ation where interval b overlaps with a on the
right side of a, as shown in Fig. 2(d). We have
a1 /∈ [b1, b2] and a2 ∈ [b1, b2], then div(a, b) =
(|ca − cb|+ ra − rb)(1− ra+rb−|ca−cb|

2ra+1 ).

Left Neighboring This happens when interval b is
not overlapping with a, and b is on the left side
of a, as shown in Fig. 2(e).

Right Neighboring This happens when interval b
is not overlapping with a, and b is on the right
side of a, as shown in Fig. 2(f).

By considering all the types of situations, we can
get the Overlapped Interval Divergence function as
follows:

div(a, b)

= l(a, b) · (1− OA(a,b)
2ra+1 )

=





0 i

(|ca − cb|+ ra − rb)(1− 2rb
2ra+1 ) ii

|ca − cb| iii

(|ca − cb|+ ra − rb)(1− ra+rb−|ca−cb|
2ra+1 ) iv

(|ca − cb|+ ra − rb)(1 +
|ca−cb|−(ra+rb)

2ra+1 ) v

(10)

in which, i denotes when |ca−cb| ≤ rb−ra; ii denotes
when |ca−cb| ≤ ra−rb; iii denotes when ra = rb = 0;
iv denotes when |ra−rb| < |ca−cb| < ra+rb; v denotes
when |ca − cb| ≥ ra + rb.

It is interesting to note that when both intervals
degrade into single values, the OLID divergence be-
comes the regular L1 distance.

3.2 The Dynamic Clustering Algorithms
based on Adaptive OLID

Based on the general framework of the adaptive clus-
tering algorithm introduced in Section 2.2, the clus-
tering algorithms based on single or cluster adaptive
OLID are developed to discover the best partition of
the original data sets into K clusters, which holds the
minimum adequacy criterion Omin.

Osingle =
K∑

k=1

∑

i∈Pk

dsingle(xi, yk), (11)

in which

dsingle(xi, yk) =
∑p

j [λj(max{div(aj
i , αj

k), div(αj
k, aj

i )})] (12)

is the single adaptive OLID measuring the dissimi-
larity between an object xi(i = 1, · · · , n) and a clus-
ter prototype yk(k = 1, · · · ,K), which is the me-
dian of x ∈ Pk and multiplied by a weight vector
λj(j = 1, · · · , p). Here, since OLID is asymmetric,
we use the max function to make it symmetric.

In each iteration, the weight vector λj(j =
1, · · · , p) is calculated according to the following ex-
pression:

λj =
{∏p

l=1(
∑K

k=1[
∑

i∈Pk
(max{div(al

i,αl
k),div(αl

k,al
i)})])}

1
p

∑K
k=1[

∑
i∈Pk

(max{div(a
j
i

,α
j
k
),div(α

j
k

,a
j
i
)})]

, (13)

which satisfies λj > 0 and
∏p

j=1 λj = 1.
The Pseudo-code of the algorithms are presented

in Alg. 1, which is both for single and cluster adaptive
OLID algorithms.

For the dynamic clustering algorithm based on
cluster adaptive distances share the same algorithm
schema with the one based on single adaptive dis-
tances, but using a specific adequacy criterion Ocluster
since the adaptive distances are different from cluster
to cluster:

Ocluster =
K∑

k=1

∑

i∈Pk

dcluster(xi, yk), (14)

in which the dissimilarity between the object xi and
the corresponding cluster prototype yk can be calcu-
lated by the cluster adaptive OLID equation as fol-
lows:

dcluster(xi, yk) =
∑p

j [λj
k(max{div(aj

i , αj
k), div(αj

k, aj
i )})]. (15)

where the weight vector is

λj
k =

{∏p
l=1

∑
i∈Pk

(max{div(al
i,αl

k),div(αl
k,al

i)})}
1
p

∑
i∈Pk

(max{div(a
j
i

,α
j
k
),div(α

j
k

,a
j
i
)})

, (16)

which satisfies λj
k > 0 and

∏p
j=1 λj

k = 1.

4 Experiment and Discussion

To evaluate the performance of our OLID measure-
ment, we investigate it within the framework of dy-
namic clustering algorithms on synthetic data sets.
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Figure 2: Different Relationships Between Two Intervals

Algorithm 1 The adaptive OLID algorithm
Input:
Data Set X.
The number of clusters K.

Output:
A partition P of X into K clusters.

Algorithm Process:

1: Initialization:
2: P ← random partition of input data X into K

clusters;
3: Iterative Research:
4: Flag ← False;
5: while not Flag
6: Flag ← TRUE, change ← 0;
7: Calculate the prototypes yk(k = 1, · · · ,K);
8: Calculate the weight vector λj(j = 1, . . . , p):

λj =
{∏p

l=1(
∑K

k=1[
∑

i∈Pk
(max{div(al

i,α
l
k),div(αl

k,al
i)})])}

1
p

∑K
k=1[

∑
i∈Pk

(max{div(aj
i ,αj

k),div(αj
k,aj

i )})]
,

or

λj
k =

{∏p
l=1

∑
i∈Pk

(max{div(al
i,α

l
k),div(αl

k,al
i)})}

1
p

∑
i∈Pk

(max{div(aj
i ,αj

k),div(αj
k,aj

i )})
,

9: for each element xi ∈ X
10: k ← the label of the cluster which xi belongs

to;
11: knew = argmink(dsingle(xi, yk)) or knew =

argmink(dcluster(xi, yk));
12: if k 6= knew
13: Assign xi to Pknew ;
14: change = change + 1;
15: end if
16: end for
17: if change = 0, then Flag ← TRUE;
18: end while

The results generated based on the Hausdorff and the
city-block distances are also included for comparison
purpose. This section starts with an introduction of
the experimental data sets, then we describe the Cor-
rected Rand Index (CR Index), which is widely used
in the similar studies to evaluate the performance of
the clusterings; finally, the experiments results of our
OLID measurement are shown together with a dis-
cussion based on the performance comparison with
the other popular measurements.

We compare our measurement with several pop-
ular distances, in the context of one/two weight
single/cluster adaptive clustering algorithms. As a
random initialization step in the dynamic clustering
framework, we run each algorithm on each data set

for 100 times, and use the average CR over these 100
running for comparison.

4.1 Data Sets

In the experiments, three synthetic interval data
sets are employed, which are designed to be well-
separated, not-so-well-separated and over-lapping re-
spectively.

4.1.1 Synthetic Data Sets

Following a similar strategy in (de Souza & de A.T. de
Carvalho 2004, de A.T. de Carvalho et al. 2006,
de A.T. De Carvalho & Lechevallier 2009), three types
of the synthetic data sets are generated according to
a bivariate normal distribution in a two-dimensional
real number space, <2. The first one represents a
well-separated data set. The second one represents
a not-so-well-separated data set, in which the class
covariance matrices of the bivariate distribution are
unequal; while for the third data set, the class covari-
ance matrices are nearly the same. The parameters
listed in Table 3 are set up to generate these three
data sets respectively.

Each data set contains 450 data instances. A pri-
ori classification is done for evaluation convenience,
by which four labels are set up to group the data in-
stances into four classes with different sizes: Class 1
and Class 2 have the same size of 150, Class 3 con-
tains 50 data instances, and Class 4 takes 100 ones.

As shown in Fig. 3(a), Fig. 3(c) and Fig. 3(e), each
data instance (ai, bi) in well-separated, not-so-well-
separated and over-lapping data sets is a seed of a
vector of intervals:

([ai − γ1, ai + γ1], [bi − γ2, bi + γ2]),

where γ1 and γ2 are randomly picked up from inter-
vals of [1, 5], [1, 10], [1, 15] and [1, 20]. The data sets
can be also represented by interval values as shown in
Fig. 3(b), Fig. 3(d) and Fig. 3(f).

4.2 Clustering Validation

The Corrected Rand (CR) index, which was intro-
duced in (Hubert & Arabie 1985), is one of the most
popular clustering validation indexes (de Souza &
de A.T. de Carvalho 2004, de A.T. de Carvalho et al.
2006, de A.T. De Carvalho & Lechevallier 2009).

Given two partitions of the same data set, U =
{u1, u2, . . . , uR} and V = {v1, v2, . . . , vC}, which have
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Table 3: Parameters in the three synthetic seed data sets
Well-separated Not so Well-separated Over-lapping

µ1 µ2 σ1 σ2 µ1 µ2 σ1 σ2 µ1 µ2 σ1 σ2
Class 1 31 25 10 3 30 25 12 4 30 25 10 3
Class 2 63 34 3 12 64 33 9 7 64 32 9 4
Class 3 30 50 3 3 52 17 7 9 52 17 10 4
Class 4 10 55 3 3 59 50 4 14 59 39 9 3
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Figure 3: Three Synthetic Data Sets (γ1, γ2 ∈ [1, 10])

R and C clusters respectively, the CR index can be
estimated by the following equation:

CR =

∑R
i=1

∑C
j=1

(nij
2

)
−

(
n
2

)−1 ∑R
i=1

(
ni.
2

) ∑C
j=1

(n.j
2

)

1
2 [

∑R
i=1

(
ni.
2

)
+

∑C
j=1

(n.j
2

)
]−

(
n
2

)−1 ∑R
i=1

(
ni.
2

) ∑C
j=1

(n.j
2

) (17)

in which
(
n
2

)
= n(n−1)

2 , nij represents the number of
instances that are in clusters ui and vi; ni. indicates
the number of instances in cluster ui; n.j indicates
the number of instances in cluster vj ; and n is the
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total number of instances in the data set.
The value of CR index for a certain clustering algo-

rithm falls into the range of [−1, 1]. A CR index value
of 1 indicates two clustering results are exactly the
same, whereas the value 0 or below indicates that the
cluster agreement found by chance (Milligan 1996).
When comparing the clustering result with the true
clustering partition, the higher the CR index value is,
the better the result is.

4.3 Results and Discussion

Each clustering distance is incorporated with the sin-
gle and cluster adaptive clustering framework, then
run 100 times before the averaged CR is calculated.

4.3.1 Results for Synthetic Data Sets

Table 4 presents the values of the average and stan-
dard deviation (in parenthesis) of the CR index for
the well-separated data set. It is evident that the
proposed OLID distance in the cluster framework can
get the best results on all the testing data sets. This
is consistent with De Carvalho’s findings (de A.T.
De Carvalho & Lechevallier 2009), which discovered
that the cluster adaptive clustering framework per-
forms well on the well-separated data sets.

Table 5 presents the values of the average and stan-
dard deviation (in parenthesis) of the CR index for
the not-so-well-separated data set. This is also con-
sistent with De Carvalho’s findings (de A.T. De Car-
valho & Lechevallier 2009), which discovered that the
cluster adaptive clustering framework performs well
on the not-so-well-separated data sets. It is interest-
ing to note that the proposed OLID distance in this
framework can always lead to the best results on all
testing data sets.

Table 6 presents the values of the average and stan-
dard deviation(in parenthesis) of the CR index for the
over-lapping data set. This is also consistent with De
Carvalho’s findings (de A.T. De Carvalho & Lecheval-
lier 2009) that the single adaptive clustering frame-
work performs well on the over-lapping data sets. It
is as expected that the proposed OLID distance out-
performs all the other distances in the single adaptive
clustering framework on all data sets.

4.3.2 Paired t-test Results

The two-tailed, paired t-test with 95% confidence
level has been used to evaluate OLID with city-
block and Hausdorff distance under single and clus-
ter frameworks. The results are presented in Table 7.
From the table, we can see that in the cluster adap-
tive clustering framework, the proposed OLID mea-
sure significantly improves the existing city-block and
Hausdorff distances. In the single adaptive clustering
framework, the OLID measure performs significantly
better than the Hausdorff distance, and it is also sig-
nificantly better than the two weight city-block dis-
tance, though the difference between it and the one
weight city-block distance is not significant.

5 Conclusion

The choice of a distance measurement is essen-
tial for the success of many machine learning and
data mining tasks, such as clustering and lazy learn-
ing. The trend of data representation as the interval-
valued data calls for more sophisticated methods to
evaluate the distance or similarity between interval-
valued data instances.

The work is motivated by the fact that, most ex-
isting distance measures for interval-valued data only
considered the lower and upper bounds, and over-
looked the relative size of their overlapped area. In
this paper, we introduce a new distance measure-
ment based on the Hausdorff distance and the rel-
ative size of the overlapped area. We show its prop-
erties, and use it into different dynamic clustering
frameworks: the single adaptive OLID algorithm and
the cluster adaptive OLID algorithm. Our experi-
ment results indicate the significant improvement of
the proposed OLID measure over existing distances.
In addition, our results further confirm that the single
adaptive clustering framework is suitable for the over-
lapping data sets, while the cluster adaptive cluster-
ing framework is suitable for the well-separated data
sets (de A.T. De Carvalho & Lechevallier 2009).
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Table 4: Well-Separated Data Set: comparison of the distances
OLID city-block Hausdorff

Range of γi One weight One weight Two weight One weight
(i = 1, 2) Single Cluster Single Cluster Single Cluster Single Cluster
γi ∈ [1, 5] 0.7464 0.8102 0.7393 0.8005 0.7378 0.7875 0.7228 0.7859
CR Index (0.0935) (0.1038) (0.0879) (0.0954) (0.0926) (0.0967) (0.0726) (0.1071)

γi ∈ [1, 10] 0.761 0.8003 0.773 0.796 0.7556 0.7869 0.7489 0.7932
CR Index (0.1108) (0.0895) (0.1197) (0.0821) (0.1096) (0.0768) (0.1158) (0.0998)

γi ∈ [1, 15] 0.7777 0.8122 0.7455 0.7715 0.7558 0.7805 0.77 0.7932
CR Index (0.098) (0.1037) (0.1088) (0.0863) (0.1157) (0.0939) (0.1349) (0.0962)

γi ∈ [1, 20] 0.7352 0.8038 0.6994 0.7442 0.6982 0.755 0.7173 0.7345
CR Index (0.1007) (0.0993) (0.0743) (0.0699) (0.0734) (0.0872) (0.0909) (0.0801)

Table 5: Not So Well-Separated Data Set: comparison of the distances
OLID city-block Hausdorff

Range of γi One weight One weight Two weight One weight
(i = 1, 2) Single Cluster Single Cluster Single Cluster Single Cluster
γi ∈ [1, 5] 0.5235 0.5555 0.4967 0.5275 0.4905 0.5315 0.4691 0.5303
CR Index (0.0470) (0.0589) (0.0183) (0.0808) (0.0354) (0.0768) (0.0520) (0.0834)

γi ∈ [1, 10] 0.5139 0.5682 0.5262 0.5561 0.5305 0.5526 0.4788 0.5332
CR Index (0.0642) (0.0611) (0.0386) (0.0392) (0.0364) (0.0435) (0.0829) (0.0937)

γi ∈ [1, 15] 0.4329 0.4869 0.4309 0.4683 0.4327 0.4691 0.4132 0.4198
CR Index (0.0091) (0.0347) (0.0172) (0.0118) (0.0071) (0.0017) (0.0181) (0.0428)

γi ∈ [1, 20] 0.4606 0.5225 0.4883 0.4967 0.4792 0.4946 0.3568 0.3769
CR Index (0.0412) (0.0487) (0.0335) (0.0843) (0.0232) (0.0725) (0.0270) (0.0444)

Table 6: Over-Lapping Data Set: comparison of the distances
OLID city-block Hausdorff

Range of γi One weight One weight Two weight One weight
(i = 1, 2) Single Cluster Single Cluster Single Cluster Single Cluster
γi ∈ [1, 5] 0.6079 0.6058 0.5964 0.5679 0.5855 0.5953 0.5777 0.5619
CR Index (0.114) (0.1241) (0.0999) (0.0977) (0.0993) (0.1014) (0.1137) (0.105)

γi ∈ [1, 10] 0.5958 0.5826 0.5672 0.5451 0.5689 0.5521 0.5598 0.5355
CR Index (0.0536) (0.0765) (0.0627) (0.081) (0.066) (0.0809) (0.0292) (0.0548)

γi ∈ [1, 15] 0.5211 0.5350 0.5168 0.5040 0.5203 0.5163 0.4816 0.4720
CR Index (0.0211) (0.0722) (0.0394) (0.0759) (0.0479) (0.0847) (0.0445) (0.0566)

γi ∈ [1, 20] 0.6416 0.5546 0.5755 0.5548 0.5691 0.5395 0.5335 0.5090
CR Index (0.0845) (0.0947) (0.0654) (0.0799) (0.0654) ( 0.0911) (0.0604) (0.0684)

Table 7: Paired t-test Results
Algorithms Distance p-value t

Single OLID vs. Single city-block One weight 0.0961 1.8198
Two weight 0.0492 2.2103

Single OLID vs. Single Hausdorff one weight 0.0013 4.2584
Cluster OLID vs. Cluster city-block One weight 0.0004 5.0638

Two weight 0.0000 7.5389

Cluster OLID vs. Cluster Hausdorff one weight 0.0006 4.738
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Abstract

Visualisation of multi-dimensional dataset can be
very useful for data mining purposes. This paper de-
scribes a simple visualisation technique to reduce a
high dimensional dataset into a 3D space. Our aim
is to design a method that is simple, easy, computa-
tionally cost-e�ective and able to give a reasonable
visualisation of the dataset.

The original dataset is projected to a lower dimen-
sional space via geometric metrics, while the proxim-
ity of the original data points is approximately pre-
served. The idea behind our data transformation is
the concept of triangulation, which is applied through
the use of reference points. In our study, we compared
our method with the Principal Component Analy-
sis (PCA) and Random Projection (RP). The results
suggest that: when compared with PCA, our method
can deliver a comparable visualisation of the dataset
at a lower cost; when compared with RP, our method
yields better visualisations at a similar cost.

Keywords: Data visualisation, Dimensionality reduc-
tion, Random projection

1 Introduction

�A picture is worth a thousand words�, a proverb that
well describes why visualisation can be a powerful tool
for gaining deeper insight into di�cult problems. A
good visualisation should be able to convey a story of
what is being visualised. Generally, di�erent domains
require di�erent types of visualisation techniques, for
instance, we use stock charts to show stock market
data and maps to display physical locations. It seems
that the human brain is accustomed to handling in-
formation in graphical forms. A good example which
shows that graphs are better analytical tools would
be to compare reading experimental results from a
100x100 table, as oppose to reading them from a scat-
ter plot. For any non-trivial sets of experimental re-
sults, it is generally easier to spot trends in the scatter
plot than in the table. So a good visualisation should
help to organise complex information into easy to un-
derstand structures. In this paper, the domain that
we will try to visualise is the vector datasets, i.e. a
collection of well-structured and stationary dataset,
where each example in the dataset is represented by
n number of features.

In general, there are some questions that need to
be considered in order to construct a good visualisa-
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tion for any vector dataset. Below are some of the
basic questions that will help us shape our method:

1. Meaningfulness: Can the user interpret the vi-
sualisation in ways that would help them learn
more about the dataset?

2. Interactive: Does the visualisation need to pro-
vide a feedback function to interact with the user
and give real-time responses?

3. Computation: How long will it take to generate
the visualisation? Does it scale up well with more
data, i.e. more examples, higher dimensionality,
or both?

4. Limitations: What would be the scope of the
visualisation? Can it work with di�erent types
of attributes, or maybe an arbitrary number of
dimensions?

Based on these questions, we have developed a data
transformation technique to allow users to visualise
datasets in an interactive environment. This tech-
nique uses di�erent reference points to position ex-
amples in the dataset, therefore, we refer to it as the
kRef method. While it is not meant to be an accu-
rate approach as compared with other dimensionality
reduction methods, we recommend it as a good vi-
sualisation alternative for practical reasons: it scales
up well to large datasets, it is cheap to compute, it
is memory e�cient, it can be computed in parallel, it
has no dimensionality restrictions, it is quick to im-
plement and, most importantly, it is able to preserve
a reasonable proximity of the original data points in
order to deliver a meaningful visualisation of datasets.

In the next section, we will provide some related
works, this will then be followed by Section 3, which
is the main content of the paper and it describes our
technique in detail. In Section 4, we will demonstrate
the results of comparing our technique with PCA and
RP, and in Section 5 we will provide some discussions
and future works.

2 Related Works

Visualisation is one of the hot topics in computer
science and there are many techniques that can be
used to visualise multi-dimensional datasets. One
of the early works for visualising multi-dimensional
datasets was the parallel coordinates method (Insel-
berg, 1996). Parallel coordinates provides a 2D repre-
sentation of any given dataset. A simple illustration is
provided in Figure 1. The advantage of this method
is that users can visualise the pairwise relationship
between di�erent dimensions in a fairly pleasant man-
ner, but the drawback is that it can be very di�cult to
visualise when the dataset has a high dimensionality.
There is also a novel approach of using human faces
to represent di�erent examples in the dataset (Morris
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Figure 1: Parallel coordinates
An illustration of parallel coordinates. The x-axis
is the dimensions/attributes and the y-axis shows the
di�erent values of the attributes. Examples are shown
as lines connecting each dimension. In this �gure, all
four examples have the same value for Attribute 1,
but they split into 2 groups on Attributes 2. In the
last attribute, all four examples have a di�erent value.

et al. (2000)). In this approach, multiple faces are
presented, one face per example and each face have
a number of adjustable facial features to represent
di�erent dimensions. For example, if one chooses to
use the mouth to represent the �rst attribute, then
the sizes of the mouth could be adjusted according
to the value of the �rst attribute. In essence, this
method makes use of the human's ability to spot sim-
ilar and dissimilar faces, which translates to similar
and dissimilar examples based on a combination of
attributes. This method seems to be more scalable to
dimensionality than the parallel coordinates method,
but it is feasible only when dealing with a handful of
examples.

Other related works in the data mining commu-
nity are the dimensionality reduction techniques, such
as PCA (Jolli�e (2002)), self-organising maps (Koho-
nen (2000)), random projection (Bingham and Man-
nila (2001); Lin and Gunopulos (2003); Blum (2006))
and multi-dimensional scaling (Borg and Groenen
(1997)). For a good survey paper on dimensional re-
duction techniques, Fodor (2002) has provided a com-
prehensive coverage. Essentially, our technique also
belongs to the category of dimensionality reduction,
and the main challenge of dimensionality reduction is
to perform feature selection with minimum informa-
tion loss. The reduced dataset can then be utilised
for other purposes, such as visualisation, data com-
pression and e�cient learning.

From an appropriate perspective, random projec-
tion (RP) is similar to our work because of the similar
dataset transformation process. Random projection
is based on Johnson-Lindenstrauss lemma (Johnson
and Lindenstrauss (1984)), which states that if we
project a set of m data points from n-dimensional
space onto a random k-dimensional space, such that
k ≥ O(ε−2log(m)), then the pairwise distances are
preserved within ε. This minimum bound suggests
that k could potentially be much smaller than n. To
apply random projection, the original m by n data
matrix is reduced, by multiplying a random n by k
matrix, with the constraint that the column vectors
in the random matrix are unit vectors. After the de-
scription of our work, in the discussion section, we
will point out the di�erences between our method and
random projection.

Figure 2: Reference Points
In this 2D example, we have 3 reference points (R1,
R2 and R3) and 4 data points (x, y, z and a). The
circles represent equal Euclidean distances from the
centre reference points, i.e. the distances between R1
to x, y and z are the same.

3 Reference Point Method

As a motivational example of our proposed technique,
we use Figure 2 to show that, using reference point
R1 alone is not possible to tell apart x, y and z by
the distance measurement, as they have the same dis-
tance. However, the situation can be improved with
an additional reference point, R2, because x will have
a di�erent distance to R2 than y and z. Lastly, in
order to separate y and z, we need another refer-
ence point, R3. Thus, with 3 reference points, we
can uniquely identify x, y and z with their distance
information to each reference point. Therefore, the
basic requirement for the method to work is to have
at least 3 reference points, and because we can se-
lect any k number of reference points, provided that
k ≥ 3, hence we called this method kRef.

Furthermore, we have put a data point, a, to show
that, in the 3Ref space, a and z should have sim-
ilar distance measurements to each reference point
because they are located at a close proximity; this is
why kRef transformation is able to preserve the ap-
proximate pairwise distances in a lower dimensional
space. One can see this transformation as projecting
a dataset from the view of each reference point and
combining di�erent views to approximate the original
image. However, the distances in the kRef space will
be distorted due to the projection based on a distance
metric.

3.1 Algorithm and Run-time

The kRef method will transform the original dataset,
X, into a new space, kRefTransform(X):

X =

 x00 . . . x0n
...

. . .
...

xm0 . . . xmn



kRefTransform(X) =

2664
kRef(x0)00 . . . kRef(x0)0k

.

.

.
. . .

.

.

.
kRef(xm)m0 . . . kRef(xm)mk

3775
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Algorithm 1 Algorithm for transform a dataset to kRef space (in Python).

de f kRefTransform ( dataset , r e f e r en c ePo i n t s ) :
newDataset = [ ] # c r ea t e an empty datase t l i s t
f o r example in datase t :

newExample = [ ] # c r ea t e an empty example
f o r r e f in r e f e r en c ePo i n t s :

newExample . append ( d i s t ( r e f , example ) )
newDataset . append (newExample )

re turn newDataset

The kRefTransform() method returns a new
dataset by taking the original dataset, X, which con-
tains m examples and n attributes; it then uses the
function kRef() to map each example into k at-
tributes, where k equals to the number of reference
points. The basic algorithm is described in Algo-
rithm 1, which is written in Python programming
language. In Algorithm 1, we de�ned a method,
kRefTransform(), that takes a list of examples
(dataset) and a list of reference points (reference-
Points), then returns with a list of examples in k-
dimensions (newDataset). The dist() function in our
implementation uses Euclidean distance, because we
have found it to be a good choice in our experiments.
Although the algorithm shows only one nested loop,
but the Euclidean distance function actually contains
another loop that goes through all the attributes in
each example. So in the worst case, the algorithm
has a run-time of O(knm), where k is the number of
reference points, n is the number of attributes and m
is the number of examples in the dataset. In most
cases, both k and n are �xed constants and only m
would grow, so the average run-time is O(m).

3.2 Fundamentals

We have identi�ed 4 fundamental factors that can
impact the resulting kRef space: the position of
the reference points, the number of reference points
used, the original dimensionality of the dataset and
the distance metrics employed. These factors are
inter-related, because di�erent dataset dimensional-
ities and di�erent number of reference points may re-
quire a di�erent placement of reference points, which
may in turn be a�ected by the distance metric. But,
as a �rst attempt, we will analyse them indepen-
dently.

Before we go through the factors, we will �rst pro-
pose a quality assessment measure for the dataset
transformation.

3.2.1 Quality measurement

The measurement is intended to evaluate how good a
technique is at preserving the proximity of data points
in the geometric space. We de�ne this measurement
as the correlations between the pairwise distances in
the original space and that in the transformed space.
For e�ciency reasons, if the dataset is large, we will
only examine a random subset of the dataset; our
empirical results suggest that a sample of 20% seems
to give a reasonable estimate of the true value.

For a given set of data points, we need to �rst gen-
erate a matrix that contains m×m pairs of distances:

 dist(x(0), x(0)) · · · dist(x(0), x(m))
...

. . .
...

dist(x(m), x(0)) · · · dist(x(m), x(m))



The dist() function calculates the Euclidean dis-
tance between two examples. This matrix is sym-
metric, i.e. the diagonal line contains zeros and the
upper-right half is a mirrored copy of the lower-left
half. Therefore, we can �atten the matrix into a vec-
tor by appending the rows together, i.e. Dsample =
[row(x(0)), row(x(1)), ..., row(x(m−1))]T , and the size
of Dsample is Rm(m−1)/2.

We compute the distances vector for both the orig-
inal and the transformed datasets to get Doriginal

and DkRef , then correlation(Doriginal, DkRef ) can
be calculated with Pearson Product-moment Corre-
lation Coe�cient (Moore, 2006):

correlation(X,Y ) =
1
M

M∑
i=1

(
Xi − µX

σX
)(
Yi − µY

σY
)

where µX , µY , σXand σY are the means and
the standard deviations for the corresponding vec-
tors, and M is the size of X, i.e. |X|. The func-
tion correlation() will produce a real number be-
tween -1 and 1 to indicate whether the vectors have a
negative correlation (towards -1) or a positive cor-
relation(towards 1), or simply no obvious correla-
tion (around 0). A good quality data transformation
should have a strong positive correlation, whereas
a poor quality transformation is indicated by severe
negative correlation, because it means that the origi-
nal distances are distorted in the transformed space.

3.2.2 Synthetic test datasets

Test datasets are used to examine the e�ects of each
factor on the quality of the transformed space. A
test dataset consists of data points at every possible
feature space, e.g. if a dataset is described by 3 at-
tributes and each attribute can take on 5 di�erent
values, then all possible spaces in this dataset will be
53 = 125. We have generated 64 test datasets with
all combinations from di�erent settings: the origi-
nal dimensionality {2, 3, 4, 5}, the number of refer-
ence points {3, 4, 5, 6} and the possible attribute val-
ues {3, 4, 5, 6}.

3.2.3 Factor 1: Positions of the reference
points

It can be shown that the quality of the resulting kRef
space will be a�ected by the placements of the ref-
erence points. Suppose, in Figure 2; instead of the
stated 3 reference points, we choose y, z and a to be
the reference points, then the new reference points
will form a line. When this happens, the line is e�ec-
tively a mirror-like projection, i.e. the data points on
either side of this line will have a symmetrical counter-
part that has the same distances to each new reference
points. As a result of this mirror-like projection, two
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(a) 2D (b) 3D

(c) 4D (d) 5D

Figure 3: Use test datasets to compare di�erent factors
The y-axis is the quality measurement described in Section 3.2, so large value means higher quality. These 4
graphs represent 4 di�erent original dimensions (2D to 5D), and in each graph there are 4 di�erent clusters
representing di�erent numbers of reference points used (3Ref to 6Ref ), then each cluster is further divided
into 4 bars, where each bar, from left to right, represents the number of possible attribute values (3 to 6). For
visual consistency, the graphs are scaled to sit between 0.5 and 1.

Figure 4: Compare distance metrics: Euclidean versus Manhattan
This graph plots the same set of experiments shown in Figure 3, but instead of bars, we plot the quality
measures for each cluster as lines. Each small line segment corresponds to a cluster in the Figure 3, e.g. 5D3R
is the same as the 3Ref cluster of 5D graph. The upper lines in this �gure are the performances of Euclidean
distance, which is the same as the values in Figure 3. The lower line segments are the results when we employ
the Manhattan distance instead.
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di�erent data points in the original space will overlap
in the transformed space.

At the current stage, we have yet to work out a for-
mal derivation of optimal positions for the reference
points that would minimise the loss of information
after data transformation. Although we do not have
a formal proof, we do have 2 general rules that can
yield a good performance in practise:

1. Do not place the points too close to each other,
because this will result in data points having sim-
ilar distances to each reference points. An ex-
treme case would be to place all reference points
at the same spot, which would be useless. There-
fore, one should place the reference points far
away from each other, preferably outside the
dataset region.

2. The layout of the reference points should aim to
produce a unique set of distances for di�erent
data points. This can help to reduce the informa-
tion loss, because, at least, di�erent data points
in the original space will not overlap in the kR
space.

Based on these two rules, we placed our reference
points around the maximum and minimum attribute
values, and we also need to induce some randomness
to ensure that the reference points do not have the
same attribute values. In addition, we followed
certain shape layout to make sure that the reference
points are far away from each other, e.g. using a trian-
gular layout for 3 reference points. An example set of
3 reference points to transform a 3D dataset would be
{(0.10, 0.07, 0.98), (0.09, 0.95, 0.05), (0.97, 0.03, 0.04)}
(assuming the attributes are real numbers between 0
and 1).

3.2.4 Factor 2: Number of reference points

Figure 2 shows that it requires at least 3 reference
points to uniquely identify data points in a 2D space,
but will the same observation be made also in a higher
dimensional space? Unfortunately, this is another dif-
�cult theoretical question that we do not yet have an
answer to, but in our experiment it seems to suggest
that 3 reference points can still produce a unique set
of distances in a higher dimensionality to di�erenti-
ate di�erent data points. We have found that, within
each test dataset, every set of distances is unique.
So, 3 reference points can still uniquely identify every
possible data points in a 5D space.

Although unique identi�cation was possible, the
number of reference points used still seems to have
an impact on the quality of the transformed space.
As shown in Figure 3, using 3Ref seems to be more
unstable and worse than other choices of reference
points. This e�ect is more so in higher dimensional
spaces.

Another observation from Figure 3 is that, as the
number of reference points increases, the quality of
the dataset does not seem to get better, e.g. 4Ref,
5Ref and 6Ref all seem to have comparable qualities
regardless of their dataset dimensionality. We sus-
pect this is due to the layout of the reference points,
because although we are introducing more reference
points, they are probably not at their optimal posi-
tions, so they may have been under-utilised.

3.2.5 Factor 3: Original Dimensions

This factor seems to be the most dominating, as sug-
gested by the results in Figure 3. When the di-
mensionality increases, the quality of the transformed
space generally decreases.

Figure 5: Comparison of transformation quality
The y-axis is the quality measurement described in
Section 3.2. We compare PCA-Top3 (the �rst 3 prin-
cipal components), random projection (RP) and 3 ref-
erence points (3Ref ) in their ability to preserve the
proximity of the data points.

3.2.6 Factor 4: Distance metrics

We tested two di�erent distance metrics: Euclidean
distance and Manhattan distance. For this experi-
ment, in the quality measurement process, we used
the same distance metric as the one used for the
dataset transformation, i.e. the Euclidean distance
will be evaluated with Euclidean distance in the qual-
ity measure, and the same goes for the Manhattan
distance.

We used the same synthetic test datasets to com-
pare the two distance metrics. The results are pre-
sented in Figure 4. We have found that the Euclidean
distance is consistently better than the Manhattan
distance in all settings.

4 Visualisations

For real world dataset visualisations, we used binary
class problems from the UCI data repository (Asun-
cion and Newman, 2007). Some basic information
about the datasets is listed in Table 1. In our ex-
periments, we have used three tasks to compare our
approach with PCA and RP. The �rst task compared
their ability to preserve the proximity of the data
points with the quality measurement. The second
task compared the changes in the decision tree's learn-
ing performance, before and after the data transfor-
mation; the learning performance is measured with
the area under ROC curve (Fawcett (2004)). In the
third task, we looked at the actual visualisations they
produced and see whether insights on the datasets can
be gained.

Although 2D graphs look better on paper, but the
minimum requirement for kRef to work is with 3 ref-
erence points, therefore, for all tasks, we will reduce
the dimensionality to 3 for visualisation. The visuali-
sations are done in an interactive environment1, but,
unfortunately, this is di�cult to present on paper. We
will try to minimise the loss of interaction by rotat-
ing the 3D models to the most clear angle that we can
�nd. However, the depth information will be lost.

1We used mayavi for building the visualisations
(http://mayavi.sourceforge.net/).
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breast-cancer-3Ref breast-cancer-PCA

breast-w-3Ref breast-w-PCA

horse-colic-3Ref horse-colic-PCA

credit-a-3Ref credit-a-PCA

Figure 6: Comparing visualisations (Part1)
Comparing visualisations produced by 3 reference points (3Ref ) and by PCA on 2-class problems from the
UCI datasets.
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credit-g-3Ref credit-g-PCA

diabetes-3Ref diabetes-PCA

ionosphere-3Ref ionosphere-PCA

sick-3Ref sick-PCA

Figure 7: Comparing visualisations (Part 2)
Comparing visualisations produced by 3 reference points (3Ref ) and by PCA on 2-class problems from the
UCI datasets.
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datasets AUC Numeric Nominal Positive% Size
Breast-cancer 0.58 0 9 29.72 286
Breast-w 0.96 9 0 34.48 699
Horse-colic 0.49 7 20 33.70 368
Credit-a 0.89 6 9 44.49 690
Credit-g 0.64 7 13 30.00 1000
Diabetes 0.75 8 0 34.90 768
Ionosphere 0.89 0 34 35.90 351

Sick 0.95 7 22 6.12 3772

Table 1: Dataset information
This table shows some basic information about the datasets, including the performance of J48 (WEKA's
implementation of C4.5 (Witten and Frank (2005))) in the area under the ROC curve (AUC). Numeric and
Nominal denote the number of numeric attributes and nominal attributes in the dataset. Positive% is the
percentage of the smaller class. Size is the total number of examples in the dataset.

Figure 8: Compare the AUCs of J48
This �gure shows how di�erent data transformation
impacts the area under the ROC curve. There are 8
bar clusters, representing 8 datasets. In each cluster,
there are 4 bars, from left to right, denoting the AUC
measures of the original dataset, PCA-Top3, RP and
3Ref.

4.1 Task 1: Comparing quality measure-
ments

The result for the �rst task is shown in Figure 5.
The result shows that PCA is better in most cases
except for horse-colic, credit-a and sick, but 3Ref is
not much behind. On the other hand, RP is the worse
of the three in 7 out of 8 cases.

Since the quality measurement is the correlation
between the before and after transformation dis-
tances, therefore a negative correlation means that
the closer distances are getting farther, whereas the
farther distances are getting closer. This scenario is
considered poor quality, because it distorts the origi-
nal image of the dataset. Negative numbers occurred
4 times in RP, this indicates that RP is distorting the
dataset more than the other two methods. In the sick
dataset, all three methods are negative, suggesting
this dataset is quite di�cult to preserve. The cause
of di�culty is the abundance of binary attributes in
the sick datasets, because in the distance calculation,
binary attributes o�ers less numerical variations than
numeric attributes. Therefore, it is harder to retain
an accurate pairwise distances.

4.2 Task 2: Comparing learning perfor-
mances

The results of the second task is presented in Figure 8,
which shows that in 5 out of 8 cases, all dimensionality
reduction techniques cause the learning performance
to go down. If we compare Original with the next
best AUC value, there are 2 cases, credit-g and sick,
where the drop in AUC is relatively bigger than other
cases. The drops in AUC are 0.09 for credit-g and 0.20
for sick. In both cases, their quality measurements in
Figure 5 are also lower than others, except credit-
a. The biggest AUC drop of 0.20 from sick dataset
coincides with the result from task 1: the sick dataset
does not project well onto lower dimensions.

Although the performances were dropped, but in
most cases the drops were moderate, and because de-
cision tree learner is learning based on the geometric
information of the classes, therefore, it suggests that
the data transformation technique is able to retain
most of the geometric information, i.e. the relative
geometric positions.

If we compare 3Ref with others, 3Ref does worse
than PCA in 5 out of 8 cases, but does better than
RP in 5 out of 8 cases with 1 tie.

4.3 Task 3: Comparing images

For the third task, we still used the AUC of a de-
cision tree learner as a guide to help compare how
much class information is preserved in the visualisa-
tions. This task is similar to task 2, but in this task,
we try to stress that there are useful information when
one has access to the actual visualisation. Task 2 was
a quantitative analysis, but a lot of information about
the geometrical structure was lost. In this task, with-
out de�ning a speci�c aspect of the dataset to quan-
tify, we used the dimensionality reduction techniques
as a general purpose dataset visualiser.

In Figure 6 and 7, we present images of the UCI
datasets with 3Ref 's images on the left-hand side and
PCA's images on the right-hand side. The colour of
the classes is consistent in each pair of images, i.e. in
both breast-caner-3Ref and breast-cancer-PCA, the
black data points refer to the same class. In addi-
tion to the images, Table 1 provides the performance
measurement of the decision tree on the same set of
dataset. The observations for each pair of images are
as follows:

Breast-cancer We believe that 3Ref has the bet-
ter image, because it shows di�erent clusters for
the black class (recurrence-event class); the white
class also seems to form di�erent clusters. The
dataset looks more clear cut in the 3Ref image
than in the PCA image. We can also isolate the
di�cult region, which seems to be the big cluster
at the top right corner in 3Ref 's image. In PCA's
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image, the dataset seems to be divided into two
symmetrical clusters.

Breast-w Both images separate the black and the
white classes into one sparse cluster and one
dense cluster. The dataset looks reasonably easy
to learn and this is con�rmed by the good learn-
ing performance.

Horse-colic Both images seem to be more complex,
because the black class and the white class are
mixed together. This di�culty is also con�rmed
by the decision tree's performance. 3Ref 's image
suggests that the di�culty comes from the centre
region where classes are more mixed, whereas in
the PCA's image, the points are evenly mixed
with no obvious clusters.

Credit-a The image of PCA seems to be better than
3Ref, because PCA shows more separation be-
tween the two classes and the decision tree is also
able to learn quite well from the dataset.

Credit-g This is another di�cult dataset. Both im-
ages are complex and the classes are overlapped.
Both images seem to show two clusters, and the
source of di�culty lies within the middle region,
where the two classes overlap.

Diabetes The images are still complex, but both im-
ages seem to show that the white class is concen-
trated more at a speci�c region. So it looks like
the errors are coming from the invading white
points into the sparse black cluster.

Ionosphere This dataset seems to be sparse in
3Ref 's image. The white class forms two
well-separated clusters, while the black class is
sparsely distributed. It is not di�cult to learn,
because the classes are not mixed. Although it
can be hard to see, but the two classes actually
lie at a di�erent depth in 3Ref 's image. PCA
seems to be clustering the classes more tightly,
and it also shows two white clusters.

Sick This imbalanced dataset has a very skewed class
distribution (6% rare class), but the learning per-
formance is quite good. The image from 3Ref
shows that the black class (rare class) forms
a well-separated cluster, sitting just above a
big white cluster. Similar pattern can be seen
in PCA's image, but the division between the
classes is not as clear as in 3Ref 's image.

We did not show RP's images because RP's images
were not as informative since the data points are
tightly packed into lines or planes. For example, when
we applied RP on the breast-cancer dataset, as shown
in Figure 9, RP produced 4 lines of points, which is
comparatively less rich in geometric variation than
the other two methods.

5 Discussions

In our experiments, we have compared the correla-
tion scores and the change in learning performance of
kRef with PCA and RP. We have demonstrated that
kRef transformation is capable of producing compa-
rable visualisations of datasets. We have also shown
that data visualisation can be a useful tool for under-
standing datasets, and it can also be more informative
than a single learning performance measurement.

When producing data visualisations, there exists a
tradeo� between the accuracy and the computational
speed, although kRef is slightly less accurate than
PCA, kRef is much faster. With a little sacri�ce in
accuracy, kRef is a better choice in practise because
large datasets are abundant.

Figure 9: Breast-cancer dataset with RP
Perform random projection on breast-cancer dataset.
The data points form 4 lines in the RP space.

(a) �equal/not-equal (0/1)� distance approach

(b) VDM distance approach

Figure 10: Dealing with nominal attributes
These two �gures are used to show the di�erence be-
tween the two di�erent approaches of handling nom-
inal attributes. The dataset used is the mushroom
dataset from the UCI data repository. Black points
represent the edible class and white points represent
the poisonous class. The dataset size is 8124, but in
�gure (a), the 0/1 approach has placed a lot of data
points at the same spot, making it rather di�cult to
see all 8124 di�erent data points. On the other hand,
the VDM approach in �gure (b) is able to spread out
the data points more so we can see more interesting
trends in the datasets.
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Figure 11: The data points distribution shape
The sick dataset looking from afar. The dataset
shows a cone shape distribution in the kRef space.

5.1 Implementation issues

The �rst issue was how to deal with nominal at-
tributes, because they may not be ordinal attributes.
In our �rst attempt, we used the simple equal/not-
equal approach: assign 0 distance if the two attributes
have the same value, and assign 1 otherwise. Un-
fortunately, this approach produces very dense clus-
ters, therefore making it hard to visualise because a
lot of points are packed at the same point. So, we
tried Value Di�erence Metric (VDM) distance (Wil-
son and Martinez, 1997), which essentially replaces
nominal values with their respective occurrence rates.
The VDM distance approach is able to give data
points more variations, which allows the data points
to spread out, thus leading to better visualisations.
The mushroom dataset is used as an example to show
the di�erence between the two approaches. Mush-
room dataset has 22 nominal attributes and 8124
examples. It is considered to be one of the easier
datasets in UCI, which is also evident from our vi-
sualisation. Figure 10(b) shows that the two classes
are well separated and both classes have clean clus-
ters that do not overlap. It should be noted that the
black and white groups in Figure 10(b) are sitting at
a di�erent depth, and only appears to be overlapping
because of the 2D perspective.

The second implementation issue was that: if there
are numeric attributes that have large values, then
the distance measurement will be dominated by these
numeric attributes. So, in order to allow an even
contribution from all attributes, we need to normalise
the numeric attributes.

5.2 kRef space restriction

There are regions in the transformed kRef space that
will not be used, for example, under a triangular lay-
out, it would be impossible to have a data point that
has 0 distances to all three reference points. So, this
suggests that the transformed space will have a hyper-
concave shape distribution, where the bottom is sit-
ting at the centre of the reference points. As shown in
Figure 11, a zoomed out image of the sick dataset, the
transformed dataset is distributed in a cone shape.

5.3 Comparison with other methods

kRef and PCA share similar concepts; they both
rely on data point projection, but the di�erence is
that: in kRef, the projection is done via di�erent
points; whereas in PCA, the projection is done via
di�erent eigenvectors (principal components). In the

kRef method, each data point in the datasets is re-
described by all the reference points, but in PCA,
the eigenvectors can be used independently. The suc-
cess of the kRef method relies on reference points to
generate distance with the highest variance so that
the data points will not overlap in a condensed space.
Similarly, PCA tries to project onto eigenvectors that
would re�ect the highest variance.

In terms of computation, kRef has a better run-
time than PCA. The run-time of the kRef method is
O(mn), given m number of examples and n number
of features. In comparison, PCA is more expensive
to compute, with a run-time of O(min(mn2, nm2)).
Thus, given a large enough m and n, the run-time
of kRef method is O(m2), whereas PCA runs at
O(m3). The run-time of PCA is derived from the
run-time of Singular Value Decomposition (SVD), be-
cause computing the covariance matrix directly would
be too costly if the dataset dimensionality is high,
e.g. 10000 features would require a matrix size of
10000x10000. So, the run-time of PCA is dominated
by SVD computation, which has a run-time complex-
ity of O(min(mn2, nm2)).

Another advantage of the kRef method over PCA
is that the kRef method can run in parallel, because
most of the computations in kRef are not dependent,
so the calculations can be distribute across di�erent
machines. This parallel distribution is quite attrac-
tive because large datasets can be partitioned and
stored in separate machines, which is also more mem-
ory e�cient.

The kRef method is similar to random projection
as well, because they both transform the dataset in
a similar fashion, but our approach is motivated by
triangulation, so our random matrix selection is quite
di�erent from the ones used in random projection.
Also, our method uses distance function in the pro-
jection calculation, whereas random projection uses
dot products.

We have implemented random projection proposed
by Achlioptas (2001) and tested it in our experiments.
As shown in Figure 9, random projection generates
less geometrical variances. This suggests that while
random projection is useful as a dimensionality re-
duction method and enjoys a theoretical bound, its
constraints on the random matrix makes it unable to
provide good visualisations in 3D space.

5.4 Re�ection

In order to address the question of visualisation
meaningfulness, as proposed in the introduction, we
must �rst de�ne the meaning in the context of
the visualisation. For example, in a stock OHLC
(open,high,low,close) bar chart, the meaning could
be the underlying supply and demand, which is what
OHLC bar chart tries to visualise. In the context of
this work, we de�ne the meaning as the underlying
geometric structure of the dataset. Therefore, for a
given dataset, there exists a true �meaning� that dif-
ferent data visualisation methods all try to capture.

Our visualisation is meaningful because it is able
to retain most of the geometric structure of the
dataset. The accuracy of the kRef method is only
slightly behind PCA, i.e. in 6 out of 8 cases in Figure
8 the gaps were within 0.1. Moreover, it is possible if
a better layout of the reference points can be derived,
the accuracy of the kRef method could be further
improved.

Like any generic dimensionality reduction method,
kRef will work with any number of dimensions or any
dataset size, however, the usefulness of the visualisa-
tion depends on the users. Because visualisations are
inherently subjective, the same visualisation may be
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Figure 12: Visualise feature correlations for audiology
An illustration of the kRef method's extension work.
In this visualisation, the features are treated as exam-
ples and the distance function used here is the corre-
lation function. So, in this space, the clusters imply
highly correlated features.

interpreted di�erently, which could lead to di�erent
insights. This creativity is the strength of the data
visualisation methods.

5.5 Future works

The interactive aspect of the visualisation was not
presented in this work because it would require a dif-
ferent evaluation process. However, an interactive en-
vironment may have features that give the users the
ability to rotate the 3D model, zoom-in from any an-
gle, select a sample of data points and check the data
point information by clicking the dots. These inter-
actions allow the user to explore and conceptualise
the di�cult parts of the dataset, which can poten-
tially lead to a better formulated learning approach
for the problem. So, it would be interesting to inves-
tigate this active learning approach and see how best
to utilise the insights from the visualisations.

It is also possible to apply kRef to visualise the
feature space instead of the example space. This can
be done by taking a transpose of the dataset matrix,
so the features become examples and examples be-
come features. The similarity function also needs to
be changed from the Euclidean distance function to
a correlation function for a more meaningful inter-
pretation of the relationship between features. Using
the correlation as the similarity function, we can see
correlated features as they form clusters in the kRef
space. An example of visualising the feature space is
presented in Figure 12, which shows the features of
the audiology dataset from the UCI data repository.
In this dataset, there are 69 attributes and the visu-
alisation shows two obvious clusters, which suggests
that there are two sets of correlated attributes in this
dataset.

Other interesting future works include deeper in-
vestigation of theoretical issues about the reference
point method, such as the optimal position for the
reference points placement; or, applying this method
as an e�cient way of locating approximate nearest
neighbours.

6 Conclusions

Visualisation is a useful tool for analysing di�-
cult problems and in this work, we o�ered a new
method to address the problem of visualising high-
dimensional datasets. We compared our approach

with other generic methods, namely PCA and ran-
dom projection, and the results suggest that PCA is
a computationally expensive approach, while random
projection delivers inaccurate visualisations. Our
method, on the other hand, is able to produce accu-
rate visualisations in a cost-e�ective manner. There-
fore, we recommend this method as an attractive vi-
sualisation tool to assist the data mining process.
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Abstract

The increasingly complicated workflow systems necessi-
tates the development of automated workflow recommen-
dation techniques, which are able to not only speed up
the workflow construction process, but also reduce the er-
rors that are possibly made. The existing workflow rec-
ommendation systems are quite limited in that they can-
not produce a correct recommendation of the next node
if the upstream nodes/sub-paths that determine the occur-
rence of this node are not immediately connected with it.
To solve this drawback, we propose in this paper a new
workflow recommendation technique, calledFlowRecom-
mender. FlowRecommender features a more robust ex-
ploration capability to identify the upstream dependency
patterns that are essential to the accuracy of workflow rec-
ommendation. These patterns are properly register offline
to ensure a highly efficient online workflow recommen-
dation. The experimental results confirm the promising
effectiveness and efficiency of FlowRecommender.

1 Introduction

In recent years, workflow systems are becoming more and
more complicated as a result of a fast growing number
of scientific processes available. Scientific workflows are
based on the automation of scientific processes in which
scientific programs are associated, based on data and con-
trol dependencies [1]. These scientific processes, mostly
taking the form of Web services, could either be local or
remote scientific tools or programs that can be shared by
scientists from a common domain. However, the construc-
tion of most workflows are based on some pre-determined
templates and relevant domain knowledge plays a crucial
role in creating these templates. As such, the workflow
construction is difficult or even impossible when domain
knowledge is missing or the workflows are to be con-
structed by amateurs in the field. Workflow recommenda-
tion based on provenance turns out to be a possible and
promising approach in the case when no templates are
available.

Provenance of workflows is a practice to archive histor-
ical workflows that have been executed and, sometimes,
also the intermediate and final results generated by the
workflow processes. A number of provenance systems
and techniques have been proposed [6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12,
13, 14, 15]. The provenance of workflows is of consid-
erable value to scientists. From it, one can ascertain the

Copyright c©2009, Australian Computer Society, Inc. This paper ap-
peared at the Eighth Australasian Data Mining Conference (AusDM
2009), Melbourne, Australia. Conferences in Research and Practice in
Information Technology (CRPIT), Vol. 101, Paul J. Kennedy, Kok-Leong
Ong and Peter Christen, Ed. Reproduction for academic, not-for profit
purposes permitted provided this text is included.

quality of the data based on its ancestral data and deriva-
tions, track back sources of errors, allow automated re-
enactment of derivations to update a data, and provide at-
tribution of data sources [4]. Recent work has also shown
that provenance information (the metadata required for
reproducibility) can be used to simplify the process of
pipeline creation [5]. Tools for assisting automatic con-
struction of workflows are increasingly desirable to facili-
tate the construction of complicated workflows. An effec-
tive and efficient workflow recommendation technique is
useful in these tools. First, it can speed up the workflow
construction process by reducing the development time.
Second, it can provide a guidance for choosing the mostly
likely node and, therefore, minimize the errors that are
possibly made in the workflow construction.

An important observation in workflow construction
practice is that, in most cases, the prediction of a down-
stream node is only dependent on one of its adjacent up-
stream sub-paths in the workflow. Here, the adjacent sub-
path is not necessarily continuous nor immediately con-
nected the node. The influence exerted by the remote up-
stream sub-paths becomes negligible when the distance
between the node and the upstream sub-path increases.
The existing work perform recommendation either based
on the last node only [1] or the continuous paths that ends
in the last node in the current workflow [2]. They can-
not perform recommendation based on the paths that are
not continuous nor does not terminate in the last node of
the current workflow. For example, suppose we need to
produce the recommendation of the next node for a partial
workflow c → a → b. The method in [1] provides predic-
tion based on nodeb only while the method in [2] provides
prediction based on one of the two continuous sub-paths
that end at nodeb: c → a → b anda → b. These two
methods will fail to provide correct recommendation if the
next node is actually decided by other sub-paths such asc,
a, c → a or c → . . . → b.

To solve the drawbacks of the existing work, we pro-
pose a new workflow recommendation technique based
on workflow provenance, calledFlowRecommender.
FlowRecommender provides a more effective yet efficient
means for producing the prediction by investigating the
correlation of each possible workflow node with respect to
its adjacent upstream paths. More specifically, FlowRec-
ommender takes two main stages for performing workflow
recommendation: the offline stage and the online stage.
In the offline stage, FlowRecommender extracts the pat-
terns of nodes that will appear in the workflows. The
patterns are called theinfluencing upstream sub-pathsof
the nodes that determine the occurrence of these nodes in
the workflows. The extracted patterns are registered into
the so-calledpattern tablefor the subsequent recommen-
dation. In the online stage (when recommendation is re-
quired), the pattern table is scanned to match the patterns
with the current partial workflow under construction. The
node is recommended if its influencing upstream sub-path
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Figure 1: The system architecture of FlowRecommender

matches the partial workflow. Compared with the exist-
ing methods, FlowRecommender is advantageous in that
it features a stronger capability to identify the influencing
upstream sub-paths, leading to a better recommendation
performance.

The reminder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 presents an overview of FlowRecommender and
its system architecture. In Section 3, greater details are
given on the two major modules of FlowRecommender,
i.e. pattern extraction and registration, and the workflow
recommendation. The experimental results are reported in
Section 4. The final section concludes the whole paper
and presents some future research directions.

2 An Overview of FlowRecommender

In this section, we will present an overview of FlowRec-
ommender for workflow recommendation based on work-
flow provenance. The system architecture of FlowRec-
ommender is presented in Figure 1. Generally, there are
two modules involving in FlowRecommender, i.e., pat-
tern extraction and registration and workflow recommen-
dation. The first two modules are performed offline while
the last module is conducted online during the construc-
tion of workflows.

• Pattern extraction and registration. The patterns
of the candidate nodes are extracted from the work-
flows in the provenance. Here, the candidate nodes
are those tools/programs that can be utilized to ex-
tend/complete the workflow in the recommendation,
and the pattern for each candidate node refers to its
influencing upstream sub-path that determines the
occurrence of this node. Such pattern is identified
when the correlation (measured byconfidence) be-
tween the sub-path and the node is sufficiently strong.
The discovered patterns are registered into thepat-
tern table, making FlowRecommder ready for the
subsequent workflow recommendation module;

• Workflow recommendation. During workflow con-
struction, workflow recommendation module tries to
match the influencing upstream sub-paths of the can-
didate nodes against the current workflow under con-
struction. The nodes are recommended to users once
its influencing upstream sub-path matches the current
workflow.

From the system architecture of FlowRecommender as
shown in Figure 1, we can see that, in the workflow con-
struction process, a close cycle is formed among the fol-

lowing components: the workflow currently under con-
struction, the workflow recommendation generation mod-
ule and the end human users. The workflow currently
under construction serves the input to the recommenda-
tion generation module. Based on the current status of the
workflow, the recommendation generation module tries to
provide recommendation as to which node should be se-
lected to extend/complete the workflow. The recommen-
dation results are fed to the users who will decide whether
the recommendation is followed. The users’ decision will
lead to the extension of the worklow. This cycle continues
until the workflow has been constructed to the point such
that the desired task has been fulfilled.

The major constituting modules of FlowRecommnder
are discussed in details in the following subsections.

2.1 Pattern Extraction and Registration

In this section, we will discuss in details how to extract
patterns from provenance that are useful to the workflow
recommendation. These patterns serves as a sort of signa-
tures to activate the recommendation of certain nodes to
extend/complete the partial workflows.

2.1.1 Pattern Extraction

The patterns of the candidate nodes are extracted from the
provenance. The candidate nodes are those nodes that can
be potentially used to extend/complete the partial work-
flows under construction. The patterns are the influenc-
ing upstream sub-paths that determine the occurrence of
nodes in the workflows.
Definition 2.1: Candidate Node Set for all the work-
flows. The Candidate Node Set with respect to all the
workflows in the provenance, denoted asCNS(D), is the
set of nodes that can be potentially recommended in var-
ious locations of workflows. It is defined as the set of
nodes that have appeared in the workflows but do not only
appear in the start position of the workflows.
Definition 2.2: Upstream sub-paths.The upstream sub-
paths of a nodev in a workfloww is defined as the se-
quences of ordered nodes that appear beforev in w. For
example, in a workflowb → a → c, the set of upstream
sub-paths for nodec are{b, a, b → a}.

We evaluate the correlation of a node and its upstream
sub-paths through the measure ofconfidence. Confidence
of a nodev given a upstream sub-pathp is the probability
that v appears given thatp has already appeared in the
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workflow. It is defined as

Conf(v, p) =
freq(v, p)

freq(p)

where freq(v, p) and freq(p) correspond to the fre-
quency/count thatv and p occur together andp occurs
alone in the workflow, respectively.

Unlike association rules, only confidence is leveraged
in our work to measure the significance of the patterns
extracted, instead of using both support and confidence.
In workflow domain, it is likely that some workflows are
executed in a quite low frequency, but their constituting
nodes and/or paths feature strong correlations with other.
If support measure is used, then it may lead to many low-
frequency workflows being screened out and the recom-
mendations based on these workflows becomes impossi-
ble.
Definition 2.3: Influencing upstream sub-path. For a
nodev, the influencing upstream sub-pathp in a workflow
is defined as the sub-path that satisfies that the confidence
of v givenp is no less than a given confidence threshold
σconf , as follows:

Conf(v, p) ≥ σconf

The technical challenge lies in extracting the influenc-
ing upstream sub-path for a nodev is that we are not able
to accurately pinpoint the location and order of the influ-
encing upstream sub-path ofv. The concept of the loca-
tion of an influencing upstream sub-pathp in a workflow
is relative to the end (last node) of this workflow. This is
what we call the backward location of a sub-path within a
workflow, which is defined as follows:
Definition 2.4: Backward location of an influencing up-
stream sub-path. The backward location of an influenc-
ing upstream sub-pathp within a workflow is defined as
the distance (i.e., the number of edges) between the first
node ofp and the last node ofw, i.e.

Location(p) = Dist(start(p), end(w)), p ∈ w

To solve the difficulty in pinpointing the location and
order of the influencing upstream path of given nodes, we
devise a technique to do this in aprogressivefashion. For
a given node, the technique first evaluates its confidence
with respect to its upstream sub-paths consisting of nodes
with the smallest overall distance (based on the location
of the sub-path within the workflow as defined in Defini-
tion 2.4) to ensure that the more adjacent upstream paths
are evaluated first, followed by the more remote ones. In
other words, we evaluate the sub-paths with a distance of
1, 2, . . .. For the sub-paths with the same distance from
the end of the workflows, we will first evaluate those with
a smaller order. In the case of a tie of the order of con-
stituting nodes in the paths, the algorithm will randomly
choose a path for evaluation. This design is consistent
with the rationale that the influencing upstream path of
a candidate node is relatively close to the location of the
candidate node in the workflow.

As the algorithm will potentially evaluate all the possi-
ble upstream sub-paths, thus the total number of such sub-
paths could be large especially when the sub-path is far
from the node in the workflow. To prevent an explosion
of the possible upstream paths, a parameterk (k ≥ 1) will
be used to specify the maximum backward location for
the sub-paths to be evaluated. In other words,k will de-
termine the extent to which the upstream back-track will
be performed to find the influencing upstream sub-paths
for the given candidate node. For a candidate node, the
upstream sub-path exploration is continued until either of
the following conditions is met:

1. The influencing upstream sub-path of this node is
found; or

2. All the sub-paths with a backward location not ex-
ceedingk have been evaluated.

The algorithm for finding the influencing upstream
sub-paths for all the candidate nodes is presented in Figure
2. To speed up the pattern extraction, particularly the cal-
culation of confidence, we leverageinverted indexingof
workflows, which speeds up the search of the workflows
where a given node appears. This can significantly reduce
the number of workflows to be evaluated for calculating
confidence. The inverted indexing based on the candi-
date nodes are first performed in order to streamline the
subsequent confidence calculation.CNS(D) is cloned to
SetOfPendingNodes which will dynamically updated
in the algorithm to track the set of nodes whose patterns
have not yet been found. The FOR loop in Line 3 controls
the order of the sub-paths the algorithm will evaluate, in-
creasing from 1 throughk. The algorithm will continue
when not all the candidate nodes have been evaluated.
Once the influencing upstream sub-path for the node has
been identified, the node and its pattern will be registered
into the pattern able and the algorithm will start to process
the next candidate node. Pattern registration in pattern ta-
ble will be discussed in the next subsection. The BREAK
clauses in Line 10 enables the algorithm to be terminated
early the moment when the influencing upstream path has
been identified with respect to each candidate node.

2.1.2 Pattern Registration

When they have been extracted, the influencing upstream
sub-paths of the nodes in Candidate Node Set for the
provenance will be registered into the pattern table. Next,
we will present the definition of pattern table.
Definition 2.4. Pattern Table. The pattern table is an
n × 2 table, wherexi1 is the node that possibly appears
in the workflows (i.e.,xi1 ∈ CNS(D)) andxi2 is the
corresponding influencing upstream sub-path of the node
given inxi1, where1 ≤ i ≤ n.

An influencing upstream sub-path is represented as an
ordered sequence of nodes in the pattern table. Each node
in the sequence is associated with the location information
represented by its distance to the candidate node given in
the filed ofxi1. The order of this sequence of nodes is con-
sistent with the order they appear in the workflows from
where they are extracted, but they do not necessarily ap-
pear consecutively. The pattern table is pre-constructed
before recommendation is performed.

An example of pattern table is given in Table 1. Sup-
pose that this table is derived from a repository of work-
flows involving a total of 7 nodes (labeled asa, b, c, d, e, f
andg) and there are, however, only 3 nodes (i.e.,c, d and
e) whose influencing upstream sub-paths are identified
given a certain confidence threshold level: the 2-order sub-
patha(3) → b(1) is identified for nodec and 1-order sub-
pathc(2) andg(1) are found for nodesd ande, respec-
tively. The influencing upstream sub-path of nodec, i.e.,
a(3) → b(1), means that nodec is recommended when
the current workflow under construction contains a path
that takes the form of∗ → a →? → b, where the wildcard
symbol asterisk(*) represents a sub-path with any possible
sequence of nodes while the question-mark(?) represents
a single node.

2.2 Workflow Recommendation

The workflow recommendation that our method provides
is offered in a stepwise fashion; the systems automatically
recommends the next most likely node to choose in order
to extend/complete the current workflow that is under con-
struction. The users can exert to activate/inactivate work-
flow recommendation anytime in the construction process,
providing users with a great flexibility to choose construc-
tion with or without automatic workflow recommendation.
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Algorithm: findInfluencingSubPath(D, k)
Input: The whole workflow repositoryD and the limitk for upstream back-tracking for identifying patterns.
Output: The influencing upstream sub-paths of nodes inCNS(D).
1. Perform inverted indexing based on the nodes inCNS(D);
2. SetOfPendingNodes← CNS(D);
3. FORi = 0 to k − 1 DO
4. FOR each nodev in SetOfPendingNodes DO
5. FOR each sub-pathp of backward location ofi in the workflowsw of index(v), starting from the smallest order, DO{
6. Conf(v, p)← computeConfidence(v, p,D);
7. IFConf(v, p) ≥ σ THEN {
8. Registerp for v in the pattern table;
9. Removev from SetOfPendingNodes;
10. BREAK;}}

Figure 2: The algorithm for finding the influencing upstream sub-paths for candidate nodes

Candidate node label Influencing Upstream Sub-path
c a(3)→ b(1)
d c(2)
e g(1)

Table 1: A sample pattern table

Definition 2.5: Candidate Node Set for a workflow.
The Candidate Node Set for a workfloww, denoted as
CNS(w), is the set of nodes that can be potentially rec-
ommended to extend/complete an incomplete workfloww
that has been constructed. It is defined as the set of nodes
that satisfy the I/O constraints w.r.tw. That is, the in-
put data type of the node inCNS(w) matches the out-
put data type of the last node ofw. Obviously, we have
CNS(w) ⊆ CNS(D), andCNS(w) may change when
w is constructed at different stages.

The moment when the recommendation is required to
extend or complete a workfloww, we need to go through
evaluating the influencing upstream sub-path of each node
in CNS(w), which have been stored in the pattern ta-
ble, to see whether they match the current workflow under
construction. To perform pattern matching, we need to
first define the distance between a partial workfloww and
an influencing upstream sub-pathp of a candidate node.
Specifically, such distance, denoted asDist(w, p), is de-
fined as the normalized sum of the location difference be-
tween the same pair of nodes inw andp as

Dist(w, p) =

∑

Dist(nw
i , n

p
j )

Order(p) ·Order(w)
, nw

i ∈ w, n
p
j ∈ p

wherenw
i andnp

j represent the same node inw andp with
(probably) different locations withinw andp, 1 ≤ i ≤ |w|
and1 ≤ j ≤ |p|.

Based on the above definition, we know that0 ≤
Dist(w, p) < 1. We haveDist(w, p) = +∞ if w does
not have the same sequence of nodes appearing inp for
a candidate node. This is to ensure that the partial work-
flow w and its matched influencing upstream sub-pathp
have the same sequence of nodes, though these nodes may
have (slightly) different locations within the workflow and
sub-path.

A distance threshold, denoted asσd, needs to be speci-
fied to determine whether the partial workfloww matches
the influencing upstream sub-pathp of a candidate node.
That is, ifDist(w, p) ≤ σd then we say thatw matches
p and does not otherwise.σd is a parameter providing
flexibility for controlling the accuracy/fuzziness in pattern
matching. The largerσd is, the less accurate (more fuzzy)
the matching will be, and vice versa.

If the patterns are matched for more than one candi-
date downstream nodes, then the recommendation can be
presented in aprobabilisticmanner. Specifically, suppose
matchedCNS(w) is the set of matched candidate nodes

that satisfies that

matchedCNS(w) ⊆ CNS(w)

and

∀v ∈ matchedCNS(w), Dist(w, p) ≤ σd

wherep is the influencing upstream sub-path of nodev.
Each node inmatchedCNS(w) will be recommended
with a probability to indicate the strength that this node is
recommended. The probability is quantified proportion-
ally based on the confidence level, i.e.,

Strength(v, w) =
Conf(v, w)

∑

i Conf(vi, w)

wherevi ∈ matchedCNS(w). strength(vi, w) satisfies
that0 < strength(vi, w) ≤ 1 and

∑

i strength(vi, w) =
1.

If no influencing upstream sub-path can be matched
against the partial workflow under construction for any
candidate node, then only the nodes that satisfy the I/O
interface of the workflow will be recommended (i.e., the
output datatype of the last node of the workflow matches
the input datatype of the node to be recommended), each
with the same strength of 1

|CSN(w)| , where|CNS(w)| de-
notes the number of nodes inCNS(w).

The algorithm for the recommendation gen-
eration is presented in Figure 3. Two sets,
SetOfRecommendedNodes and SetOfStength,
are used to record the set of nodes whose patterns
matched the workflow and their respective recommenda-
tion strength, respectively. These two sets are initialized
as empty sets at the beginning (Step 1 and 2). The pattern
table is then scanned to identify those nodes whose
patterns match the partial workflow and these nodes
are stored inSetOfRecommendedNodes (Step 3-5).
Their strength in the recommendation is calculated and
stored inSetOfStength based on their confidence level.
Finally, the recommendation is presented by returning
SetOfRecommendedNodes and SetOfStength to
users.

3 Experimental Evaluation

In this section, we present experimental evaluation of the
our workflow recommendation technique. Three major
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Algorithm: RecommendationGeneration(w)
Input: A partial workfloww.
Output: The set of nodes recommended forw and their respective strength.
1. SetOfRecommendedNodes← ∅;
2. SetOfStength← ∅;
3. FOR each nodev registered in the pattern table DO
4. IFDist(w, p) ≤ σd, wherep is the pattern ofv, THEN
5. SetOfRecommendedNodes← ∪v;
6. FOR each nodev ∈ SetOfRecommendedNodes DO
7. SetOfStength← ∪ Conf(v,w)∑

i
Conf(vi,w)

, wherevi ∈ SetOfRecommendedNodes;

8. OutputSetOfRecommendedNodes andSetOfStength;

Figure 3: The algorithm for producing workflow recommendation

sets of experiments are carried out, evaluating the accu-
racy of recommendation, scalability towards large prove-
nance, and sensitivity to the major parameters. The pro-
gram is developed in C++ and all the experiments are con-
ducted in Windows Vista 2.26GHz system with a main
memory of 2G.

The workflow provenance that we will use in the ex-
periments are generated synthetically. To render the work-
flow repository generated as being close to the real-life ap-
plication scenarios as possible, four major aspects of de-
sign are carefully considered in the designing process: a)
What is the total number of workflows in the provenance
(denoted asNprovenance)? b) What are the nodes that will
appear in the workflow provenance (here, the total number
of nodes that will appear in the provenance is denoted as
Nnodes)? c) What is the length of each workflow? and d)
What is the order of nodes appearing in each workflow?

Both Nprovenance and Nnode can be easily spec-
ified as positive integers. OnceNnode is specified,
the generator automatically generates a set of nodes as
P1, P2, . . . , PNnode

. A maximum length of workflows, de-
noted aslmax, is specified and the length of each workflow
is a random integer variable in the range of[1, lmax].

To decide the order of nodes appearing in workflows,
a set of matrices are constructed to decide the transitional
probability for each pair of nodes. Specifically, each en-
try xa,b in the matrixM(i) corresponds to the transitional
probability of nodeb given nodea that is of a distance ofi
beforeb. Here,i is an integer and, without losing general-
ity, we set it in the range of[1, 3], meaning that the occur-
rence of a particular node in the workflows we generate
is depended on a preceding node that is of a distance not
exceeding than 3. Certainly, one may specifyi as another
valid value. Each workflow is initialized using a node ran-
domly chosen from the set of nodes. When each subse-
quent node needs to be generated in the workflow, a matrix
is randomly chosen from the matrix set (which contains
three matrices) and the new node is generated based on
the transitional probability presented in this matrix. This
design ensures that occurrence of a node within workflows
is not only determined only by its immediately preceding
node, but also some more remote non-connected nodes.
The workflow grows in this way until its specified length
is reached.

3.1 Effectiveness Study

In order to carry out effectiveness study, we need to have
a mechanism to validate the accuracy of the recommenda-
tion provided by FlowRecommender. To this end, we sam-
ple a small fraction of the workflows from the provenance
(e.g., 10%) to evaluate the effectiveness of recommenda-
tion of FlowRecommender. This set of workflows is called
the test set. For each workflow in this test set, a so-called
test nodeis randomly chosen. The test node, which is the
node that has really been executed, will be compared with
the recommendation produced using FlowRecommender.

The effectiveness of recommendation is measured by

the accuracy of recommendation. Because the nodes in the
workflows are generated stochastically based on the tran-
sition probability matrices, thus we will consider the top
m recommended nodes when we evaluate the recommen-
dation accuracy. A hit (i.e., accurate recommendation) is
counted as long as the test node is one of the topm recom-
mended nodes by FlowRecommender. We compare rec-
ommendation accuracy of FlowRecommender with that of
other two competitive recommendation methods. The first
method recommends the next likely node based on its im-
mediately preceding single node, and the other one per-
forms recommendation based upon the immediately pre-
ceding continuous upstream sub-paths. The comparison
result is shown in 4. The value ofm is set as 3 in this
experiment. This figure shows that FlowRecommender
performs much better than the method recommends node
based on immediately preceding node. This is because
that there are quite a few nodes in the workflows whose oc-
currence is not based on its immediately preceding node.
FlowRecommender is also superior to the method that per-
forms recommendation using the immediately preceding
continuous upstream sub-paths. After a closer examina-
tion, we find there are some nodes that correlates with the
upstream sub-paths that are not connected with itself.
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Figure 4: The accuracy of FlowRecommender

3.2 Efficiency Study

We also want to evaluate the efficiency of recommenda-
tion. We mainly investigate the execution time of pattern
extraction and workflow recommendation which are per-
formed in the offline and online fashion, respectively. Fig-
ure 5 and 6 report the execution time of these two steps
under varying number of workflows in the provenance.
First, from Figure 5, we can see that the extraction of pat-
terns from the provenance scale in an approximately linear
manner with respect to the size of the provenance. This is
because that the complexity of constructing the inverted
indexing of workflows dominates that the step of pattern
extraction and, when constructing the indexing, the whole
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workflow provenance needs to be scanned. Interestingly,
we do not observe such a linear scalability behavior for
the workflow recommendation step. As Figure 6 reveals,
the execution time of the workflow recommendation step
is independent of the provenance size. This is because
that it is the pattern table, instead of the original workflow
provenance, that needs to be scanned to find the matched
patterns for the current workflow under construction. The
size of the pattern table is determined by the number of
candidate nodes for the whole provenance, i.e.,CNS(D).
CNS(D) will remain unchanged if the workflows in the
provenance are constructed using only a fixed set of nodes.
The fluctuation of the execution time results from the dif-
ferent size ofCNS(w) at different recommendation loca-
tions within the workflow.
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Figure 5: The efficiency of pattern extraction
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Figure 6: The efficiency of recommendation

4 Related Work

There are abundant research work carried out on service
discovery and optimization for composition (which can be
considered workflows) in the Service Oriented Comput-
ing (SOC) domain. The nodes (in this case, Web services)
that are appropriate to the task that are to be fulfilled are
first discovered and the best Web service(s) is then iden-
tified for execution in the workflow through some service
optimization process [3]. In a sense, this resembles to a
workflow recommendation problem where the service dis-
covery and optimization help recommend to users the best
service that needs to be execute in each step. Neverthe-
less, there are some fundamental difference between these
work and the problem that we are trying to address in this
paper. The Web services are recommended based on some
pre-defined template where the high-level abstract Web
services are well-specified by users when the workflow is
constructed. Based upon those abstract Web services, the

so-called concrete Web services (namely the instances of
abstract Web services) are discovered and the best one is
recommended to construct the workflow. In contrast, the
construction of workflows in our problem is purely driven
by the workflows themselves archived in the provenance
without leveraging any pre-defined templates.

A recommendation service that aims at suggesting fre-
quent combinations of scientific programs for reuse is pro-
posed in [1]. This is an early effort to provide workflow
recommendation using provenance. This recommendation
service is designed to work over repository of workflow
execution logs. It allows users discover useful workflow
components and how they can be combined, and collected
provenance histories are used to recommend a set of can-
didate services that may be useful to individual scientists.
The drawbacks of this method, however, are as follows:

1. The recommendation of a node in the workflow is
only depended on its immediately upstream node.
For example, nodeb is recommended for execution
after nodea (i.e., a → b) as long as there exists a
high correlation betweena andb. However, in many
cases, correlation exists for non-consecutive nodes
and, therefore, this method is not able to identify
these patterns for recommendation;

2. This method performs this on-the-fly in the workflow
construction process. As such, this method is not ef-
ficient to generate recommendation as the computa-
tion of confidence typically involves costly workflow
scans.

A more sophisticated workflow recommendation tech-
nique is propose in [2]. This technique is designed only as
a module in a workflow visualization system, calledvis-
Complete. This method decomposes the original work-
flow (pipeline) into a number of linear paths with varying
number of orders, and the confidence of each possible con-
tinuous sub-path in the workflow are quantified in order
to provide recommendation. All the possible sub-paths
(with varying orders) that terminates at the same node in
the workflow are ranked based on the their corresponding
confidence score. The downstream node/path that features
the highest confidence amongst all candidates is picked
up for completing the current workflow. The major draw-
backs of this method are summarized as follows:

1. In this method, the recommendation of a node for
completing the sub-workflow under construction is
dependent on the confidence level of only the paths
are immediately connected with this node. For ex-
ample, given a sub-workflow in the provenancea →
b → c, this method will, for nodec, evaluate the con-
fidence ofc given botha → b andb i.e.,Conf(c|a →
b) andConf(c|b). However, if the actual influencing
upstream sub-path structure of nodec is nodea, then
this method is not able to find this pattern for recom-
mendation purpose;

2. This method evaluates the confidence ofall possible
paths which involving calculating the support (i.e.,
frequency) of both upstream and downstream sub-
paths. Given the potentially large number of work-
flows accumulated in the repository, such calculation
is rather expensive.

5 Conclusions and Future Research Directions

In this paper, we propose a new workflow recommen-
dation technique, called FlowRecommender, that lever-
ages provenance of workflows to provide recommendation
for the best node (e.g., tool/service/program) that needs
to be chosen to complete the workflow. FlowRecom-
mender is able to find the influencing upstream sub-paths
of nodes that are not necessarily immediately adjacent to
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them. FlowRecommender performs offline pattern extrac-
tion step which are maintained in the compact pattern ta-
ble. This contributes to a highly efficient online recom-
mendation when it is required.

There are some further research directions we are in-
terested in exploring, including

1. First, FlowRecommender is only able to find the most
adjacent influencing upstream sub-paths for candi-
date nodes in its current implementation. It is pos-
sible that, however, there exists multiple influencing
upstream sub-paths for the same candidate node. The
recommendation will fail if the influencing upstream
sub-paths other than the one registered in the pattern
table are present in the worklflow;

2. Second, there have been a plenty of techniques on in-
dexing the sequence patterns. We would like to inves-
tigate how these techniques can be used in FlowRec-
ommender to index the influencing upstream sub-
paths and to what extent the performance boost can
be therefore achieved;

3. Finally, the premilinary experimental evaluation that
we have performed is only based upon a synthetic
workflow provenance. We plan to utilize the Web
service workflow construction system we have de-
veloped for biologicalin-silico experiments to collect
real-life workflows for a further performance valida-
tion of FlowRecommender.
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Abstract

Different from traditional positive sequential pat-
tern mining, negative sequential pattern mining con-
siders both positive and negative relationships be-
tween items. Negative sequential pattern mining
doesn’t necessarily follow the Apriori principle, and
the searching space is much larger than positive pat-
tern mining. Giving definitions and some constraints
of negative sequential patterns, this paper proposes a
new method for mining negative sequential patterns,
called Negative-GSP. Negative-GSP can find negative
sequential patterns effectively and efficiently by join-
ing and pruning, and extensive experimental results
show the efficiency of the method.

Keywords: Negative Sequential Pattern, Sequence
Mining, Data Mining

1 Introduction

The concept of discovering sequential patterns was
firstly introduced in 1995(Agrawal et al. 1995), aim-
ing at discovering frequent subsequences as pat-
terns in a sequence database, given a user-specified
minimum support threshold. Some popular algo-
rithms on sequential pattern mining include Aprio-
riAll(Agrawal et al. 1995), GSP(Generalized Sequen-
tial Patterns)(Srikant et al. 1998) and PrefixSpan(Pei
et al. 2004). GSP and AprioriAll are both Apriori-
like methods based on breadth-first search, while
PrefixSpan is based on depth-first search. Some
other methods such as SPADE(Sequential PAttern
Discovery using Equivalence classes)(Zaki 2001) and
SPAM(Sequential PAttern Mining)(Jay et al. 2002)
are also widely used in researches.

Different from traditional positive sequential pat-
terns, negative sequential patterns focus on negative
relationship between itemsets, in which case, absent
items are taken into consideration. We give a simple
example to illustrate the differences: Suppose p1=<a
b c d f> is a positive sequential pattern; p2=<a b
¬c e f> is a negative sequential pattern; and each
item a, b, c, etc, stands for a medical item code in
the customer claim database of a private health care
insurance company. By getting pattern p1, we can
tell that an insurant usually claimed for a, b, c, d and
f in a row; but with pattern p2, we are also able to
find that given an insurant claim for medical items a
and b, and the customer does NOT claim c, he/she
would claim item e instead of d later. This kind of
Copyright c©2009, Australian Computer Society, Inc. This pa-
per appeared at the Eighth Australasian Data Mining Confer-
ence (AusDM 2009), Melbourne, Australia. Conferences in Re-
search and Practice in Information Technology (CRPIT), Vol.
101, Paul J. Kennedy, Kok-Leong Ong and Peter Christen, Ed.
Reproduction for academic, not-for profit purposes permitted
provided this text is included.

patterns can’t be described or discovered by positive
sequential patterns like p1.

However, while we tried to apply traditional fre-
quent pattern mining algorithm to the negative pat-
terns, two problems stand in the way:

1. Apriori principle doesn’t apply to negative se-
quential patterns. Apriori principle can be simply
described as: a sequence can not be frequent if any
of its sub-sequences is not. The Apriori principle is
widely adopted to reduce the candidate subsequences
in positive patterns(Agrawal et al. 1995, Srikant et al.
1998), but it is not necessarily true with patterns con-
taining negative items. Take c1=<b ¬c>, c2=<b¬c
a> as two candidate patterns and s=<b d a c> as
sequence data. We can see that s supports c2 but
doesn’t support c1, which is to say, the pattern c2
may have greater support than c1 although c2 has one
more element. We are going to discuss this problem
thoroughly in Section 3.

2. Due to the vast candidate space, how can we
find frequent patterns efficiently and effectively? Take
a 3-length sequence <a b c> for instance, it can only
support positive candidate patterns <a>, <b>, <c>,
<a b>, <a c>, <b c> and <a b c>. But in the nega-
tive case, sequence <a b c> is not only matched with
the above positive patterns, but also can be matched
with a large bunch of negative candidates, such as
<a ¬a>,<b ¬a>,<b ¬b>, <a ¬a c>, <a ¬c c> etc,
which makes the searching space much larger.

In this paper, we propose a new method, Negative-
GSP, for mining negative sequential patterns based on
the GSP algorithm. We also improve the joining and
pruning steps for negative sequences to ensure search
space integrality and reduce the number of negative
candidates as well. Our experiments show that our
method can find negative sequential patterns effec-
tively.

2 Related Work

Before negative sequential pattern mining was pro-
posed, a couple of methods have been designed to find
negative association rules(Savasere et al. 1998, Wu
et al. 2004, Antonie et al. 2004) and negative sequen-
tial rules (Zhao et al. 2008). Most early researches on
sequential patterns focused on positive relationships,
and in recent years, a few researches start to focus
on negative sequential pattern mining. The following
are some researches pressed in recent years.

Ouyang & Huang(Ouyang et al. 2007) extended
traditional sequential pattern definition (a,b) to
include negative element like (¬a,b), (a,¬b) and
(¬a,¬b). They put forward an algorithm which finds
both frequent and infrequent sequences and then ob-
tains negative sequential patterns from infrequent se-
quences. A drawback of the algorithm is that a large
amount of space is required in order to find both fre-
quent and infrequent sequences.
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Nancy et al.(Nance et al. 2007) designed an al-
gorithm named PNSPM (Positive and Negative se-
quential pattern mining) for mining negative sequen-
tial patterns. They applied the Apriori principle to
prune redundant candidates, and extracted meaning-
ful negative sequences using the interestingness mea-
sure. According to their pattern definition, all ele-
ments must be positive except for the last one.

Ouyang et al.(Ouyang et al. 2008) presented the
definitions of three types of negative fuzzy sequential
patterns: (a,¬b), (¬a,b) and (¬a,¬b), and then de-
scribed a method for mining native fuzzy sequential
patterns from quantitative valued transactions.

The GSP algorithm(Srikant et al. 1998) is a clas-
sical and widely recognized algorithm for sequential
pattern mining. GSP makes multiple passes over the
dataset to generate frequent sequential patterns. The
first pass starts from calculating the support of each
single item. At the end of the first pass, all of the
1-item patterns are obtained, which are then used as
seeds to generate new candidates for the next pass.
Each new candidate has one more item than its seed.
The candidates are then pruned to remove infrequent
ones. After pruning, the supports of the new candi-
dates are counted by another pass over the dataset
and frequent patterns become the seeds for the next
pass. The algorithm terminates when there are no
frequent patterns at the end of a pass, or when no
candidates are generated.

Sue-Chen et al.(Sue-Chen et al. 2008) proposed
an algorithm called PNSP (Positive and Negative
sequential pattern mining). They presented more
comprehensive definitions about negative sequential
patterns and extended GSP algorithm to deal with
mining negative sequential patterns. Two concepts
called n-cover and n-contain are employed to guide
the method. It was claimed that if a n-cover value
of a candidate is less than the min support, any of
its super-sequence is not going to be frequent so the
searching of candidate is ended. However, we found
out it may cause a loss of some candidates, and so
we proposed new measurement to generate and prune
candidates.

3 Problem Statement

3.1 Negative Sequence

Definition 1: Sequence
A sequence s is an ordered list of elements, s=<e1

e2 ... en>, where each ei, 1≤i≤n, is an element. An
element ei(1≤i≤k) includes one or more items. For
example, sequence <a b (c,d) e> include 4 elements
and (c,d) is an element which includes two items.

The length of a sequence is the number of items
in the sequence. A sequence with k items is called a
k-sequence or k-item sequence.

Definition 2: Positive/Negative Sequence
A sequence s=<e1 e2 ... en> is a positive sequence,

when each element ei, 1≤i≤n is a positive element.
A sequence s=<e1 e2 ... en> is a negative sequence,
when ∃i, 1≤i≤n, ei is a negative element represent-
ing the absence of an element. For example, ¬c and
¬(c,d) are negative elements, so <a b ¬c f> and <a
b ¬(c,d) f> are both negative sequences.

Definition 3: Subsequence
A sequence sr=<r1 r2 ... rm> is a subsequence of

another sequence sp=<p1 p2 ... pn>, if there exists
1≤i1≤i2≤...≤ik≤n, r1⊆pi1 , r2⊆pi2 , ..., rk⊆pik

.
Definition 4: Maximum Positive Subsequence
A sequence sr is a maximum positive subsequence

of another sequence sp, if sr is a subsequence of sp,
and sr includes all positive elements of sp. For exam-
ple, <a b f> is maximum positive subsequence of <a

Table 1: Examples of pattern matching
Pattern base-match match Sequence

<b ¬c a>
√ √

<b d a>
<b ¬c a>

√ √
<b d a c>

<b ¬c a>
√

× <b d c a>

b ¬c f> and <a b ¬(c,d) f>.
Definition 5: Negative Sequential Pattern
If the support of a negative sequence is greater

than a pre-defined support threshold min sup, and
it meets the following constraints, then we call it a
negative sequential pattern.

1) Items in a single element should be all positive
or all negative. For example, <a (a,¬b) c> is not
allowed because item a and item ¬b are in a same
element;

2) Two or more continuous negative elements are
not accepted in the negative sequence. This con-
straint is also used by other researchers(Sue-Chen
et al. 2008).

3) For each negative item in a negative pattern,
its corresponding positive item is required to be fre-
quent. For example, if <¬c> is a negative item, its
corresponding positive item <c> is required to be fre-
quent.

3.2 Negative Pattern Matching

In order to calculate the support of a negative sequen-
tial pattern against the sequence data in database, we
need clarify pattern-sequence matching method and
criterion. We need to define which patterns can a
sequence support.

Definition 6: Negative Base-matching
A negative sequence sn=<e1 e2 ... ek> base-

matches a data sequence s=<d1 d2 ... dm>, iff, for
every negative element ei, there exist integers p, q, r
(p<q<r) such that the two conditions hold:

(1) s contains the maximum positive subsequence
of sn,

(2) ∃ei−1⊆dp and ei+1⊆dr, and ∃dq, ei 6⊂dq
That is, each positive element in sn matches with

the same elements in s with same order, while each
negative element of sn can find a match element in s
at the corresponding position.

For example, sn=<b ¬c a>, it base-matches <b
d a>, and also base-matches <b d c a>, since the
element d, which matches ¬c, can be found between
the element b and a.

If a sequence base-match a pattern, then we should
count it in basesupport value. We use base-match to
find seed sequences, which will ensure the integrity of
result patterns.

Definition 7: Negative Matching
A negative sequence sn=<e1 e2 ... ek> matches

a data sequence s=<d1 d2 ... dm>, iff, for every neg-
ative element ei, there exist integers p, q, r (p<q<r)
such that the two conditions hold:

(1) s contains the maximum positive subsequence
of sn,

(2) ∃ei−1⊆dp and ei+1⊆dr, and ∀dq, ei 6⊂dq
For example, sn=<b ¬c a> matches <b d a c>,

but does not match <b d c a>, since the negative
element c appears between the element b and a in sn.

The above match definition is same as n-cover con-
cept in(Sue-Chen et al. 2008). (Sue-Chen et al. 2008)
also defined n-contain, which is a more restricted
match criterion.

A pattern-sequence matching example is given in
Table 1. Based on the matching method we have,
Apriori-property is not suitable for this case, as we
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Table 2: Examples for explain Apriori-Principle
Pattern match Sequence

sn1=<b ¬c a> × <b f d c a>
sn2=<b ¬c d a>

√
<b f d c a>

Figure 1: Process Flow of Negative-GSP

pointed out in Section 1. Table 2 gives out a straight-
forward example. sn1=<b ¬c a> and sn2=<b ¬c d
a> are two candidate patterns and <b f d c a> is a
sequence in the dataset. The table clearly shows that
sn1 does not match s, while sn2 matches s even if sn1
is a sub-sequence of sn2.

Property: Negative Frequent Pattern Property
Based on the above definitions, apparently we have

a property: if a negative sequence s is frequent, all
its positive subsequence must be frequent; or if the
maximum positive subsequence of a sequence s is not
frequent, s can not be frequent.

4 Negative-GSP Algorithm

4.1 The Idea

Assume in a sequence data set Ds ={d1, d2, d3, ...,
dn}, where di (1≤i≤n) is a sequence, and our objec-
tive is to find frequent negative sequential patterns
in Ds, with a minimum support threshold min sup.
The basic process flow as Fig. 1.

First, we utilize the GSP algorithm to generate all
positive sequential patterns. Assume Lpos={Lpos,1,
Lpos,2, ..., Lpos,l}, where Lpos,i represents the i-item
frequent positive sequential pattern set.

Next, we begin to generate negative sequential
patterns based on Lpos. We transform all 1-item pos-
itive sequential patterns Lpos,1 to their correspond-
ing 1-item negative sequences, which are taken as the
initial 1-item candidates set Cneg,1. Then we also
need prune unnecessary candidates from candidates
set Cneg,1 before calculating the support of every can-
didates by passing over Ds, which will be discussed
in Section 4.3.

Because Apriori Principle doesn’t work for nega-
tive sequence, the 1-item candidates need to be di-
vided into two classes: one is valid to join with other
candidates to generate 2-item negative candidates,
and the other is invalid. To verify whether they are
valid in the next pass, we use an base-match method
to verify it (refer to Section 4.4). After this step, we
get a processed 1-item seed set Sneg,1, which is then
used as seed to generate a 2-item candidate set Cneg,2.
The candidates with support higher than min sup are
outputted to 1-item frequent patterns Lneg,1.

Based on the k-item seed set Sneg,k, we join them
with the joining method presented in Section 4.2 to
produce a (k+1)-item candidates set Cneg,k+1. The
new candidates may include many invalid candidates,

so pruning invalid candidates is necessary and help-
ful for further search. Our idea is to verify whether
the maximum positive subsequence of the candidate
is frequent. Invalid candidates are pruned, and valid
ones are kept in the seed set. Then, by passing over
the data set Ds, we get the supports of all (k+1)-
item candidates. Again, the (k+1)-item frequent can-
didates with support higher than min sup are out-
putted to Lneg,k+1 as (k+1)-item frequent patterns.

After the above operation, we get the (k+1)-
item frequent result Lneg,k+1 and (k+1)-item seed set
Sneg,k+1 for next pass. Longer patterns are gener-
ated by repeating the above process until the candi-
date set becomes empty. Each iteration will generate
and output frequent negative sequential patterns into
Lneg={Lneg,1, Lneg,2, ..., Lneg,l}, which is the final
set of negative sequential patterns.

4.2 Joining to Generate Candidates

The (k+1)-item candidates are generated by joining
all k-item seed sequences. Given two k-item seed se-
quences ci=<ei1 ei2 ei3 ... eik−1 eik

> and cj=<ej1 ej2

ej3 ... ejk−1 ejk
>, assume ci’=<ei1 ei2 ei3 ... eik−1>,

cj’=<ej2 ej3 ... ejk−1 ejk
>. If ci’=cj’, ci and cj are

joined to get a (k+1)-item candidate: <ej1 ei1 ei2 ...
eik−1 eik

>.
The above joining method is similar to but differ-

ent from the joining method of GSP. The GSP algo-
rithm gets all (k+1)-item candidates by joining k-item
frequent sequential patterns since positive sequences
obey the Apriori principle. However, when we mine
negative sequential patterns, we need to join not only
k-item frequent patterns but also some infrequent k-
item sequences, as demonstrated by Section 4.3.

Another point is that, while performing the joining
operation, we ignore the joining of positive patterns
with themselves, since they have been done in the
positive sequential pattern mining at the first step of
our algorithm.

4.3 Pruning Unnecessary Candidates

Since the candidates of negative sequential patterns
generated during joining step are much more than
positive sequential patterns, it is necessary to design
an effective pruning method for negative sequential
pattern mining. This step prunes some unnecessary
candidates from candidates set.

With the GSP algorithm, while pruning in k-item
candidates, it prunes all the candidates whose (k-1)-
subsequences are not frequent. However, the above
pruning method does not work for negative sequential
pattern mining in the following ways.

Firstly, given a candidate C=<a b ¬c d ¬e>. Note
that we don’t allow two continuous negative elements
in a sequential pattern, so C’=<a b ¬c ¬e> is an in-
valid negative sequential pattern. As a result, C will
be pruned. However, in fact, the candidate C may be
a valid candidate of negative sequential pattern. Sec-
ondly, C may be frequent even when its subsequence
is not frequent. So we can’t prune C simply even its
subsequence is infrequent.

Our pruning method is described as follows. For a
candidate C=<e1 e2 e3 ... en>, suppose C’=<ei ej ...
ek> is the maximum positive subsequence of C. If C ′

is not frequent, C must be infrequent and should be
pruned. This method is simple but effective to prune
invalid candidates without cutting off possible valid
candidates by mistake.
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Figure 2: An example

4.4 Generating Seed Set for Next Pass

This step keeps all necessary k-item seed sequences
in seed set for next pass, and then (k+1)-item can-
didates are generated by joining both frequent and
infrequent k-item seed sequences.

Given an infrequent 2-item sequence <b ¬c>, 3-
item candidate <b ¬c d> may still be frequent. So
we need count <b ¬c> as seed sequence for joining
and generate 3-item candidate <b ¬c d>.

It is proposed that the k-item sequences will be re-
garded as k-item seed sequences if their base-supports
are greater than min sup. So we check each candi-
date’s base-support value to see whether it is greater
than min sup. If not, it means that the sequence is
impossible to generate (k+1)-item frequent pattern
and we don’t need count it in the seed set again.

4.5 Algorithm Description

Our proposed algorithm for negative sequential pat-
tern mining is given below.

Step 1: Find all positive sequential patterns by the
traditional GSP algorithm(Srikant et al. 1998).

Step 2: Transform 1-item positive patterns to 1-
item negative patterns as candidates set, and then get
1-item seed set and 1-item patterns.

Step 3: Use all (k-1)-item seeds, perform the join-
ing operation with each other and get k-item candi-
dates and also join (k-1)-item positive patterns with
(k-1)-item seed sequences.

Step 4: Prune unnecessary candidates to get a
smaller candidate set.

Step 5: Count all candidates’ supports and base-
supports.

Step 6: If the base-support is greater than
min sup, then the candidate is added to k-item seed
set. If the support is greater than min sup, then the
candidate is frequent and is outputted as a k-item
pattern.

Step 7: If k-item seed set is not empty, increase k
by one and loop back to Step 3 until the next candi-
date set is empty.

The procedure is illustrated with an example in
Fig 2.

Table 3: Synthetic datasets
Parameters DS1 DS2
Number of sequences (DB) 10k 100k
Number of items (N ) 1k 10k
Average number of elements per sequence
(C )

8 10

Average number of items per element (T) 8 2.5
Average length of maximal potentially large
sequences (S)

4 4

Average size of itemsets in maximal poten-
tially large sequences (I )

8 2.5

Negative-GSP Algorithm

Input: Dataset Ds, min sup
Output: Negative patterns L

/∗ S: Seed set;
C: Candidate set;
L: Result set; ∗/

k = 1;
Ck = initialize();
Sk = Ck;
while ( Sk.size() > 0 ){

Ck+1 = Join(Sk);
Ck+1 = Prune(Ck+1);
for ( each c in Ck+1 ){

if ( c.basesupport > min sup ) Sk+1.add(c);
if ( c.support > min sup ) Lk+1.add(c);

}
L.add(Lk+1);
k = k + 1;

}
return L;

5 Experiments and Results

5.1 Datasets

Two synthetic datasets generated by IBM data gen-
erator(Agrawal et al. 1995) are used to test our algo-
rithm in the experiments.

Dataset1(DS1) is C8.T8.S4.I8.DB10k.N1k, which
contains 10k sequences and the number of items is
1000, the average number of elements in a sequence
is 8, the average number of items in an element is
8, average length of maximal pattern consists of 4
elements and each element is composed of 8 items
averagely.

Dataset2(DS2) is C10.T2.5.S4.I2.5.DB100k.N10k,
which contains 100k sequences and the number of
items is 10k, the average number of elements in a
sequence is 10, the average number of items in an
element is 2.5, average length of maximal pattern
consists of 4 elements and each element is composed
of 2.5 items averagely.

5.2 Experiments Results

We compared the runtime of negative sequential pat-
tern mining with different support thresholds (see
Fig 3), and also compared counts of patterns with
different support thresholds (see Fig 4). Negative pat-
tern mining spends much more runtime than positive
pattern mining because the candidates counts are not
of the same magnitude, especially when the support
threshold is set very low.

5.3 Comparison with PNSP Algorithm

We compared our method with PNSP algorithm(Sue-
Chen et al. 2008). The results of runtime (see Fig 5)
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Figure 3: Runtime on DS1 and DS2

Figure 4: Patterns counts on DS1 and DS2

show that our method outperforms PNSP. The rea-
son is that PNSP generates more unnecessary candi-
dates. Especially when the number of negative fre-
quent items increased, its negative candidates may
increase sharply. For our algorithm, when there are a
lot of negative candidates, it will cost much running
time in the joining process for new candidates. So
when min sup is very low, Negative-GSP can’t get
very good performance as when min sup is high.

6 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we presented the definitions for nega-
tive sequential patterns, and proposed a method for
negative sequential pattern mining based on the GSP
algorithm. We also designed effective pruning method
to reduce the number of candidates. The efficiency
and effectiveness of our algorithm is shown in our ex-
periments on two synthetic datasets.

In our future research, we will focus on selecting in-
teresting rules from the discovered negative sequential
patterns. How to find interesting and interpretable
rules from a lot of negative sequential patterns is valu-
able in business applications. Another research topic
is to find more effective pruning method that can re-
duce candidates more effectively and avoid unneces-
sary candidates.
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Non-Redundant Rare Itemset Generation
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Abstract

Rare itemsets are likely to be of great interest be-
cause they often relate to high-impact transactions
which may give rise to rules of great practical signifi-
cance. Research into the rare association rule mining
problem has gained momentum in the recent past. In
this paper, we propose a novel approach that cap-
tures such rare rules while ensuring that redundant
rules are eliminated. Extensive testing on real-world
datasets from the UCI repository confirm that our
approach outperforms both the Apriori-Inverse(Koh
et al. 2006) and Relative Support (Yun et al. 2003)
algorithms.

Keywords: Rare Association Rule Mining, Apriori-
Inverse, Non-Redundant Itemset

1 Introduction

Association rule mining (Agrawal et al. 1993) is used
to find common or frequent patterns within datasets.
In the classical association rule mining process, all
frequent itemsets are found, where an itemset is said
to be frequent if it appears above a minimum fre-
quency threshold s, called minimum support. Associ-
ation rules are then derived from frequent items and
are represented in the form A → B where AB is a
frequent itemset. Strong association rules are those
that meet the minimum confidence c threshold (the
percentage of transactions containing A that also con-
tain B).

The minimum support threshold is used as a noise
filter to eliminate itemsets that do not appear often
within the dataset. This threshold has to be suffi-
ciently strong to reduce frequent itemsets to a man-
ageable level. However, in some data mining appli-
cations relatively infrequent associations are likely to
be of great interest as they relate to rare but crucial
cases. Application domains that benefit from rare
association mining include the diagnosis of rare dis-
eases, the prediction of telecommunication equipment
failure, and the identification of associations between
infrequently purchased supermarket items.

For example in a supermarket transactional
dataset, most purchasing behavior follows a very
regular and predictable pattern,which is related to
daily household items such as bread, butter, and
milk. However, there also exists behavior which is un-
characteristic in respect to the volume of items sold

Copyright c©2009, Australian Computer Society, Inc. This pa-
per appeared at the Eighth Australasian Data Mining Confer-
ence (AusDM 2009), Melbourne, Australia. Conferences in Re-
search and Practice in Information Technology (CRPIT), Vol.
101, Paul J. Kennedy, Kok-Leong Ong and Peter Christen, Ed.
Reproduction for academic, not-for profit purposes permitted
provided this text is included.

when compared to the staple items mentioned ear-
lier. Such behavioral patterns are potentially useful
to the retailer as they could involve associations be-
tween items that are highly profitable. However, be-
cause of the relative infrequency with which such as-
sociations manifest, traditional frequent association
mining techniques would be unable to capture the
patterns involved. This is due to the combinatorial
explosion in the number of candidate itemsets gener-
ated by setting the minimum support to a low enough
value to capture the rare associations. Such an explo-
sion in the search space renders traditional algorithm
such as Apriori unusable. This problem was first high-
lighted by Cohen et al. (2000) , showing that asso-
ciation between expensive items such as vodka and
caviar are likely to be infrequent but interesting due
to their high value. There are numerous techniques
which tries to solve this problem (Liu et al. 1999, Sza-
thmary et al. 2007, Yun et al. 2003, Koh et al. 2006,
Koh & Pears 2008, Taniar et al. 2008).

Current rare itemset generation techniques suffer
from three issues. Firstly, their rule generators pro-
duce a mix of both frequent and infrequent rules (Liu
et al. 1999, Szathmary et al. 2007). Furthermore, the
rule bases they produce contain rules that could be in-
ferred from other rules, thus making them redundant.
In our experimentation we noticed the occurrence of
such redundant rules when we did a comparative anal-
ysis with the Apriori-Inverse rule generator. Thirdly,
they generate rules having only infrequent items in
their rule terms, which represents only a sub class of
rare rules (Koh et al. 2006). Such rule generators do
not produce rare rules that consist of frequent items
in their rule terms. Such rare rules are valuable as
they represent scenarios where individual rule terms
in rule antecedents are frequent on their own but rare
in combination with each other. Such rules capture
very specific but hard to detect detect events in their
rule consequents, on account of their rarity. Up until
now there has been no effective solution to the prob-
lems referred to earlier and this research represents
an attempt to address each of these issues.

In this paper we introduce a novel approach called
Non-Redundant Itemset Generation (N-RIG) which
seeks to capture rare patterns by using an efficient
pruning strategy, without the need for pre-processing
the dataset by partitioning it. The non-redundant
generator ensures that only itemsets that lead to an
improvement in rule prediction accuracy are ever con-
sidered for rule generation. Pruning of redundant
items is achieved by the introduction of a constraint
that we introduce, known as Cumulative Productive
Confidence (CPC).

The remainder of the paper is organized as fol-
lows. Section 2 provides a review of related research
in the area of rare association rule mining. In Section
3 we give a brief overview of our new approach to
finding rare association rules. In Section 4 we discuss
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the redundant itemset problem. In Section 5 we in-
troduce the notion of an adaptive support threshold
which further enhances the quality of the rules pro-
duced. Experimental results of applying the method
on several real-world datasets is presented in Section
6. The paper concludes in Section 7 with a summary
of the contributions made in this research.

2 Related Work

The efficient detection of rare association rules with
low support but high confidence is a difficult data
mining problem. To find such rules with traditional
approaches such as the Apriori would require the min-
imum support (minsup) threshold to be set very low,
resulting in large computational overhead while pro-
ducing a large rule base, parts of which contain re-
dundant rules. As a specific example of the prob-
lem, consider the association mining problem where
we want to determine if there is an association be-
tween buying a food processor and buying a cooking
pan (Liu et al. 1999). The problem is that both items
are rarely purchased in a supermarket. Thus, even if
the two items are almost always purchased together
when either one of them is purchased, this association
may not be found. Modifying the minsup threshold
to take into account the importance of the items is
one way to ensure that rare items remain in consid-
eration. To find this association minsup must be set
low. However setting this threshold low would cause
a combinatorial explosion in the number of itemsets
generated. Frequently occurring items will be associ-
ated with one another in an enormous number of ways
simply because the items are so common that they
cannot help but appear together. This is known as
the rare item problem (Liu et al. 1999). It means that
the application of Apriori-like approaches are unlikely
to yield rules that indicate rare events of potentially
dramatic consequence.

Liu et al. (1999) note that some individual items
can have such low support that they cannot con-
tribute to rules generated by Apriori, even though
they may participate in rules that have very high con-
fidence. They overcome this problem with a technique
called MSApriori whereby each item in the database
can have a minimum item support (MIS) given by the
user. By tailoring the MIS value for different items, a
higher minimum support is tolerated for rules that
involve frequent items and a lower minimum sup-
port for rules that involve less frequent items. Yun
et al. (2003) proposed the RSAA algorithm to gener-
ate rules in which significant rare itemsets take part,
without the need for any user specified thresholds.
This technique uses relative support measure, RSup
in place of support. The RSup measure serves to
decrease the support threshold for items that have
low frequency and to increase the support threshold
for items that have high frequency. In common with
Apriori and MSApriori, RSAA is exhaustive in its
generation of rules, and will generate rules which are
not rare (i.e. rules with high support and high confi-
dence).

Szathmary et al. (2007) presented an approach for
rare itemset mining from a dataset that splits the
problem into two tasks. The first task, the traver-
sal of the frequent zone in the space, is addressed by
two different algorithms, a naive one, Apriori-Rare,
which relies on Apriori and hence enumerates all fre-
quent itemsets; and MRG-Exp, which limits the con-
siderations to frequent generators only. They consider
computation of the rare itemsets that approaches
them starting from the bottom of the itemset lat-
tice and then moving upwards through the frequent
zone. They defined a positive and the negative border

of the frequent itemsets, and a negative lower border
and the positive lower border of the rare itemsets, re-
spectively. An itemset is a maximal frequent itemset
(MFI) if it is frequent but all its proper supersets are
rare. An itemset is a minimal rare itemset (mRI) if it
is rare but all its proper subsets are frequent. If the
minimum-allowable relative support value is set close
to zero, MRG-Exp takes a similar amount of time to
that taken by Apriori to generate low-support rules
due to the need for sifting through the high-support
rules.

Koh et al. (2006) proposed an approach to find
rare rules with candidate itemsets that fall below a
maxsup (maximum support) level but above a mini-
mum absolute support value. They introduced an al-
gorithm called Apriori-Inverse to find sporadic rules
efficiently: for example, a rare association of two com-
mon symptoms indicating a rare disease. They used
a maximum support threshold to prune out any items
that may be frequent. They then use a minimum ab-
solute support (minabssup) threshold value derived
from an inverted Fisher’s exact test (Weisstein 2005)
to prune out noise. At the low levels of co-occurrences
of candidate itemsets that need to be evaluated to
generate rare rules, there is a possibility that such co-
occurrences happen purely by chance and are not sta-
tistically significant. The Fisher test provided a sta-
tistically rigorous method of evaluating significance of
co-occurrences and was thus an integral part of their
approach. The main drawback of this method is that
it cannot detect rare rules that embed frequent items
in their rule terms.

Koh & Pears (2008) proposed a pre-processing
mechanism, based on transaction clustering to gener-
ate rare association rules. The basic concept under-
lying transaction clustering stems from the concept
of large items as defined by traditional association
rule mining algorithms. In their approach, they par-
tition the dataset and then run the Apriori-Inverse
algorithm on each of the clusters found. They showed
that pre-processing the dataset by clustering improves
rule quality by as each cluster is able to express its
own associations without interference or contamina-
tion from other sub groupings that have different pat-
terns of relationship. The rare rules produced by each
cluster were shown to be more informative than the
rare rules found from direct association rule mining
on the original unpartitioned dataset.

We have based our approach on Apriori-Inverse.
Thus we use the minabssup threshold based on
Fisher’s exact test to filter out chance co-occurrences.
However we differ from Apriori-Inverse in that we
use the maxsup threshold only in the rule genera-
tion phase and not the candidate itemset phase. The
rationale for this is explained in Section 4. In the
next three sections we present our approach for rare
association rule generation.

3 Our Approach

This section presents the key concepts governing the
Non-Redundant Rare Itemset Generation (N-RIG)
approach. The focus of our approach is to find rare
rules that contain rule terms that may by themselves
be frequent whilst preveting the generation of redun-
dant rules. Our approach is adapted from the Apri-
ori algorithm. Similar to Apriori, our approach is set
in two phases, the candidate generation and the rule
generation phase. We discuss the candidate gener-
ation phase below. The candidate generation phase
itself consists of two steps.

In the first step, we allow itemsets that are above
a minabssup threshold which we adopt from (Koh
et al. 2006) and which fulfil our Cumulative Produc-
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tive Confidence (CPC) measure to be extended. The
minabssup threshold is calculated for every itemset
and is used to eliminate noise and is used instead of a
fixed minimum support threshold. The CPC measure
is used to eliminate redundant itemsets. We define a
redundant itemset(I) as one that gives rise to a rule
that can be inferred from a rule covered by some sub-
set of itemset I. In the next section, we discuss the
CPC measure in detail.

In the second step, use a maximum support thresh-
old to prune the set candidate itemsets further. Here
we prune out all itemsets that have support above
the maximum support threshold. This is needed as
we are only interested in rare itemsets.

Algorithm 1 N-RIG algorithm
Input: Transaction Database D, universe of items I, maximum

support (maxsup) value

Output: Non-redundant Rare Itemsets

N ← |D|
k ← 1

Rk ← {{i}|i ∈ dom Idx , count({i}) > 1}
while Rk 6= ∅ do

k ← k + 1

Ck ← {x∪y|x, y ∈ Rk−1, |x∩y| = k − 2}
Rk ← {c|c ∈ Ck, supp(c) > minabssup,CPC(c) > 0}

end while

Rk ← {c|c ∈ Rk, supp(c) < maxsup}
return

⋃k−1
t=2 Rt

4 The Redundant Itemset Problem

Despite the fact that Apriori-Inverse outperforms its
rivals on performance and rule quality, there exists
two areas where its performance can be improved.
Firstly, it is possible that Apriori-Inverse generates
rules that are redundant. In its itemset generation
phase Apriori-Inverse combines itemsets A and B as
long as they pass the Fisher test (Weisstein 2005).
While the Fisher test does an excellent job of filtering
out itemsets that co-occur together by chance, it does
not guarantee rule minimality in the rule base that it
generates.

Consider the following example with a dataset con-
taining 50 transactions. Suppose that we have 3 item-
sets A,B and C with support 20, 30 and 25 respec-
tively. If supp(AB) = 18 and if AB co-occurs with ev-
ery transaction with C, then we have supp(AC) = 18.
With these statistics the Fisher test determines that
items A and B do not occur by coincidence, thus
Apriori-Inverse will record itemset AB as a candidate
itemset for rule generation. If the minimum confi-
dence threshold is set to 0.8 then the rule A → B will
be generated as the rule confidence at 18/20 = 0.9
exceeds the confidence threshold set.

Since supp(AC) = 18 it follows that this itemset
too will pass the Fisher test, thus producing AC as
another itemset. In the next level of itemset gener-
ation Apriori-Inverse will consider the generation of
ABC from the candidate pairs AB and AC. Now
supp(ABC) = supp(AB) since A always co-occurs
with C and hence it follows that ABC will also pass
the Fisher test. This in turn leads to the following
rule:

AC → B This rule too meets the confidence
threshold as its confidence is:

supp(ABC)

supp(AC)
=

supp(AB)

supp(AC)
= 1

since supp(AB) = supp(AC).
However, it is clear that Rule 2 is redundant in the

presence of Rule 1. Rule 1 captures the minimal con-
ditions required to predict the occurrence of B given
A. This example illustrates that Apriori-Inverse is

vulnerable to the redundant rule generation problem.
Whilst it is possible to apply a post rule generation
filter to remove such redundant rules, a more efficient
approach would ensure that itemsets such as ABC
are never generated in the first place. The gener-
ation of itemset ABC has the potential to lead to
even more redundancy as all pairs of itemsets such
as (ABC,ABD) with a common prefix of AB propa-
gates the redundancy of ABC with other items such
as D, leading to many more itemsets such as ABCD
that give rise to redundant rules. This is clearly un-
desirable since the candidate generation phase is the
performance bottleneck in the association rule mining
process.

Our approach avoids this problem by pruning
itemsets such as ABC from the set of candidates, thus
ensuring that redundancy is eliminated at its source.
We use an improvement measure called CPC, that
ensures that any given itemset will only be extended
if its extension produces an increase in the CPC mea-
sure over the improvement value when the itemset it-
self was being formed. In section 4.1 we show that
no itemset that passes the improvement test will be
redundant.

The second issue with Apriori-Inverse is that it
uses a fixed threshold for determining rarity. The use
of a fixed threshold inhibits the discovery of rules for
items whose support is above the threshold but who
co-occur together with support less than the thresh-
old set. Consider for example items X and Y with
support 0.2 and 0.3 respectively. Suppose that the
support of XY is 0.08, and the maximum support
threshold is set at 0.10. Apriori Inverse only com-
bines items that meet the maximum support thresh-
old constraint and thus X and Y will not be combined
together, although their combination gives rise to a
rare rule with support 0.08. This simple example il-
lustrates that it would be desirable to explore items in
the neighborhood of the maximum support threshold
with a view to expanding Apriori-Inverse’s rule base
to capture rare rules that contain one or more terms
that are frequent. Such types of rules are of inter-
est in many types of applications. Such applications
include disease diagnosis where certain symptoms oc-
cur on their own commonly but whose co-occurrence
points to a specific disease that occurs rarely in the
population

We now turn our attention to the issue of prevent-
ing the occurrence of redundant rules.

4.1 Redundancy Removal

As mentioned above Apriori-Inverse is vulnerable to
the problem of redundant rules. Such redundant rules
contain terms in the rule antecedent that do not con-
tribute to an increase in the rule confidence. Such
rules not only increase the size of the rule base unnec-
essarily, but also tend to mislead the decision maker
into thinking that certain terms need to be satisfied
in the antecedent when in reality they do not.

We first give a formal definition of rule redundancy
from Bayardo (Bayardo 1998). Consider a generic
rule X → Y . The improvement, I, of such a rule is:

I(X → Y ) = conf(X → Y )− (conf(Z → Y )),max(Z ⊂ X)

A redundant rule can now be defined as one whose
improvement is less than zero. We prevent the oc-
currence of such rules by defining a metric called Cu-
mulative Productive Confidence (CPC) that measures
whether an extension to a given itemset will ensure
that all rules that can be produced as a result of
the extension have greater confidence than the rules
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produced with the original non extended version the
itemset.

Suppose that we have itemsets X and Y that have
passed the Fisher test. Itemset X will be merged with
Y and extended to XY if it satisfies the condition
below:

CPC(XY ) =
supp(X ∪ Y )

supp(X)
−

supp(Y )

arg minW⊂Y supp(W )
> 0

Theorem 1 below offers a formal proof that the
CPC measure inhibits the production of redundant
rules.

Theorem 1. All rules produced from an extension of
an itemset that satisfies the CPC constraint defined
above will be non redundant.

Proof. Itemsets X and Y to be merged need to have
a common prefix so we will represent X as AB and Y
as AC. We now have X ∪Y = ABC. For ABC to be
a legitimate itemset, itemset Z = BC must also exist
and have passed the Fisher test, since ABC can also
be produced by Y ∪Z and thus we cannot have ABC
without Z passing the Fisher test as well. In order to
produce ABC, it then follows that we must have

CPC(X,Y ) > 0 (1)

CPC(X,Z) > 0 (2)

CPC(Y, Z) > 0 (3)

From 1 we have:

supp(AB ∪AC)

supp(AB)
−

supp(AC)

arg minW⊂AC supp(W )
> 0

This implies that:

supp(ABC

supp(AB)
−

supp(AC)

supp(A)
> 0 (4)

since
supp(AC)

supp(A)
≥

supp(AC)

arg minW⊂AC supp(W )

From 4 it follows that

conf(AB → C) > conf(A→ C)

By substituting C instead of A in 4 above we also
have: conf(AB → C) > conf(C → A). Thus the rule
AB → C is non redundant. From 2 we have:

supp(BC ∪AC)

supp(BC)
−

supp(AC)

arg minW⊂AC supp(W )
> 0

From this we derive:

supp(BCA

supp(BC)
−

supp(AC)

supp(A)
> 0 (5)

As with 4 above we have:

supp(AC)

supp(A)
≥

supp(AC)

arg minW⊂AC supp(W )

From 5 it follows that:

conf(BC → A) > conf(A→ C)

By substituting C instead of A in 5 above we also
have:

conf(BC → C) > (conf(C → A)

We thus have the rule BC → C non redundant and
lastly using 3 above we have:

supp(AC ∪BC)

supp(AC)
−

supp(BC)

arg minW⊂AC supp(W )
> 0

which leads to: conf(AC → B) > conf(A → C)and
conf(AC → B) > conf(C → A) which means that
rule BC → C is also redundant. We have thus shown
that all rules produced by the extension are non re-
dundant and this proves the theorem.

5 Adaptive Thresholding

Although N-RIG dispenses with a maximum support
threshold during itemset generation it still uses such
a threshold during the rule gneration phase to es-
nure that only rare rules are generated. However, the
use of such a threshold can have undesirable effects
if its value is set arbitrarily. For example, by set-
ting a threshold at 0.10 on a dense dataset, we would
be letting through more itemsets when compared to
setting the threshold at the same value on a sparse
dataset. To find a suitable cut off point we use an
adaptive threshold based on a modified version of a
hill climbing algorithm. We inspect the support of
the candidate itemset. Using a list of itemsets sorted
in ascending order of support, we compare the sup-
port of itemset x to the support of itemset x + 1. If
the difference of the support is less than k%, the new
support threshold is set as supp(x + 1). The process
is repeated until the difference between two consecu-
tive itemsets is more than k%, and we consider that
we have reached a partition in the itemset support
distribution that defines a suitable threshold value.

In the next section, we present the results from our
approach and compare them with those produced by
the Apriori-Inverse algorithm.

6 Evaluation and Results

In this section, we compare the performances of the
standard Apriori-Inverse and RSAA algorithms with
our proposed algorithm. The experiments were per-
formed on a Windows Vista machine with Intel Duo
Core having 3.0GHz CPU and 2.68 GB of RAM. Test-
ing of the algorithms was carried out on 5 different
datasets from the UCI Machine Learning Repository
(Newman et al. 1998). Table 1 represents the sum-
mary of the results found using Apriori-Inverse, N-
RIG, and RSAA algorithms. For Apriori-Inverse and
N-RIG we set the maximum support threshold (max-
sup) to 0.10 for all datasets. In all of the experi-
ments, we set the minimum confidence threshold to
0.90. For a comparison have reported the number
itemsets found by RSAA which fell below the 0.10
threshold.

We compare the time taken to produce the rare
itemsets. Overall our approach generated more item-
sets when compared to Apriori-Inverse. On the av-
erage, we generated 1229 itemsets as compared to
Apriori-Inverse which generated an average of 682.
The N-RIG approach is not merely confined to gen-
erating itemsets that contain only infrequent items,
unlike Apriori-Inverse. This explains the difference
in the overall number of itemsets produced between
the two approaches. Despite the greater effort ex-
pended by N-RIG in expanding the scope of rare item-
sets produced its run time compares well with that
of Apriori-Inverse. The number of rare itemsets pro-
duced by RSAA was consistently higher than with the
other two algorithms. In line with the greater number
of itemsets produced RSAA runtime were also much
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Table 1: Summary of Experimental Results

Dataset Apriori-Inverse N-RIG RSAA
Rare

Itemset
Time (s) Rare

Itemset
Time (s) Rare

Itemset
Time (s)

Flag 72 0.51 260 7.60 1210 98.2
Hepatitis 31 0.08 51 2.42 398 19.53
Soybean-Large 135 0.45 1289 88.16 6226 2388.67
Audiology 123 0.51 239 12.30 N/A N/A
Mushroom 3051 55.76 4305 349.00 5804 360.56

higher than with the other two algorithms. In the
case of the Soybean dataset, RSAA performed very
poorly with respect to the runtime. As for the Au-
diology dataset, RSAA did not terminate after two
hours and hence we decided to exclude it from the
comparision.

6.1 Comparative Analysis

Table 2 shows clearly that both Apriori-Inverse and
N-RIG both produce rules with high lift with the top
20 Lift values being identical for the larger datasets,
Soybean and Mushroom. However, the lift values for
RSAA was significantly smaller for these datasets.
For the two smaller datasets, Flag and Hepatitis
Apriori-Inverse generated just 3 and 7 rules respec-
tively and so a meaningful comparison with N-RIG
was not possible. RSAA produced mixed results for
two smaller datasets, giving a higher lift for Hepatitis
while producing a lower lift value for the Flag dataset.

Table 2: Rule Lift across selected UCI datasets

Dataset Apriori-
Inverse

N-RIG RSAA

Flag - 12.3 5.5
Hepatitis - 6.70 11.0
Audiology 100 34.7 N/A
Soybean-Large 51.2 51.2 15.4
Mushroom 1015.5 1015.5 6.3

Table 3 illustrates a clear difference in behavior
between the algorithms. While the top 20 rule sup-
port and overall rule support values are broadly simi-
lar for the Apriori-Inverse and N-RIG algorithms, the
rule term support for N-RIG was significantly higher,
particularly for the Soybean and Mushroom datasets.
As shown in Table 3 the average antecedent rule sup-
port for the Mushroom dataset at 2.6% is a factor
of 26 times higher than the corresponding value for
Apriori Inverse. The same trend holds true for the
smaller datasets, albeit on a smaller scale. We chose
to exclude RSAA from further analysis as its lift val-
ues were smaller than with the other two approaches.

These results suggests that N-RIG is better able
to capture rare rules where individual terms are fre-
quent. As pointed out in Section 1 such rules are of
great practical significance.

Such rules manifest with N-RIG as it is not re-
stricted by a maximum support constraint in its
candidate itemset generation phase, unlike Apriori-
Inverse, thus enabling the former to produce rule
terms of higher support than the latter. We next ex-
amine some of the rules discovered by N-RIG which
Apriori-Inverse was unable to generate.

6.1.1 Mushroom Dataset

N-RIG produced a number of very rare and very high
lift rules involving different combinations of the same
terms appearing together. One such rule is given be-
low with support 0.1% and Lift of 1015.5. Such ex-
tremely rare rules in the occurrence of a relatively

Table 3: Rule Support and Rule Term Support Com-
parison

Dataset Apriori-Inverse
Support
(Top 20
Rules)

Antecedent
Rule

Support

Consequent
Rule

Support

Support
(Entire
Rule
Base)

Flag 2.1% 5.2% 2.1% 4.1%
Hepatitis 3.9% 3.9% 3.9% 7.1%
Audiology 1.0% 1.2% 3.3% 1.2%
Soybean-Large 2.0% 2.0% 2.3% 5.2%
Mushroom 0.1% 0.1% 0.3% 0.4%
Dataset N-RIG

Support
(Top 20
Rules)

Antecedent
Rule

Support

Consequent
Rule

Support

Support
(Entire
Rule
Base)

Flag 2.1% 6.1% 25.4% 5.6%
Hepatitis 3.9% 4.3% 4.3% 16.1%
Audiology 1.0% 2.7% 8.1% 2.7%
Soybean-Large 2.6% 3.9% 22.8% 3.9%
Mushroom 0.3% 2.6% 32.5% 2.5%

dense dataset such as Mushroom tends to boost the
Lift value to such heights and the Lift factor taken
by itself is not indicative of the rule interestingness.
Indeed, the other two rules given below appear to be
more interesting, despite the fact that their Lift val-
ues are much smaller.

population:c,
stalk-color-above-
ring:y

→
stalk-color-below-ring:y
stalk-surface-above-ring:y
veil-color:y

NRIG was also able to discover subclasses of the
two varieties of Mushrooms, namely the edible and
poisonous species. Two such rules are given below.

stalk-color-above-
ring:n

→
edible:p,
stalk-shape:e,
stalk-surface-below-ring:k

The above rule, with Lift 6.3, is interesting as it
covers only 5.3% of the dataset and it applies to a
subclass of poisonous mushrooms that cover only 11%
of the total poisonous variety.

gill-attachment:a → cap-color:n, edible:e

The above rule (with Lift 5.9) is even more in-
teresting as it covers only 2.3% of the dataset and
applies to a subclass of edible mushrooms that cover
only 4.9% of the edible variety.

6.1.2 Audiology Dataset

The Audiology dataset also produced some rare rules
of interest. Two such examples are given below:

history dizziness:t
history fluctuating:t

→ class:possible menieres

The above rule, with support 2.2% and Lift 25
identifies a histories of dizziness and fluctuating hear-
ing levels as being strongly associated with a disorder
of the inner ear that can affect hearing and balance.
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class:conductive fixation → tymp:as
ar c:absent

This rule, having support 2.6 % and Lift 18.2 indi-
cates that hearing disorder conductive fixation occurs
in the absence of a condition coded as “tymp:as ar c”.

6.1.3 Adapative Threshold

Table 4: Results for Adaptive Threshold

Dataset N-RIG with Adpative Threshold
Rare

Itemset
Increment from
normal N-RIG

Time (s)

Flag 393 39.6% 8.0
Hepatitis 4 -92.1% 2.39
Soybean-Large 2775 115.3% 88.95
Audiology 308 28.9% 12.7
Mushroom 5005 16.2% 351.25

Table 4 displays the effect of using an adaptive
threshold with N-RIG. Out of the five datasets tested,
four of the datasets produced more rare itemsets when
compared to the arbitrary threshold set at 0.10 as
given in Table 1. This denotes that the partition
was set at a higher level than the 0.10 support value,
whereas for one of the datasets the adaptive threshold
value did not reach the 0.10 mark. This is due to the
fact that the adaptive threshold value is dependent
on the dataset that is being analysed.

7 Conclusion

In this research we have shown that the Non Redun-
dant Itemset Generation (N-RIG) approach produces
rules of practical significance that could not be dis-
covered efficiently by the two other methods that we
compared our approach with. By dispensing with
an arbitrary maximum support during the candidate
generation phase and replacing it with the Cumula-
tive Productive Confidence measure we were able to
generate rare rules with high frequency terms whilst
keeping run time down to reasonable bounds.
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Abstract

Social media systems such as YouTube are gaining
phenomenal popularity. As they face increasing pres-
sure and difficulties monetising the large amount of
user-generated content, there are intense interests in
technologies capable of delivering revenue to the own-
ers. In this paper, we propose to use data min-
ing techniques to help companies increase their rev-
enue stream. Our approach differs principally in the
underlying monetisation model and hence, the algo-
rithms and data utilised. Our new model assumes
both consumer and commercial content being entirely
user-generated. We first present an algorithm to
demonstrate one of possible monetisation technique
that could be used in social media systems such as
YouTube. A large volume of real-data harvested from
YouTube will also be discussed and made available
for the community to potentially kick start research
in this direction.

Keywords: YouTube, User-Generated Content, Mon-
etisation, Web Mining, Data Mining, Business Intel-
ligence.

1 Introduction

Three years ago, most of the content published by the
media exists as a linear stream coming from a single
information source such as a TV channel, the radio, or
the newspaper. The ‘consumer’ as the name suggests
is largely responsible for the consumption of informa-
tion. Their role in publishing or their influence in the
content is minimal in most cases.

As communication technologies improve signifi-
cantly in speed, capacities and forms, we are see-
ing the emergence of a new media. Characterised
largely by ‘user contribution’, ‘sharing’, ‘decentral-
isation’ and being ‘free’, these social media systems
are gaining phenomenal popularity and success on the
Internet. FaceBook, MySpace, YouTube, Wikipedia,
and other Web 2.0 sites are overtaking traditional me-
dia and to a certain extent, creating transparency lev-
els never seen before.

Just Australia alone, the significance and impacts
are clear. In the last two years, many traditional me-
dia reported poor earnings results (Cartman, Aus-
tralian Media 2007, Australian Associated Press 2007,
Becker & Posner 2009), and the fire sales of tradi-
tional media (Ali Moore 2009, Australian Associated

Copyright c©2009, Australian Computer Society, Inc. This pa-
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Press 2009) only appear to confirm the bearish out-
look of these businesses. As more users turn towards a
new paradigm of content consumption, where they are
also publishers on a collaborative and free platform,
the traditional approach of monetising published con-
tent needs to be relooked.

Most social media systems operate without bound-
aries and are unconstrained by geographical locations,
language and time differences. Consequently, they
have a subscriber base many times larger than most
traditional media in existence. YouTube for exam-
ple generates more than 100 million views a day and
receives more than 65,000 video uploads in 24 hours
(Cha, Kwak, Rodriguez, Ahn & Moon 2007). This
level of consumption and content creation delivered
YouTube the video publishing power that traditional
media is incapable of matching. Yet, the success of
these systems is also the very reason for their poor fi-
nancial position as their exponential growth result in
significant costs that is matched by a disproportional
income stream.

YouTube for example is reportedly losing millions
of dollars every day (Fritz 2009, Silversmith 2009,
Hartley 2009) because viewers get the content for free.
From a business perspective, there is no way YouTube
could charge viewers a fee no matter how small that is.
Similarly, it is not possible to charge the content pub-
lishers who are users themselves. YouTube’s mantra
of keeping content free soon became the reason of its
current success and also the threat of its future fail-
ure. Therefore, there is an increasing pressure among
such content providers to monetise their businesses
(Steffens 2009, Dignan, Diaz & Nusca 2009, Bogatin
2009) before investors pull out.

The idea of monetising content is not new. TV
channels, radios and newspapers all publish content
for ‘free’ (or a small fee) in return for ‘eyeballs’ that
could be sold to businesses in the form of advertise-
ments. Social media systems simply adopt this model
in hope of achieving the same outcome. The Age for
example inserts commercial footages on the electronic
version of their news. This approach annoys a large
number of readers as they find the content intrusive,
consumes their bandwidth (which they have to pay
for), and are most of the time, untargeted.

If these social media systems are to continue op-
erations, a new monetisation model and appropriate
mechanisms are needed. In this paper, we propose
a new monetisation model based on user-generated
content and user meta-data. This model excludes
businesses from the direct involvement of the content
users consume. Instead, they would identify user-
generated content to push commercial messages on
their behalf. To achieve this, we believe data min-
ing technologies would be the best candidate. How-
ever, existing algorithms will need to be redesigned to
utilise the new model so as to bring about significant
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Figure 1: One of the many CSI: New York videos posted on YouTube. We will discuss our monetisation
model based on this real example. Source: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RdfU4uBCrj4. Notice that
there isn’t any advertisements, which means one monetisation opportunity lost. While it’s possible to include
an advertisement, it is likely to be untargetted for TV programme like CSI: New York. Nevertheless, we could
exploit what’s in the comments, since the comments are a result of watching the video.

increase in the revenue stream.
Among the many social media systems, we will

focus on systems similar to YouTube, where the
underlying content is user-generated and that user-
generated meta-data (e.g., video profiles and video
comments) are available. On this particular model,
we make the following contributions:

• We propose a novel monetisation model, where
both the consumer and commercial content (as
well as meta data) are entirely user-generated.

• Using the suggested monetisation model, we pro-
posed a possible monetisation scenario and an al-
gorithm aimed at increasing the revenue streams
of content providers.

• As a consequent of undertaking the above re-
search work, we will also contribute our real-
world data sets harvested from YouTube so as
to provide a platform for other researchers to ex-
plore this new direction.

The remaining sections of this paper is organised
as follows. In the next section, we discuss further de-
tails of our monetisation model. Specifically, we will
demonstrate the potential of our proposal with an ex-
ample. In Section 3, we suggest a monetisation algo-
rithm to realise our proposed scenario. In Section 4,
we present our preliminary results before presenting
our conclusions in Section 5.

2 A New Monetisation Model

The novelty of our approach lie in the observation
that advertisements do not necessarily deliver the
same level of impact on users of social media systems
than messages delivered by a user within their com-
munity. With the bulk of social media users in the
age of 20 to 30 years old, they made up a significant
group whose beliefs are radically different. According
to (McCrindle 2009), this group value collaboration,
sharing and the freedom of opinion. As a result, they
tend to be more receptive to peer opinions rather than
commercial messages.

The ‘Gen-Y’ group of users aside, chances are that
many individuals have seek peer opinions (or are in-
fluenced by peer comments) when it comes to mak-
ing a decision about a product or service. There-
fore, the significance of peer opinions cannot be un-
dermined. While it was common to manage user opin-
ions to minimise the level of negativity of an organi-
sation’s business, user opinions are now leveraged to
improve on the positivity of an organisation’s prod-
uct or service. This is commonly seen in the virtual
world demonstrated by two key technologies: collabo-
rative filtering (Herlocker, Konstan, Terveen & Riedl
2004, Herlocker, Konstan, & Riedl 2000) popularised
by Amazon.com and viral marketing (Domingos 2005,
Leskovec, Adamic & Huberman 2005).

While social media systems have capitalised on
these characteristics to fuel their growth, monetisa-
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Figure 2: This is a mock up screen showing the enhancements possible, and realising the scenario we discussed
in Section 2. In terms of the interface change, this is almost undetectable from the user’s perspective. For the
media system however, this change together with the monetisation mechanism that works in the background
will deliver the revenue stream it needs.

tion methods haven’t. Ideally, monetisation methods
should exploit the user characteristics the same way
the success of social media systems have. More impor-
tantly unless an improved revenue stream is achieved,
the future of these systems is unclear. Given the
large amount of user videos created for the products
they use, it is clear that there is a large group of
users who would like to offer their views in addition
to the commercial messages. Regardless of whether
those views are negative or positive, their videos of-
fer a more balanced evaluation for the next potential
customer. This led us to consider the possibility of
creating a monetisation mechanism, where the com-
mercial messages could be entirely user-generated. To
appreciate the virtue of this model, let us consider a
possible scenario.

Our example uses YouTube and will assume the
readers know how the system operates, and have
seen some user comments before. Many of us would
have watched one of our favourite TV programmes
on YouTube either because you missed the telecast,
or you want to watch a certain part again. Let’s say
you want to watch CSI: New York on YouTube as
Figure 1 shows. On a system like YouTube not only
do you get the video, you would notice a few existing
features such as comments posted by other users, a
list of related videos found on the right, and also an
advertisement along with other features. In this case,
there isn’t any advertisement shown. This means one
monetisation opportunity lost. Even if an advertise-
ment is shown, chances are the advertisement isn’t

related to CSI: New York and would appear random
to most users. At first thought, one may argue that
a TV programme like CSI: New York do not contain
material for target marketing. If they do, TV adver-
tisements would not be the way they are now.

We counter argue that this is not true. In fact, the
level of target marketing is increasingly apparent even
in conventional TV programmes. MasterChef, Aus-
tralia for example has more food related advertisers
than a programme like Big Brother. On YouTube, the
fact that it has all the user generated comments pro-
vide a fertile ground for target advertisements to be
taken to a new level. Potentially, what conventional
TV programmes cannot do, e.g., target marketing on
a generic programme like CSI: New York, YouTube
could with all the other meta information.

To see how this is possible, let us consider a real
life example using a CSI video from YouTube (Fig-
ure 1 contains the URL for this video). As mentioned,
the user comments is one of the differences between
watching the same programme on TV and YouTube.
If we are to advertise without intruding the viewer
and if our intention is to keep the advertisements tar-
geted, one way is to monitor the comments of the
video being watched.

In our example, one of the users commented on
the theme song of CSI: New York. This sparked a
number of related posts with one user eventually men-
tioning iTunes and another mentioning the band who
sung the theme song – The Who. As a result of these
comments, there is a probability that a viewer is influ-
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Figure 3: This is another mock up screen showing the effects of our proposed monetisation mechanism. In
this case, the mention of both iTunes and The Who band could be utilised by displaying an advertisement
from Apple, and also populating the Interesting Videos section with the band videos. Clicking on the band
videos may or may not result in direct monetisation. A more ideal system (which we have yet to address in our
algorithm) is to direct a click closer towards monetisation. In this case, clicking on the The Who videos may
not results in direct monetisation but it would maintain the eyeball and eventually perhaps, lead to buying an
album by the band.

enced to find out more about The Who, or even go on-
line to purchase the song from iTunes. Clearly, if the
appropriate monetisation mechanisms are in place, an
iTunes advertisement could be used in place of a ran-
dom one. This would deliver significant improvements
in the click-through. Even better, we could also intro-
duce user-created videos on iTunes and videos on The
Who band along with the CSI video. Figure 2 shows
a mock up of the existing screen in Figure 1 to help
our readers visualise our monetisation scenario. No-
tice the iTunes advertisement from Apple instead of
no advertisement (or a random one) because iTunes
was detected in the user comments. Additionally,
notice a new section called Interesting Videos been
added after Related Videos. While Related Videos
contains a list of CSI videos, Interesting Videos are
actually videos that are retrieved from keywords such
as iTunes and The Who, which when clicked could
potentially lead to monetisation opportunities if those
videos were sponsored by the commercial entities.

From the technical perspective, our interest is in
how we could populate the Interesting Video section.
This is the section where its videos, when clicked, will
lead to monetisation. Therefore, an underlying re-
quirement for videos listed in this section is that they
must have a monetary value attached. This monetary
value could be a payment from the advertiser who se-
lects a user-created content as its agent for commer-

cial messages about a product, or a video that would
increase the likelihood of a user clicking on an adver-
tiser’s commercial message.

Our example also illustrated the possibility of hav-
ing more than one keyword in the comments that
could lead to multiple sets of videos being candidates
of monetisation. In Figure 2, we show how the men-
tion of iTunes could lead to targeted advertisements
and also a list of Interesting Videos about iTunes.
Another possible scenario from the other keyword is
the mention of The Who band – see Figure 3. If
the commercial owners of the band wants to increase
publicity, they could pick some of the user produced
The Who videos to include in the Interesting Video
section. Consequently, these videos become moneti-
sable for the social media system but rised another
technical challenge – in the presence of multiple can-
didate keywords (and thus multiple sets of Interesting
Videos for monetisation), which video should we de-
cide upon?

3 Monetisation Algorithm

Now that we have discussed the possible monetisation
scenario, we turn our attention to the discussion of a
possible monetisation algorithm.

Let U = {u1, u2, . . . , ui} be the set of all users (or
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Algorithm 1 CreateInterestingList(user u, video v)

1: Let C(u, v) =GetComments(u, v)
2: for all c ∈ C(u, v) do
3: c′ ← StemWord(c)
4: for all w ∈ c′ do
5: Cw = {φ}
6: if w ∈M then
7: Cw = Cw ∪ {vt|w ⊆ vt.MonetisationKeyword}
8: end if
9: end for
10: end for
11: Let R = {φ}
12: for all w ∈ {c′1, c′2, . . . , c′j} do
13: Sort Cw such that Cw = {U(vt1) ≥ U(vt2) ≥ . . . ≥ U(vt`)}
14: Let C′w = {top nth elements of Cw}
15: R = R∪ {C′w}
16: end for

17: Sort R such that R = {
∑|C′

w1|
i=1 U(vti) ≥

∑|C′
w2|

i=1 U(vti) ≥ . . . ≥
∑|C′

wj |
i=1 U(vti)}

18: return C′w1 in sorted R

user accounts) in the social media system. For a social
media system like YouTube, a user uj can upload a
number of videos. We denote the videos uploaded by
uj as V (uj) = {v1, v2, . . . , vk}. For a given video v
from a user u, a set of comments made about v by
other users of the system are available. We will denote
this as C(u, v) = {c1, c2, . . . , c`}.

For a user u watching a video v, the objective of
our monetisation algorithm is to find a set of videos
T = {v1, v2, . . . , vm} such that for every vt ∈ T ,
vt’s monetisation keyword contains one or more word
terms w1, w2, . . . found in C(u, v). For convenience,
we will use an object-oriented notation when referring
to a user, video or comment property. Therefore, a
video vt will have a monetisation keyword denoted as
vt.MonetisationKeyword.

Since the choice of a video can be highly subjective
from user to user, it will be difficult to guarantee a
click-through. In other words, we may have selected
vt as the video that leads to monetisation but the user
may not necessarily click on it. Therefore, given a set
of candidate videos C (or T ), we want to rank (or rate)
every vt ∈ C so that we can pick the best video in C for
monetisation. To do this, we define a utility measure
U(vt ∈ C) to quantify the probability (or likelihood)
of vt delivering a click-through (Joachims, Granka &
Pan 2005, Jansen 2009, Zhao, Liu, Bhowmick & Ma
2006). Clearly, there are many ways one could de-
fine utility and is likely to vary even within the same
system for users on different geographical location.
For discussion sake, we define the utility U of a video
vt ∈ C as

U(vt) = f1(vt.ViewCount) + f2(vt.Rating) + . . . (1)

where f1 and f2 are functions that would output a
normalised value based on the property of vt, in this
case ViewCount and Rating, so that a consistent score
could be obtained for each video. Finally, a word term
w belongs to M, the collection of monetisable key-
words if and only if w is a keyword tagged to a video
vt ∈ T . In other words, given w ∈ M, we have a set
of videos {vt|w ⊆ vt.MonetisationKeyword}. Given
these definitions, we can now present our monetisa-
tion algorithm as shown in Algorithm 1.

For a given user u and video v, the algorithm
will retrieve all the comments C(u, v) associated with
v using GetComments() as shown in Line 1. For
each comment c, we will first stem the words so
as to make matching easier. While in theory this
maybe sufficient, our preliminary analysis of the raw

data highlights a number of technical challenges. Of
the 3,480,580 comments investigated, there are large
number of short-form words, e.g., ‘dun’ for ‘don’t’ or
‘b4’ for ‘before’, that stemming will not adequately
address. At the same time, a lot of symbols need to
be removed including ones like ‘xoxo’, or ‘:)’, which
has no direct bearing on monetisation.

Once the entire line of comment has been stemmed
(and ‘cleaned’ of short forms and symbols), we will
cycle through each word term w in Line 4. If w ∈
M holds, then we will add all the videos {vt|w ⊆
vt.MonetisationKeyword} to Cw making the videos
our candidates for monetisation for w as shown from
Lines 5 to 9. Once all the word terms are processed,
we sort the videos in each Cw for each w by their
utility U keeping only the highest nth videos from Cw
in C′w. This is then added to R representing the all
the candidate videos C′wj under consideration. We
then find the sum of utility for all videos associated
with a given word term w as represented in Line 17 –∑|C′

wj |
i=1 U(vti)}. This is then sorted with the collection

of videos having the most utility being selected, i.e.,
C′w1 in sorted R (Line 18).

At this point in time, we have not considered the
speed issue in favor of an easy way to quickly test
our idea. Hence, the algorithm’s focus is on the logic
of the recommendation rather than the practicality of
its implementation within a system such as YouTube.
In addition, data cleaning regarding the short-forms
and symbols were omitted, which we admit could af-
fect the accuracy of our matching a word term toM.
We also hand-picked word terms that are easily recog-
nisable as keywords for monetisation by counting and
looking for word terms referring to a product as the
basis for establishingM and T in advanced. All these
considered, we wish to highlight to the readers the
preliminary nature of our model and we concede the
need for further investigation before we could reliably
report the impacts of this model. On a significantly
small sample and controlled test environment how-
ever, the results look very promising.

Finally, we conclude this section with an inter-
esting note for the curious reader. The ‘iTunes’
word term in our example was mentioned 1,117 times
from over 3.4 million comments spread across 623,730
videos and 65,645 users. While these numbers ap-
pear to be large, we remind our users that YouTube
records 65,000 video uploads a day. With 623,730
videos (equivalent to looking at 10 days of video up-
loads) we are really looking at the tip of an iceberg
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Figure 4: ER-diagram depicting the relationship and structure of our harvested YouTube data. The data can
be obtained from our research Webpage at http://www.deakin.edu.au/∼yuhsnliu/youtube.

and therefore, should not recklessly dismiss its signif-
icance.

4 Data Sets

We next present the data we harvested from
YouTube. Figure 4 shows the ER diagram depicting
the way we structured the information we harvested.
From this ER-diagram, we were able to load our data
files onto a database system to produce joins of a flat
file so that different types of analysis could be carried
out. Over the lifetime of this project, we endeavor to
release weekly updates of what we harvested from our
crawler. As we use SQL Server and wrote our initial
code in C# and .NET, instructions on how to load the
files onto SQL Server, how to create joins, and how
to export the joins as a flat file for analysis are avail-
able along with our data sets. Also, the description
of each fields and the ER-diagram can be found on
our Website. The URL of the Webpage is given in
Figure 4.

As a condition of use, the data sets are meant for
research and non-profit purposes only. Any form of
commercial use should be consulted with the authors.
We also kindly request that proper acknowledgement
is made when using the data sets downloaded from
our Website. Further information on the citation de-
tails can be found on the Webpage at the URL given
in Figure 4.

5 Conclusions

Social media systems with rich video content are
emerging rapidly in recent years. As collaborative ac-
cess and sharing of information becomes the ‘norm’,
it becomes vital that businesses utilise these systems
and incorporate social media technologies in their op-
erations. The Age for example may be a news pub-
lisher but incorporating social media technologies on
their Website allows them to deliver content through
a new dimension. In doing so, it is important that
monetisation tools are available so that The Age can
continue to deliver the cutting edge experience to
their readers via a sustainable business model.

In this paper, we contribute to the above in three
ways. First, we propose to use user-generated con-

tent throughout our monetisation process. We ar-
gue the effectiveness of such an approach based on
the user characteristics of these social media systems.
Second, we propose a monetisation algorithm based
on our monetisation model to realise the scenario dis-
cussed in Section 2. While our results are preliminary,
we are confident that with further refinement to the
algorithm and possibly the development of a proto-
type, it will be possible to demonstrate its impact in
the near future. Finally, we will make available the
large volume of user-generated content we harvested
on YouTube to the research community. With access
to this real-world data sets, not only will we help ad-
vance existing data mining research but also, we may
potentially spark of new research ideas in data min-
ing - particularly, in the area of using data mining to
achieve monetisation of user-generated content.
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Abstract
1
 

Surveys are an easy, important and reliable method to 

measure the “pulse” of the organization’s stake-holders.  

A survey helps in identifying improvements to current 

products, services and business processes.  With the 

advent of the Web, it is now easy to conduct large-scale 

on-line surveys.  However, it is a challenge to analyze the 

responses to derive novel, interesting, actionable insights 

and to design effective improvement plans.  In this paper, 

we describe a tool called QUEST for analyzing survey 

responses.  QUEST’s pre-packaged knowledge containers 

provide frequently needed analysis of survey responses.  

Built-in analysis in QUEST varies from summaries, 

reports and charts to detailed statistical and data mining 

analysis and optimization.  The analytics is designed to 

answer specific business questions, detect specific types 

of patterns, extract specific kind of useful and actionable 

knowledge and automatically suggest optimal 

improvement plans.  We present a real-life case-study 

where QUEST was used to analyze responses from a real-

life employee satisfaction survey in an IT company. 

Keywords: Survey analysis, Employee satisfaction 

survey, data mining, text mining, Domain-driven data 

mining, Root cause analysis. 

1 Introduction 

1.1 Surveys: Motivations and Types 

Knowing specific issues, problems and the likes and 

dislikes of employees, customers, suppliers etc. is critical 

for any organization.  Surveys are an easy, important and 

reliable method to measure the “pulse” of the 

organization’s stake-holders.  A survey helps in 

identifying improvements to current products, services 

and business processes.  These improvements are directly 

driven from the stake-holders’ needs as reflected in the 

survey responses and hence are more effective in 

increasing satisfaction, reducing costs, improving 

products etc.  Survey results can be used to make 

business decisions that are supported by findings of real 

issues, needs, feelings of the stake-holders. 

Surveys are often designed to understand and extract 

specific needs of a well-defined class of stake-holders of 

an organization.  For example, employee satisfaction 
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survey (ESS), product evaluation survey, customer 

satisfaction surveys etc. 

Different media can be used to conduct surveys.  In 

telephonic surveys, an executive contacts the target 

person over a telephone, asks questions and notes down 

the answers in a survey form.  Similar activities would 

take place in Gallup-style person-to-person surveys.  

Telephonic and manual surveys impose various 

constraints on the survey process, limiting the 

effectiveness of the survey.  Number of questions cannot 

be too many, cannot be too specific (Eg., requiring 

respondent to quote specific dates or figures) and so on.  

The number of people covered is also limited and the 

accuracy of responses is often doubtful, due to manual 

data entry.  Last, but not the least, the customer is not 

directly responding to the questions – there is an 

intermediary.  

With the advent of computers and the Web, these 

limitations are easy to remove.  Many organizations are 

moving towards online surveys, where respondents fill up 

the survey questionnaire over the web or the Intranet.  

The responses are stored in relational databases (see 

Figure 1).  Online surveys offer more flexibility and 

convenience to the respondents; they can complete the 

surveys at any suitable time, can save partially filled up 

responses etc.  Finally, online surveys have a much larger 

reach, much lower data collection costs (Eg., avoids 

manual interviews or data entry) and more reliable data 

collection (Eg., online validations can detect simple 

errors in responses and prompt the respondent 

accordingly).  

Surveys typically contain several types of questions: 

value, structured and unstructured.  Value questions ask 

the respondent to provide specific values (Eg., dates, 

numbers etc.).  For example, “Enter the number of years 

you own product X: ____”.  Structured questions offer a 

few fixed options (called domain of values) to the 

respondent, who chooses one from them.  For example, 

“Type of food you prefer: Vegetarian, Non-vegetarian”, 

“Rate the food quality:  1  2  3  4”.  Unstructured 

questions ask the respondent to provide a free-form 

answer without any restrictions.  For example, “Please 

suggest ways in which we could improve the service”. 

In this paper, we treat value questions as structured 

questions.  Questions are often grouped into categories; 

questions within a category gather responses about a 

specific aspect of the product, service or organization.  

For example, an airline customer survey might group the 

questions into categories like in-flight services, airport 

services, check-in processes, food, tickets etc.  Questions 

in in-flight services category gather responses about 

reading material, entertainment programmes, cabin 

temperature, seats, cleanliness, cabin crew, 

announcements etc.  
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Some surveys ask the respondents to provide an 

importance to each question (or to each category of 

questions).  Possible values for importance are usually 

fixed; Eg., unimportant, moderate, high.  Answers to 

structured questions are often mapped (internally) to an 

ordered (or unordered) set of numeric values; Eg., 

integers 0 to N for some N.  In some surveys, the 

respondents are allowed to not answer some questions.  

Lastly, questions may be classified as negative or positive 

and responses to these may need to be treated separately. 

Some respondent data (i.e., information about the 

respondents themselves) may be collected during the 

survey; Eg., age, income, gender, education, location, 

products owned etc.  Finally, some business data (Eg., 

details of products, prices, history of interactions with 

customers, marketing campaigns etc.) may also be 

available.  

Once the survey responses are collected and the survey 

is closed (no more responses are coming in), the next task 

is to analyze the responses and decide the future course of 

action.  There are basically several goals to this analysis 

(discussed later). 

1.2 QUEST Tool for Response Analysis 

In this paper, we discuss QUEST: a tool for analyzing the 

responses of a survey.  QUEST is aimed at non-specialist 

users who are not experts in statistics or data mining.  

Hence the central idea in QUEST is to pre-package a 

standard knowledge container, containing frequently 

needed analysis of survey responses.  Thus QUEST 

follows a domain-driven data mining approach and 

specializes the data-mining and analysis algorithms to 

answer specific business questions in the survey domain.  

The built-in analysis in QUEST varies from summaries, 

reports and visual charts to detailed statistical analysis 

and data mining analysis designed to answer specific 

business questions, detect specific types of patterns and to 

extract specific kind of useful and actionable knowledge.  

We have also built a companion tool (not discussed here) 

called SEEK that can be used to design a survey 

questionnaire, deploy it on the Web, collect responses etc.  

One unique feature of QUEST is the integration of 

statistical, data mining, and text mining functionality for 

response analysis.  Another important feature of QUEST 

is its focus on providing answers to commonly-

encountered business questions.  QUEST does not cover 

specialized types of surveys such as Gap Analysis 

Surveys, Price Sensitivity Surveys etc.  These specialized 

surveys are done to evaluate specific business hypotheses.  

QUEST is oriented towards satisfaction surveys which 

collect feedback from employees/customers.  Further, 

statistical and data mining analysis in QUEST currently 

focuses on structured responses (Eg., satisfaction levels).  

Next version of QUEST will provide more facilities for 

analysis of numeric responses (Eg., preferred price). 

QUEST provides facilities for creating many different 

reports and charts for quickly getting high-level summary 

of the responses.  Statistical and data mining facilities can 

then be used to (a) do in-depth exploration of the data (b) 

get specific insights and (c) analyze the responses to 

answer specific business questions.  Text-mining 

facilities can be used in a similar way to summarize, 

group, extract and analyze textual responses.  Results 

from analysis of textual responses can be linked to the 

results from analysis done using statistical and data 

mining facilities.  QUEST includes some optimization 

functionality as well. 

This paper is organized as follows.  Section 2 presents 

various types of analysis that can be performed on survey 

responses.  Section 3 discussed the architecture and 

design of QUEST.  Section 4 presents a real-life case-

study where QUEST was used to analyze responses from 

a real-life ESS in an IT company.  Section 5 provides 

some related work.  We discuss conclusions and further 

work in Section 6. 

2 Analysis of Survey Responses 

2.1 Aims of Analysis 

The survey responses are usually analyzed in an 

interactive and exploratory manner.  The aims of this 

analysis are two-fold: 

a) get a detailed understanding of the current status 

of the stakeholders needs, concerns and 

behaviour; and  

b) design a future course of action for achieving 

specific improvements based on the findings in 

(a). 

In practice, the users resort to different types of 

analysis to get a specific understanding and to design a 

specific course of action.  Typical “business goals” of the 

analysis of an ESS are as follows (other types of surveys 

need similar analysis): 

1. What are the major areas of concerns (or 

unhappiness)? 

2. How does the “unhappiness” vary over 

employee attributes or their combinations (Eg., 

across age, branches, designations etc.)? Are 

there any unusual variations; Eg., are there any 

subsets of employees in specific branch, having 

a specific designation, who are more unhappy as 

compared to similar combinations? 

3. Are there any inter-relationships between areas 

of concerns? 

4. Can unhappy employees be partitioned into 

subgroups (or subsets), where employees within 

each subset share lot of common characteristics? 

5. What are good predictors of employee 

unhappiness? 

6. Identify “interesting” subsets of unhappy 

employees. 

7. What are the root-causes of employee 

unhappiness? 

8. Perform what-if (or impact) analysis to judge 

how specific changes in responses will affect 

overall employee satisfaction.  For example, 

how will a 10% satisfaction increase in company 

transportation category among employees with 

designation = ITA affect the overall satisfaction 

level?  

9. Identify optimal ways to achieve specified 

increase (Eg., 8%) in employee satisfaction. 

Similar questions can be asked about “happy” 

employees.  Depending on the kind of additional data 

available for employees much further analysis can be 

done.  For example, if employee performance ratings and 
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work history are available then their relationships with 

satisfaction levels can be explored (Eg., do satisfied 

employees get better ratings? Do employees who travel 

abroad frequently have higher satisfaction levels?).  

There are several challenges in the analysis of survey 

responses: large volumes, complex data and need to 

define specific goals for analysis.  Another challenge is to 

design and apply appropriate techniques for specific 

analysis of textual responses.  Combining results of 

analysis of structured and textual data can be difficult.   

A number of simple reports and charts can be designed 

to summarize the basic facts regarding the survey 

responses.  Some of these are shown in Section 4.  In this 

section, we illustrate how statistical and data mining 

analysis can be performed to answer the business 

questions listed above for ESS.  Analysis for other types 

of surveys is similar. 

 

 

Figure.1: QUEST Survey Response Analytics Tool. 

2.2 Satisfaction Index 
Computing satisfaction index (SI) is important for the 

analysis of survey responses.  Suppose a survey consists 

of M structured questions Q1, Q2, …, QM.  Each 

question Qj has a fixed domain Dj of possible answers; 

|Dj| denotes the number of possible answers for Qj.  

Without loss of generality, we assume that each Dj is a 

set consisting of numbers 0, 1, … |Dj|–1 .  This ordered 

representation of answers to a question is sometimes 

inappropriate for categorical questions, whose answers 

are unordered.  For example, possible answers to the 

question What is your current marital status? might be 

unmarried, married, divorced and widowed, which cannot 

be easily mapped to numbers (say) 0, 1, 2, 3.  Assume 

that there are N respondents, each of whom has answered 

each of the M questions.  For simplicity, we ignore the 

possibility that some respondents may not have answered 

some of the questions.  Let Rij denote the rating (or 

response) given by ith employee (i = 1, …, N) to jth 

question (j = 1, …, M); clearly Rij  Dj.  Then the 

satisfaction index (SI) of jth question Qj is calculated as 

follows (njk = no. of employees that selected answer k for 

Qj): 
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Clearly, 0  S(Qj) 100.0 for all questions Qj.  If all 

employees answer 0 to a question Qj, then S(Qj) = 0%.  If 

all employees answer |Dj| – 1 to a question Qj, then S(Qj) 

= 100%.  SI for a category (i.e., a group of related 

questions) can be computed similarly.  The overall SI is 

the average of the SI for each question: 
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We can analogously define SI S(i) for each 

respondent.  Overall SI can be computed in several 

equivalent ways. 

2.3 Areas of Concern 

An area of concern is either a category (i.e., a group of 

related questions) or a question, having very low SI.  In 

the simplest case, k questions (or categories) having the 

lowest SI can be identified as top k overall areas of 

concern.  Areas of concerns can be also computed for 

specific groups of respondents (Eg., age groups, 

locations, designations etc.) and then compared.  

Following interesting insights can then be derived: (a) 

subsets of respondents whose areas of concerns differ 

from those of the entire set of respondents (b) most 

common areas of concerns (c) Least common areas of 

concerns (d) subsets of respondents that include one (or 

more) of the least common areas of concerns.   

Let A = {A1,A2,…,AP} denote the set of discrete 

attributes of the respondents (Eg., age, gender, 

designation, location, experience etc.).  Let Vi denote the 

finite non-empty set of values of attribute Ai, 1  i  P.  

Following brute force subgroup discovery algorithm for 

(a) systematically examines subsets of respondents and 

identifies those whose areas of concerns differ from those 

of the entire set of respondents.  A randomized version of 

this algorithm randomly picks the subsets B of A and their 

descriptors B.  Another version of this algorithm adopts 

the beam search strategy to reduce the search space.  

Well-known Jaccard coefficient can be used to decide 

how dissimilar given two sets of categories are; the 

standard definition is adapted to take into account 

importance of the categories.     

 

algorithm BF_AOC_subsets 

Let C be the set of k questions having the lowest SI; 

//global AOC 

for i = 1 to P do 

   for each i-subset B = {Aj1, Aj2, …, Aji} of A do 

       // B is a subset of A and contains i attributes  

       Let B = product of the domains of attributes in B 

       for each i-tuple X in B do  

            Let DX be the subset of responses satisfying X 

            Let CX be the areas of concerns for DX 

            if C and CX differ significantly then print X; 

            endif|  

       end for 

   end for 

end for 

 

For example, we might discover using the above 

algorithm that the subset of respondents described by age 

= 30..35  designation  {ITA, AST} has substantially 

different areas of concerns than the rest of the employees.  

We can define similar algorithms for deriving insights (b) 

and (c).  Alternatively, to choose most common areas of 
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concern, we could select questions having largest support 

(number of respondents) in the lowest satisfaction level.  

Inter-relationships (Eg., independence) between 

questions (i.e., areas of concerns) are often interesting.  

For example, sample correlation coefficient rij between 

questions Qi and Qj gives a good idea of the dependence 

between them.  Instead of rij, we could use non-

parametric statistic such as 
2
-coefficient.  Thus we can 

identify k pairs of questions with highest dependence 

between them.  For example, we might find that 

compensation and immediate supervisor are the two most 

highly correlated questions (see Figure 6).  This means 

that whenever an employee gives a low score to 

compensation, he/she is very likely to give low score to 

immediate supervisor also and vice versa.  If the 

questionnaire contains many questions, then using rij as 

question similarity measure, clustering (Jain A.K., Murty 

M.N., and Flynn P.J. 1999) techniques (Eg., average 

linkage or Ward’s algorithm) can be used to identify 

groups (clusters) of most correlated questions.  Thus we 

might find that the questions {compensation, immediate 

supervisor, appraisal} are most highly correlated.  As 

another type of analysis, QUEST can identify k questions 

most highly correlated with the SI.  Such questions are 

predictors for the respondent’s satisfaction level.  For 

example, suppose that compensation and appraisal are 2 

questions most highly correlated with the employee SI.  

Then knowing the responses of an employee to only these 

2 questions, we could predict his/her final SI with good 

accuracy.  Thus top k predictor questions are good 

candidates for overall areas of concerns for the set of 

respondents as a whole.  We can also use association rule 

mining to find more complex dependencies among 

questions. 

2.4 Interesting Subsets 

An important goal of analysis is to find interesting 

subsets (subgroups) of “unhappy” respondents, such that 

respondents in each subgroup can be succinctly described 

by common (shared) characteristics.  A subgroup of 

respondents is interesting if its statistical characteristics 

are very different from the rest of the respondents.  For 

example, suppose a subgroup F1 of respondents is 

described by age = 30..35  designation  {ITA, AST} 

and suppose also that F contains 83% unhappy 

respondents whereas only 34% respondents are unhappy 

in the set of remaining respondents.  Then clearly F is 

interesting (see Figure 10).  If such an interesting 

subgroup is large and coherent enough, then one can try 

to reduce their unhappiness by means of specially 

designed programmes.  We have designed and used 

subgroup discovery algorithms (Natu M., and Palshikar 

G.K. 2008) for discovering interesting subgroups of 

respondents.  We have also adapted classification 

techniques, such as association based classification 

(CBA) (Li W., Han J., and Pei J. 2001) and decision tree, 

for this purpose.  

2.5 Predictive Models 

In supervised learning, we are given a training dataset of 

records (Eg., employees having attributes like age, 

gender, designations, location, experience etc.) along with 

a class label for each record (Eg., happy or unhappy).  

The well-known statistical classification problem consists 

of discovering classification rules which generalize the 

given labeled examples.  These rules can then be used to 

predict the class label for unseen examples.  Decision 

trees (Quinlan J.R. 1993), support vector machines 

(Vapnik V. 1995) and association rule based 

classification (Li W., Han J., and Pei J. 2001) are some of 

the techniques designed to discover classification rules 

from a labeled training dataset (Tan P.-N., Steinbach M., 

and Vipin Kumar 2005, Han J., and Kamber M. 2006).  

We discuss several ways in which statistical classification 

techniques can be applied to predict the satisfaction levels 

of respondents.  First, we discretize the overall SI of each 

respondent to make it a class label (Eg., unhappy, ok, 

happy).  

a) Using only responses to predict SI.  In the 

simplest case, we use only the response data 

(responses to questions) to build a predictive 

model for the respondent’s SI.  We do not use 

any respondent data (Eg., age, gender etc.).  We 

might discover classification rules such as IF 

Q_compensation  {0, 1} AND 

Q_immediate_supervisor = 0 THEN SI = 

unhappy.  Such predictive rules give a better 

idea of dependence between questions and 

overall SI.  

b) Using respondent data and responses to 

predict SI.  Next, we build a predictive model 

for SI using both the response data (responses to 

questions) and respondent data (Eg., age, gender 

etc.).  We might discover classification rules 

such as IF Q_compensation  {0, 1} AND 

Q_immediate_supervisor = 0 AND designation 

 {ITA, AST} THEN SI = unhappy.  Such 

predictive rules, if they have large support and 

confidence, give a better idea of the concerns of 

various subgroups of respondents (see Figure 9). 

c) Using only respondent data predict SI.  

Lastly, we use only the respondent data (Eg., 

age, gender etc.) to build a predictive model for 

the respondent’s SI.  We do not use any response 

data (responses to questions).  We might 

discover classification rules such as IF 

designation  {ITA, AST} AND location = 

AHMD THEN SI = unhappy.  In effect, such 

rules are predictive models for identifying 

unhappy respondents. 

2.6 Root Cause Analysis 

An important analysis of survey responses is concerned 

with identifying subsets of unhappy respondents and then 

identifying root causes for their unhappiness.  Analysis 

(b) in Section 2.5 discovers the surface (or apparent) 

causes of unhappiness for various subsets of unhappy 

respondents.  Textual responses are likely to contain more 

information about the reasons for unhappiness (see Figure 

10).  For example, suppose a subset of employees is 

unhappy about cafeteria services, which is a surface 

cause.  Can analysis of textual answers to cafeteria related 

questions shed more light on why this subset of 

employees is unhappy about cafeteria? Consider textual 
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answers to the question Suggest how cafeteria services 

can be improved.  Text clustering techniques can be used 

to automatically partition (group) answers to this question 

into clusters, where each cluster represents a set of 

related, coherent aspects.  For example, the clusters may 

represent aspects related to cafeteria such as more variety, 

cheaper prices, more cleanliness, extend timings.  We can 

now consider as if the questionnaire contains 4 more 

questions (one for each cluster) having answers {0, 1} 

i.e., Do you want more variety in cafeteria? Do you want 

cheaper prices in cafeteria? etc.  For example, if a 

respondent had wanted more variety and cheaper prices, 

then his responses to the corresponding two questions are 

1 and 0 to the remaining two questions.  Now we can 

repeat the predictive model of Section (2.4)(b) and get a 

more detailed understanding of the reasons for the 

respondents’ unhappiness.  Another possible approach is 

to apply (Gorsuch, R. L. 1983) to response data and 

identify a set of factors that explains the observed 

responses.  Each factor would be a combination of some 

of the questions, which helps in postulating a specific 

cause for unhappiness. 

2.7 More Statistical Analysis 

More detailed statistical analysis can be made on the 

responses to draw specific inferences.  Student’s t-test 

can be used compare two specific groups (male vs. 

female; employees with experience less or more than 5 

years etc.) and to decide whether SI level in one group is 

statistically different from that in the other group. 

As another example, suppose an organization has 12 

branches, with n1, n2, …, n12 number of employees in 

them.  An important question is: is there any (statistically 

significant) difference between the satisfaction levels of 

these branches.  That is, are the satisfaction levels in all 

branches similar? 1-factor ANOVA analysis of responses 

to ESS can be used infer whether all branches have the 

same average satisfaction level.  If not, then at least 2 

branches differ significantly in their satisfaction levels.  

Similar ANOVA analysis can be used about the 

satisfaction levels across subsets of employees.  For 

example, 2-factor ANOVA analysis can be used to 

compare satisfaction levels of employees specified by 

(branch, designation) combinations. 

2.8 What-If (Impact) Analysis 

What-if (impact) analysis helps the users to judge how 

specific changes in responses will affect overall 

respondent satisfaction Eg., how will a 10% satisfaction 

increase in company transportation category among 

employees with designation = ITA affect the overall 

satisfaction level? Typical form of a what-if query 

specifies (a) a subset of respondents in terms of 

respondent attributes (b) a list of questions (c) change in 

the responses; and (d) target (currently, overall SI).  An 

algorithm changes the responses of the given subsets of 

respondents for given questions as per the given change 

specification and computes the new overall SI. 

2.9 Designing an Optimal Action Plan 

An important outcome of an ESS is to design and 

implement an optimal action plan for improving SI of the 

respondent population as a whole.  Clearly, a valid action 

plan must contain concrete actionable suggestions that 

can be implemented and that are likely to lead to a 

substantial increase in SI.  In what sense is an action plan 

optimal? While different optimality criteria can be set for 

designing such a plan, we adopt the following:  

The proposed plan should lead to the desired increase 

in the overall average SI at the least possible “cost”.  

We assume that the expected increase L in the overall 

SI is specified by the user as input Eg., if the user wishes 

to increase SI from 62.0 to 65.0 then L = 3.0.  The 

proposed action plan, if implemented, should achieve an 

increase of L in the overall SI.  We assume that each 

category (or question) corresponds to a possible action. 

 

SI 
level 

No. of 
respondents 

No. of respondents for P1 
m=10% 

 25 166 149 

25 - 50 1000 917 

50 - 75 6948 6353 

75-100 1452 2147 

SI 62.8 64.94 

Table 1.  SI values for a category C. 

We assume that SI values for C are discretized into 4 

bins (intervals): B = {B1 = [0, 25], B2 = (25, 50], B3 = (50, 

75], B4 = (75,100]}.  Let N denote the total no. of 

respondents (N = 9566 in the example).  Let b = {b1, b2, 

b3, b4} denote the set of values where each bi denotes the 

no.  of respondents whose SI falls into bins Bi (i = 1, 2, 3, 

4); b1 + b2 + b3 + b4 = N.  For example, for C = Career 

Opportunities and the data in Table 1, we have b = {b1 = 

166, b2 = 1000, b3 = 6948, b4 = 1452}.  The grouped 

average 0(C) = 62.8 is the average SI for C.   

Suppose we design and implement an improvement 

plan for some specific category C.  How do we predict 

the effect of such a plan on SI for C? This is a difficult 

question.  As a simplification, we assume the following 

effect model: m% respondents move from each lower SI 

level to its immediate higher SI level and no movement 

occurs in the “highest” SI bin.  For C, if plan P1 is 

implemented, we expect 17 respondents (10% of 166) to 

move from satisfaction level 0–25 to 25–50, 100 

employees move from 25 – 50 to 50 – 75 and 695 move 

from 50 – 75 to 75 – 100 (column 3 in Table 1).  For 

given 0  m  1 called, upward movement fraction, the 

new values for the no.  of respondents in each bin are:  

b1 = b1 – mb1;  

b2 = b2 – mb2 + mb1; 

b3 = b3 – mb3 + mb2; 

b4 = b4 + mb3;  

Clearly, b1 + b2 + b3 + b4 = N.  The grouped average 

of the new data is m(C) = 64.94, which is the predicted 

average SI for C after implementing plan P1.  Thus plan 

P1 leads to a benefit (C, m) = 2.14 (64.94 – 62.8) in 

overall SI for C. 

Let C = {C1, C2, …, Cn} denote the set of n available 

actions (Eg., categories).  Let 0  M  100 be a user-

specified upper limit on the upward movement 

percentage; Eg., M = 50% means that no more than 50% 

employees move from one bin to the next higher bin.  Let 
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M = [0, M] denote the interval from 0 to M, inclusive.  

Then the set A of all possible action steps is defined as A 

= C  M; an action step is a tuple (C,m) where C  C, m 

 [0, M].  An action plan P = {(C1, m1), (C2, m2), …, 

(Ck, mk)} is a finite non-empty set of action steps, in 

which (i) an action appears at most once (Ci  Cj for any 

two action steps in P) and (ii) m > 0 for every action step 

(C, m) in P; Eg., P = {(Career Opportunities,10%), 

(Company Image,20%)}.  Given an action plan P = 

{(C1, m1), (C2, m2), …, (Ck, mk)}, the total benefit of P is 

(P) = (C1, m1) + (C2, m2) + … + (Ck, mk). 

Many different improvement plans can be proposed 

for C, which differ in their effect (the value of m) and in 

their costs.  Cost not only measures the monetary 

spending needed to implement a plan but also refers to 

time, efforts, resources etc. needed.  Much domain 

knowledge is required to construct a suitable cost 

function.  We assume that the cost function is given as 

input by the user.  Let A denote the set of all possible 

action steps.  A function f:AR
+
 associates a cost f(C, m) 

with any given action step (C, m)  A.  The function f 

should satisfy the following properties to be a valid cost 

function: (i) f(C, m)  0 for any action steps (C, m)  A; 

and (ii) f is a non-decreasing function in m for the same C 

i.e., f(C, m1)  f(C, m2) whenever m1  m2.  QUEST 

supports a simple built-in cost function f: 

f(Ci, m) = m * g(Ci) 

Here g(Ci) is the user-specified relative cost for 

category Ci, (Eg., improving canteen is cheaper than 

improving transport facilities).  For any category, the cost 

increases linearly with m (larger upward movement will 

cost more).  If g(Ci) = 1 for all categories, then we have a 

uniform cost function (all actions cost the same).  Clearly, 

this cost function satisfies the conditions in the above 

definition of a valid cost function.  More complex cost 

functions can be defined; but this cost function is easier 

for the user to specify and understand and also it 

simplifies the search for an optimal plan.  Given an action 

plan P = {(C1, m1), (C2, m2), …, (Ck, mk)}, the total cost 

of P is F(P) = f(C1, m1) + f(C2, m2) + … + f(Ck, mk).   

Suppose the user’s goal is to design an action plan 

increase the overall SI to L%; Eg., if current SI is 64.82 

then one possible goal would be to increase it to 70.0 (set 

L = 70.0 – 64.82 = 5.18).  The problem of finding an 

optimal plan of action is now defined as a linear program 

as follows.  Find a subset P of action steps such that they 

satisfy the constraints in the definition of an action plan 

and total benefit (P)  L and total cost F(P) is 

minimized.  QUEST solves this linear program using a 

standard solver. 

 

minimize f(C1, m1) + f(C2, m2) + … + f(Cn, mn) 

subject to 

mi  0 and mi  M  // 0  mi  M , M is a constant 

say 50 

(P)  L // total benefit  L (L is a constant say 5.18) 

// bi values used to compute  are constants 

 

QUEST also analyzes textual responses to identify 

specific actionable suggestions made by the respondents 

for each of the categories identified in the optimal plan.  

For example, if the optimal plan includes an action step 

of obtaining upward movement percentage of m=20% for 

category C=Canteen Facilities, then QUEST mines the 

textual responses and identifies all actionable suggestions 

related to this category (see section 2.10). 

2.10 Mining of Textual Responses 

In many surveys, the respondents give free-form 

unrestricted textual responses to some questions.  Several 

types of analysis can be done on the responses to a 

specific question.   

Text clustering: The responses (or sentences in them) 

could be grouped using text clustering techniques (Zhao 

Y., and Karypis G. 2005) into clusters, such that each 

cluster indicates a coherent type of response.  For 

example, responses to the question Why would you 

recommend our company to others? could be 

automatically grouped into say 3 clusters – each cluster 

described by keywords like helpful staff, well-known 

brand, excellent service.   

Sentiment Analysis: Sentiment analysis techniques 

(Pang B., and Lee L. 2008) could be used to assign a 

sentiment level to each response; Eg., (+, 0, –).  

Assuming that there are multiple questions requiring 

textual responses, we could aggregate (for each 

respondent) the sentiments of responses to individual 

questions into an overall sentiment.  One can then test for 

the correlation between the overall sentiment and overall 

SI for the respondents i.e., is overall sentiment a good 

predictor of the overall SI? We could also check whether 

the textual responses are consistent with related 

questions.  For example, if a respondent has strong 

positive sentiment in his answer to the above question, 

and his textual response to that question falls into the 

cluster labeled excellent service, then we may also expect 

a high rating from him for the question Rate the quality of 

our services: 0 1 2 3.  If that is not the case, then such an 

exception is interesting.  We could analyze such 

exceptions: how many exceptions each question has and 

how many respondents are inconsistent in their responses 

to text and structured questions. 

Discovering important suggestions: Textual 

responses typically contain short and very generic 

sentences: staff is very helpful and friendly or he solved 

my problem very quickly.  Such comments provide little 

insight into reasons for respondent’s satisfaction or 

dissatisfaction.  On the other hand, some comments are 

important because they are very specific and provide 

actionable suggestions; Eg., Please provide the facility to 

leave message for support executive or The fact that the 

correspondence stating that they would take 5000 from 

my bank was pretty scary.  Such important suggestions 

can directly help in addressing specific issues and thereby 

in improving satisfaction.  We now present text-mining 

techniques to automatically identify such important 

suggestions from given set of textual responses.  We 

characterize each sentence using following attributes: (a) 

sentence length: important suggestions have substantial 

content compared to generic comments and hence have 

above average length (words).  (b) Average semantic 

depth: important suggestions tend to use specific words; 

Eg., the endowment policy is not performing or the car 

insurance claims process is complicated.  Endowment and 

car insurance are specific insurance products.  The 
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semantic depth indicates if the answer has something 

specific to say.  Semantic depth of a word is the distance 

of the word in WordNet (an online dictionary) concept 

hierarchy from the root word (such as entity).  Average 

semantic depth of a sentence is the average of the 

semantic depths of all words in the sentence.  More the 

average semantic depth, more specific the answer is 

likely to be.  (c) Unique words: Document frequency of a 

word (i.e., the number of responses in which that word 

appears) indicates the specificity of the response in which 

that word appears.  A word is unique if its document 

frequency is low (i.e., the word appears in only 1-2 

responses).  More the number of unique words in a 

sentence, more are the chances that the sentence is an 

important suggestion.  A simple empirical rule for 

classifying a sentence as important or not is as follows: IF 

length > 10 AND 6.5  average semantic depth  8.0 

AND 3.27  count of unique words  6.56 THEN 

important suggestion = 1.  The algorithm to discover 

important suggestion computes the features for each 

sentence and classifies it as important or not using such 

rules.  Some examples of discovered important 

suggestions are:  

(a) I was phoning on my mobile and she wanted me to 

do a customer service survey after the call and I said no 

as I was paying for the call she kept going on about how 

it would not take long and it just irritated me so I hung 

up.  (b) The customer service on a whole was okay but I 

was surprised to know that they were not prepared to tell 

me why my policy was not performing which made me 

consider cashing it in. 

3 QUEST: Functionality, Architecture 

QUEST is a tool for processing and analyzing responses 

to various types of surveys.  QUEST is developed at Tata 

Research Development and Design Centre (TRDDC), 

Pune, India, which is a part of Tata Consultancy Services 

(TCS), QUEST is aimed at non-specialist users who are 

not experts in statistics or data mining.  Hence the central 

idea in QUEST is to pre-package a standard knowledge 

container, which includes frequently needed types of 

analysis of survey responses.  The built-in analysis in 

QUEST includes summaries, profiles, reports, various 

charts, KPI reports, frequently used analytics (FUA) 

designed to answer specific business questions, detection 

of specific types of patterns and to extract specific kind of 

useful and actionable knowledge.  We have also built a 

companion tool (not discussed here) called SEEK that can 

be used to design a survey questionnaire, deploy it on the 

Web, collect responses etc. 

3.1 Features 

QUEST is a user-friendly application system which 

provides structured and unstructured data analysis 

capabilities. 

Structured data analytics: User can easily select and 

work with a subset of responses (Eg., all respondents 

having location = MUM) and can create various reports 

for structured responses.  The types of reports available 

with QUEST are as follows: 

Satisfaction index (ASI) report: SI is an aggregated 

measure indicating the extent of respondents’ satisfaction 

(100% completely satisfied, 25% - 0% - extremely 

dissatisfied).  As explained earlier, SI is a weighted 

average of the rating (responses) and importance values 

given by a respondent (see Figure 5). 

4X4 Reports (Important categories): The notion of 

importance (not to be confused with importance of a 

category as given by the respondent) in this report is 

defined based on the number of respondents giving very 

low rating (Eg., 1 and 2 out of 4) and very high 

importance (Eg., 3 and 4 out of 4) to a particular 

category.  The more number of respondents in this 

quadrant indicates the overall ASI is greatly influenced 

by these categories and hence more important the 

category is.  The report gives sorted (descending order) 

list of important categories for a given intersection of data 

based on the above quadrant count. 

Average rating and importance reports: These reports 

give user the sorted list of categories/questions based on 

their average importance or rating (see Figure 7). 

Text report (for further use in clustering): The output 

text file generated by this functionality is used as input 

for text data analysis under unstructured data analysis.  It 

is a simple report of all text comments given by an 

employee/customer for a particular category of open 

questions. 

Text data analytics: QUEST also includes a text 

clustering functionality.  QUEST can group similar 

respondent comments into number of clusters (groups) 

specified by user.  Each cluster then indicates reason for 

satisfaction or dissatisfaction.  Number of respondents in 

the group indicates how important a particular reason is.  

Instead of clustering whole responses, QUEST can build 

clusters out of individual sentences in responses as well.  

This is important because a single response may include 

many different types of suggestions.  Then each sentence 

can belong to a different cluster.  QUEST can also 

automatically identify the optimum number of clusters for 

the responses (see Figure 8). 

Figure 2.  Architecture of the QUEST tool. 

3.2 Architecture 

QUEST has three main components (see Figure 2): 

Data repository: The survey response data can be 

divided into following groups:  

Employee/ Customer/ Product attribute master data - 

These attributes comprise of respondent attributes (age, 

type of responder, experience etc.), organizational 

structure attributes (geography, country, center etc.). 
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Survey attributes – The categories of questions, 

questions themselves, question types, their ids etc.  

Answer data/Survey response collected – The actual 

numeric and text responses given by the respondents 

taking the survey 

Respondent attributes are available in master tables 

maintained by the organization and the survey responses 

are available in another table.  QUEST combines these 

two views of the data in single table and then it uses it for 

dimensional modeling.  QUEST uses two separate tables 

for text and numeric data. 

Model repository: QUEST uses a definition file to 

create dimensional model of the data and to process the 

aggregations.  The model repository stores these model 

definitions and the aggregations of the numeric responses 

such as rating and importance given to a question.  This 

component also provides important services for 

processing dimensional query and rendering the results. 

Analytics function/interface: The QUEST interface 

is divided into two sub-menus – structured data analysis 

and unstructured data analysis.  With structured analysis 

interface, user can map any dimension on rows or 

columns and set additional data filter and can create 

reports for metric like satisfaction index.  The QUEST 

interface reads the dimension model and displays the 

attributes of the data for taking intersection.  QUEST use 

MS-EXCEL component to connect to the dimensional 

model and aggregations.  The dimensional query posed 

by the interface is processed and the charts are plotted by 

excel components. 

QUEST provides text-clustering functionality through 

unstructured data analysis interface.  QUEST uses the 

repeated bisection algorithm (Zhao Y., and Karypis G. 

2005) to group the textual responses into various clusters.  

The collection of responses is converted to the standard 

vector space model based on TF/IDF. Repeated bisection 

algorithm then uses the vector space model to arrive at 

similar documents for forming groups. 

4 QUEST: A Case Study 

We present, in the following section, a case study where 

QUEST is been successfully used to provide insights for 

a real-life ESS in a large IT company (the client).  The 

client, a large software organization, values contributions 

made by its associates and gives paramount importance to 

their satisfaction.  It launches an ESS every year on its 

Intranet to collect the feedback for various organizational 

functions such as human resources, work force allocation, 

compensation and benefits etc.  The survey contains a 

mixture of structured and textual questions.  The goal is 

to analyze the responses and get insights into employee 

feedback which can be used to improve various 

organization functions.  Figure 3 shows sample questions; 

Figure 4 shows a sample response.  Figure 5 – 10 present 

sample results from various analysis techniques discussed 

earlier.

 

A: Leadership 

A.1 Senior management 

How important is this 
to you 

 Extremely 
important 

 Important  Less 
important 

 Not at all 
important 

 Strongly 
agree 

Agree Disagree Strongly 
disagree 

Senior Management act as a role 
model 

    

Senior management provides clear 
direction for the future 

    

I can easily reach out to senior 
management through various forums 

    

Suggestions for improvement 

 

In My Own Words 

I like following things at my workplace 

 

I don’t like following things at my workplace and suggestions to change them are: 

 

Figure 3.  Sample Questions in the survey. 

ID CAT SUBCAT QID IMP RATING SUGGESTION 

AXRT A A.1 1 3 2 Man. is superb 

AXBT A A.1 2 3 4 Man. is superb 

AXTT A A.1 3 3 4 Man. is superb 

Figure 4.  Sample Response Table. 

 

Figure 5.  Satisfaction Index chart for geographies. 

Correlated Items Description 

23 And 7 23:- Organizational Communication, 7:- 
Customer and Market Focus 

24 And 5 24:- Performance Appraisal/ 
Management, 5:- Compensation and 

Benefits 

23 And 8 23:-  Organizational Communication, 8:- 
Digitization and Process Improvements 

17 And 7 17:- Job Content, 7:-   Customer and 
Market Focus 

18 And 23 18:- Learning and Development, 23:-  
Organizational Communication 

Figure 6. Dependency between Categories 

Category Average Importance 

Immediate Supervisor 3.68 

Compensation and Benefits 3.63 

Payroll 3.63 

Figure 7. Important Categories (average importance). 
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Figure 8.  Clusters of textual responses to 

organizational changes. 

Prediction rule: IF EXPERIENCE RANGE = '1-3' AND 

GEOGRAPHY = INDIA AND GENDER = Male THEN 

RATING for C5 = 1 

Figure 9.  Model to predict rating. 

 

Figure 10.  Root-cause Analysis. 

QUEST was used to apply the association-rules based 

classification algorithm (CBA) to survey responses.  This 

algorithm discovered the following association rule 

(among many others) which describes a subset of 29 

unhappy employees. 

customer=X AND designation=ASC => ASI < 65 

(13/29) 

This rule states that employees having 

designation=ASC and who are working at Customer X 

are unhappy.  The chart in Fig. 10 then tries to find the 

root causes of the unhappiness of that particular subset of 

employees.  Basically, this chart identifies the categories 

which are rated very low by these employees.  As seen, 

the employees in this subgroup are significantly unhappy 

about categories career opportunities and compensation 

and benefits.  Further insights into the root causes can be 

obtained by analysis of their responses to relevant 

questions. 

5 Conclusions and Further Work 

With the advent of the Web, it is now easy to conduct 

large-scale on-line surveys.  However, analyzing the 

responses to derive novel, interesting and actionable 

insights to design effective improvement plans remains a 

challenge.  In this paper, we described a tool called 

QUEST for analyzing survey responses.  QUEST’s pre-

packaged knowledge containers provide frequently 

needed analysis of survey responses.  Built-in analysis in 

QUEST varies from summaries, reports and charts to 

detailed statistical and data mining analysis designed to 

answer specific business questions, detect specific types 

of patterns and to extract specific kind of useful and 

actionable knowledge.  We presented a real-life case-

study where QUEST was used to analyze responses from 

a real-life ESS in a large IT company. 

We are working on enhancing the built-in analytics in 

QUEST and on providing a better alignment of the 

analytics with the business goals of conducting and 

analyzing the survey.  In particular, we are interested in 

adding facilities to allow the users to state different types 

of (statistical) hypotheses regarding the responses, which 

the tool can then verify or reject.  We are also working on 

automatically building statistical models of subsets of 

respondents.  Incorporating more data mining techniques 

(Eg., anomaly detection, clustering and sequence mining) 

is also of interest.  Another significant area of further 

work is better integration of text and data analytics.  We 

also wish to provide a framework to allow the user to 

easily build specialized “recipes” containing sequences of 

analytics.  Finally, we wish to link the results obtained 

from analysis of survey responses with applications such 

as customer churn prediction. 
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Abstract 
This paper presents an application of a local density based 
outlier detection method in compliance in the context of 
public health service management. Public health systems 
have consumed a significant portion of many 
governments’ expenditure. Thus, it is important to ensure 
the money is spent appropriately. In this research, we 
studied the potentials of applying an outlier detection 
method to medical specialist groups to discover 
inappropriate billings. The results were validated by 
specialist compliance history and direct domain expert 
evaluation. It shows that the local density based outlier 
detection method significantly outperforms basic 
benchmarking method and is at least comparable, in term 
of performance, to a domain knowledge based method. 
The results suggest that the density based outlier detection 
method is an effective method of identifying 
inappropriate billing patterns and therefore is a valuable 
tool in monitoring medical practitioner billing compliance 
in the provision of health services.  
 
Keywords:  local outlier factor, LOF, health data mining, 
fraud detection, open source data mining.  

1 Introduction 
 
In many countries, public health systems have consumed 
a more significant portion of governments’ expenditure 
than ever and this trend is likely to continue as the aging 
population will unavoidably require more medical 
resources. Thus, there is an urgent need to make sure that 
the scarce funding available for the public health service 
is spent appropriately. This usually involves analysing a 
large amount of data collected by the public health 
agencies. Data mining can provide one of the major 
instruments for exploring health service data. (Becker, 
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Kessler and McClellan, 2005, Lin et. al., 2008, Yang and 
Hwang, 2006).   

 
One of main concerns of public health agencies is the 
occurrence of inappropriate practice and fraud. Given the 
large amount of spending on public health, a small 
percentage of non-compliance would result in a huge loss 
of the public money. The US Department of Health and 
Human Services, estimated that improper Medicare 
benefit payments made during 2002 financial year 
totalled $13.3 billion, or about 6.3 percent of the $212.7 
billion in processed fee-for-service payments reported by 
the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) 
(US DHHS, 2003). Therefore it is critical to detect these 
non-compliant activities to facilitate the proper and 
efficient use of the resources. 
 
In Australia, a government agency, Medicare Australia, 
administers Medicare, a fee for service national health 
funding system for Australians. There are over 400 
million transactions processed by Medicare Australia and 
approximately 30 billion dollars benefit paid in 2007-
2008 (MA 2008). Medicare Australia is also responsible 
for undertaking reviews to ensure the integrity of 
associated health programs it administers. There have 
been a series of studies that have applied a range of data 
mining techniques to the Medicare Australia data for 
various compliance purposes (Pearson, Murray and 
Mettenmeyer 2005, He, Graco and Yao 1999, Shan et. al, 
2008). In this research, we focus on detecting 
inappropriate billing of one medical speciality group. 

 
In this compliance domain, it often occurs that there is a 
lack of labelled cases, which makes it difficult to employ 
supervised machine learning techniques, while outlier 
detection becomes attractive. This work demonstrates that 
a local density based outlier detection method (Breunig 
et.al., 2000) significantly outperforms a few other 
methods and can be effectively used in the detection of 
inappropriate practice.  
 
The remaining sections of this paper are organised as 
follows. The problem domain is briefly introduced in 
Section 2. Section 3 provides a brief background on 
outlier detection and density based method. The data set 
used is described in Section 4, whilst Section 5 outlines 
the experimental studies applied to the data set. The 
results and its evaluations numerically and by subject 
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matter experts are covered in Section 6. Section 7 
presents discussions and the last section is the 
conclusions and future research.  
 

2 Optometrists Billing Compliance 
 
Optometrists claim a small yet significant portion of 
Medicare benefits. There are approximately 3,000 
Optometrist practicing in Australia.  In contrast to the 
group of General Practitioners (GPs) which has over 
25,000 practitioners nation-wide, this is a relatively small 
group in size.  

 
This group is quite unique in terms of the number of 
Medicare items it can bill. There are only 26 items in the 
Medicare Benefit Schedule (DHA, 2007) which 
optometrist can bill whilst there are commonly hundreds 
of items available to other groups of medical 
professionals.  
 
Usually, the proportion of these items should be relative 
stable and we understand there are a small number of 
factors which may contribute to the variations, such as 
optometrist’s speciality (e.g. some optometrists 
specialised in contact lens fitting) and patient age.  These 
items bear different level of compliance risk. There is a 
possibility that some items are overused resulting in over 
servicing or some items are inappropriately used to obtain 
more financial benefit to the optometrist. This research 
hypothesizes that by detecting outliers in terms of item 
usage and a few other factors, the individuals with 
unusual billing practice may be discovered. These 
individuals may bear higher risk of inappropriate practice 
as they are significantly different from their peers.  
 

3 Local density based outlier detection method 
 
The concept of outlier detection originally came from the 
field of statistics (Hawkins, 1980). These methods are 
usually very well understood and have solid theoretical 
grounds. However, they often require the prior 
knowledge of probability distribution and more 
importantly they are usually univariate. In the domain of 
data mining we more often than not encounter huge 
datasets with at least dozens of variables, whose 
underlining distributions are unknown.  

 
Recently there have been a number of algorithms 
proposed to address the above issues of the traditional 
statistical methods. Some of them are based on clustering 
methods (Ester, et al, 1996, Ng and Han 1994, Zhang et, 
al 1996). Outliers in those clustering methods are defined 
as those records, which cannot fit neatly into any clusters 
and thus need to be identified and treated as exceptions. 
Some other methods have been specifically designed to 
detect these outliers (Knorr and Ng 1998, Ramaswamy et 
al , 2000, Breunig et al 2000).  

 

In this work, a local density based outlier detection 
method (Breunig et.al., 2000) is used.  In this method, 
one single measure, the Local Outlier Factor (LOF), 
indicating the degree of outlier-ness is calculated for each 
record. The records having the largest LOF values are the 
most significant outliers. There are several reasons to 
choose this method. Firstly, this method is based on the 
local property, which is suitable for this problem. A series 
of K-means clustering analyses were performed on this 
data set with different number of clusters and there was 
no clear global cluster structure found, as evident by very 
small value of the silhouette information (Rousseeuw, 
1987). The silhouette information measures how well the 
points are grouped into clusters. If the value is close to 1, 
it suggests the points in general clearly belong to certain 
clusters. The value is close to -1, otherwise. Small 
silhouette values obtained in our experiments undermines 
the basis of employing most of the clustering based 
outlier detection methods, as there is no obvious cluster 
discovered in this dataset. Secondly, this method has only 
one parameter to tune and requires minimum prior 
knowledge, such as probability distribution, which is 
unknown. Thirdly, this method provides one 
straightforward rating of the degree of outlier-ness - LOF.  
 
The complete formal definition of LOF can be found in 
the original paper (Breunig et.al., 2000).  An accessible 
and simplified description is presented here for the 
completeness of the paper. 

 
We assume that for any object p, there are no two objects 
that are the same distance from that object p. This greatly 
simplifies the discussion without compromising the basic 
idea. We need several simple notions before introducing 
the definition of Local Outlier Factor (LOF). For any 
positive integer k, the k-distance of object p, denoted as k-
distance(p), is the distance of k-th object from p. The k-
distance neighbourhood of p, denoted as )( pkN  contains 
every object whose distance from p is not greater than the 
k-distance. The local reachability density of p, denoted as 

)( plrd k , is simply the inverse of k-distance(p): 

 pk
plrd k distance

1)(


  

 
The local outlier factor is just the average of ratios of 
local reachability density of p to that of its neighbouring 
objects: 

 

MinPts
plrd
olrd

pLOF pMinPtsNO MinPts

MinPts

MinPts




 )(
)(
)(

)(  

 
where MinPts is a predefined constant, which can be 
loosely interpreted as a smoothing factor. It is easy to see 
that the lower p's local reachability density is, and the 
higher the local reachability densities of p's MinPts-
nearest neighbours are, the higher is the LOF value of p.  
From this definition, it is clear that LOF is basically a 
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measure comparing the density of region around the 
object we are interested to the densities of those regions 
of its surrounding objects. This definition implies that 
outlier-ness is a local property and it is very intuitively 
appealing when a global cluster pattern does not exist or 
is not the focus.  For more justification and comparison, 
please refer to the original publication (Breunig et.al., 
2000).    
 
There are many distance measures, such as Hamming 
distance and Euclidean distance. This local density based 
method is not limited to any particular measure. We 
choose Euclidean distance in this research.  

 

4 Optometrist data set   
 
The data set used in this study was drawn from Medicare 
Australia’s Enterprise Data Warehouse, covering billing 
records of optometrists for a rolling one year period, 
ending the third quarter of 2008 (1 Oct, 2008 – 30 Sept, 
2008 inclusive).  

 
There are only 26 items in the Medicare Benefit Schedule 
(Australian Government, 2007) which optometrists can 
bill Medicare Australia. Given the advice from the 
domain expert, some of these 26 items are combined thus 
we obtain a list of 12 unique variable combinations from 
the original 26. Each variable represents the number of 
services of a particular item or combined items. The 
patient age is obviously related to some optometry 
services and thus average patient age is included as an 
extra variable. The total number service is also included, 
resulting in 14 variables for each record. The data set 
contains 2893 optometrists, one record for each 
optometrist. The density based outlier detection and some 
other comparing methods are performed on this dataset.  

5 Experimental study 
 
We applied two major analyses on this data set, the 
density based LOF outlier detection method and a domain 
knowledge based univariate method, to discover 
inappropriate practice. In addition to these two methods, a 
random sampling was also conducted to serve as a 
baseline measure, as any more complicated method has to 
outperform this baseline.  
  
1) LOF method. There is no prior knowledge of relative 
importance among the variables and thus we assume that 
each of these 14 variables has equal weight. The data is 
normalised before feeding into the LOF algorithm. We 
used one of common normalisation methods, i.e., each 
variable is normalised to mean 0 and standard deviation 1 
by subtracting its mean and then dividing by its standard 
deviation (Sarle, 2002). There is only one tuning 
parameter MinPts in the LOF algorithm as explained in 
Section 3. We choose a lower bound of MinPts 30 and an 
upper bound of 50. We followed the heuristics offered in 
(Breunig et.al., 2000) to determine the LOF, i.e,. the data 
is fed into the LOF algorithm with two MinPts values, 30 

and 50, the resulting larger LOF value is taken as the final 
value for that record. The LOF calculation was 
undertaken using the dprep package in the open source 
statistical software R.  
 
2) Domain knowledge based univariate method. This is a 
crude univariate method. Based on the experience of the 
domain expert, amongst the 14 variables in the dataset, 
there are three variables which may be particularly related 
to high risk behaviour. If any of these three variables 
significantly deviates from its mean, it is often an 
indication of higher risk. So in this method, we pick those 
optometrists who have values for any of these three 
variables that are 4 or more standard deviations away 
from its mean. This gives us a list of 32 optometrists.  
 
3) Baseline random sampling. A sample of 25 
optometrists was drawn randomly as the most basic 
benchmark.  
 
We propose two approaches to compare the results and 
assess the effectiveness of the methods in identifying 
potential non-compliant individuals in this research. The 
first validation method is indirect. The compliance history 
of identified optometrist is analysed. The intuition is that 
there should be some correlation between high risk 
optometrists and past records of non-compliance 
activities. The second one is a direct method. The 
identified optometrists were presented in a de-identified 
form to the subject matter expert for evaluation.  
 
Admittedly, none of these two validation methods are 
perfect as the only relatively reliable method of validating 
non-compliant individuals is comprehensive desk and 
field audit, which is often prohibitively costly if it needs 
to be done on a large scale.  The first method - validation 
using historical compliance records - has the implicit 
assumption that the past is an indication of the future 
which is obviously not always true.  The second method 
requires the involvement of the subject matter expert, 
which takes advantages of prior human knowledge and at 
the same time presents the opportunity for human error. 
Furthermore, it is possible that a particular subject matter 
expert might tend to focus on a particular set of 
compliance risks. However, we speculate that the 
combination of these two complementary methods would 
give us an indication of the performance of the outlier 
detection methods.  

6 Results 

The results from three methods – density based LOF, 
domain knowledge based univariate method and baseline 
random sampling are compared with two approaches – 
history checking and domain expert manual validation. 
These two comparisons are presented in the following 
two subsections respectively, which give us similar 
conclusions.  

6.1 Validation using historical compliance 
records 

There is a compliance database available to us, containing 
records of medical practitioners and allied health 
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professionals who have been approached in relation to 
previous compliance activities. The first validation is to 
match specialists identified by three methods against their 
compliance history in this compliance database. This 
provides an estimate of the effectiveness of the various 
outlier detection methods studied in this work in detecting 
non-compliant practice.  

 
Method Have 

compliance 
record  

LOF - High 36.00 % 
LOF - Low 0.00 % 
Univariate 31.25 % 
Random 25.00 % 

Table 1: Comparison of three methods.  LOF method 
is presented in first two rows.  

In Table 1, the results of the three methods are compared 
– density based LOF method, univariate method and 
random sampling.  As discussed previously, Local Outlier 
Factor (LOF) is a measure of outlier-ness. Large LOF 
value indicates large deviation. However, is large 
deviation directly correlated to a high risk of potential 
compliant activities? In order to verify this, 25 records 
with highest LOF values and 25 records with the lowest 
LOF values were examined, as listed in the first row of 
Table 1. It is evident that the LOF value is a good risk 
indicator, as 36% of records with highest LOF have 
compliance record while none of the records with lowest 
LOF have a compliance record.  It is clear from Table 1 
LOF is significantly better than randomly sampling and at 
least as good as crude univariate method.   
 

Method Average number 
of compliance 

records per 
optometrist who 
has at least one 

compliance record 
LOF - High 1.67±1.12 
LOF - Low N/A 
Univariate 1.30±0.67 
Random 1.00±0.00 

Table 2: Comparison of three methods on 
the average number of 
compliance records per 
optometrist who has at least one 
compliance record.  

We are aware that an optometrist may have different 
numbers of records in their compliance history, which 
suggests some of them have multiple incidents of non-
compliant practice or have been engaged in multiple 
compliance activities. We speculate that the average 
number of compliance records per optometrist may be an 
indication of the severity or certainty of a possible non-
compliant practice. So we listed the average number of 
compliance records per optometrist who has at least one 
compliance record for each method in Table 2. For all 
those optometrists identified by the highest LOF values 

and who had compliance records, they had on average 
1.67 records (with the standard deviation 1.12). While 
this is higher than 1.30 of the univariate and 1.00 of the 
random sampling, the difference is not statistically 
significant.  
 
We also experimented larger sample size. We reduced the 
threshold of the univariate method to 3 standard 
deviations and that resulted 109 records and we drew 
same number of records with the highest LOF values. The 
average number of compliances records per optometrist 
from univariate and LOF methods was still different but 
not statistically significant.  
 
Checking against an optometrist’s compliance history 
provides us with a measure to compare the density based 
LOF method with other methods. In this comparison, we 
find that LOF is at least as effective as the univariate 
method in identifying high risk individuals and 
significantly outperforms random sampling.  However, if 
the certainty of a possible non-compliant practice can be 
measured by the number of compliance records one has, 
there is no significant correlation between LOF value and 
the number of compliance record per optometrist.  

 

6.2 Validation by domain expert 
Checking compliance history of an optometrist is an 
indirect way of validation. During this study we had 
access to a domain expert, a compliance optometrist, to 
provide us with a more direct evaluation. Although the 
best way to validate whether an individual optometrist 
was truly non-compliant, would be a review by a panel of 
peers consulting a domain expert was the best we had 
access to at the time.  
 
We invited the domain expert to evaluate each group of 
de-identified optometrists and rate each individual with 
one of three levels of risks – low, medium and high. The 
evaluation is listed in the Table 3.  

 
Method High Medium Low 

LOF - High 6 16 3 
LOF - Low 0 0 25 
Univariate 13 18 1 
Random 0 8 17 

Table 3: Rating of optometrists provided 
by subject matter expert.  

 
As listed in Table 3, the majority of optometrists 
identified by LOF (with highest value) and univariate 
methods are rated as having a risk level of medium or 
above, whilst the randomly sampled optometrists were 
mostly rated as posing a low risk.  
 
To gain a better idea of these results, we regroup these 
three groups of risk levels into two. Medium and high 
risks are grouped together, and classified as 
Unexplainable, as the behaviour of these individuals 
cannot be explained by the domain expert and thus may 
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be related inappropriate practice activities. Low risk 
optometrists were reclassified as No Further Action 
because they look normal and no further action needs to 
be taken.  
 
The outcome of this regrouping is listed in Table 4. It 
clearly shows that density based LOF is a good indication 
of risk as 88% of individuals with highest LOF are risky 
and none of the individual with low LOF represent a risk.  
Compared to other methods, the LOF method 
significantly outperforms random sampling, which is 
consistent with the results from the previous history 
checking validation.  
 

Method Unexplainable  No Further 
Action 

LOF - High 88.00% 12.00% 
LOF - Low 0.00% 100.00% 
Univariate 96.887% 3.13% 
Random 32.00% 68.00% 

Table 4:  Risks of optometrists provided 
by domain expert. 

From the Table 4, we can see over 97% of optometrists 
identified by univariate method cannot be explained 
while only 88% by LOF in this evaluation. However, this 
needs to be interpreted with care. As mentioned before, 
the univariate method is derived from the experience of 
the domain expert and is based upon unusual values for 
one or more of the three variables believed to be related 
to high risk behaviour. When the domain expert evaluates 
the risk, these are the most obvious indicators to look at. 
Not surprisingly, the univariate method has an accuracy 
approaching 100% in this evaluation. On the other hand, 
the density based LOF method considers multiple 
variables at the same time and thus the results are not as 
straightforward for the domain expert to interpret. With 
these considerations in mind, we argue that LOF might 
have comparable performance as univariate methods in 
the real world if the bias is removed in this analysis. 
Furthermore, LOF method looks at multiple factors 
simultaneously. It is possible that it might help identify 
individuals with multiple compliance issues or subtle 
issues that univariate method cannot identify.  

7 Discussion  
 
Combining the results from two evaluation methods – 
compliance history checking and domain expert 
validation, we can see that LOF is significantly better 
than the baseline random sampling and has the 
comparable accuracy of the univariate method. However 
a number of questions remain, including, does similar 
performance suggest that the LOF and the univariate 
method identify similar groups of people? Is LOF just an 
alternative way to employ a domain knowledge based 
univariate method of discovering individuals with 
extreme values of single variable? There are many 
different types of non-compliant practice and thus we do 
not expect one single method would be able identify all of 
these different types. Therefore, in this research, what 
may be useful is to investigate whether there is a 

significant overlap between high risk individual identified 
by LOF method and the domain knowledge based 
univariate method. If there is a significant overlap, that 
would render the LOF redundant.  
 
We matched the list of 25 individuals identified by LOF 
with highest LOF values against 32 individuals identified 
by the univariate method with extreme values. There is 
only one individual appearing in both and thus the 
overlap is minimum, which indicates LOF is not a simple 
replication of univariate analysis on this problem. 

Figure 1. High risk individuals identified by LOF and 
the univariate method. Circles are from the univariate 
and solid dots are from LOF.  
 
To further demonstrate that the LOF and univariate 
analysis actually identify different types of high risk 
individuals. The individuals identified by LOF and the 
univariate method are plotted against three variables 
which are used by univariate method in Figure 1. It is 
clear that those individuals identified by different 
methods cover different regions of the problem space, 
which shows that these two methods are complementary 
to each other.   

8 Conclusions and future research 
 
This paper presents a novel application of density-based 
local outliers and demonstrates how it can be used with 
the aims of detecting inappropriate practice in the health 
service management domain, in this case, using 
optometrist billing compliance.  
 
The results suggest the density based LOF outlier 
detection method is effective. We validated the results in 
two major ways. The first validation method is matching 
against compliance history and the second is the domain 
expert confirmation. Although there are different 
emphasis and bias for both of validation methods, they 
provide us similar conclusions.  
 
These validation methods shows that LOF is a reliable 
indication of high risk individuals i.e. where low LOF 
values clearly related to individuals behaving consistent 
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to their peers and high LOF values clearly related to 
higher risk. The LOF method significantly outperformed 
the baseline method, which was randomly sampling of 
optometrists. It is also at least as effective as a univariate 
method derivate from prior domain knowledge. 
Furthermore, LOF method looks at multiple factors at the 
same time. It is possible that it might help identify 
individuals with multiple compliance issues or subtle 
issues that univariate method cannot identify.  
 
In practice, as one of the outlier detection methods, the 
density based method can be integrated into a bigger 
system, which employs multiple methods to detect 
inappropriate practice, for better accuracy.  From our 
experience, the hybrid approach involving both automatic 
data mining techniques, such as LOF, and domain 
experts’ theory driven methods, often facilitate us 
constructing very effective systems for compliance 
purposes.  Thus, the future work includes further analysis 
on the effectives of LOF methods and, if appropriate, 
how to best integrate it with other methods in Medicare's 
operational systems. 
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Abstract

Contemporary organisations incorporate large
amount of invisible networks between their em-
ployees. The structure of such networks impacts
the information fusion within the organisation.
Taking into account the influence of such network
structures in predictive modeling will be beneficial
for the quality of organisational strategic planning.
Network mining methods (the social network anal-
ysis of large heterogeneous data sets) can extract
information about the structure of such networks
and the strategic positioning of each individual from
various interaction data. We propose to integrate
the output of network mining into the predictive
modeling cycle in order to depict these influences.
This paper demonstrates such approach by incorpo-
rating network centrality measures of actor closeness
and actor betweeness in CART predictive modeling
cycle. It presents a proof-of-concept application
of this integrated approach to the case study of
a contemporary university, which resembles some
similarity with corporate organisations. The study
utilises a data set about academic research activities
collected over five years. The results of the study
support the hypothesis that information about the
network structures in a data set (whose impact
is included through the centrality measures) can
improve the accuracy of predictive analysis.

Keywords: Predictive Analytics, Social Network
Analysis (SNA), Centrality Measures, Data Enrich-
ment

1 Introduction

The research direction taken in this work has been
inspired by the visionary research by Tapscott and
Williams (Tapscott & Williams 2006) on challenging
the deeply rooted assumptions about the role of com-
petitiveness and collaboration in business and society
as a whole. ”The four principles – openness, peer-
ing, sharing and acting globally – increasingly de-
fine how twenty-first-century corporations compete.”
((Tapscott & Williams 2006), p.30). Their new eco-
nomic vision draws a picture of a world of a business
collaboration on a massive scale as a key to survive in
a globally competitive environment. Remaining inno-
vative requires understanding the shifts in the envi-
ronment and the development of new strategies that
foster collaboration in order to progress in a com-

Copyright c©2009, Australian Computer Society, Inc. This pa-
per appeared at the Eighth Australasian Data Mining Confer-
ence (AusDM 2009), Melbourne, Australia. Conferences in Re-
search and Practice in Information Technology, Vol.101. Paul
J. Kennedy, Kok-Leong Ong, and Peter Christen, Eds. Repro-
duction for academic, not-for profit purposes permitted pro-
vided this text is included.

petitive environment. This reality faces both indus-
try and academia. Technology advances are based on
the advance of fundamental sciences. Contemporary
research and development activities in industry are
tighten to the need of being fast, efficient and capa-
ble of earning clear return on investment. However,
innovations continue to rely on fundamental knowl-
edge, hence, industry will increasingly rely on part-
nerships with universities and other research organ-
isations, leaving corporate research teams to move
quickly to technology development and practical ap-
plication. In practice, close cooperation between in-
dustry and academia potentially can enable the in-
dustry partners to keep their edge, while spreading
the upfront research and development costs across a
much broader ecosystem (see (Tennenhouse 2004) for
an example of the implementation of such strategies).

An essential strategy in making the most out of
such partnerships is the deepening and broadening
collaboration across research communities, starting
with fostering strategic collaborations within a uni-
versity. This is the practical problem that motivates
the research in predictive modeling presented in this
paper.

Understanding the structure of existing and pre-
dicting potentially new collaborations is vital when it
comes to enabling the interaction between industry
and academia. This interaction as well the interac-
tion and combination of several disciplines, are seen
as the key drivers of contemporary innovation. Con-
sequently, critical becomes the development of robust
business intelligence methods that can

• extract essential information and knowledge
about the structure of collaboration;

• produce reliable models that can be used for pre-
diction (recommendation) of new collaborative
ventures.

In depicting collaboration these analytics methods
and respective technologies have to deal with hetero-
geneous data about academic activities that link aca-
demics into various invisible networks.

In this paper we have focused on predictive model-
ing that contributes information to the processes that
support the development of research directions in uni-
versities. The paper presents early proof-of-concept
results in two aspects of academic activity:

1. obtaining internal research funding, and;

2. type of research output in terms of publication
categories.

The first one looks at predicting whether a re-
search project proposal, submitted to one of the uni-
versity research grant schemas will be funded or not.
The second one looks at predicting the most-likely
DEST category of publications in which academic
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publications will fall into, e.g whether these publi-
cations will be books, book chapters, journal articles
or conference papers.

Both of these tasks involve researchers from the
same organisation, hence, the assumption is that
the structure of collaborative relations between re-
searchers matters. Consequently, the paper explores
two ways of predictive modeling for each of the above
tasks:

• conventional predictive modeling without taking
the structure of collaborative relations;

• extended predictive modeling, which takes in ac-
count information about the structure of rela-
tions.

The presentation in the paper is centred around
this practical problem in order to demonstrate the
practical value of proposed solutions. Further the pa-
per is organised as follows: Section 2 looks at two
modeling perspectives - predictive analytics and so-
cial network analysis, in the context of the problem.
Section 3 considers some of network centrality mea-
sures as carriers of information about the positioning
of and relations between network structural elements.
Section 4 uses a dataset about research activities of
academics in an Australian university to present the
integrated approach and methodology for addressing
the above formulated predictive tasks; Section 4.5 dis-
cusses the results of the analysis; and Section5 consid-
ers the future developments and concludes the paper.

2 Modeling perspectives in analytics

Contemporary knowledge economies and digital
ecosystems rely on capturing and utilising diverse
data about the activities and processes within them.
Consequently, a continuously growing variety of data
analytics techniques addresses the need for converting
these data into useful information for decision mak-
ing purposes. This section provides a brief overview
of the two modeling perspectives in analytics that are
relevant to presented work: predictive modeling (pre-
dictive analytics) and social network analysis for com-
petitive intelligence.

2.1 Modeling perspective in predictive ana-
lytics

In data analysis models which are used to predict
future data trends are known as predictive analysis
models. Classification or estimation algorithms are
central in predictive analytics and are used in many
areas of human endeavour, including (but not lim-
ited to) business and science. Examples of application
areas from business include credit approval, medical
diagnosis, performance prediction and selective mar-
keting. Predictive models assess unlabeled samples
to determine the value or value ranges of an attribute
that a sample is likely to have(Han & Kamber 2001).
With predictive analysis the validity of the classifi-
cation result (and the true accuracy of the model)
can be verified by waiting for the future event to
happen. Though predictive accuracy is a critical as-
pect of models there are other facets that are equally
important. We may require a model to show which
of the predictor variables are most important in the
dataset(Smyth 2001). We may be interested in exam-
ining whether predictor variables interact or whether
a simple model can result in good prediction. In the
research, presented in this paper, we are interested in
taking in account the structure of “social” relation-
ships between the entities in a predictive modeling

dataset. In particular, we consider enriching the pre-
dictive modeling dataset with attributes that repre-
sent information about the structure of such relation-
ships. Such attributes are based on concepts from so-
cial network analysis (SNA). In this paper we append
attributes that correspond to some SNA centrality
measures and then test the hypothesis that appending
centrality measures improves the prediction accuracy.
For the purpose of the paper, the dataset we use is
a snapshot of a five year span, that, to some extent,
encapsulates the temporal relationship of predictors
to the target variable(Linoff 2004).

Any of the classification or estimation techniques
can be used for predictive analysis on the proposed en-
riched dataset. The five criteria for evaluating predic-
tive methods include predictive accuracy, computa-
tional speed, robustness, scalability and interpretabil-
ity(Han & Kamber 2001). Proposed enrichment of
the dataset affects four of these criteria. On the pos-
itive side is the expected improvement of predictive
accuracy and interpretability of the results. However,
the approach requires additional computation of cen-
trality measures, which will affect the computational
speed and scalability.

We show in Figure 1 an example of a fragment
of data about academics and research students in a
university, similar to the one considered in the case
study, to position the approach presented in the pa-
per. The data set includes the following attributes:
Name (of the person), Position (in the university),
School (as administrative unit), Research Center (for
those involved in research centers), Publication type
(according to DEST classification), Co-Authorship
(indicates a list of people from the same set that have
published together with the person in consideration),
Co-Supervision (indicates a list of people from the
same set that have co-supervised higher degree re-
search students).

‘Conventional’ predictive modeling deals with the
portion of the data set, contoured by the double
dotted line. Let the task be the prediction of the
type of publication in which most off the output
of a researcher will be falling into. Hence, the at-
tribute “Publication type” is selected as the “out-
put” (“target”) attribute and the attributes “Posi-
tion”, “School”, “Research Center” are the “input”
(“predictors”). As the aim is to derive a general
trend, the attributes that contain unique identifiers,
such as “Name”, will not be taken in account. As a
result, ‘conventional’ predictive modeling cycle does
not have mechanisms to take into account some of
the relations that may exist between the instances in
the data set - in our case, between the individuals.
The issues and problems of depicting such dependen-
cies with predictive analytics methods have been dis-
cussed in the context of network mining in (Simoff &
Galloway 2008). The chapter considered two groups
of issues:

1. the ”loss of detail” - the hidden links existing
between the instances in a data set;

2. the assumption about the independency of the
attributes of a data set.

In this paper we deal with networks that are explic-
itly encoded. For instance, a co-authorship relation
between two researchers can be define as the asso-
ciation of the names as authors on the same paper.
Though it may not accurately and in-depth reflect the
actual authorship in terms of contribution and devel-
opment of the research work, it reflects the underlying
assumption that co-authorship involves some interac-
tion and information exchange between the authors.
In terms of data analysis this means some embed-
ded dependency between the instances that represent
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these researchers in the data set. Centrality measures
are one way to represent explicitly this dependency.
Next section presents aspects of social network anal-
ysis relevant to the approach presented in the paper.

2.2 Modeling perspective in social network
analysis

Social networks represent groups of people, various
connections among them and the dynamics of such
connections for in-depth analysis (McDonald April
2003). The production of knowledge is a social pro-
cess involving interactions among people and organi-
sations with different backgrounds, resources, predis-
positions and insights(von Krogh et al. 2001, Tush-
man & Rosenkopf 1992). Measuring these heteroge-
neous social networks is done to study the influence
of emergent social structures within and external to
an organisation on the business and engineering pro-
cesses within it.

Social network analysis and network mining are
means that address the problem of discovering organ-
isational intelligence from existing and potential in-
teractions in the organisational settings. Traditional
social network analysis usually deals with networks
where only “cognitive agents” (people, groups of peo-
ple, the human capital of organisations) can be the
nodes. Network mining can be viewed as an extension
of SNA, not just in terms of the volume of the data,
but also in terms of the content of the network models:
nodes can be any elements, including resources, ex-
pertise, intellectual property, technologies, products,
markets).

According to Wasserman and Faust, ”Social Net-
work Analysis (SNA) provides a formal conceptual
means for thinking about social world” (Wasserman
& Faust 1994). Contemporary SNA deals with the
analysis of interactions between social entities in an
organisation, based on large data sets of human inter-
actions (Shetty & Adibi 2005). SNA research recog-
nises the elements of an organisation as intentional
networks, hidden networks, socially translucent net-
works, mediators, and structural holes. These ele-
ments can depict changes with processes in a group
over a period of time. Important for our work is that
through such elements and the respective model pa-
rameters in network analysis methods we obtain in-
formation about the structural inter-dependence in
an organisation, that is, ”who knows who”, and ”who
knows what” (Srivastava et al. 2006), which to some
extent reveals structures of information fusion. This
comes from the fact that our daily life is very much
influenced by social networks through which we inter-
act with various groups of people: family, friends, col-
leagues. Through these networks we indirectly con-
nect to people associated with these groups without
necessary knowing them. The need to take into ac-
count these interactions has been recognised in several
areas of applied modeling in information systems, in-
cluding viral marketing, e-mail filtering based on so-
cial networks, various recommender systems (Matsuo
et al. 2007).

The study of social networks formed on social net-
working sites, such as orkut, flickr, youtube, myspace,
can help to detect the most influential users. Many
properties of the social network have been studied:
Pool and Kochen scientifically formulated the small
world phenomena(Schnettler 2009); according to Mil-
gram the average path between two Americans is six
hops (Schnettler 2009); Granovetter suggest that so-
cial networks can be partitioned into strong and weak
ties, with strong ties tightly clustered (Granovetter
1973); nodes with high indegree also tend to have high
outdegree, showing active members are also popular
members (Mislove et al. 2007).

Study of social influence is a strategic arena
for SNA research. Some argue that influence is
a special instance of causality, namely the varia-
tions of one person’s responses by the actions of an-
other(Stanley Wasserman 1994). SNA approach and
techniques are not limited to humans and can be
used to study a variety of phenomena (Wasserman
& Faust 1994), hence the increased interest in the
academic community (Kumar et al. 2006). Contem-
porary SNA is associated mostly with visual analysis
of graph structures(McDonald April 2003).

As mentioned in Section 2.1 our method brings the
SNA modeling perspective into predictive modeling.
It considers the estimated underlying graph models
from a portion of a data set that usually would be ig-
nored in predictive modeling cycle. Several parame-
ters of such models are included in the extended data
set for predictive modeling. The practical grounds
for taking such approach are motivated from previous
network studies which indicate that the social struc-
tural contexts surrounding actors shape a variety of
responses both attitudinal and behavioural. In cus-
tomer analytics, for example, behavioural features are
believed to be more reliable than demographics. Be-
havioural targeting is to target right person at right
time, hence the drive for developing methods that
can produce more accurate predictions of customer
behaviour. Logically such methods should utilise in-
formation from various networks in which customers
can be involved, including alumni, referrals, rehires
and business development (Drakos et al. 2008). In an
organisation the inferred networks assist in identify-
ing the knowledge flow and find out solutions for cor-
porate related problems, sometimes even the extent
to which an individual has succeeded in performing
his work (Heer 2004).

In this paper we consider the utilisation of infor-
mation about collaborative networks, which are im-
portant drivers of the knowledge flows within organ-
isations (Singh 2005), including universities and re-
search institutions. Scientific networks are an ex-
ample of collaborative networks that has a long his-
tory of investigation, in particular, citation networks
have been studied as knowledge flow structures in
sciento- and bibliometrics. More recently, the focus
has shifted to co-authorship networks in order to get
a better understanding of the underlying structure of
knowledge evolution. Relevant to the underlying phi-
losophy of our work is the use of a regression method
to estimate the probability of knowledge flow between
inventors of any two patents (Hu & Jaffeb 2003).

Our work is also inspired by “the law of the few” or
the “80/20 principle” (Gladwell 2000). According to
Gladwell, “the success of any kind of social epidemic is
heavily dependent on the involvement of people with a
particular and rare set of social gifts.” In other words
in any situation roughly 80 percent of the ‘work’ will
be done by 20 percent of the participants. Gladwell
divides these ‘20 percent’ into three types:

• Connectors - those ones that “bringing the world
together” as a result of their ability to span many
different worlds;

• Mavens - those ones that connect people with
new information, i.e. the information brokers;

• Salesmen - those ones that persuade people.

The difference between these types of actors in so-
cial networks is reflected in their positions and pat-
terns of linking. Hence, the inclusion of social network
measures in the training dataset enables the capture
of such information in the predictive model. In the
next section we discuss some of the centrality mea-
sures, that have been utilised in this study. Rather
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Figure 1: “Predictive modeling” and “social network analysis” perspectives of a data set

than from a graph-theoretical point of view, we dis-
cuss the role of these measures in the network models
from a domain perspective.

3 Information about network structural ele-
ments reflecting relations

When dealing with publications in broad sense, in-
cluding not only papers but also postings on various
usenet groups and blog sites, the analysis of network
relations is as essential as the text analysis of the
content. For instance, in (Agrawal et al. 2003) re-
searchers demonstrated that link analysis can be more
valuable than text-based algorithms when it comes to
classification of people on two sides of an issue in a
usenet group.

Analysis of centrality measures determines the im-
portance of vertices in a network based on their con-
nectivity within the network structures. For instance,
in health science centrality measures help researchers
in depicting the structure of underlying biological net-
works that model biological processes as complex sys-
tems; the approach has been successfully applied to
different biological networks (Dwyer et al. 2006).

Social network relations are measured within a set
of actors. In this paper we consider a single mode
network - a network described by a dataset that con-
tains information about only one type of actors - in
this case these are people. The actors include aca-
demic staff, researchers, students and externals, as-
sociated with university. The relationship between
actors is a kind of professional collaboration, and in-
cludes co-authorship, co-supervision, co-teaching, and
co-participation in a project.

There are different measures to quantify network
relationships. These measures help to test proposi-
tions about network properties rather than simply
relying on descriptive statements. To understand the
role of an actor in a network SNA evaluates the loca-
tion of actors (nodes) through a set of centrality mea-
sures. These measures provide information about the
different aspects of actors’ role in a network with re-
spect to their position, e.g. connectors, bridges, lead-
ers, isolates, as well as about the clusters in the net-
work structure and which actors are in them, which

actors form the core of the network, and which actors
reside on the the periphery.

Centrality of an actor is measured in terms of actor
degree, closeness and betweeness. Actor degree refers
to the number of links an actor has. The idea be-
hind actor degree is that actors with more links are
in a more independent position - such actors are less
dependent on any specific actor. In terms of collabo-
rative research networks, high values of actor degree
measures may indicate more administrative research
role (e.g. a research director) than a research collab-
orator role in terms of ideas flow, hence actor degree
measures are not taken in account in the current work.

Actor closeness measures the ability of an actor
to reach other actors in a network at shorter path
lengths, or, reciprocally, actors who are more reach-
able by other actors at shorter path lengths. In terms
of collaborative research networks this structural ad-
vantage can be translated into potential for initiating
research collaboration, e.g. starting a project or ini-
tiating co-supervisory arrangements.

Actor betweeness measures the ability of an ac-
tor to broker contacts among other actors in the net-
work, e.g. the extent to which an actor is positioned
between the other actors. In terms of collaborative
research networks this structural advantage can be
translated into potential for growing research collab-
oration, e.g. extending an existing team of chief inves-
tigators for the next grant application, amalgamating
research groups into a larger entity.

In this study we consider four centrality measures:

• three closeness measures: closeness, eigenvector
centrality and harmonic closeness, and;

• betweeness.

The brief description of these measures is presented
below following (Wasserman & Faust 1994).

Closeness measured as the length of the shortest-
path, scores higher values to more central vertices.
Closeness at actor ni level is calculated as

CC(ni) = [
g∑

j=1

d(ni, nj)]−1
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where, CC(ni) is Closeness of ni and d(ni, nj) is the
number of links in the geodesic path linking actors i
and j (that is d(node1, node2) is a distance function)
and this sum is from j = 1 to j = g, where g refers
to all the other actors not including i actor. This
index is the inverse of the sum of the distances from
actor i to all other actors. In terms of information
flow, those actors with highest closeness values are
well positioned for monitoring the information flow
in the network. In a collaborative research network
research leaders are expected to be in such positions.

Eigenvector centrality (known also as eigenvector
of geodesic distances) is another form of closeness,
looking for the most central actors in terms of the
overall structure of the network. From a factor anal-
ysis perspective, the eigenvector centrality measure
ranks actors in terms of some new dimensions that
characterise the distances among actors, where the
first of this new dimensions captures the position-
ing of an actor with respect to the overall network
structure, and the rest are depicting more local sub-
structures. An eigenvalue in this context defines the
location of each actor with respect to each dimension,
hence, the term eigenvector when considered with re-
spect to all actors in the network. The measure of
centrality is computed as the largest positive eigen-
value. The eigenvector centrality measure for ni is

CEV (ni) =
∑

(CEV max − C(nj))/CEV max

where, CEV (ni) is eigen vector for ni, CEV max is
max eigen vector and this sum is for all the actors
from i = 1 to i = j.

Harmonic closeness is an alternative measure of
closeness that takes in account all the pathways that
connect an actor to all others, rather than just the
geodesic. The measure estimation is based on an al-
gorithm that uses the harmonic mean length of paths
ending at the given node. In a collaborative research
networks broad collaborators are expected to be in
positions with high value of this measure.

Betweenness depicts those actors that occur on
many shortest paths between other actors, having
higher betweenness than those that do not. Similar
to the other centrality measures, there is a family of
betweenness measures - the one used in our study is

CB(ni) =
∑
j<k

gjk(ni)/gjk

where, CB(ni) is Betweenness of ni and gjk is geodesic
linking two actors i and j. The actor betweeness cen-
trality for ni is sum of estimated probabilities over all
pairs of actors not including ith actor. Actors with
high betweeness can be power players, but can be also
the single point of failure. In a collaborative research
network, for instance, their removal may cause frag-
menting (up to disintegration) of the network.

In an earlier work (Nankani, Simoff, Denize &
Young 2009) we have focused on the discovery and
analysis of network structures in university data
about academic activities. The method relied on a
combination of network mining techniques with sub-
stantial visual analysis and qualitative data analysis
for validation purposes. The work has analysed net-
works at different levels of granularity, varying from
individual level through to networks between divi-
sions. In this paper we use only the network struc-
tures of relations between individuals. In the next

section we use a case study format to test the hy-
pothesis that information about the network struc-
tures in a data set (whose impact is included through
the centrality measures) can improve the accuracy of
predictive analysis.

4 Case study of university research data set

The case study in this section is based on an inte-
grated university research data. It demonstrates the
integrated approach of social network mining com-
bined with predictive analysis on two predictive mod-
eling tasks:

1. forecast internal research grant application out-
come - whether a research project will get fund-
ing or not, and;

2. predict the predominant category of personal
publication output - whether an academic will
be publishing predominantly conference papers,
journal articles, book chapters, books or any
other category of creative work registered in the
data set.

The completion of both tasks depends on numer-
ous factors beyond the scope of the dataset. By in-
corporating the centrality measures we are looking at
developing a feasible approximation for performing
these predictions.

4.1 Description of the data set

Table 1 shows the description of the data set, which
includes integrated data about a range of different
academic activities, including

• co-authorship;

• co-participation in a research project;

• co-supervision of research students;

• other related academic data, which is not taken
in account in this work.

All data are time-stamped, collected over a consecu-
tive span of 5 years. During this period of time the
university in consideration has had 9 schools and 23
research centres. All collaborative ties are between
staff, students and external participants.

Readers can find more details about some of the
results of the network analysis in (Nankani, Simoff,
Young & Denize 2009) [these include details about
the evolution of the networks over a time span and
analysis of centrality measures, with network visual-
isations generated with NetDraw graph visualisation
tool].

4.2 Methodology

We divided this project into three different stages, as
shown in Figure 2

The purpose of each of these phases is detailed as
follows.

Phase 1 includes integrated data collection, clean-
ing, developing an understanding of the data
structures and composing the original data set
for the analytics tasks. Details of Phase 1 are
discussed in (Young et al. 2008, Nankani, Simoff,
Denize & Young 2009, Nankani, Simoff, Young
& Denize 2009).

Phase 2 includes
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Data Statistics
Description Number of Records
Data Records collected 24,556
Clean Data Records 15,177
Number of Distinct Nodes 2,131
Number of Ties 37,398

Table 1: Description of the university research data set

Phase1  
Data Collec-

tion and 

Data Analy-

sis 

    Data Collection 

       Publication, Supervision, 

Co-teaching, Co-Participation, 

Co-Membership, Co-Teaching      

Initial prototype 

model 

Data Mining methods 

 Behaviour prediction 

with predictive analy-

sis on original dataset 

 Behaviour prediction 

with predictive analy-

sis with enriched data-

set 

Social Network 

Analysis/Network 

Mining 

Identification 

of connectivity 

measures 

  

Validity of proto-

type model 

 

Comparison of models built with  

 Initial dataset 

 Enriched dataset 

Phase3 

 Prototype 

Validation 

Phase2  

Prototype 

Develop-

ment 

    OLAP  

 Descriptive Statistics 

Enrich-

ing the 

dataset 

Figure 2: Methodology
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1. creating predictive model based on the the
original data set;

2. performing social network analysis based on
the original dataset (work presented in in
(Young et al. 2008, Nankani, Simoff, Denize
& Young 2009, Nankani, Simoff, Young &
Denize 2009);

3. enhancing the original data set by append-
ing centrality measures;

4. creating predictive models based on the en-
hanced dataset.

Phase 3 includes the analysis and comparison of the
models, created with the original and enhanced
data sets.

4.3 Generating centrality measures

The centrality network measures of closeness, eigen-
vector, harmonic closeness and betweeness are esti-
mated with the respective algorithm implementations
in UCINET social network analysis software. These
network measures then are appended as additional at-
tributes to the existing academic data set, extending
the dataset with data about the network structures.

4.4 Predictive modeling

For this study we looked at type of classifiers that
have relatively poor predictive power, but are good in
handling mixed types of data and missing values, and
are insensitive to monotone transformation of inputs
and robust to outliers in the input space. Last but
not least - classifiers with good level of interpretabil-
ity of the results. Based on these criteria we have
selected tree classifiers as in general they have poor
predictive power and meet the rest of the criteria (see
(Hastie et al. 2001), Table 10.1). CART classification
tool by Salford Systems(Salford Systems n.d.) is well
suited for the purpose of the study, as it implements
classification and regression trees (for some details see
(Linoff 2004)). Figure 3 illustrates the steps taken
to create the predictive models that address tasks 1
and 2 discussed in the beginning of section 4.

4.4.1 Predicting project funding (Task 1)

These models involved 13 attributes from the origi-
nal data set, including Person Name; Person Code;
Type (with the following possible values: ’inter-
nal member’ (from the same university), ’exter-
nal member’ (from other university or industry)
and ’student’); Faculty (to which the person be-
long to), School (to which the person belong
to); Year (when a project started or a publi-
cation was made); Research center membership;
Project name; Project Status (whether funding
grant application has been approved or rejected);
Publication category.

Model for predicting project funding based
on the original data set

Predictive models were created with a sample
from the original data set (sample of records are
taken because of restriction of software used). All
the project data was divided into 4 files with 800
records in each data set. Several random sets of
800 records with exclusion were taken at a time
and respective predictive models were created and
tested. The model created with the following at-
tributes to predict Project Status whether project
will be approved (funded) or rejected (not funded)

Variable Importance
Importance Original dataset Enhanced dataset
1 Person Name ProjectName
2 Project Name Research Center
3 School Name Local Eigenvector
4 Faculty Name Closeness
5 Year Harmonic Closeness
6 Research Center Betweenness

Table 2: Varible Importance - Project Funding

scored the best result. The attributes used with
the model include Research center membership;
Person Name, School Name, Project Name; Year
and Faculty Name.

Predictive Accuracy
Learn Dataset - 81.46%

Test Data Set Using
Cross Validation - 54.62%
Separate test file - 55.77%

Model for predicting project funding based
on the enhanced data set

Another set of predictive analysis models are
created with enhanced data set (sample of records
are taken because of software restriction). A ran-
dom 800 records were taken and several predictive
models were created. The model created with the
following attributes to predict Project Status
whether project will be approved (funded) or re-
jected (not funded) scored the best result. The
attributes used with the model are Project Name,
Closeness, Betweeness, Eigen Vector,
Harmonic closeness, Local Eigenvector, Year,
Research center membership.

Predictive Accuracy
Learn Dataset - 64.83%

Test Data Set Using
Cross Validation - 60.32%
Test data - 60.72%

Variable importance for predicting project
funded or not funded

Table 2 displays all the variables in order of im-
portance, with most important as 1 to least important
as 6, for the analytical models created with the help
of project data set.

4.4.2 Predicting publication category
(Task 2)

This task started with the same data set as for Task
1.

Model for predicting publication category
code based on the original data set

Predictive analysis models for publication cate-
gory code are created with the publication data set
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Variable Importance
Importance Original dataset Enhanced dataset
1 Person Name Closeness
2 School Name Harmonic Closeness
3 Faculty Name Faculty
4 Year Betweeness
5 Research Center Year
6 Type Eigenvector

Table 3: Varible Importance - Publication Category

from the original data and a sample of records are
taken (sample of records are taken because of soft-
ware restriction). A random 800 records were taken
in a dataset and several predictive models were cre-
ated and tested. All publication datset is divided
into 10 data files. Models are tested in several it-
erations to include all records for model testing pur-
pose. The model created with the following attributes
to predict publication category code scored the best
result. The attributes used with the model in-
clude Research center membership; Person Name,
School Name, Year, Faculty Name, Type (Person
type).

Predictive Accuracy
Learn Dataset - 83.69%

Test Data Set Using
Cross Validation - 68.42%
Separate test file - 69.72%

Model for predicting publication category
code based on the enhanced data set

Another predictive analysis models are created
with enhanced data set (sample of records are taken
because of software restriction). Again a ran-
dom 800 records were taken and several predictive
models were created and tested. The model cre-
ated with the following attributes to predict pub-
lication category scored the best result. The at-
tributes used with the model include Closeness,
Betweeness, Eigenvector, Harmonic closeness,
Local Eigenvector, Faculty Name

Predictive Accuracy
Learn Dataset - 78.6%

Test Data Set Using
Cross Validation - 76.53%
Test data - 74.10%

Variable importance for predicting publica-
tion category code

Table 3 displays all the variables in order of im-
portance, with most important as 1 to least important
as 6, for the analytical models created with the help
of project data set.

4.5 Comparison of the results

A summary of the results from the analytical mod-
els in this pilot study are presented in Table 4. The
results from the experiments with the original and ex-
tended data sets in Task 1 are presented in columns
Task 1.o and Task 1.e. The results from the ex-
periments with the original and extended data sets
in Task 2 are presented in columns Task 2.o and

Task 2.e. These results illustrate that when the es-
timated SNA centrality measures of one part of the
data set are added as complementary predictors to
the other part of the data set they improve the pre-
diction accuracy both in a cross validation setting and
on unseen data.

Therefore, this preliminary study supports the hy-
pothesis that information about the network struc-
tures in a data set can improve the accuracy of pre-
dictive analysis. To some extent this approach can be
viewed as enhanced predictive analytics technique.

5 Conclusions

Since the days of the six-degree separation experi-
ment, social network analysis has advanced signifi-
cantly, thanks to the prevalence of online social web-
sites and their capabilities of collecting data about
the communities created around them, as well as the
availability of a variety of offline large-scale social net-
work systems such as collaboration networks. There
are several technologies to support rich social interac-
tions as blogs, wikis, social bookmarks, social tagging
and these techniques are finding their way into busi-
ness environments (Drakos et al. 2008).

This paper addressed the issue of utilising the in-
formation about the network structures of relations
between the instances of a data set in predictive mod-
eling cycle. Such practical problems emerge in various
corporate settings, as well as in academic collabora-
tion in universities.

The work presented a method that deploys SNA
methods for extracting the structure of the network.
Essential information about this structure is encoded
through the various network centrality measures. In
this work we have depicted four measures.

The results of this study support the hypothesis
that information about the network structures in a
data set (whose impact is included through the cen-
trality measures) can improve the accuracy of pre-
dictive analysis. In both predictive tasks we have
improved the average percentage accuracy over the
test data. Though the improvement in the accuracy
is several percent, the additional data preprocessing
for estimating respective centrality measures is worth
considering in domains like cancer treatment, where
every percent of increased accuracy matters!
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Abstract

Linear Principal Components Analysis (LPCA) is
known for its simplicity to reduce the features dimen-
sionality. An extension of LPCA, Kernel Principal
Components Analysis (KPCA), outperforms LPCA
when applied on non-linear data in high dimensional
feature space. However, on large datasets with high
input space, KPCA deals with a memory issue and
imbalance classification problems with difficulty. This
paper presents an approach to reduce the complexity
of the training process of KPCA by condensing the
training set with sampling and clustering techniques
as pre-processing step. The experiments were carried
out on a large real-world Telecommunication dataset
and were assessed on a churn prediction task. The
experiments show that the proposed approach, when
combined with clustering techniques, can efficiently
reduce feature dimension and outperforms standard
PCA for customer churn prediction.

Keywords: Kernel PCA, Churn Prediction, Cluster-
ing, Imbalanced Classification

1 Introduction

Due to the advances in data collection and stor-
age capability, companies can record considerable
amount of information on customers. However, the
number of available information is so massive, that
both automatic tools and experts face difficulties to
analyse these data. Therefore, Dimension Reduction
techniques have been developed to select the most
adequate information out from high dimensional
datasets. In telecommunication service sector,
predicting customer churn has become a major
focus for companies as churn can result in a huge
financial loss. However, analyzing customer data
can be troublesome as it contains substantial size of
information. One solution is the Feature Extraction
(FE) approach.

The main goal of FE approach is to discard re-
dundant attributes and create a new set of attributes
that captures the important information more
effectively. The FE approach can be subdivided

Copyright c©2009, Australian Computer Society, Inc. This pa-
per appeared at the Eighth Australasian Data Mining Confer-
ence (AusDM 2009), Melbourne, Australia. Conferences in Re-
search and Practice in Information Technology (CRPIT), Vol.
101, Paul J. Kennedy, Kok-Leong Ong and Peter Christen, Ed.
Reproduction for academic, not-for profit purposes permitted
provided this text is included.

into three categories: Filter Approach, Heuristic
Technique (Genetic Algorithm etc.) and Feature
Transformation Approach. The last approach is
applied in this paper as it has the advantages of
exploring feature combination more effectively.

The Kernel Principal Component Analysis (KPCA)
(Schölkopf, Smola & Müller 1998, Schölkopf, Mika,
Burges, Knirsch, Müller, Rätsch & Smola 1998) is
a renowned feature transformation approach that
transforms the original features into new features
with orthogonal transformations based on eigenvec-
tors. KPCA is the extension of Linear Principal
Component Analysis (LPCA) (I.T.Jolliffe 1986)
which extends LPCA by mapping the input data into
non-linear feature space and operates PCA with the
support of Kernel trick. However, the computational
complexity and the memory size required during the
training process of KPCA depend on the size of the
training dataset. Following issues are expected when
applying KPCA on Telecommunication Data:

• Standard KPCA may not be a suitable solution
to transform a very large dataset due to its high
complexity and memory requirements.

• Similarly to LPCA, KPCA has very low discrim-
inant ability to solve imbalanced classification
problems as in LPCA (Chawla et al. 2004). Im-
balanced classification is present when churn pre-
diction is applied on Telecommunication data as
95% of the customers are non-churners and 5%
are churners.

Several approaches have been proposed to solve
these limitations by focusing on the simplification
of the KPCA training procedure (Franc 2003, Kim
2005, Marukatat 2006). Kim et al. implement
iterative KPCA by applying Generalised Hebbian
Algorithm (GHA), which is a linear neural net-
work model for unsupervised learning. The author
kernelizes GHA to obtain a memory efficient ap-
proximation of KPCA and thus its training process
can be achieved without storing a large kernel matrix.

Frank et al.(Franc 2003) introduces a simple
greedy algorithm to iteratively add input vectors into
a new training dataset until the prescribed limits are
reached. These limits for input vector selection are
the maximum number of vectors to store and the
maximum approximation error rate ǫ. This approach
reduces the workload of training process because it
reduces the size of the training set, thus decrease the
memory requirement.
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In (Marukatat 2006), a clustering algorithm called
Kernel K-Means is applied on a training dataset to
simplify the training process. It applies K-Means
clustering on input data after mapping them onto
high dimensional feature space.

However, these approaches have not been tested
on a real application with a large dataset such as
telecommunication data.

In this paper, we focus on condensation method
through clustering and sampling techniques on train-
ing data before mapping them onto high dimensional
feature space. The proposed approach employs a
clustering/sampling algorithm to reduce the size of
a training dataset, use the reduced dataset to train
KPCA and then use the trained KPCA to reduce
the feature dimensions (i.e. feature transformation).
This process is validated by using a real-world
dataset collected from Telecommunication Company.

The rest of this paper is organised as follows:
the next section outlines details of the proposed
KPCA approach. Experimental results along with
discussion are presented in Section 4 and we conclude
and highlight some future directions in Section 5.

2 Kernel PCA

KPCA is a feature extraction algorithm which
combines the operations of LPCA approach and the
Kernel trick technique (Schölkopf, Smola & Müller
1998) to transform data. LPCA has been known
for its simplicity and minimal effort for dimension
reduction due to the assumption of linearity. How-
ever, it is only limited to re-expressing a data as
a linear combination of its basis vectors. KPCA
extends LPCA by mapping the features into the
high dimensional feature space F , which enables
KPCA to separate non-linear data more clearly
than LPCA that uses a linear combination. The
procedure of KPCA feature extraction is explained
in the followings.

Consider a dataset {xi,i=1,2,...,N} with dimen-
sionality d. In order to find the separability of
nonlinear data, the KPCA maps the data into a
high (possibly infinite) dimensional feature space by
using the Kernel trick, and then the KPCA solves
the following eigenvalue decomposition problem:

λα = Kα, subject to ||α||2 =
1

λ
(1)

K is the kernel matrix, defined as:

K =




k11 k12 · · · k1N

k21 k22 · · · k2N

· · ·
· · ·
· · ·

kN1 kN2 · · · kNN




(2)

The element kij of the kernel matrix can be computed
by

kij = k(xi, xj) (3)

where k(.) is a kernel function. One of the most
widely used kernel functions is the Gaussian kernel:

k(x, y) = exp(− ||x−y||2

2σ
), σ > 0. Once the Eigen-

value Decomposition problem (See Eq.1) is solved, the

eigenvalues and eigenvectors can be used to project a
test data x by:

πk(x) =
N∑

i=1

α
k
i k(xi, x) (4)

However, the described KPCA is considered only
when the kernel matrix K is centred. The kernel
matrix K is not centred in general case. To solve
this problem, K needs to be updated by the follow-
ing equation:

k̃(xi, xj) = kij −
1

N

N∑

a=1

kia −
1

N

N∑

a=1

kaj +
1

N2

N∑

a,b=1

kab (5)

Similarly, the data projection for this case is per-
formed by

πk(x) =
1

√
λk

N∑

i=1

α
k
i k̃(xi, x) (6)

where λk is the kth largest non-zero Eigenvalue, αk
i

denotes ith value of λk’s corresponding Eigenvector
and xtest is a test data.

In summary, following steps are required in or-
der to obtain the principal components in KPCA
(Schölkopf, Smola & Müller 1998): Firstly, decide
which Kernel function to apply and then compute
Kernel matrix K (Eq.2); secondly solve Eigenvalue
problem; thirdly project the test data onto the
Eigenvectors (Eq.6).

3 Proposed Approach

3.1 KPCA applied to telecommunication
data

When KPCA is applied to a dataset of N input
data, a kernel matrix of size N × N is required
to be computed. This matrix is required in both
the training and the data projection parts. With
increasing size of input data to train KPCA, the size
of kernel matrix increases. This leads to an issue in
the memory requirements and in the computational
complexity. In order to solve these problems, sam-
pling and clustering algorithms are applied on a large
training dataset to create a dataset of limited size.
Since the size of the new dataset is small, the kernel
matrix becomes small and thus the computational
complexity of solving Eq.1 and the memory to store
this kernel matrix are greatly reduced.

The main objective of this paper is to find a
solution to avoid KPCA high memory consumption.
In order to evaluate our modified KPCA approach
in pre-processing step, it is applied on a dataset
from Telecommunication services. The accuracy of
predicting churn customer is observed and used to
compare the solutions. The experiments for this
paper are conducted to observe: 1) the comparison
of condensation methods, 2) the impact of size of
training data and 3) KPCA versus LPCA.

We present an algorithm, a modified KPCA in
pre-processing step, described in Algorithm 1 that
reduce the size of the training set before applying
KPCA. Two approaches are described in Algorithm
1: the class-based, which takes class label into
account and the approach that is contrary to class-
based. The latter approach selects data based on
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Algorithm 1 Adapted KPCA to telecommunication with/without supervision

1. Divide Str into groups {Str
i , i = 1, · · · ,M} according to the class labels, where M is the total number

of different labels.

2. For i=1 to M ,

2.1 Use either a clustering (e.g. K-Means algorithm) or a sampling algorithm to Str
i to obtain K number

of data, where K is the number of subsets after clustering {dk, k = 1, · · · ,K}.

2.2 For k = 1 to K,

2.2.1 For sampling select an instance xk
new from Str

i randomly.
For clustering, calculate the centre of mass of cluster dk by

x
k
new =

∑L

l=1 xl

L
(7)

where L is the size of dk and xl is a instances of dk.
2.2.2 Add xk

new to Snew
i .

2.3 Store instances in Snew
i dataset into Snew

3. Use Snew to train KPCA by the training process described in section 2.

4. Apply trained KPCA to project the datasets Snew and Ste by Eq. (6).

condensation methods without considering the class
label (churn or non-churn). There is a possibility
that this approach leads to imbalanced classification
problems due to disproportion in the number of class
labels. The former approach, on the contrary, solves
previous approach limitations by creating a dataset
Snew that contains classes with same proportion (If
K = 1024, 512 churn and 512 non-churn are allocated
to form Snew). For the latter approach of Algorithm
1, initialise the algorithm from Step 2.1 as first step
and remove Step 1 and Step 2 iteration. Replace Str

i

and Snew
i as Str and Snew. On the other hand, Step

1 and Step 2 iteration are added for the class-based
approach so that the size of churn and non-churn in
Snew are due proportion.

Figure 1 illustrates the workflow of the experi-
ments. The data provided in Step 1 is the original
training dataset, Str, which contains 100,000 cus-
tomers (non-churners and churners) in the ratio of
19:1. Clustering/Sampling techniques are then ap-
plied to this dataset to generate a reduced training
dataset, Snew, of size K. In Step 3 the reduced
dataset is used to train KPCA and transform the test
dataset, Ste and possibly Str. The α in Step 3 refers
to the number of attributes in transformed dataset,
which is dependent on threshold parameter. These
two datasets are employed for classification purposes
afterwards. In addition, the transformed dataset can
be visualized in Step 4.

3.2 DataSet Description

139,000 customers were randomly selected from a real
world database provided by Eircom for the experi-
ments. The training set is composed of 6,000 churn-
ers and 94,000 non-churners. The test dataset con-
tains 39,000 customers (2,000 churners and 37,000
non-churners). These data contain 122 features which
describe individual customer characteristics. Follow-
ing items describe features that are considered for cus-
tomer churn prediction problem. See (Huang et al.
2009) for more detailed descriptions:

• Broadband Internet and telephone line informa-
tion

• Broadband monthly usage information

• Demographic profiles

• Information of grants

Figure 1: Workflow of the algorithm

• Account Information

• Service orders

• Henley Segments

• The historical information of payments and bills

• Call details

For example, features from Broadband Internet and
telephone line information could give additional in-
formation as to why customer cease contract for the
provided services. It includes information about voice
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mail service (provided or not), the number of broad-
band lines, the number of telephone lines, and so on.
Due to confidentiality of Customer data, full details
of each attribute sets cannot be explained.

3.3 Condensation Methods

Figure 2: Condensation methods used in the experi-
ments

Standard approach and Class-based approaches
are applied on clustering and sampling techniques.
Standard approach selects K cluster centre points
but neglects the proportion of each class label.
On the other hand, class-based approach takes
the class label into account and therefore keeps a
proportion of 1:1 between churners and non-churners.

There are a total of 5 different condensation
methods as shown in Fig.2. First and second sets are
Class-based and Standard clustering. In the cluster-
ing approach Str, the original imbalanced training
dataset, is given to the K-Means algorithm, and is
clustered into K groups. In Class-based Clustering,
Str is separated into number of datasets based on
the class label and clustering technique is applied on
each subset. Although clustering a dataset may be
computational expensive, this can be solved by less
complex version of K-Means such as on-line K-Means.

In order to compare the interest of clustering-
based condensation method, we compare it to usual
sampling methods. The last three condensation
methods are random Sampling, Boosted Sampling,
Class-based Sampling. The first sampling method
is a conventional method, which randomly selects
K customers without any condition which leads to
unknown size of churners and non-churners. On the
contrary, the latter two methods conditionally select
data. The class-based Sampling method selects
equal number of customer for each class randomly to
keep the ratio to 1:1. In Boosted sampling, which
is also a class-based sampling, we increase the ratio
of churners vs. non-churners to 2:1. Following the
pre-processing step, we apply the newly generated
dataset Snew to KPCA.

For both clustering and sampling approaches K
is set to be in {2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128, 256, 512}
where K is the number of customers in Snew, the
dataset that will be given to the KPCA process.

In order to avoid biased classification 10 datasets
were generated for each method for each K. These
datasets are then given to KPCA to generate trans-
formed datasets and used for churn prediction task.
Following the task, the results of each dataset of
same method are averaged for comparison purposes.

3.4 KPCA Configuration

Gaussian Radial Basis Function (RBF) is selected as
the kernel function in the experiments. This method
requires a parameter, the Gaussian width σ. The pa-
rameter σ is set to 46 throughout the experiments.
The number of PC to keep can be decided either
by specifying the exact number of features or set-
ting a threshold. In the experiments, we set 0.9 as
the threshold, which means that eigenvectors that ac-
count for 90% of total eigenvalues after solving Eq.1
are kept for feature projection.

The two parameters described earlier were em-
ployed based on previous experiments with smaller
datasets and with different classifiers. However, the
setting of these parameters should be assessed directly
from the transformed dataset after KPCA.

3.5 Evaluation Criteria

According to the literature and previous experiments
in (Huang et al. 2009), the Decision Tree C4.5 (R.
1996, 1993) performed the best results among other
classifiers (SVM, Neural Networks) when applied on
telecommunication data. Therefore, the Decision
Tree C4.5 was employed.

The performance of the predictive churn model has
to be evaluated. Table 1 shows a confusion matrix,
where a11, resp. a22 is the number of the correctly
predicted churners, resp. non-churners, and a12, resp.
a21 is the number of the incorrectly predicted churn-
ers, resp. non-churners. Following evaluation criteria

Predicted
CHU NONCHU

Actual CHU a11 a12
NONCHU a21 a22

Table 1: Confusion Matrix

are used in the experiments (Hamilton et al. n.d.);

• The accuracy of true churn (TP) is defined as
the proportion of churn cases that were classified
correctly: TP = a11

a11+a12

.

• The false churn rate (FP) is the proportion of
non churn cases that were incorrectly classified
as churn: FP = a21

a21+a22

.

A good solution should have both a high TP and a
low FP. When comparing two solutions, S1 and S2,
if S1’TP is above S2’TP and S1’FP is below S2’ FP,
S1 is considered to dominate S2 and is considered
as the best solution. When no solution is dominant,
the evaluation depends on the expert strategy, i.e. to
favour TP or FP.

4 Results and Discussion

Figure.3 presents the averaged results and the
deviation of each condensation methods with a Snew

of different size. Among the condensation methods,
simple sampling produced the lowest churn predic-
tion results with a maximum of 63% at K=256, resp.
62% at K=512, as shown in Fig.3(a). In Fig.3(b),
the class-based sampling methods performed better
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(a) Simple sampling (b) Class-based sampling

(c) Clustering approach (d) Approach comparison

Figure 3: TP and variance for diverse condensation methods with varying size

with 68% and 66% as the highest TP for class-based
(1:1) and boost (2:1) sampling respectively. Al-
though the boost sampling produced similar results
to class-based sampling, increasing the number of
churn in Snew do not increase the TP accuracy.
The class-based clustering approach recorded the
highest TP rate among other condensation methods
with 70% at K=64 shown in Fig.3(c). On the other
hand, standard clustering produced similar results
to class-based sampling methods. Fig.3(d) compares
the best approach from each previous figure to
highlight the difference between sampling and clus-
tering approaches. It includes simple and class-based
sampling and class-based clustering methods.

The curve line in each graph in Fig.3 indicate
that it is not necessary to consider all the data to
obtain maximum accuracy. On all approaches after
a given K, results tend to be of same order.

LPCA Class.Clus Simple.Samp Class.Samp
TP (%) 69.35 73.45 67 71.65
FP (%) 4.05 1.703 2.56 2.83

Table 2: The best Prediction rates vs. LPCA and the
modified KPCA approach

Table 2 compares the prediction rates between the
adapted KPCA and LPCA and Figure 4 plots the
first PC against the second PC following the KPCA
projections for 2D visualization. The dataset that
produced the best results out of 10 datasets from each
condensation methods in Fig.3 were used as training
set and compared. The test set used for Figure 5 is
described in Section 3.2. The red and green dots refer
to churners and non-churners respectively. We can
see that class-based clustering approach produced the
best results with best separability of classes among
the 4 approaches. Fig.5 plots the receiver operating
characteristics (ROC) of TP against FP. It shows

Figure 5: ROC graph: True Churn vs. False Churn
for different approaches

that the values of class-based clustering is above of
both simple and class-based sampling (it dominates
them except for K=2). Class-based Clustering with
K = 16 has TP of around 70% and FP of below 1%.
The remaining 30% of TP is classified as non churner
while being churner. Similarly, the remaining 99% of
FP is classified correctly as non churner. Therefore
class-based clustering approach is the best approach
among the condensation methods: class-based clus-
tering dominates clustering and clustering dominates
sampling.
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(a) Sampling (b) LPCA

(c) Class-based Clustering (d) Class-based Sampling

Figure 4: 2D visualization for different approaches after KPCA/LPCA

In summary, the experiments showed that clus-
tering approach produced a more adequate summary
of the dataset than sampling approach and leads
to a better prediction rate both in TP and FP.
To conclude, KPCA with clustering approach in
pre-processing step is more efficient than LPCA and
sampling approach.

5 Conclusions and Future Perspective

In this paper, we have proposed a modified KPCA
approach to be able to process large datasets and to
improve performances on imbalanced classification
problem. The proposed KPCA approach focuses on
reducing the memory requirements of the training
process in the KPCA by reducing the size of the
training dataset through sampling and clustering
techniques. To solve KPCA limitations, Kernel
matrix size is reduced as it accounts for most
memory space in KPCA and the number of each
class in a training dataset is adjusted for balanced
classification purpose. Condensing techniques used
were simple and class-based sampling and K-Means
clustering.

The modified approach was tested on a telecommu-
nication dataset on a churn prediction task. The
results show that KPCA with clustering approach
outperformed LPCA and sampling approach. In
addition to this, the approach that takes class label
into account performed better in both clustering and
sampling.

However, there are some problems in using the
proposed approach. Class-based clustering algorithm
produced the best results but we need to investigate

if a different clustering technique will produce better
results than K-Means. We plan to use other clus-
tering algorithms such as methods based on density,
like DBSCAN, or based on subspaces, like CLIQUE.

Another limitation of using KPCA is the evalua-
tion of the transformed features. It should be assessed
directly without relying on the classifier results, be-
cause this evaluation is very costly. Therefore, we
will measure and assess the separability of classes to
be able to select internally the most suitable feature
transformation.

Finally, the right parameters should be discovered
automatically. In this paper, we set the Gaussian ker-
nel width as 46 and the number of PC with a thresh-
old of 0.9 based on previous experiments. In future
works, we plan to develop a method to estimate au-
tomatically these parameters.
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Abstract

We present a new space-efficient approach,
(SparseDTW ), to compute the Dynamic Time
Warping (DTW ) distance between two time series
that always yields the optimal result. This is in
contrast to other known approaches which typically
sacrifice optimality to attain space efficiency. The
main idea behind our approach is to dynamically
exploit the existence of similarity and/or correlation
between the time series. The more the similarity
between the time series the less space required to
compute the DTW between them. To the best
of our knowledge, all other techniques to speedup
DTW, impose apriori constraints and do not exploit
similarity characteristics that may be present in the
data. We conduct experiments and demonstrate that
SparseDTW outperforms previous approaches.

Keywords: Time series, Similarity measures, Dy-
namic time warping, Data mining

1 Introduction

Dynamic time warping (DTW ) uses the dynamic pro-
gramming paradigm to compute the alignment be-
tween two time series. An alignment “warps” one
time series onto another and can be used as a ba-
sis to determine the similarity between the time se-
ries. DTW has similarities to sequence alignment in
bioinformatics and computational linguistics except
that the matching process in sequence alignment and
warping have to satisfy a different set of constraints
and there is no gap condition in warping. DTW first
became popular in the speech recognition commu-
nity (Sakoe & Chiba 1978) where it has been used
to determine if the two speech wave-forms represent
the same underlying spoken phrase. Since then it has
been adopted in many other diverse areas and has
become the similarity metric of choice in time series
analysis (Keogh & Pazzani 2000).

Like in sequence alignment, the standard DTW
algorithm has O(mn) space complexity where m and
n are the lengths of the two sequences being aligned.
This limits the practicality of the algorithm in todays
“data rich environment” where long sequences are of-

∗The work was done while the author at School of Information
Technologies, The University of Sydney.
Copyright c©2009, Australian Computer Society, Inc. This pa-
per appeared at the Eighth Australasian Data Mining Con-
ference (AusDM 2009), Melbourne, Australia. Conferences in
Research and Practice in Information Technology (CRPIT),
Vol. 101. Paul J. Kennedy, Kok-Leong Ong, and Peter Chris-
ten, Eds. Reproduction for academic, not-for profit purposes
permitted provided this text is included.

ten the norm rather than the exception. For example,
consider two time series which represent stock prices
at one second granularity. A typical stock is traded
for at least eight hours on the stock exchange and
that corresponds to a length of 8× 60× 60 = 28800.
To compute the similarity, DTW would have to store
a matrix with at least 800 million entries!

Figure 1(a) shows an example of an alignment
(warping) between two sequences S and Q. It is
clear that there are several possible alignments but
the challenge is to select the one which has the min-
imal overall distance. The alignment has to satisfy
several constraints which we will elaborate on in Sec-
tion 3.

Salvador & Chan (2007) have provided a succinct
categorization of different techniques that have been
used to speed up DTW :

• Constraints: By adding additional constraints
the search space of possible alignments can be
reduced. Two well known exemplars of this
approach are the Sakoe & Chiba (1978) and
the Itakura (1975) constraints which limit how
far the alignment can deviate from the diago-
nal. While these approaches provide a relief in
the space complexity, they do not guarantee the
optimality of the alignment.

• Data Abstraction: In this approach, the warp-
ing path is computed at a lower resolution of the
data and then mapped back to the original reso-
lution (Salvador & Chan 2007). Again, optimal-
ity of the alignment is not guaranteed.

• Indexing: Keogh & Ratanamahatana
(2004), Sakurai et al. (2005), and Lemire
(2009) proposed an indexing approach, which
does not directly speed up DTW but limits the
number of DTW computations. For example,
suppose there exists a database D of time
series sequences and a query sequence q. We
want to retrieve all sequences d ∈ D such that
DTW (q, d) < ε. Then instead of checking q
against each and every sequence in D, an easy
to calculate lower bound function LBF is first
applied between q and D. The argument works
as follows:

1. By construction, LBF (q, d) < DTW (q, d).
2. Therefore, if LBF (q, d) > ε then

DTW (q, d) > ε and DTW (q, d) does not
have to be computed.

1.1 Main Contribution

The main insight behind our proposed approach,
SparseDTW, is to dynamically exploit the possible
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existence of inherent similarity and correlation
between the two time series whose DTW is be-
ing computed. This is the motivation behind
the Sakoe-Chiba band and the Itakura Parellelo-
gram but our approach has three distinct advantages:

1. Bands in SparseDTW evolve dynamically and
are, on average, much smaller than the tra-
ditional approaches. We always represent the
warping matrix using sparse matrices, which
leads to better average space complexity com-
pared to other approaches (Figure 9).

2. SparseDTW always yields the optimal warping
path since we never have to set apriori con-
straints independently of the data. For exam-
ple, in the traditional banded approaches, a sub-
optimal path will result if all the possible optimal
warping paths have to cross the bands.

3. Since SparseDTW yields an optimal alignment,
it can easily be used in conjunction with lower
bound approaches.

1.2 Paper Outline

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section
2 describes related work on DTW. The DTW algo-
rithm is described in Section 3. In Section 4, we give
an overview of the techniques used to speed up DTW
by adding constraints. Section 5 reviews the Divide
and Conquer approach for DTW which is guaranteed
to take up O(m+n) space and O(mn) time. Further-
more, we provide an example which clearly shows that
the divide and conquer approach fails to arrive at the
optimal DTW result. The SparseDTW algorithm is
introduced with a detailed example in Section 6. We
analyze and discuss our results in Section 7, followed
by our conclusions in Section 8.

2 Related Work

DTW was first introduced in the data mining com-
munity in the context of mining time series (Berndt &
Clifford 1994). Since it is a flexible measure for time
series similarity it is used extensively for ECGs (Elec-
trocardiograms) (Caiani et al. 1998), speech process-
ing (Rabiner & Juang 1993), and robotics (Schmill
et al. 1999). It is important to know that DTW is a
measure not a metric, because DTW does not satisfy
the triangular inequality.

Several techniques have been introduced to
speed up DTW and/or reduce the space overhead
(Hirschberg 1975, Yi et al. 1998, Kim et al. 2001,
Keogh & Ratanamahatana 2004, Lemire 2009).

Divide and conquer (DC) heuristic proposed
by Hirschberg (1975); that is a dynamic programming
algorithm that finds the least cost sequence alignment
between two strings in linear space and quadratic
time. The algorithm was first used in speech recogni-
tion area to solve the Longest Common Subsequence
(LCSS). However as we will show with the help of
an example, DC does not guarantee the optimality of
the DTW distance.

Sakoe & Chiba (1978) speed up the DTW by
constraining the warping path to lie within a band
around the diagonal. However, if the optimal path
crosses the band, the result will not be optimal.

Keogh & Ratanamahatana (2004) and Lemire
(2009) introduced efficient lower bounds that reduce
the number of DTW computations in a time series
database context. However, these lower bounds do
not reduce the space complexity of the DTW compu-
tation, which is the objective of our work.

Sakurai et al. (2005) presented FTW, a search
method for DTW; it adds no global constraints on
DTW. Their method designed based on a lower
bounding distance measure that approximates the
DTW distance. Therefore, it minimizes the num-
ber of DTW computations but does not increase the
speed the DTW itself.

Salvador & Chan (2007) introduced an approxi-
mation algorithm for DTW called FastDTW. Their
algorithm begins by using DTW in very low resolu-
tion, and progresses to a higher resolution linearly
in space and time. FastDTW is performed in three
steps: coarsening shrinks the time series into a smaller
time series; the time series is projected by finding the
minimum distance (warping path) in the lower resolu-
tion; and the warping path is an initial step for higher
resolutions. The authors refined the warping path us-
ing local adjustment. FastDTW is an approximation
algorithm, and thus there is no guarantee it will al-
ways find the optimal path. It requires the coarsening
step to be run several times to produce many differ-
ent resolutions of the time series. The FastDTW ap-
proach depends on a radius parameter as a constraint
on the optimal path; however, our technique does not
place any constrain while calculating the DTW dis-
tance.

DTW has been used in data streaming prob-
lems. Capitani & Ciaccia (2007) proposed a new tech-
nique, Stream-DTW (STDW ). This measure is a
lower bound of the DTW. Their method uses a slid-
ing window of size 512. They incorporated a band
constraint, forcing the path to stay within the band
frontiers, as in (Sakoe & Chiba 1978).

All the above algorithms were proposed either to
speed up DTW, by reducing its space and time com-
plexity, or reducing the number of DTW computa-
tions. Interestingly, the approach of exploiting the
similarity between points (correlation) has never, to
the best of our knowledge, been used in finding the
optimality between two time series. SparseDTW con-
siders the correlation between data points, that allows
us to use a sparse matrix to store the warping matrix
instead of a full matrix. We do not believe that the
idea of sparse matrix has been considered previously
to reduce the required space.

Algorithm 1 DTW : The standard DTW algorithm.
Input: S: Sequence of length n, Q: Sequence of

length m.
Output: DTW distance.

1: Initialize D(i, 1) ⇐ iδ for each i
2: Initialize D(1, j) ⇐ jδ for each j
3: for all i such that 2 ≤ i ≤ n do
4: for all j such that 2 ≤ j ≤ m do
5: Use Equation 3 to compute D(i, j)
6: end for
7: end for
8: return D(n, m)

3 Dynamic Time Warping (DTW)

DTW is a dynamic programming technique used for
measuring the similarity between any two time series
with arbitrary lengths. This section gives an overview
of DTW and how it is calculated. The following two
time series (Equations 1 and 2) will be used in our
explanations.

S = s1, s2, s3, · · · , si, · · · , sn (1)
Q = q1, q2, q3, · · · , qj , · · · , qm (2)

Where n and m represent the length of time series
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(a) The alignment of measurements for measuring the DTW distance
between the two sequences S and Q.
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(b) The warping matrix D produced by DTW; highlighted cells con-
stitute the optimal warping path.

Figure 1: Illustration of DTW.

S and Q, respectively. i and j are the point indices
in the time series.

DTW is a time series association algorithm that
was originally used in speech recognition (Sakoe &
Chiba 1978). It relates two time series of feature
vectors by warping the time axis of one series onto
another.

As a dynamic programming technique, it divides
the problem into several sub-problems, each of which
contribute in calculating the distance cumulatively.
Equation 3 shows the recursion that governs the com-
putations is:

D(i, j) = d(i, j) + min

{
D(i− 1, j)
D(i− 1, j − 1)
D(i, j − 1).

(3)

The first stage in the DTW algorithm is to fill
a local distance matrix d. That matrix has n × m
elements which represent the Euclidean distance be-
tween every two points in the time series (i.e., distance
matrix). In the second stage, it fills the warping ma-
trix D (Figure 1(b)) on the basis of Equation 3. Lines
1 to 7 in Algorithm 1 illustrate the process of filling
the warping matrix. We refer to the cost between the
ith and the jth elements as δ as mentioned in line 1
and 2.

After filling the warping matrix, the final stage for
the DTW is to report the optimal warping path and
the DTW distance. Warping path is a set of adjacent
matrix elements that identify the mapping between
S and Q. It represents the path that minimizes the
overall distance between S and Q. The total number
of elements in the warping path is K, where K de-
notes the normalizing factor and it has the following
attributes:

W = w1, w2, . . . , wK

max(|S|, |Q|) ≤ K < (|S| + |Q|)
Every warping path must satisfy the following con-

straints (Keogh & Ratanamahatana 2004, Salvador &
Chan 2007, Sakoe & Chiba 1978):

1. Monotonicity: Any two adjacent elements of
the warping path W , wk = (wi, wj) and wk−1 =
(w

′

i, w
′

j), follow the inequalities, wi −w
′

i ≥ 0 and

wj −w
′

j ≥ 0. This constrain guarantees that the
warping path will not roll back on itself. That
is, both indexes i and j either stay the same or
increase (they never decrease).

2. Continuity: Any two adjacent elements of the
warping path W ,wk = (wi, wj) and wk+1 =
(w

′

i, w
′

j), follow the inequalities, wi −w
′

i ≤ 1 and
wj−w

′

j ≤ 1. This constraint guarantees that the
warping path advances one step at a time. That
is, both indexes i and j can only increase by at
most 1 on each step along the path.

3. Boundary: The warping path starts from the
top left corner w1 = (1, 1) and ends at the bot-
tom right corner wk = (n, m). This constraint
guarantees that the warping path contains all
points of both time series.

Although there are a large number of warping
paths that satisfy all of the above constraints, DTW
is designed to find the one that minimizes the warping
cost (distance). Figures 1(a) and 1(b) demonstrate an
example of how two time series (S and Q) are warped
and the way their distance is calculated. The circled
cells show the optimal warping path, which crosses
the grid from the top left corner to the bottom right
corner. The DTW distance between the two time se-
ries is calculated based on this optimal warping path
using the following equation:

DTW (S, Q) = min






√∑K
k=1 Wk

K
(4)

The K in the denominator is used to normalize
different warping paths with different lengths.

Since the DTW has to potentially examine every
cell in the warping matrix, its space and time com-
plexity is O(nm).

4 Global Constraint (BandDTW)

There are several methods that add global constraints
on DTW to increase its speed by limiting how far
the warping path may stray from the diagonal of the
warping matrix (Tappert & Das 1978, Berndt & Clif-
ford 1994, Myers et al. 1980). In this paper we use
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Figure 2: Global constraint (Sakoe Chiba Band),
which limits the warping scope. The diagonal green
areas correspond to the warping scopes.

Sakoe-Chiba Band (henceforth, we refer to it as Band-
DTW) Sakoe & Chiba (1978) when comparing with
our proposed algorithm (Figure 2). BandDTW used
to speed up the DTW by adding constraints which
force the warping path to lie within a band around
the diagonal; if the optimal path crosses the band,
the DTW distance will not be optimal.

Algorithm 2 DC : Divide and Conquer technique.
Input: S: Sequence of length n, Q: Sequence of

length m.
Output: DTW distance.

1: Divide-Conquer-Alignment(S,Q)
2: n ⇐ |S|
3: m ⇐ |Q|
4: Mid ⇐ 'm/2(
5: if n ≤ 2 or m ≤ 2 then
6: Compute optimal alignment using standard

DTW
7: else
8: f ⇐ ForwardsSpaceEfficientAlign(S,Q[1:Mid])
9: g ⇐BackwardsSpaceEfficientAlign(S,Q[Mid:m])

10: q ⇐ index that minimizing f(q, Mid) +
g(q, Mid)

11: Add (q,Mid) to global array P
12: Divide-Conquer-Alignment(S[1:q],Q[1:Mid])
13: Divide-Conquer-Alignment(S[q:n],Q[Mid:m])
14: end if
15: return P

5 Divide and Conquer Technique (DC)

In the previous section, we have shown how to com-
pute the optimal alignment using the standard DTW
technique between two time series. In this section
we will show another technique that uses a Divide
and Conquer heuristic, henceforth we refer to it as
(DC ), proposed by Hirschberg (1975). DC is a dy-
namic programming algorithm used to find the least
cost sequence alignment between two strings. The
algorithm was first introduced to solve the Longest
Common Subsequence (LCSS) (Hirschberg 1975). Al-
gorithm 2 gives a high level description of the DC
algorithm. Like in the standard sequence alignment,

the DC algorithm has O(mn) time complexity but
O(m + n) space complexity, where m and n are the
lengths of the two sequences being aligned. We will
be using Algorithm 2 along with Figure 3 to explain
how DC works. In the example we use two sequences
S = [3, 4, 5, 3, 3] and Q = [1, 2, 2, 1, 0] to determine
the optimal alignment between them. There is only
one optimal alignment for this example (Figure 3(e)),
where shaded cells are the optimal warping path. The
DC algorithm works as follows:

1. It finds the middle point in Q which is Mid =
|Q|/2, (Figure 3(a)). This helps to find the split
point which divides the warping matrix into two
parts (sub-problems). A forward space efficiency
function (Line 8) uses S and the first cut of
Q = [1, 2, 2], then a backward step (Line 9) uses
S and Q = [2, 1, 0] (Figure 3(a)). Then by adding
the last column from the forward and backward
steps together and finding the index of the min-
imum value, the resultant column indicates the
row index that will be used along with the mid-
dle point to locate the split point (shaded cell in
Figure 3(a)). Thus, the first split point is D(4,3).
At this stage of the algorithm, there are two sub-
problems; the alignment of S = [3, 4, 5, 3] with
Q = [1, 2, 2] and of S = [3, 3] with Q = [2, 1, 0].

2. DC is recursive algorithm, each call splits the
problem into two other sub-problems if both se-
quences are of length > 2, otherwise it calls the
standard DTW to find the optimal path for that
particular sub-problem. In the example, the first
sub-problem will be fed to Line 12 which will
find another split point, because both input se-
quences are of length > 2. Figure 3(b) shows how
the new split point is found. Figure 3(c) shows
the two split points (shaded cells) which yield to
have sub-problems of sequences of length ≤ 2. In
this case DTW will be used to find the optimal
alignment for each sub-problem.

3. The DC algorithm finds the final alignment by
concatenating the results from each call of the
standard DTW.

The example in Figure 3 clarifies that the DC al-
gorithm does not give the optimal warping path. Fig-
ures 3(d) and (e) show the paths obtained by the DC
and DTW algorithms, respectively.

DC does not yield the optimal path as it goes into
infinite recursion because of how it calculates the mid-
dle point. DC calculates the middle point as follows:

There are two scenarios: first, when the middle
point (Algorithm 2 Line 4) is floored (Mid = )m/2*)
and second when it is rounded up (Mid = 'm/2().
The first scenario causes infinite recursion, since the
split from the previous step gives the same sub-
sequences (i.e., the algorithm keeps finding the same
split point). The second scenario is shown in Fig-
ures 3(a-d), which clearly confirms that the final op-
timal path is not the same as the one retrieved by the
standard DTW 1. The final DTW distance is differ-
ent as well. The shaded cells in Figures 3(d) and (e)
show that both warping paths are different.

6 Sparse Dynamic Programming Approach

In this section, we outline the main principles we use
in SparseDTW and follow up with an illustrated ex-
ample along with the SparseDTW pseudo-code. We
exploit the following facts in order to reduce space
usage while avoiding any re-computations:

1It should be noted that our example has only one optimal path
that gives the optimal distance.
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Figure 3: An example to show the difference between the standard DTW and the DC algorithm.

1. Quantizing the input time series to exploit the
similarity between the points in the two time se-
ries.

2. Using a sparse matrix of size k, where k = n×m
in the worst case. However, if the two sequences
are similar, k << n×m.

3. The warping matrix is calculated using dynamic
programming and sparse matrix indexing.

6.1 Key Concepts

In this section we introduce the key concepts used in
our algorithm.

Definition 1 (Sparse Matrix SM) is a matrix
that is populated largely with zeros. It allows the tech-
niques to take advantage of the large number of zero
elements. Figure 4(a) shows the SM initial state.
SM is linearly indexed, The little numbers, in the
top left corner of SM ’s cells, represent the cell in-
dex. For example, the indices of the cells SM(1, 1)
and SM(5, 5) are 1 and 25, respectively.

Definition 2 (Lower Neighbors (LowerNeighbors))
a cell c ∈ SM has three lower neighbors which are the
cells of the indices (c− 1), (c− n), and (c− (n + 1))
(where n is the number of rows in SM) . For
example, the lower neighbors of cell SM(12) are
SM(6), SM(7) and SM(11) (Figure 4(a)).

Definition 3 (Upper Neighbors (UpperNeighbors))
a cell c ∈ SM has three upper neighbors which are
the cells of the indices (c+1), (c+n), and (c+n+1)
(where n is the number of rows in SM) . For
example, the upper neighbors of cell SM(12) are
SM(13), SM(17) and SM(18) (Figure 4(a)).

Definition 4 (Blocked Cell (B)) a cell c ∈ SM is
blocked if its value is zero. The letter (B) refers to the
blocked cells (Figure 4(a)).

Definition 5 (Unblocking) Given a cell c ∈ SM ,
if SM(c)’s upper neighbors (SM(c + 1),SM(c + n),
and SM(c + n + 1)) are blocked, they will be un-
blocked. Unblocking is performed by calculating the
EucDist for these cells and adding them to SM . In
other words, adding the distances to these cells means
changing their state from blocked (B) into unblocked.
For example, SM(10) is a blocked upper neighbor of
SM(5), in this case SM(10) needs to be unblocked
(Figure 4(c)).

6.2 SparseDTW Algorithm

The algorithm takes Res, the resolution parameter
as an input that determines the number of bins as

2
Res . Res will have no impact on the optimality. We
now present an example of our algorithm to illustrate
some of the highlights of our approach: We start with
two sequences:

S = [3, 4, 5, 3, 3] and Q = [1, 2, 2, 1, 0].
In Line 1, we first quantize the sequences into the

range [0, 1] using Equation 5:

QuantizedSeqk
i =

Sk
i −min(Sk)

max(Sk)−min(Sk)
. (5)

Where Sk
i denotes the ith element of the kth time

series. This yields the following sequences:
S′ = [0, 0.5, 1.0, 0.0, 0.0] and Q′ =

[0.5, 1.0, 1.0, 0.5, 0]
In Lines 4 to 7 we create overlapping bins,

governed by two parameters: bin-width and the over-
lapping width (which we refer to as the resolution).
It is important to note that these two parameters
do not affect the optimality of the alignment but do
have an affect on the amount of space utilized. For
this particular example, the bin-width is 0.5. We
thus have 4 bins which are shown in Table 1.
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Figure 4: An example of the SparseDTW algorithm and the method of finding the optimal path.

Bin Number Bin Indices Indices
(Bk) Bounds of S′ of Q′

1 0.0-0.5 1,2,4,5 1,4,5
2 0.25-0.75 2 1,4
3 0.5-1.0 2,3 1,2,3,4
4 0.75-1.25 3 2,3

Table 1: Bins bounds, where Bk is the kth bin.

Our intuition is that points in sequences with simi-
lar profiles will be mapped to other points in the same
bin or neighboring bins. In which case the non-default
entries of the sparse matrix can be used to compute
the warping path. Otherwise, default entries of the
matrix will have to be “opened”, reducing the spar-
sity of the matrix but never sacrificing the optimal
alignment.

In Lines 3 to 13, the sparse warping matrix SM
is constructed using the equation below. SM2 is a
matrix that has generally few non-zero (or “interest-
ing”) entries. It can be represented in much less than
n × m space, where n and m are the lengths of the
time series S and Q, respectively.

SM(i, j) =
{

EucDist(S(i), Q(j)) if S(i) and Q(j) ∈ Bk

B otherwise
(6)

We assume that SM is linearly ordered and the de-
fault value of SM cells are zeros. That means the cells
initially are Blocked (B) (Figure 4(a)). Figure 4(a)
shows the linear order of the SM matrix, where the
little numbers on the top left corner of each cell rep-
resent the index of the cells. In Line 6 and 7, we find
the index of each quantized value that falls in the bin
bounds (Table 1 column 2, 3 and 4). The Inequal-

2If the Euclidean distance (EucDist) between S(i) and Q(j) is
zero, then SM(i, j) = −1, to distinguish between a blocked cell
and any cell that represents zero distance.

ity 7 is used in Line 6 and 7 to find the indices of the
default entries of the SM .

LowerBound ≤ QuantizedSeqk
i ≤ UpperBound.

(7)
Where LowerBound and UpperBound are the bin

bounds and QuantizedSeqk
i represents the quantized

time series which can be calculated using Equation 5.
Lines 8 to 12 are used to initialize the SM . That is

by joining all indices in idxS and idxQ to open corre-
sponding cells in SM . After unblocking (opening) the
cells that reflect the similarity between points in both
sequences, the SM entries are shown in Figure 4(b).

Lines 14 to 22 are used to calculate the warp-
ing cost. In Line 15, we find the warping cost for
each open cell c ∈ SM (cell c is the number from
the linear order of SM ’s cells) by finding the mini-
mum of the costs of its lower neighbors, which are
[c− 1, c− n, c− (n + 1)] (black arrows in Figure 4(d)
show the lower neighbors of every open cell). This
cost is then added to the local distance of cell c (Line
17). The above step is similar to DTW, however, we
may have to open new cells if the upper neighbors at
a given local cell c ∈ SM are blocked. The indices
of the upper neighbors are [c + 1, c + n, c + n + 1]
, where n is the length of sequence S (i.e., number
of rows in SM). Lines 18 to 21 are used to check
always the upper neighbors of c ∈ SM . This is per-
formed as follows: if the |UpperNeighbors| = 0 for a
particular cell, its upper neighbors will be unblocked.
This is very useful when the algorithm traverses SM
in reverse to find the final optimal path. In other
words, unblocking allows the path to be connected.
For example, the cell SM(5) has one upper neighbor
that is cell SM(10) which is blocked (Figure 4(b)),
therefore this cell will be unblocked by calculating
the EucDist(S(5),Q(2)). The value will be add to the
SM which means that cell SM(10) is now an en-
try in SM (Figure 4(c)). Although unblocking adds
cells to SM which means the number of open cells
will increase, but the overlapping in the bins bound-
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Algorithm 3 SparseDTW : Sparse dynamic pro-
gramming technique.
Input: S: Time series of length n, Q: Time series

of length m, and Res.
Output: Optimal warping path and SparseDTW

distance.
1: [S′, Q′] ⇐ Quantize(S, Q)
2: LowerBound ⇐ 0, UpperBound ⇐ Res
3: for all 0 ≤ LowerBound ≤ 1− Res

2 do
4: IdxS ⇐ find(LowerBound ≤ S′ ≤

UpperBound)
5: IdxQ ⇐ find(LowerBound ≤ Q′ ≤

UpperBound)
6: LowerBound ⇐ LowerBound + Res

2
7: UpperBound ⇐ LowerBound + Res
8: for all idxi ∈ IdxS do
9: for all idxj ∈ IdxQ do

10: Add EucDist(idxi, idxj) to SM {When
EucDist(idxi, idxj) = 0, SM(i, j) = −1.}

11: end for
12: end for
13: end for

{Note: SM is linearly indexed.}
14: for all c ∈ SM do
15: LowerNeighbors ⇐ {(c− 1), (c− n), (c− (n +

1))}
16: minCost ⇐ min(SM(LowerNeighbors))

{SM(LowerNeighbors)=-1 means cost=0.}
17: SM(c) ⇐ SM(c) + minCost
18: UpperNeighbors ⇐ {(c+1), (c+n), (c+n+1)}
19: if |UpperNeighbors| == 0 then
20: SM ∪ EucDist(UpperNeighbors)
21: end if
22: end for
23: WarpingPath ⇐ Φ
24: hop ⇐ SM(n×m) {Last index in SM.}
25: WarpingPath ∪ hop
26: while hop ,= SM(1) do
27: LowerNeighbors ⇐ {(hop − 1), (hop −

n), (hop− (n + 1))}
28: [minCost,index ]⇐

min[Cost([LowerNeighbors])
29: hop ⇐ index
30: WarpingPath ∪ hop
31: end while
32: WarpingPath ∪ SM(1)
33: return WarpingPath, SM(n×m)

aries allows the SM ’s unblocked cells to be connected
mostly that means less number of unblocking opera-
tions. Figure 4(d) shows the final entries of the SM
after calculating the warping cost of all open cells.

Lines 23 to 32 return the warping path. hop ini-
tially represents the linear index for the (m, n) entry
of SM , that is the bottom right corner of SM in
Figure 4(e). Starting from hop = n × m we choose
the neighbors [hop − n, hop − 1, hop − (n + 1)] with
minimum warping cost and proceed recursively un-
til we reach the first entry of SM , namely SM(1) or
hop = 1. It is interesting that while calculating the
warping path we only have to look at the open cells,
which may be fewer in number than 3. This poten-
tially reduces the overall time complexity.

Figure 4(e) demonstrates an example of how the
two time series (S and Q) are warped and the way
their distance is calculated using SparseDTW. The
filled cells show the optimal warping path, which
crosses the grid from the top left corner to the bottom
right corner. The distance between the two time se-
ries is calculated using Equation 4. Figure 4(f) shows
the standard DTW where the filled cells are the op-
timal warping path. It is clear that both techniques

give the optimal warping path which will yield the
optimal distance.

6.3 SparseDTW Complexity

Given two time series S and Q of length n and m,
the space and time complexity of standard DTW is
O(nm). For SparseDTW we attain a reduction by
a constant factor b, where b is the number of bins.
This is similar to the BandDTW approach where
the reduction in space complexity is governed by
the size of the band. However, SparseDTW always
yields the optimal alignment. The time complexity of
SparseDTW is O(nm) in the worst case as we poten-
tially have to access every cell in the matrix.

7 Experiments, Results and Analysis

In this section we report and analyze the experiments
that we have conducted to compare SparseDTW with
other methods. Our main objective is to evaluate the
space-time tradeoff between SparseDTW, BandDTW
and DTW. We evaluate the effect of correlation on
the running time of SparseDTW 3. As we have noted
before, both SparseDTW and DTW always yield the
optimal alignment while BandDTW results can often
lead to sub-optimal alignments, as the optimal warp-
ing path may lie outside the band. As we noted before
DC may not yield the optimal result.

7.1 Experimental Setup

All experiments were carried out on a Windows XP
operated PC with a Pentium(R) D (3.4 GHz) proces-
sor and 2 GB main memory. The data structures and
algorithm were implemented in C++.

7.2 Datasets

We have used a combination of benchmark and
synthetically generated datasets. The benchmark
dataset is a subset from the UCR time series data
mining archive (Keogh 2006). We have also generated
synthetic time series data to control and test the ef-
fect of correlation on the running time of SparseDTW.
We briefly describe the characteristics of each dataset
used.

• GunX: comes from the video surveillance appli-
cation and captures the shape of a gun draw with
the gun in hand or just using the finger. The
shape is captured using 150 time steps and there
are a total of 100 sequences (Keogh 2006). We
randomly selected two sequences and computed
their similarity using the three methods.

• Trace: is a synthetic dataset generated to simu-
late instrumentation failures in a nuclear power
plant (Roverso 2000). The dataset consists of
200 time series each of length 273.

• Burst-Water: is formed by combining two dif-
ferent datasets from two different applications.
The average length of the series is 2200 points
(Keogh 2006).

• Sun-Spot: is a large dataset that has been
collected since 1818. We have used the daily
sunspot numbers. More details about this
dataset exists in (Vanderlinden 2008). The 1st
column of the data is the year, month and day,
the 2nd column is year and fraction of year (in

3The run time includes the time used for constructing the Sparse
Matrix SM
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Figure 6: Percentage of computed cells as a measure
for time complexity.

Julian year)4, and the 3rd column is the sunspot
number. The length of the time series is 2898.

• ERP: is the Event Related Potentials that are
calculated on human subjects5. The dataset con-
sists of twenty sequences of length 256 (Makeig
et al. 1999).

• Synthetic: Synthetic datasets were generated
to control the correlation between sequences.
The length of each sequence is 500.

Number of computed cells used by
Data
size DTW DC BandDTW SparseDTW

2K 4× 106 > 8× 106 2500 2000
4K 16× 106 > 30× 106 5000 4000
6K 36× 106 > 70× 106 7500 6000

Table 2: Number of computed cells if the optimal
path is close to the diagonal.

7.3 Discussion and Analysis

SparseDTW algorithm is evaluated against three
other existing algorithms, DTW, which always gives
the optimal answer, DC, and BandDTW.

4The Julian year is a time interval of exactly 365.25 days, used
in astronomy.

5An indirect way of calculating the brain response time to cer-
tain stimuli
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Dataset Algorithm #opened Elapsed
size name cells Time(Sec.)

3K DTW 9× 106 7.3
SparseDTW 614654 0.65

6K DTW 36× 106 26
SparseDTW 2048323 2.2

9K DTW 81× 106 N.A
SparseDTW 4343504 4.8

12K DTW 144× 106 N.A
SparseDTW 7455538 200

Table 3: Performance of the DTW and SparseDTW
algorithms using large datasets.
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Dataset Algorithm Number of Warping path Elapsed Time DTW
name name opened cells size (K) (Seconds) Distance

GunX
DTW 22500 201 0.016 0.01
BandDTW 448 152 0.000 0.037
SparseDTW 4804 201 0.000 0.01

Trace
DTW 75076 404 0.063 0.002
BandDTW 1364 331 0.016 0.012
SparseDTW 17220 404 0.000 0.002

Burst-Water
DTW 2190000 2190 1.578 0.102
BandDTW 43576 2190 0.11 0.107
SparseDTW 951150 2190 0.75 0.102

Sun-Spot
DTW 1266610 357 0.063 0.021
BandDTW 12457 358 0.016 0.022
SparseDTW 66049 357 0.016 0.021

ERP
DTW 1000000 1533 0.78 0.008
BandDTW 19286 1397 0.047 0.013
SparseDTW 210633 1535 0.18 0.008

Synthetic
DTW 250000 775 0.187 0.033
BandDTW 4670 600 0.016 0.043
SparseDTW 105701 775 0.094 0.033

Table 4: Statistics about the performance of DTW, BandDTW, and SparseDTW. Results in this table represent
the average over all queries.

7.3.1 Elapsed Time

The running time of the four approaches is shown in
Figure 5. The time profile of both DTW and Band-
DTW is similar and highlights the fact that Band-
DTW does not exploit the nature of the datasets. DC
shows as well the worst performance due to the vast
number of recursive calls to generate and solve sub-
problems. In contrast, it appears that SparseDTW
is exploiting the inherent similarity in the GunX and
Trace data.

In Figure 6 we show the number of open/computed
cells produced by the four algorithms. It is very
clear that SparseDTW produces the lowest number
of opened cells.

In Table 2 we show the number of computed cells
that are used in finding the optimal alignment for
three different datasets, where their optimal paths
are close to the diagonal. DC has shown the highest
number of computed cells followed by DTW. That is
because both (DC and DTW ) do not exploit the sim-
ilarity in the data. BandDTW has shown interesting
results here because the optimal alignment is close to
the diagonal. However, SparseDTW still outperforms
it.

Two conclusions are revealed from Figure 7. The
first, the length of the time series affects the comput-
ing time, because the longer the time series the bigger
the matrix. Second, band width influences CPU time
when aligning pairs of time series. The wider the
band the more cells are required to be opened.

DTW and SparseDTW are compared together us-
ing large datasets. Table 3 shows that DTW is not
applicable (N.A) for datasets of size > 6K, since
it exceeds the size of the memory when computing
the warping matrix. In this experiment we excluded
BandDTW and DC given that they provide no guar-
antee on the optimality.

To determine the effect of correlation on the
elapsed time for SparseDTW we created several syn-
thetic datasets with different correlations. The intu-
ition being that two sequences with lower correlation
will have a warping path which is further away from
the diagonal and thus will require more open cells in
the warping matrix. The results in Figure 8 confirm
our intuition though only in the sense that extremely
low correlation sequences have a higher number of
open cells than extremely high correlation sequences.

7.3.2 SparseDTW Accuracy

The accuracy of the warping path distance of Band-
DTW and SparseDTW compared to standard DTW
(which always gives the optimal result) is shown in
Table 4. It is clear that the error rate of BandDTW
varies from 30% to 500% while SparseDTW always
gives the exact value. It should be noticed that there
may be more than one optimal path of different sizes
but they should give the same minimum cost (dis-
tance). For example, the size of the warping path for
the ERP dataset produced by DTW is 1533, however,
SparseDTW finds another path of size 1535 with the
same distance as DTW.

Figure 9 shows the dramatic nature in which
SparseDTW exploits the similarity inherent in the
sequences and creates an adaptive band around the
warping path. For both the GunX and the Trace
data, SparseDTW only opens a fraction of the cells
compared to both standard DTW and BandDTW.

8 Conclusions

In this paper we have introduced the SparseDTW
algorithm, which is a sparse dynamic programming
technique. It exploits the correlation between any
two time series to find the optimal warping path be-
tween them. The algorithm finds the optimal path
efficiently and accurately. SparseDTW always out-
performs the algorithms DTW, BandDTW and DC.
We have shown the efficiency of the proposed algo-
rithm through comprehensive experiments using syn-
thetic and real life datasets.
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Abstract

There are certain performance parameters like packet
delay, delay variation (jitter) and loss, which are de-
cision factors for online quality of service (QoS) traf-
fic routing. Although considerable efforts have been
placed on the Internet to assure QoS, the dominant
TCP/IP - like the best-effort communications pol-
icy - does not provide sufficient guarantee without
abrupt change in the protocols. Estimation and fore-
casting end-to-end delay and its variations are essen-
tial tasks in network routing management for detect-
ing anomalies. A large amount of research has been
done to provide foreknowledge of network anomalies
by characterizing and forecasting delay with numer-
ical forecasting methods. However, the methods are
time consuming and not efficient for real-time appli-
cation when dealing with large online datasets. Ap-
plication is more difficult when the data is missing
or not available during online forecasting. Moreover,
the time cost in statistical methods for trivial fore-
casting accuracy is prohibitive. Consequently, many
researchers suggest a transition from computing with
numbers to the manipulation of perceptions in the
form of fuzzy linguistic variables. The current work
addresses the issue of defining a delay approximation
model for packet switching in communications net-
works. In particular, we focus on decision-making
for smart routing management, which is based on
the knowledge provided by data mining (informed)
agents. We propose a historical symbolic delay ap-
proximation model (HDAX) for delay forecasting.
Preliminary experiments with the model show good
accuracy in forecasting the delay time–series as well as
a reduction in the time cost of the forecasting method.
HDAX compares favourably with the competing Au-
toregressive Moving Average (ARMA) algorithm in
terms of execution time and accuracy.

Keywords: Time Series Data Mining, Piecewise
Linear Approximation, Perception-based Approxima-
tion, Delay Forecasting.

1 Introduction

Rapid increases in the number of Internet users and
services have prompted researchers within academia
and industry to contemplate smart ways of support-
ing applications with the required Quality of Service
(QoS) (Rankin et al. 2005). QoS is the measure of
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transmission quality and service availability of a net-
work (or internetworks). Service availability is a cru-
cial part of QoS and the network infrastructure must
be designed so as to provide high availability to meet
QoS. The target of 99.999% availability permits five
minutes of downtime per year. Some important met-
rics for measurement of QoS in the network are:

Delay – The finite amount of time it takes a packet
for an end-to-end transmission from sender to re-
ceiver. These (sender and receiver) are both edge
routers in the same autonomous system in our case.

Delay Variation (Jitter) – The difference in the
end-to-end delay between packets. For instance, if
one packet and the following packet requires 125 ms
and 100 ms, respectively, to traverse their end-to-end
trip, then the delay variation would be 25 ms.

Packet Loss – A relative measure of the number
of data packets lost during transmission compared to
the total number of packets transmitted. Loss is typi-
cally a function of availability. That is, if the network
is highly available, then loss during periods of non–
congestion is zero. However, QoS decision–makers
prioritise packets to be transmitted to a link to re-
duce the likelihood of loss for a specific service level
agreement.

By prioritising Internet traffic and the core net-
work more efficiently, QoS and traffic engineering
functions can address performance issues related to
emerging Internet applications such as real–time voice
and video streaming. Consequently, technologies such
as those based on software agents1 are expected to
become key tools for the development of future soft-
ware (Debenham & Simoff 2007). This type of tech-
nology may be used in distributed telecommunication
environments such as mobile computing, e–commerce
and routing management. An effective routing mech-
anism and its management is crucial to satisfactorily
support diverse services in such networks. Routing
tables, as the maps in packet delivery throughout
the network, are dynamic and get updated by net-
work state–based events (Lau & Woo 2007). Typical
network events include node failure, link failure and
congestion. A major problem with current routing
mechanisms is that they generate routing tables that
do not reflect the real–time state of the network and
ignore factors like local congestion.

Although considerable efforts have been placed on
the Internet to assure QoS, the dominant TCP/IP
– like the best–effort traffic handling policy – does
not provide sufficient QoS guarantee without abrupt
change in the protocols (Bui et al. 2007). Esti-
mation, approximation and forecast of delay varia-
tions are essential tasks in network routing manage-
ment for detecting anomalies. A large amount of re-
search has been done to provide foreknowledge of the

1The term agent is employed throughout this paper as the au-
tomated tool (software) which is capable of acting independently
in the network without human monitoring.
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network anomalies by characterizing and forecasting
delay variation through using numerical forecasting
methods. However, the methods are time consuming
and/or not efficient for real–time application whilst
we are dealing with online and large datasets particu-
larly when data is missing or unavailable. Moreover,
the time cost in statistical methods for trivial fore-
casting accuracy is prohibitive. Zadeh (2001), Keogh
et al. (2005), and Batyrshin & Sheremetov (2008) sug-
gest a transition from computing with numbers to the
manipulation of perceptions in the form of linguistic
variables defined in fuzzy logic.

According to Zadeh (2001), what Lord Kelvin,
Rudolph Kalman, William Kahan, and many other
outstanding minds did not acknowledge is the fun-
damental human ability of performing physical and
mental works without any complicated numerical
computations. Common instances of these works are
parking a car; driving in heavy traffic; playing gui-
tar; understanding speech, and summarizing a journal
paper. In all cases, the brain works with fuzzy per-
ceptions – perceptions of size, distance, weight, speed,
time, direction, smell, colour, shape, force, likelihood,
truth and intent, among others – provided by five
human senses instead of running a complicated algo-
rithm in the background. In our especial case of delay
forecasting model, we aim to simulate this remark-
able ability of the brain by memorising the patterns’
frequency in the delay (jitter) time series within slid-
ing windows of time. We may later use the provided
foreknowledge and manipulate perceptions of delay
trends and current delay value to forecast the next
trends and values – instead of running a statistical
algorithm each time.

The majority of packet loss in the Internet occurs
due to congestion in the links. Real–time multime-
dia applications over the Internet such as Voice over
IP (VOIP), video/audio conferencing and streaming
are sensitive to packet loss, and packet retransmis-
sion is not an acceptable solution with these sorts of
application. Predicting packet loss with some cer-
tainty from network dynamics of past transmissions
is crucial knowledge to inform smart routers to make
better decisions. Network applications such as wire-
less need to identify congestion in the path of pack-
ets so as to take suitable rate control actions (Roy-
choudhuri & Al-Shaer 2005). We propose a data min-
ing model for classification of links that have a high
probability of packet loss. The model is intended to
contribute to making informed decisions within smart
edge routers where the quality of transmissions should
be controlled and is primarily determined by the level
packet loss.

The basic idea of our proposed model is to pre-
dict packet loss in a link by approximating the trends
and values of the delay according to observed pat-
terns. We propose a framework utilised by intelligent
software agents for data mining, which are installed
on edge routers. The agent predicts the likelihood
of packet loss for the link, according to a predicted
delay level, and periodically broadcasts the availabil-
ity of the link to its neighbours. This will prevent
other links from sending packets to links that report
congestions within their network autonomous system.
The task becomes intractable when there is no real–
time data to accomplish online data mining. In this
paper we describe our framework that approximates
the probability of packet loss based on the predicted
delay values.

The rest of this paper is organised as follows. Sec-
tion 2 has two parts, the first describing related work
in predicting performance traces focusing on delay
forecasting and the next describing different network
data sources, including the one used in this paper. In
section 3 we explain our approach to forecasting net-

work delay values and in section 4 we present results
of our experiments on applying our model. Section 5
concludes the paper.

2 Background

2.1 Related Work

Internet packet–loss and delay variation show tem-
poral dependency. If packet n is lost, packet n + 1
is likely to be lost. This leads the network to a
“bursty” packet loss in real–time communications
network (Jiang & Schulzrinne 2000) that may de-
grade quality of service and the effectiveness of re-
covery mechanisms such as Forward Error Correction
(FEC). In this regard, various researches have studied
the delay and packet loss, jitter, available bandwidth
and other performance traces in the network so as to
predict network anomalies or differentiate them from
noise.

A quantitative study of delay and loss correlation
patterns from off-line analysis of measurement data
from the Internet has been done by Moon (2000),
although it did not consider real–time prediction of
packet loss from the delay variation data of online
communications. A correlation between the band-
width used and the amount of observed loss is also
reported by the researchers while measuring perfor-
mance of their Mbone system (Handley 1997, Her-
manns & Schuba 1996). The path–load measurement
in Jain & Dovrolis (2002) employs delay variations
to calculate the available bandwidth. However, as
confirmed in Roychoudhuri & Al-Shaer (2005), there
is not a detailed analysis of online prediction of the
packet loss from the delay variation.

Some researchers report techniques using delay
variation and TCP window size for congestion avoid-
ance (Brakmo et al. 1994, Jain 1989, Wang &
Crowcroft 1991). Others use these results for clas-
sification of loss and noise in wireless transmission
(Biaz & Vaidya 1998). Moreover, Tobe et al. (2000)
discriminates various degrees of congestion according
to the relative one way delay and static delay thresh-
olds. They did not measure or predict delay trends
and packet loss based on the congestion level (Roy-
choudhuri & Al-Shaer 2005).

Other research projects (Carter & Crovella 1996,
Dovrolis et al. 2001, Paxson 1998) have employed
packet routing techniques to estimate the path ca-
pacity and available bandwidth. Specifically, Paxson
(1998) examined the correlation between delay and
packet loss, but concluded that the linkage between
delay variation and loss was weak, though not negli-
gible. In contrast with Paxson’s observations, Roy-
choudhuri & Al-Shaer (2005) attempted to predict
packet loss based on delay variation patterns, rather
than the overall amount of delay variation. They de-
veloped a technique to detect congestion and predict
packet loss by means of inter–packet gap variations
observations.

Our work addresses the issue of defining a symbolic
delay forecasting model, which is based on historical
frequencies of observed patterns of the delay variation
in adjacent TCP windows. In particular, we will focus
our research to produce an “informed” (Debenham
& Simoff 2007, Rocha-Mier et al. 2007, Miloucheva
et al. 2003) data mining model to be used in a smart
network router for online routing management.

2.2 Data Network Scenarios

It is obvious that the type of data used in data mining
is highly dependent on the case studies and research
goals. For instance, customer data cannot be used in
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lieu of network data for predicting faults in a network.
However, when making real–time informed decisions
before partial network congestion, use of other data
repositories may be useful for the decision–making
(Weiss et al. 1998). Weiss et al. (1998) also list three
types of data used in telecommunications networks:
call data, network data and customer data. However,
the type of data needed for routing management is
network data and there are two salient types men-
tioned in the literature for fault prediction and isola-
tion: alarm data and QoS data traces.

Rocha-Mier et al. (2007) describe measurement
and modelling sequences of various network variables
that comprise of time series based on data network
statistics. They have created a useful network sce-
nario using OPNET Modeller. The modeller was em-
ployed for generating simulated statistics and values
of network data variables. Although real network
data variables could be derived from the data logs
by the use of intelligent agents or manually by the
system administrators, there may be violation in ac-
cessing data throughout the Internet. Therefore, they
adopted the modeller to study various levels of the
network traffic load as well as types of services and
applications.

Network sequences derived from alarm databases
have been used in Klemettinen (1999). Telecommu-
nications databases contain event data from a num-
ber of interconnected components, such as switches.
Traces used by Klemettinen were produced by the
components to report abnormal situations. Klemet-
tinen (1999) views an occurrence a of an alarm as
a triple a = (t, s,m), where t is the time of the
alarm, s is the “sender” of the alarm, and m is the
“alarm message”. The alarm “episodes” have all the
information about the problems (Weiss et al. 1998).
Alarm data are also used by Hatonen et al. (1996) in
their knowledge discovery system called telecommu-
nications alarm sequence analyser.

Telecommunications network QoS data traces, on
the other hand, are used in novel data mining meth-
ods for automation of pattern recognition. These
data mining methods use similarity analysis and man-
agement of significant patterns in network perfor-
mance datasets (Miloucheva et al. 2003). This in-
volves analysing the time series of QoS data traces
and is required for boosting performance of QoS data
mining in network autonomous fault prediction and
isolation.

In our experiments, we used delay traces in TCP–
dump format from network traffic archives gener-
ated by Napoli University “Federico II”. The data
traces were simulated from real network topologies
using Distributed Internet Traffic Generator (D-ITG)
(Botta et al. 2007). D-ITG is a software platform that
generates traffic at network, transport and applica-
tion layers over Linux and Windows platforms. It is
capable of producing IPV4 and IPV6 traffic traces
at packet level accuracy, and replicating appropriate
stochastic processes for both Inter Departure Time
and Packet Size random variables. The random vari-
ables may be obtained from a variety of probability
distributions such as exponential, uniform, Cauchy,
Gaussian and Pareto.

The generated archives are kept in tar.gz format,
each of which contains sample datasets of QoS pa-
rameters - packet loss, delay and jitter. The archives
are related to several end-to-end paths. Botta et al.
(2007) report that samples are generated by adopting
an active measurement approach and sending probe
packets of 64, 512 and 1024 bytes with a packet rate
of 100 packets per second. For each generation exper-
iment for production of One way Delay, Round Trip
Time, packet loss and jitter traces it is possible to
initialise the random variables seed.

We use non-stationary stochastic delay time series
of TCP, UDP and SCTP probe packets sent at regular
time intervals to characterise the end-to-end packet
delay behaviour of the Internet. The time series are
ON/OFF background traffic sources, calculated using
non-overlapping windows of 10ms length, for wired,
wireless and ADSL network. The data are described
in more detail in section 4.

3 Proposed Forecasting Algorithm: His-
torical Symbolic Delay Approximation
(HDAX)

In this section we describe our approach to forecasting
the delay values from previously observed patterns of
the time series of delay values. Our approach consists
of two phases: training and simulation. The train-
ing phase uses a time series dataset of delay values
to recognise patterns and make the look–up pattern
matrix (PDB) mapping the trend patterns to their ob-
served frequency. This phase moves a sliding window
over the training data and makes patterns consisting
of 3 consecutive trends (previous, current and next)
together with their frequency. PDB is then used in
the simulation phase on real data to predict the next
trend and associated delay value from the current and
previously observed trend patterns.

The patterns are described in terms of linguistic
variables as a perception–based function (PBF). Ac-
cording to Zadeh (2001) and Batyrshin & Sheremetov
(2008), a perception–based function is a fuzzy func-
tion resulting from human perception and is given by
the rule sets of Ri: “if X is Ti then Z is Si” where
Ti is a categorical (linguistic) term describing some
fuzzy intervals Ai on the domain of real numbers and
Si are the descriptions of the shape of Y (x) function
on these intervals. For example, regarding the net-
work expert empirical knowledge about delay trends
in the network, the PBF rules set is defined as

R : “if X is Tk then Yk is S”, (k = 1, . . . , l) (1)

where Yk is the trend of the delay time series in the
time window k (intervals with 10 seconds length each)
and S is the perception–based categorical value of the
delay PBF trend defined as Plain, Increase, Sharply
Increase, Decrease, Sharply Decrease and Outliers.

In our case, we represent possible future trends of
the QoS time series yt of delay values at time inter-
vals t and t − 1 with categorical terms. Note that
we use yt to denote the delay value at time t and Yk
to denote the trend (linguistic variable) for window
k. For simplicity, the linearly ordered scale in our ex-
periment also has six linguistic grades (defined above)
each of which is a categorical term (assigned to the
case number of zero to five respectively).

Alphabet = 〈SI, I, P,D, SD,OUT 〉 (2)

The interpretation of these categorical grades is de-

Table 1: The scale of delay trends (PBF).
Case Id Description Y = yt − yt−1

0 P Plain Y = 0
1 I Increase 0 < Y ≤ max/2
2 SI Sharply

Increase
max/2 < Y ≤ max

3 D Decrease −max/2 ≤ Y < 0
4 SD Sharply

Decrease
−max ≤ Y < −max/2

5 OUT Outlier Y < −max or Y > max

scribed in Table 1 which relates the case number, the
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abbreviation, description of the categorical abbrevia-
tion and its meaning in terms of the change in values
between two consecutive values of the time series Y .

Another notion in our algorithm is the delay level
function, which shows the level of delay observed at
time t. This value is needed because we might see two
kinds of pattern frequency, but in different contexts,
as shown in the Fig. 1.

Figure 1: A sample string of symbolic val-
ues for the average delay variation time series
{P, SI, P, I, SD, P}

Figure 1 shows that we may have two (or more)
contexts of having “plain” trend (labelled as P) in
slope sequences. For instance, we may have two
cases: a) when the value of yt is near the minimum
and b) when the value of yt is near the maximum.
Therefore, we also need to store the delay level value
(ie. whether it is close to the minimum or maximum
value) so as to have a finer classification between these
two different cases. Consequently, we define a delay
level function F (Yt) as

F (Yt) =


0 if 0 ≤ Yt < max/4
1 if max/4 ≤ Yt < 2×max/4
2 if 2×max/4 ≤ Yt < 3×max/4
3 if 3×max/4 ≤ Yt ≤ max
4 if max ≤ Yt

(3)
The max parameter used in Table 1 and equation (3)
is defined by the user and in this work was empirically
set to 60000 ms based on the training dataset used.

After defining the delay level function, we intro-
duce the pattern database (PDB) which is a matrix
with a row for each pattern and 6 columns as listed
in Table 2. The PDB relates a triplet of values for
trends (as listed in Table 1) for the previously ob-
served trend, the current trend and the next trend
together with the frequency of the pattern.

Next we describe the training and simulation
phases in more detail.

3.1 Training Phase

In this phase, we slide three adjacent windows (pre-
vious, current and next) each of length 10 along
the training data and increment the frequency value
for the associated pattern in the PDB. The window
length of 10 was chosen empirically as a balance be-
tween performance of the algorithm and generalisa-
tion of trends. If the value is too high, there may

Table 2: Description of the fields in the Pattern
Database

Field Field Type Description
Name
Index Integer Index of the ta-

ble
Prev Categorical Categorical

based on the
value of yt−yt−1

{0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 }
Current Categorical Categorical

based on the
value of yt−yt−1

{0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 }
Next Categorical Categorical

based on the
value of yt−yt−1

{0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 }
fyt Categorical Categorical

based on the
F (Yt) value

{0, 1, 2, 3, 4 }
Frequency Long integer N/A

be too long a time to detect anomalies in delay val-
ues. If the value is too low, too much overhead may
be placed on the router. The 10 values in a window
are averaged to calculate the yt values, and yt−1 and
yt are used to calculate the trend using the scheme
outlined above and in Table 1.

For simplicity, we implemented the PDB as a
MATLAB matrix, but alternatively it may be created
as a physical table in a database. Our PDB matrix
contained 1080 rows and 6 columns, as we have an al-
phabet containing 6 symbols (P, I, SI, D, SD, OUT)
and 5 Yt level (6× 6× 6× 5 = 1080).

3.2 Simulation Phase

Once the PDB is populated by training it over a suf-
ficiently long sequence of delay values, it can be used
to predict delay trends and values for a new sequence
of delay values. We call this the simulation phase.

In this phase we observe the previous 2 delay aver-
age values, grouped into two adjacent windows (previ-
ous and current patterns) each of length 10, to fore-
cast the next average delay value and trend. The
trends for the previous and current windows are calcu-
lated in the same way as described in the previous sec-
tion. The two consecutive (previous and current) pat-
terns (Yt−1 and Yt) are looked up in the PDB and the
associated “next” pattern with the highest frequency
is chosen as the expected next trend (ie. Yt+1). The
next delay value yt+1 is estimated from Yt+1 (ie. the
“next” trend from the PDB) and the “current” delay
value yt using the F (Yt+1) function defined as

F (Yt+1) =


yt if Yt+1 = 0
yt +max/4− σ if Yt+1 = 1
yt + 3×max/4− σ if Yt+1 = 2
yt −max/4 + σ if Yt+1 = 3
yt − 3×max/4 + σ if Yt+1 = 4
yt ±max± σ if Yt+1 = 5

(4)
where yt is the current delay value, max is a threshold
for detecting the outliers and maximum delay without
packet loss and σ is the standard deviation of the yt
values in the training set. The max value was set as
in Table 2. In the last condition of equation (4) the
max and σ values are added if yt > max, otherwise
they are subtracted.
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3.3 Measuring the quality of HDAX

An alternative approximation method defined in Box
et al. (2008) to approximating the time series value is
the Autoregressive Moving Average. An abbreviation
of ARMA(p, q) is written in different literature for the
mixed autoregressive moving average model with p
autoregressive and q moving average terms. As shown
in Chatfield (2001), given a time series of data Xt
where t is an integer index (indicating time intervals
in the experiments) and the Xt are real numbers, then
an ARMA(p, q) model is written as

(1−
p∑

i=1

φi)Xt = (1 +
q∑

i=1

θi)εt−1 (5)

where p and q are the orders and the φi and θi are
the coefficients of the autoregressive and the moving
average parts, respectively. The εt are residuals in
prediction, defined by the following recurrent expres-
sions (Ŷt and Yt are respective forecasted and original
delay values at time t):

εt =
∣∣∣Ŷt − Yt

∣∣∣ (6)

The version of ARMA used here has four argu-
ments as its input and generates one step ahead of
the entered ARMA time series. The four arguments
are the time series value Xt, the ARMA coefficients
φ and θ, and a control argument yesmean that takes
one of the two values 1 and 0 – whether the mean is
subtracted from the input time series or not.

Since the ARMA model is autoregressive we have
to compute the impulse response, which are the coef-
ficients of the equivalent moving average representa-
tion. The p and q orders, of ARMA sequence, Xt, may
be estimated by minimising the criterion reported in
Hannan & Rissanen (1982). However, in our experi-
ments, we set the p and q orders of the ARMA time
series empirically. Since Ŷt is a function of φ and
θ we estimate φ and θ by minimising the logarithm
of the sum of squared errors between the actual and
predicted values over a window w

log
w∑

t=1

εt
2 (7)

where εt is the forecasting error at time t. Based
on this, the optimum values of ARMA coef-
ficients be set to φ = (1,−0.6) and θ =
(0.60, 0.61, . . . , 0.6j , . . . , 0.610).

To compare the HDAX predicted delay values with
the known delay values (from test data) we define a
distance function to measure their similarity. For two
time sequences S = s1, . . . , sn and Q = q1, . . . , qn
with the same length of n, the Euclidean distance of
S and Q is

D(S,Q) =

√√√√ n∑
i=1

(si − qi)2 (8)

In our experiments, we do need to calculate a dis-
tance function so as to estimate the accuracy of the
algorithms. The HDAX and ARMA results may be
compared to test data based on the number of fore-
casting steps, window sizes, elapsed time and the nor-
malized root mean squared error (NRMSE). This lat-
ter is defined as

NRMSE =

√√√√∑l
t=1(yt − yt)2∑l

t=1 y
2
t

(9)

where yt and yt are delays and forecasted delays, re-
spectively, and l < n is the length of the subsequence
of the original time series. To make the comparison
more efficient, we used a comparable, but less com-
plex, error defined as

NRMSE =

√ ∑l
t=1(yt − yt)2

n2 × (max(yt)−min(yt))2
(10)

4 Simulation Results

In this section we present simulation results for
HDAX and ARMA in terms of the accuracy and
speed of the algorithm. The experiments ran on
a Compaq nx7010 laptop (CPU: Intel Pentium M
1.70GHz; RAM: 1280MB) and a server cluster node
with 2x 3.33 Ghz 8MB cache Quad Core Xeon
W5590 6.4GT/sec QPI, 24GB(6x4GB) DDR3-1333
ECC Memory and 2 x 300GB 15,000 RPM SAS Hard
Drive (Raid 1).

In terms of data for the preliminary experiments
with HDAX and ARMA, we used archives that had
been generated by Napoli University “Federico II” us-
ing the I-DTG platform. As introduced before, the
generated archives were ON/OFF background TCP
traffic sources for wired, wireless and ADSL network
with 100Kbps transfer rate, 500ms burst time and
500ms idle time. Each archive contains a time se-
ries of delay values with packet sizes of 64, 256,
512 and 1024 bytes. Each sample is calculated us-
ing non-overlapping windows of 10ms length. The
non-stationary traces are collected with no time syn-
chronization between sender and receiver computers.
Thus, the delay samples can not be used to estimate
the average delay, but rather the delay distribution
and variance.

In the first simulation phase, to provide more vis-
ibility for comparing the forecasting results of both
HDAX and ARMA, we used traces of one wired net-
work traffic archive with the packet size of 64 bytes
in TCP–dump format. To start using the data for
HDAX and ARMA simulations, the original dataset
was transformed (3160 delay values) into 316 windows
of equal length 10 and the average values of each seg-
ment computed. These average values are used in
HDAX as described above. The window length of 10,
used in these experiments is not suitable for all real–
world network scenarios. A network expert should
make a trade–off between the algorithm overhead and
the performance of the anomaly detection to define
the proper window length.

We divided the 316 average delay values into two
datasets for training and simulation phases. The first
30% of the data is used in the training phase to build
and populate the PDB as described in section 3.1.
This comprised 100 yt delay values. The remaining
70% of the data (216 yt values) was used for 4 con-
tinuous simulation runs each with 54 values. We ran
HDAX simulation phase for each set of 54 values to
forecast delay values. We then calculated the overall
NRMSE using equation (10). Predicted and original
delay values for each of the four HDAX and ARMA
simulation runs in simulation phase 1 are shown in
Figures 2 to 5. These results show that the predicted
delay values are close to the expected values in most
cases. Figures 2 to 4 show that HDAX sometimes
predicts a higher delay than expected when there are
sharp increases. Similarly, figures 3 and 4 show lower
than expected delay values when there are sharp de-
creases in delay value. Future work will examine the
causes for these misjudgements.

Table 3 shows the normalised root mean square
errors (NRMSE) for the four simulation runs in sim-
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Figure 2: Original (solid line), HDAX predicted (star-dashed line) and ARMA predicted (dot-dashed line)
delay values for simulation phase 1 run 1.

Figure 3: Original (solid line), HDAX predicted (star-dashed line) and ARMA predicted (dot-dashed line)
delay values for simulation phase 1 run 2.
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Figure 4: Original (solid line), HDAX predicted (star-dashed line) and ARMA predicted (dot-dashed line)
delay values for simulation phase 1 run 3.

Figure 5: Original (solid line), HDAX predicted (star-dashed line) and ARMA predicted (dot-dashed line)
delay values for simulation phase 1 run 4.
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ulation phase 1 experiments together with their speed
of calculation.

Table 3: Accuracy of HDAX and ARMA (bench-
mark) on first phase of simulation runs together with
speed of calculation.
Simul. HDAX Speed ARMA Speed
Run NRMSE (sec) NRMSE (sec)

1 0.24472 0.00253 0.29661 0.012558
2 0.16145 0.002378 0.8415 0.012243
3 0.18284 0.0024 0.65007 0.012155
4 0.26883 0.002174 0.51815 0.012164

In the second phase of simulations we ran the
HDAX and ARMA algorithms with all the Napoli
archives. The algorithms’ input had variable length
between 999 to 1203 average delay values after run-
ning the average transformation. Each experiment
was repeated at least 5 times to optimise parameters
and to show the optimum results in terms of accuracy
(NRMSE) and performance (elapsed time). Similar
to phase 1, we used one third of each dataset to train
and populate HDAX trends lookup table and used the
remaining data for running the simulation. As shown
in Table 4, HDAX compares favourably with ARMA.
It shows an average accuracy of 89% while ARMA
model showed 82% accurate. Moreover, HDAX shows
slightly better performance in comparison to the used
benchmark.

Table 4: Accuracy of HDAX and ARMA (bench-
mark) in the phase two of simulation runs together
with speed of calculation.

Accuracy Performance
MODEL % (sec)
HDAX 88.725941 0.014780647
ARMA 82.181929 0.016310118

5 Conclusions

This paper presented a delay forecast framework: a
novel mechanism to predict delay in real–time streams
by observing the delay variation and trends. The
framework is part of a predictive model, which is us-
ing the forecasted QoS traces such as values of delay
and jitter to predict packet loss assigned to a net-
work node (usually an edge router). The proposed
approach in this paper determines trends for variation
in delay by measuring the delay variation character-
istics from ongoing traffic. The motivation is to use
this predicted value to indicate the current degree and
severity of congestion and likelihood of packet loss,
and to use it as a vital component in sender–based
error and rate control mechanisms for multimedia.

We presented simulation results showing that the
method can predict delay values accurately and
quickly. We used the ARMA algorithm, as a bench-
mark, to test the accuracy and performance of HDAX
in comparison to ARMA model. The HDAX algo-
rithm showed average accuracy and speed of 89% and
0.0148 (sec), respectively.

As future work, we need to refine the algorithm
to enable forecasting QoS traces with missing val-
ues. Then, the whole model in our project, including
HDAX, can be installed as a software agent within
a smart router on OPNET modeller to run further
simulations. We will also refine HDAX metrics us-
ing statistical techniques such as estimation theory
to improve the accuracy and efficiency of the algo-
rithm. The metrics like maximum delay threshold

and window size should be determined dynamically
to reflect the prevailing online status of the network.
This will enable us to deploy HDAX more reliably.
Finally, more formalisation is also required for specif-
ically studying of HDAX delay time series forecaster.
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Abstract

An evolving graph is a graph that can change
over time. Such graphs can be applied in
modelling a wide range of real-world phenomena,
like computer networks, social networks and protein
interaction networks. This paper addresses the
novel problem of querying evolving graphs using
spatio-temporal patterns. In particular, we focus
on answering selection queries, which can discover
evolving subgraphs that satisfy both a temporal and
a spatial predicate. We investigate the e�cient
implementation of such queries and experimentally
evaluate our techniques using real-world evolving
graph datasets � Internet connectivity logs and the
Enron email corpus. We show that is possible to
use queries to discover meaningful events hidden in
this data and demonstrate that our implementation
is scalable for very large evolving graphs.

Keywords: spatio-temporal data mining, evolving
graphs, dynamic graph analysis, spatio-temporal
analysis, spatio-temporal query, querying evolving
graphs, event discovery

1 Introduction

An evolving graph represents a graph that changes
over time, which can be characterised by a series
of temporal snapshots. Figure 1 shows an example
evolving graph over three snapshots (time points).

Evolving graphs are very useful for modelling real
world phenomena, such as communication networks,
social networks, protein interactions and businesses
collaboration. Some speci�c examples are:

• In the analysis of computer networks, the
changing topology of a network can be naturally
modelled as an evolving graph. A vertex may
represent a workstation and an edge may indicate
the existence of a communication path at a given
time point. The following questions may then
arise: �is there any spatially adjacent group
of connections that fail synchronously?�, �which
groups of connection paths are not persistent
over the speci�ed period?�. Answering such
questions can facilitate fault localisation and the
identi�cation of unstable network regions.

Copyright c©2009, Australian Computer Society, Inc. This
paper appeared at the Eighth Australasian Data Mining
Conference (AusDM 2009), Melbourne, Australia. Conferences
in Research and Practice in Information Technology (CRPIT),
Vol. 101, Paul J. Kennedy, Kok-Leong Ong and Peter Christen,
Ed. Reproduction for academic, not-for pro�t purposes
permitted provided this text is included.

• A corpus recording the email activity over
a period of time for an organization can be
analysed as an evolving graph. Vertices may
represent employees and an edge indicates that
an email was sent between employees during a
certain time period. Questions that may arise
might be �are there groups of people having their
communication intensi�ed over some window of
time?�, �are there people having collaboration
that lasted for approximately a month?�.

• An evolving graph approach may be used for
criminal investigations (Krebs 2002, Xu and
Chen 2004). Vertices represent individuals
and an edge corresponds to suspected relations
between two individuals. Such relationships may
be inferred from di�erent sources: phone calls,
bank transfers or people being seen together. In
this scenario, a criminal investigator may wish
to explore the following query �what relations
appear or disappear synchronously between
certain groups of people and when does it
happen?�.

These examples all share a common feature: there is
interest in discovering matches for a speci�c spatio-
temporal pattern. This motivates us to investigate a
query based approach to mining evolving graphs.
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Figure 1: Sample evolving graph consisting of three
snapshots. The set of vertices remains unchanged,
whereas the set of edges evolves over time. Temporal
behaviour of each edge can be represented by a string
(waveform), where each symbol encodes the presence
(�1�) or absence (�0�) of the edge at a particular time
point.

To the best of our knowledge, we are the �rst to
investigate the querying of evolving graphs by spatio-
temporal patterns.
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In contrast to standard database querying,
querying for evolving graphs is more exploratory in
nature. When undertaking analysis of an evolving
graph, the user may have only a general idea of what
patterns to search for. So a typical search strategy
is likely to begin with the user posing an initial set
of queries. The user will then iteratively analyse the
obtained results and re�ne the queries. Since evolving
graphs may be very large, it is very important that
such queries can be evaluated e�ciently.

There are several existing works on mining
evolving graphs. Work by Chan et al. (2008)
de�nes regions of correlated spatio-temporal changes
within an evolving graph and presents an algorithm
for �nding all such regions. Work in Jin et al.
(2007) considers a graph in which vertex labels are
changing over time and presents an approach to
�nding frequent trend motifs, i.e., frequent subgraphs
sharing the same trends in label changes. Work in
Borgwardt et al. (2006) presents a method for mining
frequent dynamic subgraphs, which are subgraphs
that are connected, share temporal behaviour and
occur at least a prede�ned number of times. Work in
Lahiri and Berger-Wolf (2008) studies the detection
of periodic behaviour in subgraphs.

These works each enumerate all occurrences
(patterns) of some speci�ed kind: inter-correlated
regions, trends, frequent subgraphs or periodic
behaviour. In contrast, a query based approach allows
the user to specify the desired result in a speci�c and
�exible way. For example, one might be interested
only in inter-correlated regions with a particular
temporal behaviour or only in frequent subgraphs
that disappear at a certain time point. Since it is
more speci�c, another advantage of a query based
approach is that it is signi�cantly faster compared
to enumeration style methods.

In summary, the main contributions of our work
are as follows:

• We propose a model for querying evolving graphs
by spatio-temporal patterns (Section 2).

• We present two algorithms for implementing
select style queries (Sections 3.1 and 3.2). We
analyse the correctness, completeness, worst-
case complexity and relative advantages of each
algorithm.

• We run experiments on two real-world datasets
(Sections 4.1 and 4.2). Experiments show that
using our query model, it is possible to �nd
subgraphs that relate to real-world events.

• We evaluate our implementations on synthetic
evolving graphs (Section 4.3). Evaluation shows
that querying can be implemented in an e�cient
and scalable manner. We found that our query
implementation requires less than half a second
for a graph with 10,000 changing edges.

2 Problem Statement

In this section, we formally de�ne the problem in
terms of the evolving graphs (input), the correlated
subgraphs (output), and the query model that
speci�es the type of correlated subgraphs in which we
are interested. We begin in Section 2.1 by de�ning
the concept of an evolving graph. In Section 2.2,
we de�ne the concept of a correlated evolving graph
with particular focus on how its temporal and spatial
behaviour can be speci�ed in a query. Finally, in
Section 2.3 we de�ne our query formulation and the
corresponding query satisfaction problem.

2.1 Evolving Graphs

One of the main inputs for a query is an evolving
graph. We begin by de�ning an evolving graph as
well as the related concept of an evolving subgraph,
based on the formulations presented by Borgwardt
et al. (2006).

De�nition 1. (Evolving Graph) An evolving
graph is a sequence of consecutive graph snapshots
Gts...Gte that have the same set of vertices V , but
possibly di�erent sets of edges Et, where t = ts, ..., te.
Let E =

⋃te
t=tsEt be a union of edges of all graphs

in the sequence. We denote an evolving graph as
eg = (V,E, ts, te, E).
E is a set of strings specifying the temporal behaviour
of edges. For each edge e in E, there is a string E(e)
with symbols numbered from ts to te. If an edge e
is included in snapshot Gt, then the corresponding
symbol E(e)[t] =�1�, otherwise (edge e is deleted from
Gt) E(e)[t] =�0�.

In the scope of the present work we consider only
undirected, unweighted graphs and discrete time
points, i.e., a sequence of graph snapshots. We focus
on edge changes, assuming the set of vertices remains
the same. Note that a changing set of vertices Vt, t =
ts, ..., te, can be replaced by a union set V = ∪te

t=tsVt.

De�nition 2. (Evolving Subgraph) Given two
evolving graphs eg1 = (V1, E1, ts1, te1, E1) and eg2 =
(V2, E2, ts2, te2, E2), eg1 is an evolving subgraph of
eg2 if V1 ⊆ V2, E1 ⊆ E2, [ts1, te1] ⊆ [ts2, te2] and
E1 contains substrings from E2, taken in the interval
[ts1, te1] for all e in E1. Saying that eg1 is an evolving
subgraph of eg2 is equivalent to saying that eg1 is
included in eg2. This inclusion relation is denoted
as eg1 ⊆ eg2.

In the substring de�nition above, a substring must
match a consecutive subsequence of characters, i.e.,
no gaps are allowed. For example, given the string
�abcde�, �abc� and �cd� are its substrings, whereas
�ace� and �cba� are not substrings.

An evolving subgraph can be considered as a
spatial subgraph of the evolving graph, extracted over
some sub-period of time (see Figure 2). Note that an
evolving subgraph is an evolving graph itself.

2.2 Correlated Evolving Graphs

We now consider the speci�c type of evolving
subgraph that we seek in our query satisfaction
problem, i.e., correlated evolving graphs that satisfy
certain temporal and spatial characteristics. Our aim
is to �nd evolving subgraphs whose edges exhibit a
common temporal behaviour (in terms of insertion
and deletion), as well as sharing speci�c spatial
properties, such as their topological proximity.

Work by Chan et al. (2008) de�ned this task
as an unsupervised learning problem, where the
aim is to �nd all correlated subgraphs in a given
evolving graph. In contrast, our aim is to formulate
the search for correlated subgraphs as a query
answering problem, where we search for correlated
subgraphs that match a given query, which speci�es
the temporal evolution of interest.

The temporal behaviour of a changing edge can be
represented by the following strings (as proposed by
Chan et al. 2008). A waveform (denoted as W ) is a
string consisting of �1� and �0� symbols, re�ecting the
insertion or deletion of an edge from the snapshots
of a graph. Symbols in the waveform are numbered
starting from 1.

Another string, called the transition sequence,
represents the overall shape of the corresponding
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a) evolving graph and a sample evolving subgraph

b) the same evolving graph and another sample evolving subgraph

Figure 2: The �gure illustrates the concept of
evolving subgraph. Two sample subgraphs extracted
from the same evolving graph are shown. The dotted
line highlights the particular subgraph extracted.

waveform. Each occurrence of the �10� pattern in the
waveform (i.e., deletion) is represented by the �−�
symbol in the transition sequence, and an occurrence
of the �01� pattern (i.e., addition) is represented by
the �+� symbol. All other parts of the waveform are
ignored. See Figure 3 for an example. We denote the
transition sequence for a waveform W as tran(W ).

waveform

transition sequence
graphical representation

000111 110011 1011001

++  – +  – + – +

Figure 3: Sample waveforms and their transition
sequences. The symbols of a waveform encode the
presence (�1�) or absence (�0�) of an edge in an
evolving graph at a particular time point. The
symbols of a transition sequence encode a changing
state of the edge: appearance (�+�) or disappearance
(�-�).

In our model, the result of a query is a set of
subgraphs in which all edges follow the waveform
provided in the query. However, the edges in the
resulting subgraphs do not need to have exactly the
same waveform as in the query. It is su�cient to
have similar waveforms with respect to some distance
metric. We call this metric temporal distance.
Chan et al. (2008) introduce a distance measure
called �modi�ed Euclidean distance� and argued
that this measure �ts well in the context of their
problem statement. Since we use the same de�nition
of waveform, we adopt the �modi�ed Euclidean
distance� in our work. Given two waveforms W1,W2,

where length(W1) = length(W2) = L

dm_euc(W1,W2) =
{

1, if trans(W1) 6= trans(W2);
1
L

∑L
k=1W1[k]⊕W2[k], otherwise.

Here, the operator x1⊕x2 represents an exclusive OR:
it equals 0 if the symbols x1, x2 are the same, and is
1 otherwise.

This distance lies in the range [0, 1], with smaller
values corresponding to a better match between
the waveforms. If the transition sequences di�er,
the highest value (complete mismatch) is returned.
Otherwise the number of mismatched symbols is
taken into account.

Note that strings specifying the temporal
behaviour of edges in an evolving graph are
essentially waveforms. The di�erence is that the
symbols in E(e) are numbered starting from ts.
For any edge we can obtain it's waveform We by
re-numbering the symbols in the string E(e).

De�nition 3. (Correlated Edge) Consider an edge
e of an evolving graph and the waveform We of the
edge. Given an arbitrary waveform W and a user-
de�ned threshold θ, the edge is correlated with W
if the lengths of W and We are the same and these
waveforms are su�ciently similar: d(W,We) ≤ θ.

Now we extend the concept of correlation to an
evolving graph.

De�nition 4. (Correlated Evolving Graph) An
evolving graph eg = (V,E, ts, te, E) is correlated with
a waveform W if all of its edges are correlated with
W and the graph G(V,E) is connected. We denote
the correlation to a waveform as e ∼W for edges and
eg ∼W for evolving graphs.

Note the spatial constraint in the de�nition
above: we require connectedness. This requirement
re�ects the localization property of real-world events.
Another way to impose a spatial constraint is a
predicate. In the context of our query model, we
de�ne the predicate as follows.

A predicate on an evolving graph P (eg) =
{true|false} is a function that takes an evolving
graph as input and produces a Boolean value (true
or false) as output. Our only requirement for a
valid predicate is that it must be implementable in
linear time complexity with respect to the number of
vertices and edges in the input graph. We require
this constraint to guarantee the e�ciency of our
querying algorithm (complexity analysis is presented
in Section 3.3).

Predicates can be used to impose both spatial
and temporal constraints. Consider an evolving
graph eg = (V,E, ts, te, E). We denote the number
of vertices and edges in the graph as nv and ne
respectively. The following are examples of possible
predicates.

�Timing predicate� returns true if the evolving
graph satisfy certain timing constraints:

Ptime(eg) = (ts > 3 and (te− ts) > 5).

�Size predicate� returns true if the evolving graph
has more than N edges:

Psize(eg) = (ne ≥ N).

�Clique predicate� (assuming a simple undirected
graph) returns true if a graphG(V,E) is a clique (each
vertex is connected to all other vertices):

Pclique(eg) = (ne == nv ∗ (nv − 1)/2).
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Note that a �nite Boolean formula over the
predicates is a predicate itself. For example in
P = ((P1 andP2) or P3), all of P1, P2, P3 and P are
predicates.

We are now ready to de�ne our main operator for
performing queries.

2.3 Query Model

In our query model, the data is represented
by evolving graphs, the required spatio-temporal
properties are speci�ed by waveforms and predicates,
and the queries are implemented in the form of a
selection operator.

Our model should be considered as a stepping
stone towards a general evolving graph query
language with a more sophisticated algebra. By
analogy with the relational algebra, the model might
be extended with operators like join and aggregation.

At present, selection is the only operator in our
model. This operator is essential and our experiments
show that it is su�ciently powerful to produce
practically useful results.

De�nition 5. (Query) A (spatio-temporal) query Q
is a pair {W,P}, where W is a waveform and P is a
predicate.

De�nition 6. (Selection Operator) A selection
operator takes as input an evolving graph eg, and a
query Q = {W,P}. The output is a set of evolving
subgraphs correlated with W , which satisfy P :

σ(eg,Q) = {sg ⊆ eg : sg ∼W,P (sg) = true}

We require the evolving subgraphs in the output to
be maximal, i.e., there is no evolving subgraph that is
included in another evolving subgraph from the same
output set.

Figure 4 illustrates sample queries and their
results. Recall that for a correlated evolving subgraph
we require the corresponding graph G(V,E) to be
connected. Here V is the set of vertices, which is
the same for all snapshots of an evolving subgraph,
E = ∪Et is the union of edges in all snapshots.

The problem that we address in this paper is how
to design an algorithm that can answer queries in a
scalable manner on large evolving graphs. In the next
section, we present our algorithms for implementing
the queries.

3 Algorithms for Query Satisfaction

In this section, we present an e�cient algorithm to
implement our query selection operator. We call the
algorithm �Select Basic� and describe it, along with a
correctness and completeness analysis, in Section 3.1.
We then present a modi�ed version of the algorithm,
which runs faster, but requires extra memory and
prior indexing of an evolving graph. We call the
modi�ed version �Select Indexed� and describe it in
Section 3.2. Finally we analyse the worst-case time
complexity for both algorithms in Section 3.3.

A naive approach to implement a query
σ(eg,W,P ) is to �nd all evolving subgraphs
correlated with W , �lter out those subgraphs that
do not satisfy P , and �nally select the maximal
evolving subgraphs. The drawback of this approach
is the computational cost of checking the inclusion
relation for all pairs of evolving subgraphs in the
intermediate set of results. Instead we propose the
following algorithm.
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Figure 4: Results produced by selection operator

3.1 Select Basic

To implement a query we propose an algorithm called
�Select Basic�. Inputs to this algorithm are an
evolving graph eg, a waveform pattern W (with the
length lW ) and a predicate P . The output is the
result of selection σ(eg,W,P ).

The key principle of this algorithm is to select
evolving subgraphs at each time point t ∈ [ts, te]
independently of all other time points. The algorithm
iterates over each time point and �nds sgt ⊆ eg, an
evolving subgraph, de�ned on [t, t + lW − 1]. sgt
includes all edges that are correlated with W over
[t, t+ lW −1], and sgt includes only such edges. After
being found, sgt is then partitioned into evolving
subgraphs, such that each subgraph is correlated with
W (and connected). Finally, any partitions of sgt that
do not satisfy P are �ltered out.

In the �Select Basic� algorithm, a function
SubgraphWithCorrEdges() is implemented in a
direct way: it starts with empty sgt, iterates over
all edges e in E and calculates the correlation with
waveform W over [t, t+ lW − 1]. If the correlation is
su�ciently strong, e is added to sgt.

Lemma 7. Algorithm �Select Basic� is a correct and
complete implementation of the selection operator
(see proof in Appendix A.1).

Considering the exploratory nature of querying, a
common scenario consists of running a large number
of queries over the same evolving graph. We
found that it is possible to optimize this common
scenario. We present a modi�ed version of the query
implementation in the following section.

3.2 Select Indexed

While algorithm �Select Basic� is computationally
e�cient (as shown in the next section), there are
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Algorithm 1 Select Basic

Input: evolving graph eg = (V,E, ts, te, E);
waveform W ; predicate P
Output: set of matching evolving subgraphs R =
σ(eg,W,P )

1: R = ∅
2: foreach t in [ts, te]
3: // get subgraph containing all edges

4: // correlated toW during period [t, t+ lW −1]
5: sgt ← SubgraphWithCorrEdges(eg, t,W )
6: // Pt is a set of connected subgraphs

7: Pt ← Partition(sgt)
8: foreach sg in Pt

9: if(P (sg))
10: add sg to R

11: endfor

12: endfor

speci�c application scenarios where greater e�ciency
can be achieved. We propose a modi�cation of �Select
Basic�, which is more e�cient when multiple queries
are made from the same evolving graph. The modi�ed
algorithm is called �Select Indexed�, because it uses
indexing, as we discuss in detail in this section.

We found that the implementation of function
SubgraphWithCorrEdges() is a main contributor
to running time of a query. Thus we focused
on optimizing this function and algorithm
�Select Indexed� is a modi�cation of �Select
Basic�, using an alternative implementation of
SubgraphWithCorrEdges().

There are two ideas behind the optimisation. The
�rst idea is to prune away edges that do not change
over the entire evolving graph. We need to store a
list of such edges, but we do not need to store and
analyse their waveforms.

The second idea is to index all possible evolving
subgraphs in eg in advance, and then use this
precomputed data when satisfying queries. Such
an indexing procedure requires additional execution
time, but indexing is needed only once. Furthermore,
it can be performed as a background process without
requiring users to wait.

While indexing can be applied to make querying
faster, the storage for indexing results requires
additional memory. The amount of memory overhead
is estimated in the next section.

Indexing results are stored in two hash tables
called �Inner� and �Outer�. The �Inner� table is a
hash table, with a waveform W as a key and the
set of edges, having exactly this waveform over some
period [t, t + lW − 1], as a value. The �Outer�
table has a tuple {t, lW ; tran(W )} as a key and a
pointer to an �Inner� hash table as a value. A key
{t, lW ; tran(W )} points to the �Inner� table in which
all keys are waveforms starting from t with length lW
and transition sequences tran(W ).

Consider algorithms �Prune� and �Indexing�. At
�rst, all edges that do not change across the entire
evolving graph eg are saved in a separate list and
pruned from eg. Subsequent indexing is performed
only on changing edges.

3.3 Complexity Analysis

The inputs to the �Select� algorithms are an evolving
graph eg, a waveform W and a predicate P . The

Algorithm 2 Function SubgraphWithCorrEdges()
in �Select Indexed�
Input: evolving graph without constant edges eg′;
list of constant edges EC ; current time point t;
waveform W ; hash tables Inner,Outer
Output: sgt ⊆ eg is an evolving subgraph,
containing all edges correlated with W over [t, t +
lW − 1], and containing only such edges

1: // set an empty evolving graph

2: // which is de�ned over [t, t+ lW − 1]
3: sgt ← (∅, ∅, t, t+ lW − 1, E = ∅)
4: if (all symbols in W equal to 1)
5: add EC to edges set of sgt

6: endif

7: trSeq ← transition sequence of W

8: keyOuter ← {t, lW , trSeq}
9: Inner ← Find(Outer, keyOuter)
10: if (Inner table found)

11: foreach {key; value} in Inner
12: We ← key // a waveform

13: eSet← value // a set of edges

14: if (W and We are correlated enough)

15: add eSet to the edges set of sgt

16: endif

17: endfor

18: endif

evolving graph consists of T = te− ts+ 1 snapshots.
We focus on changing edges and ignore vertices that
have no adjacent edges, thus we can put n = |V | =
|E| (here, E =

⋃te
t=tsEt is a union of edges in all

snapshots). A waveform has length lW . A predicate
runs in linear time with respect to the number of
vertices and edges in the input graph, as we required
in Section 2.2.

We now consider the worst-case complexity of the
�Select Basic� algorithm. The algorithm consists of
T iterations. At each iteration we apply the function
sgt = SubgraphWithCorrEdges(), partitioning and
�ltering. sg is an evolving subgraph of eg, thus
the subgraph sg can have at most n vertices and
n edges. Partitioning is essentially splitting into
connected components and can be performed inO(n+
n) steps. Since we required that the predicate can
be implemented in linear time (Section 2.2), each
call of predicate P (sg) runs in O(nsg + nsg), where
nsg is the number of edges in sg. After partitioning
the sum of vertices and edges in all partitions is at
most (n + n). Therefore all calls of P (sg) in one
iteration run in O(n + n) and overall complexity
for �Select Basic� can be written as O(T × (n +
O(SubgraphWithCorrEdges))).

In �Select Basic� SubgraphWithCorrEdges()
iterates over all edges in E and calculate the
correlation with waveform W . Recall that we use
a linear metric �modi�ed Euclidean distance� for
correlation. Thus the complexity of this function is
O(n× lW ).

The total worst-case time complexity for algorithm
�Select Basic� is O(T × n × lW ), i.e., a query can be
implemented in linear time with respect to its inputs,
namely the parameters of the evolving graph being
queried and the length of the required waveform.

�Select Indexed� di�ers from �Select Basic� only in
the implementation of SubgraphWithCorrEdges().
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Algorithm 3 Prune (Constant Edges)

Input: evolving graph eg = (V,E, ts, te, Et)
Output: eg′ = eg without constant edges; set of
constant edges EC

1: eg′ = eg

2: EC = ∅
3: foreach e in E

4: if (E(e)[t] = �1� for each t in [ts, te])
5: // edge is �constant�

6: add e to EC

7: remove e from eg′

8: endif

9: endfor

Algorithm 4 Indexing

Input: eg′ = eg without constant edges
Output: outer and inner hash tables Outer, Inner

1: Outer = ∅
2: foreach e in E′

3: foreach l in [1, T ]
4: foreach t1 in [ts, te]
5: t2 ← t1 + l − 1
6: trSeq ← tran. sequence of e over [t1, t2]
7: keyOuter ← {t, l, trSeq}
8: Inner ← FindOrCreate(Outer, keyOuter)
9: We ← waveform of e over [t1, t2]
10: keyInner ← {We}
11: // set of edges that have

12: // the same waveform over [t1, t2]
13: eSet← FindOrCreate(Inner, keyInner)
14: add e to eSet

15: endfor

16: endfor

17: endfor

In the optimised implementation of this function in
�Select Indexed� the time complexity is determined
by the number of insertions of edges into sgt (lines 5
and 15) and the number of correlation computations
(line 14). In the worst case, the evolving subgraph sgt
can have as many edges as eg and correlations may
need to be calculated for every single edge. In this
case, function SubgraphWithCorrEdges() has time
complexity O(n× lW ) and algorithm �Select Indexed�
has the same time complexity O(T × n × lW ) as the
�Select Basic�.

However, in practice the number of edges in sgt
tends to be much less than n, because we expect
di�erent groups of edges to follow di�erent behaviours
at some time point. Furthermore, the computation
of correlation occurs only once per group of edges
that have the same transition sequence. Therefore
we expected that the complexity of the optimised
SubgraphWithCorrEdges() function would be on
average O(k × lW ), where k � n is some constant.
Under this assumption, the complexity of �Select
Indexed� is O(T × k × lW ).

�Select Indexed� requires prior preprocessing
(�Prune� and �Indexing�) of an evolving graph. The
worst-case time complexity of the algorithm �Prune�

is O(T × n).
Now consider one iteration of the inner loop in

the algorithm �Indexing�. Computing a transition
sequence can be performed incrementally as time
progresses. Searching a hash table is considered as
a pseudo-constant operation. Therefore the overall
worst-case time complexity of algorithm �Indexing� is
O(T × T × n).

Storing the indexing data (hash tables) requires
additional space. For each waveformW that occurred
at a certain time point and has a certain length, there
can be no more than n′ matching edges, where n′ is
the number of edges that experienced at least one
change in the evolving graph eg. The total number of
these unique waveforms is (T × T ), i.e., a waveform
can occur at any time point in t ∈ [ts, te] and have
a length l ∈ [1, T ]. Therefore the overall memory
complexity is O(T × T × n′).

In the next section, we compare the relative
advantages of each of our two algorithms in terms
of their execution time on various types of datasets.

4 Experimental Evaluation

In this section we evaluate the e�ectiveness and
e�ciency of our proposed algorithms on a range of
real-world and synthetic datasets. The aims of our
experiments have been: i) to evaluate the practical
feasibility of querying evolving graphs and gauge the
interestingness of the results, and ii) to measure
the computational scalability of our algorithms for
querying large graphs.

To evaluate the practical feasibility of querying,
we have analysed evolving graphs built from two
real-world datasets (Sections 4.1 and 4.2). The
�rst dataset consists of snapshots of the routing
topology of the backbone of the Internet. This
dataset was collected by Chan et al. (2008). The
second dataset is the Enron email corpus as presented
by Klimt and Yang (2004). These datasets are
particularly interesting because there are known real-
world events that we expect to be re�ected in the
data. Furthermore, there have been other studies
that have analyzed the same datasets from di�erent
perspectives. Thus we can compare and contrast our
�ndings with these related works.

To measure the computational scalability, we have
evaluated our algorithms on synthetic evolving graphs
(Section 4.3). We generated random evolving graphs
with di�erent sizes and measured the running times
required for querying each graph.

We also compare our results with �ndings on the
same datasets from related works (Section 4.4).

4.1 Evaluation on Internet BGP Routing
Topology Graph

Our �rst experiment was the analysis of a part of the
Internet backbone routing topology. At the backbone
level, the Internet comprises a set of Autonomous
Systems (ASs), each of which is a network under a
single controlling authority. The Border Gateway
Protocol (BGP) is responsible for establishing routes
between these ASs. From a high level perspective,
an AS can be considered as a node in the Internet
connectivity graph, where each AS has a unique
number. Therefore the Internet can be represented
as an evolving graph, where a vertex corresponds to
an AS and is labeled by its AS number. An edge
in such a graph corresponds to an existing routing
path (connectivity) between two ASs. The topology
of the Internet may change over time, thus the graph
is evolving.
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Chan et al. (2008) have constructed an evolving
graph from the AS connectivity logs. In their work
they present the details of building the graph and
argue for the di�culty and importance of analysing
changing edges of the graph. We have used a copy of
their graph in our experiment.

The evolving graph represents only the US part of
the Internet, i.e., each vertex corresponds to an AS
registered in the USA. The graph consists of around
10,000 vertices and 18,000 edges. Only about 700
edges are changing, while others persist in the graph
during the whole time period. The graph spans over
the 41 time snapshots, which we number starting from
one. Snapshots are taken in two hour intervals. The
�rst snapshot is taken on the 28 August 2005 at 1 pm
and the last on the 31 August 2005 at 10 pm (times
are in UTC format).

In August 2005 there were Hurricane Katrina
landfalls in some southern US states. Hurricane
Katrina was a major event, which is known to severely
a�ect the Internet infrastructure in the region of the
landfalls (Cowie et al. 2005). The second landfall of
Katrina occurred in Louisiana approximately between
snapshots 12 and 13 (August 29, between 10 and 11
am UTC).

We were interested in the major e�ects of Katrina
landfalls, thus we �ltered out small results using
the predicate of our query. For all queries we used
a predicate that returns true for evolving graphs
containing more than 3 edges.

Two hour snapshots provide quite a �ne temporal
granularity. Therefore the consequences of the same
event may appear in neighbouring snapshots. To
address this, for all queries we set the correlation
threshold as 0.2. This means, we allowed 80% to 100%
correlation between found subgraphs and a waveform
in a query, rather than requiring exact match.

We used three di�erent temporal patterns. The
�rst pattern is �111000�. It was designed to discover
failure regions, more speci�cally, connections that
were stable for several snapshots and then disappear
for an extended period. We did not use the
�10� pattern, because this query might result in
additional subgraphs corresponding to random short
term network failures. (Of course one can use �10�
or any other pattern, depending on the graph being
analysed and the particular purpose of the analysis.
For example, we later use the �01� pattern in our
experiment on the Enron dataset.)

The second pattern is �000111�. Subgraphs
with such temporal behaviour can be considered as
recovery regions.

The last pattern is �110011� and it corresponds to
a failure, followed by a prompt recovery. For each
query we obtained a set of subgraphs and manually
reviewed the largest subgraphs in each set.

Recall that each vertex represents an AS with a
unique numerical identi�er. Chan et al. (2008) show
that by using the AS number it is possible to retrieve
two types of information: the US state where the
AS is registered (and most likely physically located),
and the organization to whom the AS belongs. We
used this information when presenting our results in
Figure 5. For selected vertices either the US state or
organizational a�liation is shown. Waveforms in the
�gure show the temporal behaviour of the majority
of the edges in the corresponding subgraph.

Evolving graph A most likely corresponds to a
network failure due to the second landfall of Hurricane
Katrina: all edges of the graph are connected to ASs
in Louisiana and the timing of failure matches the
timing of the landfall. Cowie et al. (2005) reported
that a large percentage of destroyed networks around
2 pm UTC (snapshot 13) were in Louisiana.
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Figure 5: Some of the results from querying the AS
connectivity graph. The results are interpretable,
i.e., each found subgraph can be related to a real
world event. For selected vertices either the US state
or organizational a�liation is shown. Waveforms
represent the behaviour of the majority of the edges
in a subgraph. Time stamps are snapshot numbers.

Evolving graph B represents a recovery region.
There was an earlier landfall of Katrina in Florida.
Although the timing of this landfall is outside of
the period we analyse, we note the connections with
Florida and suggest that graph B represents the
recovery of major communication networks from this
earlier strike.

Other interesting events are represented by
evolving graphs C and D. Evolving graph C represents
a failure of a segment of a military network: all its
ASs are registered within the Department of Defence,
Navy and Air Forces. Graph D corresponds to a
failure and a quick recovery of two major Internet
Service Providers.

We can clearly associate four distinct events to
each of the graphs A � D. Note that graphs A and
B were not merged together, despite being spatially
adjacent and graphs A and C were not merged,
despite having similar temporal behaviour. This
demonstrates the importance of both spatial and
temporal components of queries in order to separate
the events properly.

In this section, we have described experiments
on the AS connectivity evolving graph. Our work
shows that using several queries, we are able to �nd
subgraphs that can be related to known real-world
events. In the next section we describe an experiment
on another real-world dataset.

4.2 Evaluation on Enron Email Corpus

The Enron email corpus is a large set of emails
collected from the Enron corporation over 3.5 years
(Klimt and Yang 2004). The dataset was used
in a number of studies and has been analysed
from di�erent perspectives (Diesner and Carley 2005,
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Berry and Browne 2005, Rowe et al. 2007, Borgwardt
et al. 2006). We built an evolving graph from the
Enron corpus and used querying to analyse this
dataset.

Each email in the dataset contains sender and
recipients addresses and a time stamp. Borgwardt
et al. (2006) turned the Enron dataset into an
evolving graph. They divided the total period in
which emails were collected into a number of intervals.
They represented employees as vertices and put an
edge in a particular snapshot if there was an email
between the corresponding employees in this time
interval.

The graph of Borgwardt et al. contains only 15
snapshots, which results in a large time interval per
snapshot. We were not satis�ed with this granularity
and we built an evolving graph that is di�erent in
several ways.

First, snapshots in our graphs are taken in one
week intervals.

Second, we decided to restrict the analysis to the
year 2001. Shetty and Adibi (2004) reported that the
number of emails is not equally distributed over time,
and there is a much larger number of emails in 2001
compared to other years. In addition, it is known
that this year was particularly rich in events for the
Enron organization. Examples of the events are the
California power crisis and the bankruptcy of Enron.

Third, we used a threshold for the number of
emails. We expected an event in an organization
to be re�ected by a �higher than usual� email tra�c
between employees related to the event. Therefore we
calculated the average number of emails sent within
one week between two employees and set a threshold
above this number. In the ith snapshot of our evolving
graph we put an edge if there were more than 3 emails
sent between the corresponding employees within the
ith week.

Since there are duplicate emails in the dataset, we
�rst pruned any duplicates. The evolving graph we
built consists of 140 vertices and 244 edges. All edges
are changing, i.e., there is no edge that exists in all
snapshots. The graph has in total 52 snapshots (52
weeks of the year 2001).

In order to demonstrate our �exibility in
constructing queries, we used three temporal patterns
that were not used for the AS connectivity graph. We
�ltered out small results with a predicate returning
true, if a graph contains more than 3 edges. We
expected email discussions of the same event to
have mostly synchronous starting times, i.e., within
the same week. Thus we required results to be
100% synchronised within a pattern, by setting the
correlation threshold to zero.

The result of each query is a set of evolving
subgraphs. We manually reviewed the largest
subgraphs. Each evolving subgraph may be related
to event(s) in the organization, and vertices represent
employees related to the event(s). Each edge
corresponds to a number of emails. We analysed
the contents of these emails in order to understand
what event(s) they might correspond to. We present
the evolving subgraphs found by di�erent temporal
patterns in Table 1.The �rst pattern we used is �01�.
It can be interpreted as an �event occurrence�. One of
the evolving subgraphs found corresponds to emails
sent within week 4 (late January 2001). There was
an electricity crisis in California in 2000 � 2001.
In mid January 2001 a blackout a�ected hundreds
of thousands of citizens. This blackout was followed
by a declaration of a state of emergency by Governor
Davis. Enron was one of the largest energy companies
in the USA at that time. Therefore it is not surprising
to �nd this event in the emails communication of

Enron employees. Subjects or bodies of almost all
emails of the evolving subgraph are related to the
political and other consequences of the electricity
crisis in California.

Another waveform we used for querying is �0110�.
This kind of behaviour can be interpreted as short
term cooperation: average email tra�c, followed
by intensi�cation for two weeks and decreasing
afterwards. One of the graphs found indicates that
such a pattern occurred in mid August 2001. A review
of the emails corresponding to the subgraph showed
that there were two main discussion topics. The �rst
topic relates to a conference call with Portland. This
can be concluded from some email subjects and the
following text found within the emails: �... conference
call with Portland�, �I have organized ... groups to
attend Portland for one week ...�. The second relates
to some activities related to �Cash/Prompt�. Several
emails have �Cash/Prompt� keyword and one of the
emails says: �I have decided to move Frank Ermis
from his role as Prompt/Season ...�.

Lastly, in a �mid term cooperation� query
(�011110�), one of the found evolving subgraphs
is related to the daily �TRV� reports which were
distributed during several weeks.

Note the variety of temporal behaviours for which
we can search. We can encode di�erent situations of
interest (e.g., �short term cooperation�) with di�erent
waveforms. Note also the comprehensiveness of the
discovered information: for each subgraph we can
infer the main discussion topics (event), the time of
pattern occurrence and the list of participants in the
discussion.

In summary, our experiment on the Enron corpus
shows that, as in the case with the AS connectivity
graph, we are able to �nd evolving subgraphs that can
be related to known real-world events. The following
section presents our evaluations of running time for
querying synthetic graphs.

4.3 Evaluation on Synthetic Graphs

The purpose of our evaluation on synthetic graphs has
been to analyse how the query execution time varies
under di�erent conditions.

There are a number of factors that can a�ect the
execution time for a query. In Section 3 we introduced
two algorithms for implementing a query. We report
the results of experiments on synthetic graphs for
both algorithms, where appropriate.

Another factor a�ecting the execution time is the
size of the evolving graph being analyzed. The size
can be expressed as the number of vertices, edges
and time snapshots. In Section 3.3 we showed that
the number of snapshots and the number of edges
contribute to the time complexity in a similar manner,
and the number of vertices is bounded by the number
of edges. Therefore in synthetic graphs, we vary only
the number of edges.

The last factor that we considered is the length of a
waveform in a query. The worst-case time complexity
for the algorithms is O(T×n×lS), thus we expected a
linear increase in execution time for longer waveforms.
In our evaluation we used several waveforms with
lengths varying from 2 to 32.

We generated random evolving graphs with the
number of edges varying from 50 to 100,000. All edges
are changing. Each graph has T = 100 snapshots.
After generating the graphs we modi�ed some edges
in order to guarantee that for the queries that we try,
the result is non-empty.

We implemented both algorithms in C++ and ran
our queries on a PC with Intel(R) Core(TM)2 Duo
E8400 @ 3GHz CPU and 3GB RAM. We repeated
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Table 1: Some of the results from querying the evolving email graph. The results can be related to real world
events.

Query

pattern and

its interpre-

tation

Found evolving subgraphs

(week numbers shown)

Selected subjects of emails, corresponding to

the edges
Related event(s)

01 �

�event

occurrence�

late January

david.delainey
elizabeth.sager

james.steffes

jeff.dasovich

kay.mann

jeffrey.hodge

richard.sanders

john.lavorato
keith.holst
mike.grigsby
phillip.allen

3 4 Cheney: White House Mtg Mon On Calif. Pwr Prob...;

Edison's Filing in District Court in L.A.;

Governor Davis;

Governor Davis names advisors;

New Bill Introduced in CA Legislature.

California power

crisis

0110 �

�short term

cooperation�

mid August

mike.grigsby

frank.ermis
keith.holst
jason.wolfe
matt.smith

30 31 32 33

West Power ...;

FW: West Power Rotation;

FW: Western Strategy Brie�ng;

Frank Ermis and Matt Lenhart;

Cash/Prompt and Prompt/ Season Traders.

�West Power�

conference call with

Portland;

activities within

�Prompt/Season�

011110 �

�mid term

cooperation�

late September

� October

errol.mclaughlin

larry.may
dutch.quigley
mike.maggi
john.arnold

38 39 42 43

TRV Noti�cation: (NG - PROPT P/L - 09/28/2001);

TRV Noti�cation: (NG - PROPT P/L - 10/01/2001);

TRV Noti�cation: (NG - PROPT P/L - 10/03/2001);

TRV Noti�cation: (NG - PROPT P/L - 10/04/2001);

TRV Noti�cation: (NG - PROPT P/L - 10/11/2001).

daily �TRV� reports

each execution time measurement several times and
report averaged values.

Recall that the �Select Indexed� requires prior
indexing of an evolving graph. Therefore, at
�rst, we analysed the execution times and memory
consumption required for indexing evolving graphs of
di�erent sizes. Results are presented in Table 2.

The results show that there is a roughly linear
dependency of both execution time and memory
consumption on the number of edges. Execution time
values remain within reasonable limits. Furthermore
the indexing can be performed as a background
process and thus does not require an operator to wait.

In contrast, memory consumption is a critical
issue. We found that when an evolving graph has
more than 5,000 changing edges, indexing information
requires more than 1GB of storage. We did not
apply the �Select Indexed� for larger graphs, because
it required more memory than the maximum �le size
allowed in our operating system.

Note that in the �Indexing� algorithm, only the
number of changing edges contribute to the running
time and memory consumption, because constant
edges are pruned away before indexing. In our
synthetic evaluation all edges are changing, i.e., we
found that the memory consumption is an issue for
graphs with more than 5,000 changing edges. This
is quite a large number. For reference, the AS
connectivity graph that we analysed contains 700
changing edges. The evolving graph we built from the
Enron corpus has 244 changing edges. Furthermore,
for larger graphs we still can use the �Select Basic�,
which does not require indexing.

The next experiment aimed to analyse the
dependency of query execution time on the size of the
evolving graph. Results are presented in Figure 6. We
measured execution times for both algorithms on the
synthetic graphs with 50 � 5,000 edges (Figure 6.a)

Table 2: Execution times and memory consumption
for indexing evolving graphs with di�erent sizes
(algorithm �Indexing�). For each graph T = 100

Number

of edges

Time

(sec)

Memory

(MB)

50 4 11

100 7 22

500 37 111

1,000 70 220

5,000 360 1,125

and for the �Select Basic� only on graphs with 10,000
� 100,000 edges (Figure 6.b). In all queries we used
the same waveform �01010101�.

The results show that �Select Indexed�, when
applicable, signi�cantly outperforms �Select Basic�.
Another conclusion that can be drawn is that both
algorithms demonstrate good scalability: roughly
linear dependency of the running time on the number
of edges (note the quasi-logarithmic scale of x axes).

In the last experiment we evaluated the running
times for di�erent query waveforms on the same
evolving graph. We used a synthetic graph with
|E| = 1, 000 edges and T = 100 snapshots. Waveform
lengths vary from 2 to 32. The tesults are presented
in Figure 7.

According to the worst-case time complexity
analysis in Section 3.3, running times should be
longer for longer waveform lengths. In contrast,
experimental results show that measured running
times decrease for both algorithms. We explain this
phenomenon as follows. In practice the running time
is less than it would be in the worst case. This time
depends on the number of the results found by the
query. On average, for longer patterns there are fewer
results. Therefore for longer waveforms we observe
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Figure 6: Execution times for querying graphs with
di�erent numbers of edges and the same number
of snapshots T = 100. In all cases the same
waveform �01010101� was used for querying. In a) two
algorithms are compared. In b) only �Select Basic� is
used. Note the quasi-logarithmic scale of the x axes.
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Figure 7: Execution times for di�erent query
waveforms. Two algorithms are tested. Queries
are performed from the same evolving graphs with
|E| = 1, 000 edges and T = 100 snapshots. Note the
logarithmic scale of the x axis.

decreased running times.
In summary, our evaluation on synthetic graphs

demonstrates several properties of our algorithms.
First, �Select Indexed� can signi�cantly outperform
�Select Basic�. On graphs with more than 5,000
changing edges, memory consumption is a critical
issue for indexing. For such graphs �Select Basic� can
still be used.

Second, both algorithms demonstrate good
scalability: the execution time increases roughly
linearly with the size of the graph.

Last, in contrast with the theoretical worst-case
analysis, longer waveforms in queries result in faster
query execution. This happens because for longer
patterns there are fewer matching results and, in
practice, running time depends more on the number
of results found by a query, then on the waveform
length.

The following section presents comparing and
contrasting our �ndings on two real-world datasets
with the results of previous studies.

4.4 Results Discussion

Some of the related studies report evaluation results
on the same real-world datasets as we used in our
experiments. This allows us to compare and contrast
our �ndings with the work of others.

Our �rst experiment was performed using the
Internet AS connectivity evolving graph. Chan et al.
(2008) report their �ndings on this evolving graph.
Comparing our �ndings, we note that by using three
queries we are able to �nd subgraphs corresponding
to the all the regions that they reported.

Consider also the performance evaluation on
synthetic datasets in the work of Chan et al. (2008)
and in our work. A query can be executed ten
thousand times faster than enumerating all inter-
correlated regions from the same graph. This is
because �nding inter-correlated regions essentially
results in a large set of all possible query results.
If we are interested in regions with a particular
temporal behaviour, we need to search this set itself.
In contrast, we can directly search for a required
waveform by using querying.

The second dataset that we used is the Enron
email corpus. There have been many works that
analysed this dataset. Borgwardt et al. (2006)
constructed an evolving graph from the dataset. They
searched for frequent dynamic subgraphs. However
they report only quantitative results, without relating
the found subgraphs to events or persons.

The results of Diesner and Carley (2005) provide
a deeper insight into the organizational structure of
the Enron corporation. In particular they report
the list of �key players� in the organization. In
our results �key players� can be inferred from the
subgraph topology (see Table 1). For example, from
our results, we note that James Ste�es and Mike
Grigsby can be considered as key persons. Diesner
et al. also included these employees in their list of
�key players�. Note that in our study we are also
able to elaborate in what particular situations these
people played an important role. Diesner et al. do not
present such an analysis. They also do not provide
references to concrete events or discussion topics.

Berry and Browne (2005) analysed the contents of
emails using non-negative matrix factorization. They
report several discovered topics of discussion. Some
of the topics match our �ndings (e.g., the California
power crisis), while others di�er. This can happen
due to the following reasons. First, the Enron corpus
consists of emails systematically collected for a subset
of employees. A number of emails were sent to or
received from people outside of this subset. Our
purpose has been a demonstration of the capabilities
of querying, rather than thorough investigation of the
Enron case. Thus, in our analysis, we omitted emails
that have either the sender or the recipient outside
of the set of employees, for which the dataset was
collected.

Second, we were searching for topics developing
according to a temporal pattern. In contrast, the
method of Berry et al. returns all topics, from which
they reviewed the largest. For example, one of the
topics we have found is the �TRV� reports. Berry et
al. do not report this topic, apparently because it
was not large enough. However �TRV� reports might
be of particular interest as an example of mid-term
cooperation patterns in Enron.

Regarding the computational e�ciency, note that
Berry et al. presented a method in which the input
length is determined by the number of symbols in all
emails. In contrast, the input length for querying is
bounded by the number of emails.

In summary, our experiments on real-world and
synthetic datasets demonstrate that:
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• querying evolving graphs can discover real-world
events, re�ected in the datasets;

• querying can be performed within a reasonable
amount of time even on large graphs (hundreds
of milliseconds for a graph with 10,000 edges);

• performance degrades roughly linearly as the size
of the evolving graph grows;

• a single query runs roughly ten thousand times
faster than an approach that enumerates all
inter-correlated regions (which was the approach
used by Chan et al. 2008);

• querying is capable of identifying discussion
topics, without the need for analysis of the
contents of all emails in the Enron corpus.

5 Related Work

We categorize related work by the �eld of study. Our
work focuses on mining evolving graphs by querying
them with spatio-temporal patterns. Therefore, the
main �elds related to our study are: �mining evolving
graphs�, �spatio-temporal patterns� and �querying�.

Mining evolving graphs by di�erent spatio-
temporal patterns has been addressed by a number
of works. The pattern proposed by Chan et al.
(2008) is a region of correlated spatio-temporal
changes. This region is an evolving subgraph
in which all edges experience similar temporal
behaviour. Lahiri and Berger-Wolf (2008) �propose
a new mining problem of �nding periodic or near
periodic subgraphs in dynamic social networks�. Jin
et al. (2007) focus on evolving graphs with changing
weights. They propose a pattern called �trend
motif occurrence�. This is essentially a connected
subgraph, in which all vertices have decreasing or
increasing weights. Borgwardt et al. (2006) aim to
search for frequent dynamic subgraphs, i.e., multiple
occurrences of identical topological subgraphs with
the same temporal behaviour.

Spatio-temporal patterns are used not only for
mining evolving graphs, but also for other datasets.
For example, Celik et al. (2006) introduce a new co-
occurrence pattern as frequent spatio-temporal co-
location of objects with di�erent types. They propose
a method for �nding such patterns in a general spatio-
temporal dataset. This method does not address
graphs speci�cally. Hadjieleftheriou et al. (2005)
propose a more �exible pattern: an ordered list of
spatial predicates. The order (exact or relative) in
the list is a temporal predicate. They describe a
framework for querying such patterns from a set of
trajectories. They do not consider particular issues
of querying evolving graphs.

An evolving graph can be thought of as a database
of strings of �0� and �1�. Querying substrings over a
string database is a much studied �eld. Many in-
memory and disk based algorithms were proposed
(e.g., Kahveci and Singh, 2001, Meek et al., 2003).
Usually a string edit distance and its variations are
used to measure similarity between strings. However
in the context of spatio-temporal queries, similarity
is measured by temporal distance, using waveforms
and transition sequences of compared strings. Thus
it is not a trivial task to apply algorithms based on
the string edit distance to querying evolving graphs.
Furthermore, the spatial dimension (graph topology)
is not considered in these algorithms.

Querying static graphs has been studied by a
number of researchers. Zhang et al. (2009) focus
on e�cient searching of required topological pattern
occurrences in very large graphs. He and Singh

(2008) propose a formal language for querying and
manipulating graphs. They presented a graph algebra
as an extension of relational algebra. They also
address some challenges of pattern matching. Trissl
and Leser (2006) introduce an index structure to
facilitate reachability and distance queries in a graph.

The studies that address querying graphs
disregard the fact that graphs may change over time.
In other words, these studies do not consider evolving
graphs.

The works related to mining evolving graphs do
directly address the challenges and opportunities
provided by temporal change. These works aim to
search for di�erent spatio-temporal patterns: inter-
correlated region, periodic behaviour, trend motif
occurrence, and frequent dynamic subgraphs. Each
of these patterns has potentially useful practical
applications. However, given the large variety of
application domains and research questions one might
have when mining evolving graphs, a more �exible
way of de�ning patterns is of great interest. Therefore
we introduced a framework that allows a user to de�ne
a spatio-temporal constraint according to the needs of
a particular analysis.

6 Conclusions and Future Work

We have presented a novel approach for mining
evolving graphs: queries for user-de�ned spatio-
temporal patterns. Users can specify the required
temporal and spatial constraints and search for
matching evolving subgraphs. We formally posed
the problem of querying by spatio-temporal patterns.
This problem was addressed by two algorithms
that implement the query: the �rst one is a
straightforward implementation and the second uses
indexing. Using indexing allows us to execute queries
faster, but this optimization is achieved with the cost
of increased memory consumption.

We evaluated our approach on two real-world
datasets: the Internet AS connectivity graph and the
Enron email corpus. We also ran experiments on
synthetic evolving graphs. We discussed the obtained
results and related them to other studies that used
the same datasets.

We summarize the importance of our �ndings
as follows:

• we evaluated querying on the datasets that relate
to very common real life phenomena: Internet
topology and emails in an organization;

• the datasets studied are large (up to 700
changing edges), which makes manual analysis
of changes infeasible; thus there is a need for
automated analysis tools;

• we are able to discover real-world events,
re�ected in the data, using querying;

• our implementation is fast and scalable: a query
runs for hundreds of milliseconds for a graph
with 10,000 edges and the running time increases
roughly linearly as the size of a graph grows.

These promising results inspire us to continue our
work on querying along the following directions for
future work:

• consider operators for manipulating query results
and extend our query model to a richer query
language for evolving graphs;

• consider evolving graphs with weighted and
directed edges; for example, for the email corpus,
it would be possible to use directed edges
and weight them according to the email tra�c
volume.
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Appendix A

A.1 Proof of Lemma: Correctness and
Completeness of Algorithm �Select Basic�

Consider two time points i, j : i 6= j and two
evolving subgraphs sgi and sgj , containing all edges
correlated with W over [i, i + lW − 1] and [j, j +
lW − 1] respectively, and containing only such
edges. None of the evolving subgraphs of sgi is
included in any of the evolving subgraphs of sgj ,
because their temporal intervals are not included
in one another. Furthermore, partitioning (which
is essentially splitting into connected components)
produces a set of non-overlapping and connected
evolving graphs. Therefore, the evolving graphs in
the output are maximal. The partitioning does not
a�ect the temporal characteristics, thus the result
of partitioning is a set of evolving subgraphs that
are correlated with W . After the �ltering step,
the evolving subgraphs in the results set satisfy P .
Therefore all evolving subgraphs in R satisfy the
selection constraints and algorithm �Select Basic� is
correct.

We refer to an evolving subgraph sg ⊆ eg, that is
correlated with W over [t, t + lW − 1] and satis�es
P as an eligible subgraph. Consider an eligible
subgraph sg, which is not included in any other
eligible subgraph. In algorithm �Select Basic� sg is
included in sgt (line 5). Then, after partitioning sgt
(line 7), the evolving subgraph sg becomes one of the
partitions and this partition is not �ltered out (line 9).
Therefore all maximal eligible evolving subgraphs are
included in the set of results and algorithm �Select
Basic� is complete. 2
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Abstract

Transaction data in domains such as trading records
from online financial or other markets, logistics de-
livery registers, and many others, are being accumu-
lated at an increasing rate. In this type of data each
transaction has a complex format, being usually asso-
ciated with attributes such as time, numerical quan-
tity, parties involved, and so on. Performing data
mining on trace record data of complex transactions
may enable the extraction of knowledge about im-
plicit relationships which will benefit the community
in different ways, for example by improving market
efficiency and oversight, or detecting scheduling bot-
tlenecks. However, the size of data sets of this type is
usually enormous, and therefore in order to perform
searching or mining techniques considerations of effi-
ciency are often more important than correctness. In
this paper we develop a framework to embed differ-
ent methods to speed up search algorithms with the
goal of detecting cycles in trace record data that fit
a given constraint predicate on the amount of trans-
action quantities that can flow in a direction. The
method is shown to improve significantly on a näıve
approach, and suggests a number of directions for fur-
ther work.

Keywords: transactions, data mining, search, cycles,
flow, cluster.

1 Introduction

Transaction data describe interaction events carried
out within a group of agents. Typical examples
include information gathered from supermarkets or
stock exchanges. Data are stored on an individual
event basis; each event contains all the necessary
fields to describe it. Most of the data sets will have
a dimension of time, a numerical value such as pur-
chased quantity or total amount, the parties involved
in the transaction, which could be a single participant
or a two-sided participant pair, i.e., sender/receiver.
Typically each events are stored separately, but to ob-
tain useful information a series of similar events needs
to be combined.

By converting the transaction data into a directed
graph, we may be able to apply graph mining tech-
niques to extract useful information. The typical type
of structure we are looking for is one or more cycles

Copyright c©2009, Australian Computer Society, Inc. This pa-
per appeared at the Eighth Australasian Data Mining Confer-
ence (AusDM 2009), Melbourne, Australia. Conferences in Re-
search and Practice in Information Technology (CRPIT), Vol.
101, Paul J. Kennedy, Kok-Leong Ong and Peter Christen, Ed.
Reproduction for academic, not-for profit purposes permitted
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that satisfy a user-supplied predicate or set of pre-
defined constraints. Typically also we require that
the solutions be found according to some search bias
or order, so for example, in this paper we assume that
the smallest or minimal cycle (fewest vertices) should
be found first.

Abnormal cycles in the graph sometimes can have
special meanings, for instance, indicating that some-
one is engaging in criminal behaviour, or a new type
of fashion is appearing in the population. This kind
of technique can be adopted into surveillance domains
to help the system to pick up unexpected behaviors.
Typical areas that this can be applied to is finan-
cial market surveillance or national security. For in-
stance, if a large amount of money flowed out from a
client and after certain time same amount of money
flowed back, and the client repeated this for several
times, this could mean the client is doing some form of
money laundering. Another example could be where a
person sent out many packages to a certain factory in
a foreign country, and got the all packages back from
overseas just before a terrorist attack, which may in-
dicate that this person is a member of the reponsible
terrorist organisation.

Mining different types of constrained cycle from
graphs has been quite well studied in the past (for ex-
ample, see (Chakrabarti & Faloutsos 2006), (Yoshida
et al. 1994), (Washio & Motoda 2003), (Yamada &
Kinoshita 2002)), and many algorithms have been
proposed. Although some of the methods are claimed
to be able to find cycles efficiently, i.e., in a reason-
able amount of time, the complexity of most of these
algorithms still depends heavily on the structure and
complexity of the graph. Typically scalability is an
issue for the kind of transaction data in which we are
interested, since the runtime performance trends to
drop dramatically once input graphs get really dense.

In this paper, we propose a framework which has
the capacity to process highly connected transaction
graphs to search for the kind of constrained flow cy-
cles of interest. We have implemented an algorithm
designed to apply to transaction data from financial
markets, where millions of transactions happen be-
tween fewer than hundreds of market traders, search-
ing for cycles that show differences from normal trade
patterns. The remainder of the paper is organized as
follows. Section 2 discusses related work and Sec-
tion 3 contains the problem definition. In Section 4
we analyze one type of transaction data of interest,
and the corresponding transaction graph. Section 5
contains our initial solution to the problem of finding
constrained flow cycles used on this data and Section
6 contains experimental results from our implemen-
tation. Section 7 has conclusions and suggestions for
further work.
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2 Related Work

The demand for mining structured data, especially
graphs, has increased dramatically in the past decade.
Most of this research has focused on finding subgraphs
from massive graph data, where the subgraphs have
special topological meaning. Several approaches have
been proposed based on greedy search (Washio & Mo-
toda 2003), notably SUBDUE (Cook & Holder 1994)
and Graph Based Induction (GBI) (Yoshida et al.
1994). In these approaches infeasible computation
is avoided by employing greedy search on the data
set, which however results in incomplete searching
results Other methods developed later on have used
different approaches, for instance, inductive logic pro-
gramming as in WARMR (Dehaspe & Toivonen 1999)
to obtain a form of completeness of the result set by
employing monotonicity properties of subsumption as
is common in data mining. In these approaches the
search space can be constrained by the user, for exam-
ple, by using a language bias and employing support
and confidence type thresholds.

The type of subgraph we are looking for in transac-
tion graphs is a particular cycle where constraints are
not only focused on topology but also the weight and
direction of the edges. Finding cycles in a graph is
a well-explored area, and there are many existing al-
gorithms that are designed for finding different types
of cycles. In the 1970s Tiernan proposed an efficient
algorithm EC (Tiernan 1970) which is capable of find-
ing all elementary circuits in a graph. However the
runtime still depends on the size and complexity of
the graph. Yamada and Kinoshita (Yamada & Ki-
noshita 2002) devised a method to explore negative
cycles in a directed graph, where the word “negative”
denotes that the total (numerical) weight on edges in
the cycle is negative.

Graph mining in stock trade transaction data is
still a relatively new area to explore. As far as we
are aware, there is no existing method specifically
designed to detect constrained cycles in stock trade
transaction data. However, Palshikar and Apte (Pal-
shikar & Apte 2008) have applied graph clustering
technique to detect what they term “collusion sets”.
It uses an unsupervised learning framework to detect
possible clusters in the graph where the total volume
traded within the cluster is much higher than outside.
The algorithm is oriented to find dense subgraphs
from what they term a “stock flow graph”. How-
ever, since this is essentially a graph of aggregated
transactions it cannot find trading cycles that satisfy
other constraints, since they are effectively hidden in-
side the aggregated graph due to loss of information
on individual transactions.

3 Problem Definition

Node

1

n

1

m

... ...

Figure 1: Partial Cycles.

The original problem is derived from markets, such
as a stock exchange, where different forms of tech-
niques can used for the purpose of manipulating the
market. Market prices can be influenced by either
buying or selling significant amounts of stock. In or-
der to drive the price up or down, a group of traders
will trade a large quantity of stocks around between
themselves. As the purpose of this type of behaviour
is to move the price only, they need to keep their net
position equal to zero. The way they accomplish this
is to trade the stock around between themselves in a
pattern which looks like a form of cycle.

In order to achieve the goal of manipulating the
price, stock can be traded together as one enormous
trade which may attract attention from surveillance
departments. The way to avoid that is to split the
trade into a sequence of small trades. Since surveil-
lance systems often use a numerical threshold, such
as volume, to detect abnormal behaviours, a sequence
of consecutive small trades makes this very difficult
for the system to detect. The number of similar legit-
imate trades will cause the system to generates too
many false positives when the threshold cutoff is low-
ered to the level that the system can pick up these
small consecutive trades.

Therefore the problem can be divided into two
steps. The first step is to generate all possible can-
didates, and the second step is to try to eliminates
as many false positive as possible. To develop our
framework we will assume the domain of stock market
trades as the basis to construct a transaction graph,
although this framework is general enough to apply
also to a wide class of other types of transaction data.

3.1 Search Graph Construction

Before applying a search algorithm, the data needs
to be converted into a graph-based data structure.
The way to achieve this is to construct a separate
directed-parallel graph for each stock S, where ver-
tices (nodes) are the traders who have participated
in trading this stock, and edges are individual trade
transaction events, with the direction from seller
to buyer labelled to indicate the amount of stock
“flowing” from one to another. Since the edges
represent trades and traders can trade many times
with each other, we allow parallel edges in the graph,
although each label is of course unique.

Definition a directed-parallel graph G is a set
{V,E}, where nodes V is the set of participants in-
volved in the transaction data, and directed edges E
represent the set of each individual transaction in the
data set. The direction of the edge is a one-to-one
mapping starting from the initiator node to the re-
ceiver node, I→R where I is the initiator and R is
the receiver.

Since this is representation contains all the rel-
evant information of the original entire transaction
record, the graph G can be extremely complex, or
dense. The word complex here refers to strongly con-
nected. For example, in one stock trading data set
we selected, the number of nodes V is only 64 for a
particular day, but the number of edges E exceeds
8000, which means each node Vi has more than 125
edges connected on average. The potential number
of cycles we are facing could be excessive under the
following assumption:
Assumption In Figure 1, each node has n in-edges
and m out-edges. The maximum number of potential
partial cycles including this node that can be formed
by the in/out edge pairs is n ∗m.
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Figure 2: Transaction Graph.

3.2 Constrained Flow Cycles

The definition of a cycle in a directed graph can vary
depending on different types of constraints. Some cy-
cles may have specific constraints on the total weight
of the edges, while others may have requirements on
the number of nodes and edges. The type of cycle we
are looking for here is one where the weights on every
edge have to be approximately the same, and the or-
der of time attributes in the corresponding label set
has to align with the direction of the associated edges.
Hence we adopt the term “flow” since this gives the
impression that a certain weight persisting along the
edge labels of the cycle looks like a volume of water
flowing in the direction of the cycle.

Definition a cycle C consists of a set of edges ei
= {e1. . . en} ⊆ E. Each ei is

ei = {ti, wi}

where ti is the time attribute of ei, and wi is the
weight of the edge ei. The cycle flow must satisfy
the following constraints:

1. the ith transaction ei needs to occur before i+1th
transaction ei+1, ti < ti+1.

2. the weight wi on each edge ei has to be approxi-
mately the same, wi ≈ wi+1.

4 Construction of the transaction graph

The data set used in this paper to analyze the problem
is from a stock exchange. The reason to choose this
data set is because the characteristics of the trading
data allow us to construct the graph which has the
properties of a small number of nodes and a large
number of edges. Although many people buy and sell
stocks in the stock market, exchanges do not allow in-
dividuals to trade directly, thus anyone who wants to

Stock ID PriceTimeDate Volume SellerBuyerValue

Figure 3: Format of the transaction data set.

buy or sell shares needs to go through a registered bro-
ker, where the number of brokers in a particular stock
exchange is fixed. This property limits the number of
participants in the data set by only focusing on the
broker level, in other words the number of nodes in
the graph will be limited. By selecting a volatile day
where a huge number of trades happened, a highly
connected graph with limited number of nodes can
be constructed.

We assume that the transaction data from stock
trading system is in the form shown in Figure 3. The
meaning of each attribute is as follows:

1. StockID is the identifier of the traded stock.

2. Combined Date and Time field contains the time
stamp for each trade.

3. Price is the market price when the trade occurs.

4. Volume is the number of shares traded.

5. Value is the total amount of money this trade
realized.

6. Buyer is the buy side trader.

7. Seller is the sell side trader.

However, this is just a small portion of the actual
data set. The original data set will have more fields
than above, but for the purposes of this research un-
necessary fields are removed.

From the data set, a transaction graph will be
constructed where each trade represents an edge with
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a trader on each end as the nodes of the graph.

Definition a transaction graph is a directed graph
constructed on a per stock basis (different stocks
will have different transaction graphs) denoted as
Gstock = (V, E, ae) where V is the set of traders la-
beled by trader ID. E are the directed edges with
a set of attributes ae attached. The set of attributes
ae = (vol, t) has attributes vol as the number of shares
traded and t the time stamp of the trade.

As the number of outgoing edges for a particular
trader is normally more than 100. Shown in Figure
2 is a simplified example of a constructed transaction
graph. It consists of 11 nodes and 17 edges. Each
edge represents a trade, for instance, the edge from
v12 to v11 illustrates that a trade happened between
trader v11 and v12, where v11 bought 4000 shares at
time 07:26:15 from v12. An example of a constrained
flow trading cycle in this graph would be v06, v11 and
v16, where 10000 shares flows along the edge direction
from v06 to v11 then to v16 and back to v06.

Clearly, any approach based on exhaustively
searching the transaction graph will suffer from a
combinatorial explosion. Also, the notion of heavy
trading still needs to be specified by the user. Be-
low we present polynomial time algorithms to identify
candidate collusion sets.

5 Näıve Search Approach

An obvious näıve search approach is just an exhaus-
tive depth first search, where a complete set of poten-
tial candidates is generated from the original search
space.

Algorithm 1 Näıve Search
Input : Transaction graph G, depth limit dl, and
a constraint predicate on paths in G
Output : list of cycle paths c list

c list = ∅
for every node v in the G do

apply Depth-First Search from v, with maximum
depth limit set to dl;
insert each new candidate path into c list if it
satisfies the constraint predicate;

end for

Although the resulting set covers all the possible
candidates, it is likely that too many false positives
will be produced. The performance also suffers from
massive computational requirements, and is thus in-
applicable to real situations.

6 Proposed Solution

As discussed in the previous section, the graph can
become extremely complex with such a small number
of nodes compared to the large number of edges. It
is almost impossible to search the entire search space
within a reasonable time. Due to the characteristi-
cally large number of in and out edges for each node,
the potential search space grows exponentially with
the complexity of O(cn), where c is the estimated
potential partial cycle for each node.

Therefore we consider that a heuristic approach is
necessary. The method we are proposing consists of
two parts, a clustering-based “classifier” followed by
a depth-first search algorithm. The objective of the
first stage is to quicky identify a subset of potential
edges for inclusion in the set of candidates. In the
second stage a search can be conducted to a greater
depth to enable better coverage of potential cycles.

Time

AM PM

Volum
e

0

20000 a
b

d

e
g

f

c

Figure 4: Clustering example.

6.1 Clustering Classifier

The classifier is based on clustering each individual
transaction of the initiating agent node. Every node
will have its own such classifier, the objective of which
is to determine whether the current transaction oc-
curs due to normal market behaviour or not. The
classifier will be trained on each transaction involv-
ing an initiator. Since the number of agents is not
large relative to the number of edges in the transac-
tion graph this means the number of classifiers to be
learned is practical.

Consider the attributes of each transaction in
vector format:

T = {time, price, volume, value, buyer, seller,
. . .}

A Euclidean distance measure is adopted to
measure the distance between two transactions, with
weights wi associated with each attribute difference
to prioritise the key attributes while eliminating
noise:

∆T = {w1*∆time, w2*∆price, w3*∆volume,
. . .}

The weights wi are obtained from domain knowl-
edge together with performance metrics. Here the
domain knowledge refers to knowledge from domain
experts, for example how important is the volume at-
tribute compared to price. In fact here price is not
as relevant compared to other more important fac-
tors, such as volume. Time is also important, where
assumptions can be made by experts, for example,
that abnormal behavior may well happen at market
opening, where massive activity helps to cover up the
transactions, or during lunch time when the market is
not as volatile, and hence it may be easier to control
market prices.

Performance metrics here means that by adjusting
the weight of a parameter the run time and number
of possible results can be controlled by the user.

For the purposes of this paper, only attributes
time, volume and buyer are used, therefore w3, w4
and w6 will be set to 0. The distance between two
transactions are determined by the sum of attribute
differences with wi. For non-scaleable attributes such
as time, the difference is measured in seconds. Mean-
while the attribute buyer will be kept as a separate
measurement, which ranks how often the seller sells
stock to each buyer.
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Figure 5: Behaviours in real trading data in a typical stock.

6.2 Clustering Algorithm

The idea behind the clustering algorithm is to try to
identify the outliers of the overall trading distribu-
tion quickly. As abnormal trades happen rarely com-
pared to normal trades, this algorithm is designed to
exclude these “majority class” behaviours from the
cluster without incurring any major loss of efficiency.
For this reason a straightforward heuristic methods
was adopted rather than using a more standard clus-
tering algorithm.

Algorithm 2 Clustering Algorithm
Input : distance threshold, transaction graph G
Output : single cluster c

cluster c = ∅;
while size(c) < threshold do

if c = ∅ then
choose a node v at random from G as the centre
of the cluster;
c = c ∪ {v};

end if

Set the centroid to be the new centre of the clus-
ter, then increase the radius by unit distance;

if new neighbours found within radius then
add new neighbours to c;

else
c← ∅

end if
if tried every node then

increase unit distance;
end if

end while

output cluster c

The method will determine a single cluster con-
taining the “typical” behaviours of the agent, result-
ing in a certain number of instances centered on a
randomly selected initial seed instance and bounded
according to a distance parameter pre-set by user. It
starts by picking an instance randomly from the space
as the centre of the cluster. The cluster grows a unit
distance every time if new instances are included, un-
til reaches the preset threshold. If no new instance is
included, a new centre for the cluster will be chosen.

The example illustrated in Figure 4 shows the gen-
eral idea of the clustering. Here black nodes are trades

performed by a particular trader As can be seen in the
example most of the trades happens in the morning
and the volumes are relatively small.

To find the cluster, the following steps are per-
formed:

• node a is chosen at random as the starting point.
Since only one node is included, the centre of the
cluster remains unchanged.

• the radius is increased by unit distance, therefore
node b is included, updating the centre of the
cluster.

• the radius is increased by unit distance again,
but no new nodes are included.

• random node g is chosen as the new cluster cen-
tre.

• keep increasing the radius while new nodes are
included, until one big cluster with nodes g, e, f,
d and c is formed.

6.3 Search algorithm

The search algorithm is constructed based on depth
first search (DFS). By specifying the depth limit size-
limit and threshold value threshold, the algorithm will
find all possible flow cycles within the depth limit and
threshold value. We also implemented and tested a
breadth-first based alternative, but this was not found
to give any advantage in this setting.

The DFS algorithm performs depth first search,
starting from each initiator (trader) each node. Ac-
cording to the connectivity of the graph, assuming
the average number of outgoing edges for a node is
approximately m and the depth limit is set to n,
then the potential number of searches we are facing
is about mn. Therefore the algorithm uses the above
selection criteria, together with the cluster classifier
which identifies abnormal behaviors, to reduce the
search space. The algorithm only performs search on
selected edges which are passed from the classifier.

Note that the algorithm may produce duplicate
results for different initiator nodes since the search
is performed on a per node basis. To check for this,
any cycles found by the search algorithm for a set of
traders will be inserted into the output list if and only
if the output list does not already contain the same
group of traders with identical edges. The output list
is then ordered in increasing size of trader set.

To ensure that the cycles found are potential can-
didates, a predicate is used to determine at each stage
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Figure 6: Graph Connectivity Distribution

Algorithm 3 Depth-first search based algorithm
Input : sizelimit, threshold
Output : list of cycle paths c list

for every node v in the graph do
input to cluster classifier
prevpath p path← ∅
Def search(node v) {

for every out-edge ei of v do
if last time in p path ≤ ei.time then

if diff(ei.weight, avg(p path.weight)) ≤
threshold then

p path← ei
if ei.to == v then

if p path contains abnormal edge then
p path→ c list
p path← ∅

end if
end if
if p path.size() ≥ sizelimit then

break;
end if
search(ei.from)

end if
end if

end for
}

end for

where diff(w1,w2) = abs(w1−w2)
avg(w1,w2)

of the search expansion that new nodes fit the con-
straints. In Algorithm 3 this is implemented by the
diff predicate on pairs of weights. This is designed
to ensure that any cycle produced has each edge such
that an approximately zero net weight “flow” will be
obtained.

7 Results

Since the problem of detecting such cycles is inher-
ently difficult we were not able to find a source of data
containing already known examples. Additionally,
such data is often subject to confidentiality restric-
tions. We were however able to obtain data for typ-
ical trading behaviour. Our experimental approach
was therefore to examine the real data for general
properties of traders and trading activity as shown
in Figure 5, and properties of the trading graph as
shown in Figure 6. Based on this we generated syn-
thetic data to test our approach, and the results we
report were based on that.

7.1 Synthetic Data Generation

Different sizes of graphs that preserve the property
of real data sets are needed for testing purposes. By
analyzing a real data set for a period of one month,
the majority number of active traders involved in ev-
ery single day falls between 60 to 80 (left of Figure 5),
and the number of trades are approximately 4k ∼ 20k
(right of Figure 5).

In graph theory, besides the number of trades
(edges) and traders (nodes), connectivity is one of
the most important basic characteristics that deter-
mines the properties of the graph. By summarizing
the number of in-degree and out-degree edges for ev-
ery node for a period of time, we will get a general idea
of how nodes are connected within the graph. i.e.,
some of the nodes may have very low degree, which
may refer to long term investors, and some highly ac-
tive nodes, indicating more aggressive traders.

By plotting the connectivity distribution of the
graph, observation shows that the data set actually
follows a power law distribution (Figure 6). In or-
der to model this property, we have adopted the BA
model proposed by Barabási and Albert(Barabási A.-
L and Albert, R. 1999). The BA model consists of two
parts, Growth and Preferential attachment. The algo-
rithm keeps adding new nodes and new edges to the
existing graph, until the required number of nodes is
added. When a new edge is added between a new
node and existing nodes, preferential attachment de-
cides which existing node it should connect to, with a
probability which is proportional to the in/out degree
of that node. This model follows the “rich get richer”
idea, which best replicates the situation in the stock
data set where some traders have a fairly high in/out
degree compared to other traders.

Using this model, we generated various sizes
of synthetic graph by setting different num-
bers of node n = {30, 60, 100} and edges e =
{100, 500, 1000, 2000, 5000, 10000, 50000, 100000}.
For the rest of the attributes such as time, price and
volume, random values were generated according
to a normal distribution. True positive test cases
are manually inserted into synthetic data set. The
attribute values of test cases are set outside the
clusters.

7.2 Experimental Results

We have performed experiments on different sizes
of graphs with different numbers of node and edge
combinations, together with variation of the input
parameters. We varied the volume threshold by
{1%, 5%, 10%} with an upper-bound of cycle size of
10, and 12 true positive test cases were inserted into
the data set.
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Figure 7 shows the number of possible flow cy-
cles found by the algorithm, where graphs all have
60 nodes but different numbers of edges. We set the
upper-bound of cycle size to be 10, and varied the
weight threshold to get different results. Meanwhile
the threshold of the cluster boundary was fixed at
80%. As shown on the above table, the number of
possible flow cycles tends to grow as either the size of
graph or the weight threshold increases.

Artificial flow cycles were inserted into the test
data. The algorithm was able to detect some of the
test cases, with additional candidates “discovered”
from the data itself. As the table shows, the num-
ber of artificial test cases found tends to increase as
the number of edges increases. The reason for this
behaviour is that the cluster is better trained to iden-
tify irregular behaviours as the number of trades in-
creases.

In terms of performance, the algorithm delivers
much better performance than the näıve approach
where no filters are used, in terms of both memory
usage and run time. Figure 8 & 9 illustrate the differ-
ences when number of node, maximum cycle size and
threshold are fixed. The gap between two methods
tends to increase as the number of edges increases.

8 Conclusions and Further Work

In this paper we introduce the problem of mining flow
cycles in a dense directed graph, subject to a given
set of constraints, and with an ordering requirement
on the output. On this problem a näıve approach is
impractical for real world data sets. Hence we intro-
duced customized, heuristic algorithms to find such
cycles within the transaction graph as defined.

The clustering method we adopted was based on
domain properties, but it is quite general in the sense
of relying only on a suitable definition of atypical-
ity or “unusualness” in the transaction trace data.
As usual in clustering approaches, the choice of dis-
tance function is critical, and further work is needed
on this. However initial results from our implementa-
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tion demonstrated a clear improvement over a näıve
approach, as expected.

Once filtering has been done by the clustering
stages of the approach then a non-informed depth-
first search is implemented to detect the cycles. The
definition of a constraint predicate on flow through
the cycle is required and is executed during the search.
We adopted a measure that allowed some variation in
the flow between successive egdes to allow for noise
in the data. Nonetheless, this measure will enable
the detection of complex patterns whilst ensuring an
approximately net zero flow through the cycle.

However, this paper only provides a framework of
how such a search based approach can be efficiently
achieved. The correctness of the algorithm still highly
depends on the clustering component, and one next
step will be to try and improve the to deliver more
accurate results. The complexity of the problem also
needs to be properly characterized. Further work is
also required to specify more precisely the role of con-
straint predicate evaluation in this setting, and how
this interacts with the clustering pre-processing step.

The DFS algorithm also need to be improved to
enable the ability of discovering “split” edges, where
one particular edge is divided into a number of par-
allel edges with sum equivalent to the original. E.g.,
trader 1 sold 100 shares to trader 2, and trader 2
traded with trader 1 twice with 50 shares each. Ad-
ditionally, more work in the direction of exploiting
known techniques of search and representation bias
in data mining, for example towards minimality of
mined cycles, is required.
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Abstract

The ability to predict drug activity from molecular
structure is an important field of research both in
academia and in the pharmaceutical industry. Raw
3D structure data is not in a form suitable for iden-
tifying properties using machine learning so it must
be reconfigured into descriptor sets that continue to
encapsulate important structural properties of the
molecule. In this study, a large number of small
molecule structures, obtained from publicly available
databases, was used to generate a set of molecular
descriptors that can be used with machine learning
to predict drug activity. The descriptors were for the
most part simple graph strings representing chains
of connected atoms. Atom counts averaging seventy,
using a dataset of just over one million molecules,
resulted in a very large set of simple graph strings
of lengths two to twelve atoms. Elimination of du-
plicates, reverse strings and feature reduction tech-
niques were applied to reduce the path count to about
three thousand which was viable for machine learn-
ing. Training data from twenty six data sets was used
to build a decision tree classifier using J48 and Ran-
dom Forest. Forty three thousand molecules from the
NCI HIV dataset were used with the descriptor set to
generate decision tree models with good accuracy. A
similar algorithm was used to extract ring structures
in the molecules. Inclusion of thirteen ring structure
descriptors increased the accuracy of prediction.

Keywords: Drug Discovery, QSAR, Molecular
Graphs, Simple paths, Machine Learning.

1 Introduction

Drug molecules moderate metabolic activity by
binding with the proteins (enzymes) engaged in
metabolism. The binding activity with a particu-
lar protein depends primarily on the complementary
shapes of the ligand (drug) and receptor site on the
protein surface (Rush et al 2005), (Schnecke et al
2006). The chemical properties of the molecule at
the bonding site are also important, but to a lesser ex-
tent. There is a strong commercial and human health
interest in being able to predict how well a particu-
lar molecule will bind to a particular protein, but the
molecule’s 3D structure alone is not in a form that
is suitable for comparison and prediction. The pre-
diction of molecular activity from its 3D structure

Copyright c©2009, Australian Computer Society, Inc. This pa-
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ference (AusDM 2009), Melbourne, Australia. Conferences in
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is called QSAR (Quantitative Structure-Activity Re-
lations) and there are many techniques in this field
(Kubinyi 1997). In every case the 3D structure data
must first be transformed into a descriptor set (Xue
et al 2000) to which machine learning can be applied.

Descriptor sets used in QSAR are of three types,
1D, 2D and 3D each of which can be numerical or
categorical. The first type includes sets which indi-
cate the presence or absence of a chemical property
or feature with a binary digit. A long string of binary
digits forms a 1D chemical fingerprint of the molecule.
The numerical version of a 1D descriptor set con-
sists a list of quantitative properties, such as boiling
point, molecular weight, refractive index, density and
logP (logarithm of the octanol-water partition coeffi-
cient). The 2D descriptors are those that are derived
from connectivity data while the 3D descriptors are
those that encapsulate information derived from spa-
tial properties such as electrostatic and steric fields
within the molecule. Techniques such as CoMFA and
CoMSIA (Kubinyi 1998) are not only successful at
prediction but because each descriptor is related to a
spatial point in a molecule they can also provide infor-
mation about which parts of a molecule are involved
in bonding to a particular protein. Many of the de-
tails of QSAR techniques have been incorporated into
commercial software packages and have had limited
exposition in the literature.

This study reports on a project to build a 2D
descriptor set based on simple paths extracted from
molecular graphs. The intention has been to define
a dictionary of paths that is widely applicable and
useful for categorizing molecules and predicting their
properties. At this time there does not appear to be
such a set available in the public domain.

1.1 Outline of the paper

In Section 2 the sources of molecular structure data
are listed and described. Section 3 introduces molecu-
lar graphs, paths, the generation of simple paths and
the filtering of the resulting path sets. Here we de-
scribe the methods of feature selection which were
used to reduce the paths dataset to a manageable
size. This section also describes the algorithm used
to construct a 1D descriptor for each molecule based
on the path sets. In Section 4 we describe the catego-
rization of the training sets and discuss issues of cat-
egory imbalance. We outline the methods we used to
adjust the balance of categories in the training data.
Section 5 introduces the machine learning algorithms
used in this study: Decision Trees and Random For-
est. We also address the important issue of evalu-
ating the outputs of these algorithms. In Section 6
the experiments are described and their results are
displayed and discussed. Section 7 reports on the ad-
dition of chemical ring descriptors to the path sets.
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We describe the method used to extract 13 different
chemical ring structures and the effect on algorithm
performance when they are included in the descriptor
set. Section 8 reports on an additional application of
the descriptor set to to the classification of molecules
into their chemical families. Finally Section 9 draws
some conclusions and discusses possibilites for future
work.

2 Data sources

Molecular structure data from a number of sources
was used in this study (refer to Table 1). Initially the
Ligand Info subset (von Grotthuss et al 2004)was used
for generating a set of simple paths. The NCI dataset
(NCI data 2004) contains HIV activity data which al-
lowed it to be used as training data once a descriptor
set had been created. In addition 26 sets with struc-
tures and numerical activities were obtained. These
were collected from the literature (Mittal et al 2008)
and, for convenience will be referred to as the ’litera-
ture sets’ labelled ’LitSet’.

Dataset Description Size

LI LigandInfo Subset 1.1 million
NCI NCI HIV dataset 43,211

Literature Sets (LitSet)

ACE Inhibitors of angiotensin convert-
ing enzyme

114

ACHE Inhibitors of acetyl-cholinesterase 111
BZR Inhibitors of benzodiazepine re-

ceptor
163

COX2 Inhibitors of cyclooxygenase-2 322
DAT piperidine analogues for dopamine

transporter
42

DHFR Inhibitors of rat dihydrofolate re-
ductase

397

ECR binding of diacylhydrazine to
ecdysone receptor

53

GPB Inhibitors of glycogen phosphory-
lase b

66

GSK3B Binding to Glycogen synthase ki-
nase 3 beta

42

THERM Inhibitors of thermolysin 76
THR Inhibitors of thrombin 88
COMT Inhibitors of catechol-O-

methyltransferase
92

MX Mutagenicity of mutagen X ana-
logues

29

DR Antagonists of dopamine receptor 38
GHS Growth hormone secretagogue

mimics
31

YOPH Inhibitors of Yersinia protein tyro-
sine phosphatase

39

STRDS Binding of steroids to carrier pro-
teins

21

PTC Phase-transfer asymmetric cata-
lysts

40

RYR Binding of ryanoids to the ryan-
odine receptor

18

HIVRT Inhibition of HIV-1 reverse tran-
scriptase

101

ARB Non-peptide angiotensin II recep-
tor antagonists

28

KOA Kappa opioid antagonists 39
TCHK Inhibition of Trypanosoma cruzi

hexokinase
42

ERB Estrogen receptor binders 123
CBRA Cannabinoid CB1 receptor ago-

nists
32

ATA Anti-tuberculosis agents 72

Table 1: Data sources

3 Molecular graphs

Because a molecule consists of atoms connected by
bonds it can be naturally represented by a mathemat-
ical structure called a graph. A graph consists of a set
of nodes connected by a series of edges. In this case
the nodes are atoms and the edges are bonds. Because
molecules can include ring structures the graphs can
be cyclic.

3.1 Simple paths

A simple path is a list of nodes that are connected
in sequence but with the constraint that a node can-
not be repeated. A simple path, extracted from a
molecular graph, will not revisit the same atom as it
traverses ring structures, as shown in Figure 1. The
molecules of interest in this project ranged in molecu-
lar weight from 20 to 300 atoms, with most including
several ring structures. As a dataset of over one mil-
lion molecules was used, the number of simple paths
of various lengths that can be extracted soon becomes
extremely large.

Figure 1: Examples of 2 Simple paths extracted from
a molecular fragment. Here CCCCO and NCCCCCC

A number of algorithms for extracting simple
paths from a graphs are available (Danielson 1968),
(Bezem et al 1987). In this project, an enhanced ver-
sion of the depth-first algorithm was used to maximize
performance and keep memory requirements in rea-
sonable bounds. Extracting all possible paths from
a typical drug molecule (70 non-hydrogen atoms) re-
quired about 50 ms. For reasons of computational ef-
ficiency the path lengths were restricted to the range
2 to 12 atoms, reducing the processing time to 5ms
per molecule. A computer with an Intel Core2Duo,
2.40 GHz processor and 4 Gb RAM, running Java 1.6
on MS Vista, was used.

The path algorithm implemented filters that dis-
card inverse strings (CCNO = ONCC), duplicates
and those containing exotic atoms. The atoms re-
tained are shown in figure 2.

Filters Number of simple paths(2-12)
remaining after filtering

No filtering 2.114 billion
Inverses 1.057 billion
Duplicates 423,504
Atoms 182,847

Table 2: Number of paths extracted

The LigandInfo Subset includes molecules with
atoms that are unusual in biological systems. For
example, exotic atoms such as radioactive Europium
were present. A frequency distribution of atoms in
the data was extracted and atoms with low frequency
of occurrence were excluded. Paths containing these
atoms were not extracted. Hydrogen atoms, although
common, can only occupy ends of path strings as they
form only one bond. Typically these are excluded
from descriptors sets in QSAR (Xu et al 2000)
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Figure 2: Atomic frequencies

3.2 Feature selection

3.2.1 Minimum redundancy

The remaining set of 182,000 paths is still too large for
building a descriptor set of a practical size. Feature
Selection is a technique commonly used in machine
learning for selecting a subset of relevant features for
building robust learning models. By removing irrel-
evant and redundant features from the data, feature
selection helps improve the performance of learning
models. In this project, two types of feature selection
were employed: minimum redundancy selection and
apriori selection.

Minimum redundancy selection is a process of re-
moving every feature whose information content is al-
ready fully encapsulated within another feature. This
process is similar to the computation of minimal gen-
erators (Nehmé et al 2005) . In the set of 182,000
paths, it was evident that many paths were present
in the same number of molecules as some of the sub
paths within them. For instance: N-O-N appeared in
2157 molecules, C-N-O-N appeared in 2157 molecules
and C-C-N-O-N also appeared in 2157 molecules. For
the path CCNON to appear, CNON and NON also
have to be present. As all are present with the same
frequency, any one of the three implies the existence
of the other two: there is redundancy. In feature se-
lection the simplest information is typically kept, as
the shortest instance carries as much information as
the longer ones. However, from the chemists’ point
of view, the longer the path string, the more inter-
pretable it is: knowing that CCNON exists implies
more about the spatial and chemical properties of a
molecule than knowing that a path NON is present. It
was decided to keep only the longest redundant path
string (in the example: CCNON) and to discard the
shorter ones (here: NON and CNON) as it would be
more meaningful for researchers using these descrip-
tors. Once redundancies had been removed the path
set reduced from 182,000 to 123,342 paths.

3.2.2 Apriori

Further feature reduction was attempted using the
apriori algorithm (Jovanoski et al 2001). This method
finds subsets which are common to at least a mini-
mum number C of the given itemsets. This number
is called the minimum support. It is asserted that
when a subset is not sufficiently common, it is less
likely to be a relevant feature. In this study, a subset
is a path, and the number of itemsets where it can be
found is its frequency in the molecules dataset. The
advantage of this technique is that the support value

C can be set to retain only a reasonable number of
paths. However, the aprioi algorithm can reduce the
path set to the point where a number of molecules
are left with identical path descriptors: those that
remain are incapable of being used to distinguish be-
tween these molecules. It is inappropriate to remove
some of these rare but important paths because of
their discriminating power.

A modified version of the apriori algorithm was im-
plemented that uses backfilling to restore necessary
features that would otherwise have been removed.
If one path needs to be retained for its descriptive
power, it is added back to the set of paths, even if its
frequency is under the limit C. However, this requires
many comparisons at each step of the algorithm to
see if any molecule is no longer described and there-
fore needs backfilling. This adds processing time and
also requires a lot of memory to store the molecular
descriptions for comparison. Applying this algorithm
to the LigandInfo Subset data, it was estimated that
over 670 billion comparisons would need to be made.
With the resources available this was not possible.
The alternatives are to use a different algorithm or
work with a smaller data set: both options were ex-
plored.

3.2.3 A Heuristic feature reduction method

Faced with limits on the dataset size that could be
practically reduced using the apriori algorithm, a
method that relied more on knowledge of the data
and judgment was applied. A set of descriptors have
been created from the 123,000 paths distilled from the
LigandInfo database after minimum redundancy se-
lection had been used. The heuristic method discards
paths that are present in most molecules and there-
fore of less discriminating power, and also those that
are too infrequently present to be universally useful.
Once a core of paths was selected it was enhanced by
backfilling: adding back in paths that had been dis-
carded in the initial cut but were found to be neces-
sary to represent particular molecules that would oth-
erwise have insufficient descriptors for effective data
mining. This method is much less demanding of com-
puting resources and was able to operate within the
available computing environment. The selection of
the core set was guided by a graph, Figure 3, that
shows the number of paths plotted against the fre-
quency of their occurrence in the data set. Rare paths
are those that are found in few molecules. Confus-
ingly, there is a large number of individual paths that
are rare. Common paths are those that are found in
many molecules but these individual paths are less
numerous. This shows that a small percentage of
molecules contain a large number of the 123,000 avail-
able paths and a larger percentage of molecules have
a smaller number of the paths. Only 5% of the paths
were present in more than 2000 different molecules
while 25% of the paths were found only once in the
data set of molecules.

A number of different core sets were arbitrarily
chosen from our set of 123,000 paths to determine
which set generated the most useful descriptors. Four
groups of paths each containing paths centred on
a particular frequency in the data set were chosen.
These were labelled G5, G10, G15 and G20 respec-
tively. The numerical part in G20 indicates that any
particular path from the core was represented in 20%
of the molecules in the data set. Most molecules were
still well represented by different paths from this core.
However, this arbitrary selection is unable to guaran-
tee that all molecules will be adequately represented
by the limited set of paths. Backfilling was used in
these cases to repopulate the core set with additional
paths representing these molecules. Backfilling was
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Figure 3: Path frequencies

continued until each molecule was represented by at
least 10 paths. The initial frequency of the paths in
the core was important: if it was too high, the paths
in the set are too common and thus less expressive
of differences in molecules. If the chosen frequency
was too low, too many paths would need to be back-
filled to compensate for the initial poor descriptive
ability and would result in large path sets, possibly
too large for machine learning. The initial frequen-
cies were chosen at 5%, 10%, 15% and 20% of all the
molecules. Each core set started with 3700 paths ( 3%
of the 123,000 paths ): each set had the same initial
size, but with different paths.Tests were done on sets
of 2,000, 10,000 and 50,000 molecules to ensure that
the growths of the core sets was not excessive. The
selection of the initial percentage, the range of paths
to be included initally, and the minimum number of
paths required for each molecule was made by trial
and error. The alternative of optimising these selec-
tions formally was judged to be too computationally
intensive. This remains an interesting area for future
investigation.

Core Group Centre Frequency Final group size

G05 5% 4706
G10 10% 4533
G15 15% 4434
G20 20% 4360

Table 3: Final reduced path-set sizes

The resulting sets, displayed in Table 3, each had
a reasonable size suited for machine learning algo-
rithms. The growth in each path set size is a result of
backfilling. The same method was tried starting with
a single path rather than a core, and relying entirely
on backfilling for populating it, but the results were
poor.

The problem now remained of selecting the most
descriptive of the four path sets. In order to deter-
mine which of the sets contained information about
the largest number of molecules in the dataset, the
paths extracted from each molecule were compared
with those available in the reduced path sets. The
percentage of found paths was plotted against the
number of molecules in fig 4.

For each molecule, the ratio of each set was cal-
culated: the number of paths present in both the
molecule and path set divided by the total number
of paths in the molecule. For instance, if a molecule
has 50 extractable paths but only 20 of them are in
the path set, then the ratio of this specific molecule
for this specific set is 20/50=0.4 or 40%. A ratio of
0 means that the molecule is not described at all. A
ratio of 100% means that the molecule is fully de-

Figure 4: Number of molecules vs % of paths found
in path set.

scribed. The G20 path set most closely approaches
this so it was selected as the preferred descriptor set.

3.2.4 Building a path set with a smaller
molecular data set.

In section 3.2.2 it was stated that the apriori algo-
rithm with backfilling was unable to be used with the
large data set derived from the LigandInfo data. The
option of using a different feature reduction algorithm
was explored in section 3.2.3. The alternative of using
a smaller data set with apriori was also undertaken.
The data used was taken from the LitSet in Table 1,
2240 molecules in total. After extracting paths and
removing redundancies, 5594 paths remained. The
apriori algorithm with backfilling and minimum sup-
port of C=9 was applied which resulted in a final
path set of 2470 paths. This path set was named
MS9 (minimum support 9). The paths in common
between the G20 and the MS9 path sets are shown in
Fig 5. The G20 path set shared 40% of its paths with
the MS9 path set.

Figure 5: Paths in common between the path sets.

3.3 Descriptor preparation

Having settled on G20 (4360 paths) and MS9 (2470
paths) as the most promising path sets, the task re-
mained to use them to build descriptor sets for indi-
vidual molecules. In order to provide a descriptor set
that is consistent between molecules, the paths were
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arbitrarily assigned an order number. Paths strings
were first ordered by length then by alphabetical or-
der. A sample descriptor was then built by extracting
all paths of length 2 to 12 from a sample molecule. At
the same time the descriptor path set was scanned to
see whether each path in the molecule is represented
there. Where a path is found in both the molecule
and in the path set, a ’1’ character is appended to
the descriptor string: when a path from the descrip-
tor set is not found in the sample molecule a ’0’ is
appended. Refer to fig.6. Paths in the molecule that
did not exist in the descriptor set were ignored. In
the case of the G20 path set, this results in a binary
string of length 4360, with MS9 the descriptor string
length is 2470. Note that multiple occurrences of the
same path in a molecule are not taken into account.
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Figure 6: Flowchart showing the building of a de-
scriptor for a sample.

4 Categorization of training sets

Seven of the data sets with more substantial molecule
counts were taken from the ’literature sets’ of
molecules for training and testing as was the NCI HIV
data set of 43,211 molecules. Both sets are provided
with activity scores, in the first case with numerical
values, in the second the data was annotated as Inac-
tive (CI), Moderately active (CM) and Active (CA).
In the case where the activities are numeric, they were
first converted to categories. The decision was made
to divide the scores into two categories, Active and In-
active. After testing it was decided to set the bound-
ary between active and inactive at a level that cat-
egorised molecules with activities below 75% of max
activity range as inactive. Those in the top 25% were
initially categorised as active. All molecules with ac-
tivities within 5% of the boundary were removed to
demarcate more clearly between actives and inactives.

This results in molecules below 70% being defined
as inactive and those in the top 20% as active. Refer
to fig.7. This imposes some imbalance in the data,
but this is is difficult to allow for because of the dis-
tribution of activities within the molecule data sets.
The HIV dataset of 43,211 molecules is already cate-
gorised but the data is massively imbalanced. There
are 41,625 inactives, 1114 moderately actives and 472
actives. Imbalanced data makes the prediction accu-
racy misleading. The actives represent only 1% of the

Figure 7: Setting the category boundary

whole data set so a crude model such as ’all samples
are inactive’ will be correct 99% of the time. To
counter this, the data was under-sampled by repeat-
edly taking a random selection from the inactives of
the same size as the actives (Drummond et al 2003).
This produced many separate balanced data sets for
use in model building.

5 Machine Learning

The nature of the descriptors is categorical which
favours a classification algorithm such as a Decision
Tree or Random Forest algorithms. These two algo-
rithms were applied to the training sets. Both algo-
rithms used were from the Weka suite of data mining
tools (Frank et al 2004).

5.1 Decision Trees

The decision tree algorithm (Kohavi et al 2002) classi-
fies samples into categories, in this case active or inac-
tive. In building a tree model sets of the values, for a
particular descriptor across the set of samples, are in-
spected in turn to identify the descriptor whose values
can be split into two groups which have the greatest
purity. Purity is measured by information gain or by
the Gini coefficient. In Weka’s J48 implementation
the information gain is used. Having identified the
most productive descriptor for the first split, the pro-
cess is repeated recursively on samples from each half
of the split to locate the next most useful descriptor
on which to split. This process continues until the
remaining sets each contain one sample.

The tree that results embodies a model for predic-
tion but it is likely to overfit as it is closely tied to
the training data and it may not perform well with
general sample data. Pruning removes subtrees by
replacing a node with a leaf when that improves the
estimated error with generalised test data: it makes
the tree model more general.

5.2 Random Forest

Overfitting can be reduced by using the Random For-
est (Breiman 2001) meta-learner algorithm. As its
name suggests, a random forest is built using many
trees. Given a set of samples, each with a number
of descriptors, many training sets are built using a
random subset of the descriptors. Each subset is
randomly extracted from the full descriptor list each
time: used descriptors are replaced. A tree is built for
each subset with the descriptor splits and split values
that occur most frequently being used for the final
model. Because the final model is made from many
trees each based on a subset of the sample descriptors,
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it is less strongly dependent on particular descriptors
and therefore less prone to overfitting.

5.3 Evaluation of models

The classifier algorithms build tree models and re-
port the accuracy of the models. The performance
is summarised in the confusion matrix. In this case
where there were only two categories the results were
displayed as four numbers, the numbers of True Posi-
tives (TP), False Positives (FP), True Negatives (TN)
and False Negatives (FN). The TP and TN scores to-
gether form the total of successful predictions.

Predicted Class

Actual Class

+ve -ve

+ve TP FN

-ve FP TN

Table 4: Confusion Matrix for a 2-Class Problem

Accuracy =
TP + TN

TP + TN + FP + FN
∗ 100

The accuracy is defined as the percentage of suc-
cessful predictions out of the total number of samples
classified. However, the accuracy measure alone is
unreliable in quantifying the performance of a model.
For example, a binary classification of balanced ac-
tive and inactive samples will produce an accuracy
of 50% with a random classification of each sample.
The apparent quality of a model may be due more
to the distribution of categories in the data than to
the model itself. A method of evaluating models is
needed.

The ROC (Receiver Operating Characteristic)
curve is a graph of the True Positive Rate (TPR)
vs. False Positive Rate (FPR) of a model (Fawcett
2007). The Area Under the Curve (AUC ) can be
used to evaluate the quality of a classification. This
tool helps to compare different models independently
of the class distribution. Therefore AUC can be used
with decision trees (Ferri et al 2002) and provide more
information than the accuracy measure which is af-
fected by category imbalance in the data (Huang et al
2005). A perfect model would have a score of 1 and
random draw model would have an AUC of 0.5. The
higher the value above 0.5, the better the classifier.

6 Experiment and results

6.1 Using the literature sets

The activities of LitSet sets with more than 100 sam-
ples (ace, ache, bzr, cox2, dhfr, erb, hivrt) were di-
vided into two categories as described in Section 4.
This was restricted to the larger sets as the smaller
sets would be more prone to overfitting. The classifi-
cation of the molecules was done using the J48 deci-
sion tree and Random Forest algorithms. In all cases
10 fold cross-validation was applied. For each set of
molecules, the accuracy and the AUC of the mod-
els generated by both algorithms was tabulated, as
shown in Figure 8 and 9.

Figure 8: Accuracy of the models generated by J48
and Random Forest (RF) using the MS9 descriptors

Figure 9: AUC of the models generated by J48 and
Random Forest (RF)using the MS9 descriptors

Except for the bzr set, all sets were predicted with
an accuracy above 80% when using the J48 or Ran-
dom Forest algorithm. However, J48 produces mod-
els with a poor AUC, sometimes below 0.5 (equiv-
alent to a model with worse predictive power than
a random draw) showing that there was overfitting
and then pruning. Random Forest generates models
with better AUC as it tends to eliminate overfitting.
Those results are comparable to other studies in the
literature. Finally, the G20 set of paths gives results
equivalent to the MS9 (with a difference of 1-2% for
the accuracy and difference up to 0.3 for the AUC).

The two sets of paths give mixed results when clas-
sifying the molecule sets from which they were gener-
ated. The accuracy of the models generated by ran-
dom forest and J48 are promising, but the AUC scores
are quite low for J48: the efficiency of the generated
models clearly depends on the machine learning algo-
rithm used.

6.2 Using the NCI HIV database

As inactive molecules in the NCI HIV are far more
numerous than the active ones, the sets were bal-
anced by selecting a matching number of inactives
and actives. The 472 actives and 472 randomly cho-
sen inactives were compared 50 times to obtain aver-
age results. Table 5 display the results of the models
generated using J48 and the path set MS9.

The standard deviation, minimum and maximum
scores reveal that all 50 tests performed equally well.
The average accuracy and AUC are comparable to
other studies in literature. Similar results were found
for LitSet activity classification. As the MS9 set of
path was generated from the LitSet, good results with
the LitSet were expected. However, the NCI HIV
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Accuracy AUC

Average 83.52% 0.845
Std. deviation 1.36% 0.015

Minimum 80.56% 0.811
Maximum 87.34% 0.878

Table 5: Classification of inactive and active
molecules of the NCI HIV database

molecules had no relation to the MS9 subset and they
were still classified accurately. The conclusion can be
drawn that the MS9 set of paths forms the basis of
a descriptor set with good general predicting power
even when applied to molecules not directly involved
in its generation.

7 Enhancing the descriptor set

The algorithm to extract simple paths is closely re-
lated to algorithms that select simple circuits. A sim-
ple circuit in a cyclic graph is a ring path which ex-
cludes the repeated node. In a molecular graph this
is equivalent to extracting chemical ring structures.
A modified version of the path algorithm was used

Figure 10: Rings detected

to detect 13 of the most common molecular rings: 2
C-Hetero rings, 6 N-Hetero rings, 2 O-Hetero rings
and 3 S-Hetero rings (Xu et al 2000), (Hanser et al
1996). Refer to fig.10. The ring detection was per-
formed independently of the path detection, to allow
the possibility of using either or both paths and rings
to build a descriptor. The new algorithm just had to
detect a path corresponding to one of the unfolded
rings and then discover the difference between a true
ring and a regular path by checking if it was possible
to close the ring. This detection takes less than one
millisecond per molecule compared to 2 to 10 mil-
lisecond for the path detection. Thus it does not
affect the general execution time of the algorithms.
Knowing that many molecular families have a char-

acteristic number of rings (for instance the steroids
have 3 rings with 6 C and one with 5 C) the number
of rings in each molecule rather than just their pres-
ence was used. This additional feature never dimin-
ished the previous results and even improved some:
the molecule classification into chemical families, see
below, improved by 1% (to 94.6% from 93.5% without
ring detection), and the active/inactive classification
improvement ranged up to 5.1% (bzr set with J48).
Note that the AUC tends to remain the same whether
ring detection is used or not.

8 Classification of molecules into chemical
families

A test was run with the MS9 set of paths on the
26 sets of the LitSet to see if a model was able to
classify molecules into their correct chemical groups.
Using J48, an accuracy of 93.5% was achieved: almost
2100 molecules out of 2240 had their group correctly
predicted. The accuracy of this model increased to
94.6% when ring descriptors were included. With ring
detection, G20 performed equally well as MS9 with
94.56% accuracy.

When all the molecules, classified as active in the
NCI HIV database, were included, the accuracy of
classification into 26 plus 1 (HIV) groups was 92%:
87% of the NCI HIV molecules were correctly classi-
fied.

The first test, with 26 sets, reveals that the re-
duced path sets contain sufficient information to dis-
tinguish between several types of molecules. Even
though the 3D structural information was removed,
the specific signature of many types of molecules re-
mains encapsulated in the retained paths. The second
test, using the additional HIV set, also confirms that
these sets of paths are able to perform well, even with
molecules not used in creating those sets. This indi-
cates that the MS9 and G20 path sets are probably
widely usable in the drug discovery domain.

9 Conclusions and further work

This study has identified two sets of simple paths, of
length 2 to 12 atoms, that have been used to generate
successful molecular descriptor sets. These path sets
were tested with a variety of molecule data sets and
were able to achieve an average accuracy score of 83%
for all sets. The accuracy score was supported with
an AUC measure of 0.71 with a mixed set of 2000
molecules and an AUC of 0.85 with 43,000 molecules
from the NCI HIV dataset.

These descriptors were also found to be efficient
at classifying individual molecules into chemical fam-
ilies. This worked with 93% accuracy, even with
molecules not involved in the building of the path
sets, which supports the assertion that these are gen-
erally applicable sets.

Further validation of the worth of these path sets
can be undertaken by applying them to activity pre-
diction using diverse molecular datasets. A num-
ber of steps in the study, of necessity, used an intu-
itive heuristic approach. There remains potential for
further investigation into, and formalizing of, these
techniques. The path lengths used were limited by
the computing resources available. It was observed
that the longer paths were strong contributors to the
predictive power of the descriptors. Since the path
lengths were limited to 12 there is scope to extend
this study, with sufficient computing power, to iden-
tify the optimum range of path lengths for prediction.
In this study the descriptors only registered the ex-
istence or absence of a path in a molecule. There
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is potential, in further studies, to capture more in-
formation by storing the frequency of occurrences of
each path in a molecule and applying regression algo-
rithms.
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Abstract

Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) has been success-
fully used in a number of information retrieval, doc-
ument visualization and summarization applications.
LSA semantic spaces are normally created from large
corpora that reflect an assumed background knowl-
edge. However the right size and coverage of the back-
ground knowledge for each application are still open
research questions. Moreover, LSA’s computational
cost is directly related to the size of the corpus, mak-
ing the technique inviable in many cases. This paper
introduces a technique for creating semantic spaces
using a single document and no background knowl-
edge, which cuts computational cost and is domain
independent. Single document semantic spaces’ relia-
bility was evaluated on a collection of student essays.
Several semantic spaces generated from large corpora
and single documents were used to compare how es-
says are represented. The distance between consecu-
tive sentences in the essays changes between semantic
spaces, but the rank of the distances is preserved. The
results show that high correlations (0.7) of ranked dis-
tances between sentences can be achieved on the dif-
ferent spaces for the weight schemes evaluated. This
has important implications for the applications dis-
cussed.

Keywords: Single Document Semantic Space, Latent
Semantic Analysis, LSA, background knowledge, cor-
pus size

1 Introduction

A common problem encountered in information re-
trieval, document analysis and visualization appli-
cations is that people use words for their collective
meaning and not just for the literal term. Linguisti-
cally the difficulties introduced are explained by the
synonymy and polysemy problems. The former refers
to the many ways of expressing the same concept,
where people adapt their vocabulary based on the
topic being discussed, or on the particular background
knowledge (both of the writer and/or the reader).
The latter refers to the many meanings that a word
can have, meanings that humans are able to disam-
biguate using information about the topic being dis-
cussed or other contextual information. Synonymy
and polysemy are known to affect the accuracy of
computer systems that use terms (instead of con-
cepts) as the main way of representing information.

Copyright c©2009, Australian Computer Society, Inc. This pa-
per appeared at the Eighth Australasian Data Mining Confer-
ence (AusDM 2009), Melbourne, Australia. Conferences in Re-
search and Practice in Information Technology (CRPIT), Vol.
101, Paul J. Kennedy, Kok-Leong Ong and Peter Christen, Ed.
Reproduction for academic, not-for profit purposes permitted
provided this text is included.

In information retrieval in particular synonymy af-
fects recall and polysemy affects precision.

Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) is a statistical di-
mensionality reduction technique proposed by Deer-
wester et al. (Deerwester et al. 1990) to address these
issues by indexing documents based on ’concepts’
rather than terms. This requires a semantic represen-
tation for the corpus of documents and queries. LSA
starts with a term-document matrix and uses Singu-
lar Value Decomposition (SVD) to create a semantic
space where the distances between terms and/or doc-
uments reflect a ’semantic’ proximity. When LSA is
used for information retrieval tasks user queries are
projected in the semantic space as pseudo documents.

The ’concepts’ in this semantic space are features
of the set of documents used to create the space. For
example, the collection of books that kids in primary
school are likely to have read can be used to create the
semantic space that best fits the way in which primary
school kids communicate. This ’shared’ knowledge
representation is useful in information retrieval and
learning technologies. For example, LSA has been
used to analyze the quality of students’ essays, using
papers and books that the student should have read
as background knowledge and the essays as queries.
In fact, systems such as e-Rater and Intelligent Essay
Assessor that use LSA for automatic essay grading
(Miller 2003, Burstein et al. 2003) use semantic spaces
to mark essays by calculating the distances between
previously marked essays and the one to be marked.
These automatic grading tools have shown to be very
reliable (Shermis & Burstein 2003) and are commer-
cially used in standardized tests.

LSA has also been used to measure deeper quality
patterns in essays, such as discourse coherence (Foltz
2007). By measuring the distances between consecu-
tive sentences and/or paragraphs, possible breaks in
coherence are identified. These measures have been
found to correlate positively with the quality of essays
(Graesser et al. 2004).

In the above applications the concepts in a sin-
gle essay are described as a function of the shared
concepts in the semantic space created from the back-
ground knowledge. However, the right size and cover-
age of the background knowledge for each application
are still open research questions. Moreover, LSA’s
computational cost is directly related to the size of
the corpus, making it many times inaccessible for the
final user.

Other dimensionality reduction techniques that do
not make any assumptions regarding the background
knowledge are more appropriate in some applications.
For example, Gong and Liu (Gong & Liu 2001) pro-
posed a generic text summarization technique that
aims to summarize a document by selecting sentences
that are important, and yet different from each other.
They used a variation on LSA that creates a seman-
tic space based on the single document to be summa-
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rized. This approach was shown to be useful on sets
of documents that cover a broad set of topics (i.e.
news stories). Other applications that would bene-
fit from this approach are automatic concept map-
ping on essays (Villalon & Calvo 2008), and cluster-
ing search results (Osinski 2006), both covering broad
sets of topics. The distances between documents or
sentences produced by these two types of LSA spaces
will be different, but this paper studies what the ap-
proaches have in common and shows how the ranked
lists of consecutive sentences mapped by the different
approaches correlate.

This paper contributes an analysis of semantic
spaces generated with a single document, and how
they compare with those generated from small and
large corpora. The results provide evidence that the
different approaches produce similar ranked list of dis-
tances between consecutive sentences, however single
document semantic spaces require much less compu-
tational power.

Section 2 presents LSA and previous work analyz-
ing the effect of small corpora including single docu-
ment semantic spaces. Section 3 describes the imple-
mentation issues in single document semantic spaces,
while Section 4 describes the methodology and results
of the evaluation. Our evaluation used real-world es-
say corpora and compared how different spaces pro-
duce different ranked distances between consecutive
sentences. Section 5 presents a discussion of its im-
plications.

2 Previous work

This section briefly describes the mathematical back-
ground of LSA, and discusses the two areas of pre-
vious work that are relevant for this study: Studies
analyzing the effect of the corpus size, particularly
very small corpora, and the use of LSA in a single
document to obtain meaningful patterns.

2.1 Latent Semantic Analysis

LSA defines the semantic space of a term-by-
document (or term-by-sentence) matrix X ∈ <n×m

(that can be called the knowledge base) by decom-
posing it using Singular Value Decomposition as:

Xk = UkΣkVT
k

where Uk ∈ <n×k, Σk ∈ <k×k, Vk ∈ <m×k and
k < min(m,n)

In this representation the m columns Xi repre-
sent the weighted term-frequency vectors (of size n)
of each of the documents used to create the semantic
space. The column vectors of orthonormal matrices
Uk and Vk are the left and right singular vectors re-
spectively. Σk the non-negative diagonal matrix of
the k biggest singular values sorted in descending or-
der. The rows of Uk and Vk can be interpreted as
the coordinates of points that represent terms and
documents respectively in the k dimensional space.

If new documents need to be represented in this
semantic space, they can be represented as d ∈ <n

and projected on the k-dimensional space as:

d̂ = dT UkΣ−1
k

The result d̂ is a k-dimensional vector that can be
compared with other documents in the original knowl-
edge base corpora or with other query documents.
The criteria to decide the value of k still remains an
open question for LSA and is usually set for individ-
ual experiments (Dumais 1991, Landauer et al. 1998,
Haley et al. 2005).

2.2 Use of small corpora

Most studies on LSA have used large corpora to cre-
ate semantic spaces, however the right size for a cor-
pus remains an open question. In a recent report
by Giesbers et al. (Giesbers et al. 2006) they argued
that it is not clear what a small or large corpus is, the
same applies for minimum or maximum requirements.
In LSA’s seminal paper, Deerwester suggested that a
reasonable size for a corpus should be between 1,000-
2,000 documents and 5,000-7,000 terms (Deerwester
et al. 1990), this is not surprising because LSA’s orig-
inal purpose was to improve IR accuracy by finding
the underlying concept in the words of a user query.
The technique’s accuracy is based on redundancy in
the corpora, the premise being that terms that appear
together are conceptually related.

Gong and Liu (Gong & Liu 2001) serendipitously
used a single document to generate a semantic space
for automatic summarization but did not compare it
to other techniques or analyze the trade-offs involved.
The technique has been used to create visualizations
(Stephen O’Rourke 2009), labeled clusters (Osinski
2006), and automatic feedback for students (Villalon
et al. 2008) but again the technique itself was not
analyzed in detail and questions remain on how it
works.

In the summarization work, semantic spaces cre-
ated from a single document were used to extract
the most relevant sentences in a document identifying
topics in the document and selecting the most rep-
resentative sentences for each topic. Semantic spaces
were created using each of the document’s paragraphs
or sentences, with each singular vector obtained from
the SVD representing a different topic (Steinberger
et al. 2007).

2.3 Measuring coherence with LSA

One important aspect of the quality of essays is co-
herence (or cohesion), which reflects how the author
links related pieces of information to create the essay’s
structure. Foltz explains that for a text to be coher-
ent it requires a high quality ”overlap and transitions
of the meaning as it flows across the discourse”, and
LSA is able to model this phenomenon ”by measuring
the semantic similarity of one section of text to the
next” (Foltz 2007).

The measurement of coherence using LSA was first
proposed by Foltz et al. (?), in their study they cal-
culated the essay’s coherence as the average distance
between consecutive sentences. They found that the
LSA measure correlated better with human compre-
hension of the text than other automatic measures
for coherence such as word overlap and readability
indices. Another study by Higgins et al. (?) used
an LSA like algorithm to calculate coherence as a
quality measure for automatic essay grading. They
calculated the semantic distance between sentences,
between discourse segments (usually paragraphs) and
the prompt (text of the essay question), and between
each discourse segment and the essay thesis (one of
the discourse segments). They found that all three as-
pects correlated higher than a random baseline. An-
other study by Graesser et al. used LSA to calcu-
late several distances between sentences, paragraphs
and the whole document, including consecutive sen-
tences and consecutive paragraphs to measure coher-
ence and provide feedback to students (Graesser et al.
2004). These measures were used to reliably identify
the writing style of different authors (?). Many other
examples of measuring coherence with LSA can be
found in (Foltz 2007).
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Term
Weight

Formula

Tf tfij

TfIdf tfij ∗ log2(ndocs
dfi ) + 1

LgEnt log(1 + tfij) ∗ (1 − ∑
j

pij∗log(pij)
log(ndocs) )

where pij = tfij

gfi

Table 1: Term weights schemes and their formulas

3 Implementation of Single Document Se-
mantic Spaces

This section describes the technical details on the
construction of the single document semantic spaces.
The technique requires several parameters in each
step: document pre-processing, term weighting and
dimensionality reduction.

3.1 Document pre-processing

The pre-processing step corresponds to the extraction
of the terms from the document. First, all documents
were split into paragraphs using a simple matching to
the newline character. Second, each paragraph was
split into sentences using Sun’s standard Java text li-
brary. Third, each sentence, paragraph and the whole
document were indexed using Apache’s Lucene search
engine, which performed the tokenization, stemming,
and stop words removal1. The result of this step was
a Lucene index storing the term frequency vectors
for each passage (full document, paragraph and sen-
tence).

3.2 Term weighting

Term frequency (TF) and document frequency (DF)
were used to weight terms and discard those that only
appeared once or in just one passage. Once all un-
wanted terms were discarded, the term-passage ma-
trix A was formed, each of its values aij indicates
the frequency of the ith term for the jth text passage.
However, most LSA applications use more sophisti-
cated alternatives to the simple term frequency mea-
sure, which corresponds to a combination of a local
and global measure for each term appearance and are
known as term weight schemes.

Table 1 shows the local and global weight schemes
used in this study with their corresponding formulas,
where tfij is the number of times the term i appears
in the document j, dfi is the document frequency of
term i, which is the number of documents where the
term appears, and gfi is the global frequency, which
is the total number of times the term appears in the
whole collection.

3.3 Dimensionality reduction

Reducing the dimensions of the space is a key step
in LSA. It is in this process where the semantic re-
lationships between terms and passages are surfaced.
Previous LSA studies have suggested a value for k
between 200 and 600, however this rule only applies
to large corpora and it would not work for essays,
which are generally shorter than 200 paragraphs or
sentences. As the value of k has to be lower than
the minimum between passages and different terms,

1The Snowball analyzer was used, which in turn uses the
Porter’s stemmer.

the limits have to be set as a function of the essay
content.

Other factor analysis techniques that perform di-
mensionality reduction, such as Principal Component
Analysis, have defined criteria to find k. These crite-
ria can be classified in three: Ad-hoc but intuitively
plausible, and statistically based, both with and with-
out distributional assumptions (?). The first one in-
cludes selecting k based on the singular values in Σ,
like a percentage of the cumulative variance, or all
values above 1 (Kaiser’s rule). The second includes
all singular values until the data fits an assumed dis-
tribution. The third one also includes singular values
until a criterion such as cross-validation or bootstrap-
ping is fulfilled.

However, deciding an appropriate value of k for
single document semantic spaces presents added com-
plexities. In LSA there are no theoretical frameworks
that explain the distribution of singular values in text
corpora, least of all in single document spaces. More-
over, short essays usually have a lower number of sen-
tences than different terms, and each one has a differ-
ent length. Therefore k can only take values between
1 (only one dimension) and the total number of sen-
tences in the essay (no dimensionality reduction).

In order to study how dimensionality reduction in
single document spaces affects its passage distances,
k will be evaluated from its minimum to its maximum
values. Therefore k was defined as a percentage of the
maximum number of dimensions, which corresponds
to the minimum between the number of passages and
the number of words, varying from 5% to 100% in
steps of 5% each.

4 Evaluation

Essays (N=43) collected as a diagnostic activity for
first year university students were used to evaluate
different semantic spaces. The essays were written in
an activity where students first read three short pa-
pers on the topic of English as a global language, and
then answered two questions: Is English becoming a
global language? Is this a positive development? The
three readings were 874, 812 and 888 words long re-
spectively (858 average).

Distances between consecutive sentences were cal-
culated for each essay using different semantic spaces
created from different background knowledge: Single
document, large corpora and prescribed readings for
the activity. Using the notation defined earlier, each
of these three semantic spaces will produce different
Uk and Σ−1

k .
Each sentence in an essay (d) was projected on the

particular semantic space being studied, producing a
d̂ vector2. Having the coordinates of each sentence on
a semantic space, the distance between each consec-
utive d̂ was then calculated using a cosine function.

The distances change for LSA spaces generated
with different background knowledge, but for the ap-
plications of concern in this study only the relation-
ships (relative distances) between the sentences are
required. The distances were then ranked, and the
ranking correlation was calculated using Spearman’s
ρ. The statistical significance was calculated using a
permutation-test (also known as randomization-test
and exact test) (Zar 1972). All statistics were calcu-
lated using the JSC Java library for statistical com-
putation3. The correlation for the collection of essays
was calculated as the average of the correlations for
each essay.

2For the single document space there’s no need to project the
sentences because they actually formed the space.

3http://www.jsc.nildram.co.uk/
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Corpus 06th
Grade

09th
Grade

12th
Grade

College Psych

03rd Gr 0.93 0.9 0.88 0.85 0.79

06th Gr 0.97 0.95 0.92 0.8

09th Gr 0.97 0.95 0.8

12th Gr 0.98 0.81

College 0.81

Table 2: Spearman’s rank correlation for each LSA
colorado corpora

Spearman’s correlation reliability is affected by
ties groups (two or more distances with the same
value), because these distances are interchangeable
in the ranking without affecting the correlation (Zar
1972). The bigger the group of ties, the bigger the
effect on the reliability, also more than one group of
ties can occur in each document, hence the average
size of ties groups for each document was also ana-
lyzed using the same conditions as for the distances
(when no ties were found in a document, its average
ties group size was assigned to 1).

4.1 Large corpora

The distances between consecutive sentences of each
essay were calculated with LSA spaces produced by
six different corpora in the Colorado LSA website
(Dennis 2007). The corpora used included: five
sets produced by TASA (Touchstone Applied Sci-
ence Associates, Inc.) 3rd Grade (6,974 documents
and 29,315 terms), 6th Grade (17,949 documents
and 55,105 terms), 9th Grade (22,211 documents
and 63,582 terms), 12 Grade (28,882 documents and
76,132 terms) and 1st Year College (37,651 documents
and 92,409 terms); and ’Psych’ (13,902 documents
and 30,119 terms). For each corpora the first 300
dimensions (k) were preserved.

Table 2 shows the average rank correlation of the
43 essays projected on the different TASA (Touch-
stone Applied Science Associates, Inc.) corpus and
’Psych’. Since the reading materials that students in
6th year are supposed to know include those of 3rd
year, every TASA corpus includes those of lower lit-
eracy levels, and this can be seen in how the bigger
the difference in content included the smaller the cor-
relation.

The average ties group size produced by the TASA
and ’Psych’ corpora was 1.968, which means that in
average no more than two consecutive sentences got
the same distance, making the rank correlations reli-
able.

4.2 Single document semantic spaces

The essays used in this study were written by 1st year
students, so the TASA 1st year college corpus was
used to compare the ranked distances. The essays
are between 9 and 33 sentences long, with an average
of 21 and median 22. As k was defined as a variable
number of dimensions for each document (from 5%
to 100% in 5% steps), therefore k’s real value ranged
roughly between 1 and 20, but varying from essay to
essay.

The first analysis was the average distance be-
tween consecutive sentences, calculated for all term
weighting schemes and k values. Figure ?? shows that
with k = 5% of the dimensions, there was only one

dimension in which to project the sentences, there-
fore most distances were 1 (cosine of 0), meaning all
sentences were almost identical. Distances dropped
rapidly from k = 5% as more dimensions were in-
cluded, slowing down around k = 35% of the dimen-
sions. With k = 100%, there was no dimensionality
reduction, therefore no semantic relationships were
discovered. If two sentences had no common terms,
they were linearly independent and their distance was
0 (cosine of π

2 ).
The average distance between consecutive sen-

tences dropped faster for both LogEntropy and
TFIdf. Global weights (Entropy and Idf) are used
to smooth the effect of rare terms and/or too long
documents in large corpora, however in single docu-
ments semantic spaces most terms have low frequen-
cies (therefore there are no rare terms), and the length
of sentences is limited (therefore there are no long
documents). Therefore using them produced an in-
formation loss that made the sentences more dissim-
ilar.

The second analysis was the average ties group
size calculated for all k values and weighting schemes.
Figure ?? shows that with k = 5%, an average group
size of 9 ties was produced, which corresponds to al-
most 50% of the sentences. As more dimensions were
added the groups of ties diminish, almost disappear-
ing between k = 20% and k = 50%, and starting to
grow again reaching an average of 4 when all dimen-
sions were included. This phenomenon was caused
by the distances between sentences, because ties are
produced by too similar or too dissimilar sentences.

The final analysis was the average Spearman’s cor-
relation ρ of ranked distances for the 43 essays pro-
jected both on the single document and the TASA
1st year college semantic spaces, calculated for all k
values and term weighting schemes. The correlation
divided by the average ties group size was also calcu-
lated (ρ’ in the graph), to illustrate the loss of reliabil-
ity in the calculation of ρ. Figure 1 shows that the TF
weighting scheme is the best, with values above 0.6
when k = 40%, and continued growing as dimensions
were added. The adjusted ρ’ started falling around
k = 55% due to the appearance of ties, however the
average ties group size remained below 2 (the average
ties group size for the large corpora) until k = 80%,
when ρ reached 0.7. Statistical significance was also
calculated but not shown in the graph. For both Lo-
gEntropy and TFIdf it was never below 0.05 (95%
confidence), until almost all dimensions were included
(k = 90%), results that due to the ties produced were
not reliable to make a fair comparison. TF on the
other hand rapidly achieved a significance below 0.05
and it was stable between k = 35% and k = 75%.

4.3 Prescribed readings

The distances between consecutive sentences were
also calculated using a semantic space created from a
small corpus containing the prescribed readings (125
sentences and 199 terms). The single document space
correlated with the readings space almost identically
than with the TASA corpus (0.71, p < 0.001) even
though the readings space was three orders of mag-
nitude smaller than the TASA corpus. This could be
explained by the specificity of the readings, because
the essays were expected to have similar content to
them. Finally the correlation between the readings
space and the TASA corpus was slightly higher (0.76,
p < 0.001) than the single document corpus. This
could be explained by associations between terms that
were explicit both in the readings and the TASA cor-
pus, but implicit in the students’ essay.
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Figure 1: Average sentence distance vs k.

5 Conclusion

This paper questioned the premise that a knowledge
base is needed to generate semantic spaces used in
summarization, visualization and other applications.
Different approaches to constructing semantic spaces
were evaluated.

First we showed that the distances between consec-
utive sentences change significantly between the rep-
resentations produced by different background knowl-
edge. This makes certain applications unfeasible or
more demanding because customized knowledge bases
are required.

The results show that the collection used to cre-
ate the semantic spaces must be taken into account
for each application. For example, the differences be-
tween using a collection of documents such as those
read by a 3rd year primary school student and those
read by college student are not substantial (ρ = 0.85)
while they are significant when using a collection of
medical papers (a topic not related to the topic of the
essays).

We also evaluated how the inter-sentence distance
on a semantic space generated only using the sen-
tences of the essay correlates to those generated with
the College database. We found that good rank cor-
relation can be achieved (up to 0.7) using a variable
number of dimensions, 75% of the maximum possible.
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Abstract

This paper introduces a new type of discriminative
subgraph pattern called breaker emerging subgraph
pattern by introducing three constraints and two new
concepts: base and breaker. A breaker emerging sub-
graph pattern consists of three subpatterns: a con-
strained emerging subgraph pattern, a set of bases
and a set of breakers. An efficient approach is pro-
posed for the discovery of top-k breaker emerging sub-
graph patterns from graph datasets. Experimental re-
sults show that the approach is capable of efficiently
discovering top-k breaker emerging subgraph patterns
from given datasets, is more efficient than two previ-
ous methods for mining discriminative subgraph pat-
terns. The discovered top-k breaker emerging sub-
graph patterns are more informative, more discrim-
inative, more accurate and more compact than the
minimal distinguishing subgraph patterns. The top-k
breaker emerging patterns are more useful for sub-
structure analysis, such as molecular fragment analy-
sis.

Keywords: Breaker emerging subgraph patterns, dis-
criminative patterns, graph mining.

1 Introduction

As an abstract data structure, graphs are suitable for
representing any objects and their relationships. A
graph is a set of vertices and edges, where a vertex
represents an object, and an edge between two ver-
tices represent that a relationship exists between the
two vertices. In real world, there exist large amounts
of data that can be represented as graphs, such as
molecular structures, Web-link structures, biological
networks, transport networks and social networks.
Graph mining mainly studies how to discover knowl-
edge from graph data. In recent years graph min-
ing has become an active research field. Many graph
mining methods have been proposed for discovering
various patterns from graph data. No matter what
methods are used and what patterns are discovered,
many graph mining tasks need to conduct a key oper-
ation, graph comparison, which detects two kinds of
information: graph similarity and graph dissimilarity.
This paper focuses on graph dissimilarity.

Graph dissimilarity reflects the difference between
two graphs or two classes of graphs. Conventional
graph matching metrics such as graph edit distance
(Sanfeliu et al. 1983), maximal common subgraphs

Copyright c©2009, Australian Computer Society, Inc. This pa-
per appeared at the Eighth Australasian Data Mining Confer-
ence (AusDM 2009), Melbourne, Australia. Conferences in Re-
search and Practice in Information Technology (CRPIT), Vol.
101, Paul J. Kennedy, Kok-Leong Ong and Peter Christen, Ed.
Reproduction for academic, not-for profit purposes permitted
provided this text is included.

(McGregor 1982) and subgraph isomorphism can be
used to measure the dissimilarity (as well as the sim-
ilarity) between two graphs. However, these metrics
are not applicable to measuring the dissimilarity be-
tween two contrasting classes of graphs, which is a
key issue in graph mining. From an application point
of view, in graph mining, there exist many cases in
which one needs to detect the dissimilarity between
two contrasting classes of graphs. For example, in
drug analysis, medical experts detect molecular differ-
ences between two classes of drug components (strong
side effect vs. weak side effect) to explore the molec-
ular mechanism of the side effect. In e-commerce
website analysis one detects differences of Web access
behaviors between two classes of visitors (purchaser
vs. non-purchasers or males vs. females) to improve
website organization or provide customized Web-link
structures. From the point of view of data mining
theory, the differential information between two con-
trasting classes of data is crucial for many mining
tasks such as classification. In order to distinguish
from the dissimilarity between two individual graphs,
in this paper “graph class dissimilarity” is used to de-
note the dissimilarity between two classes of graphs.

Graph class dissimilarity is usually represented
as discriminative subgraph patterns. Therefore, the
first problem in detecting graph class dissimilarity is:
which patterns are the best to be used for identify-
ing graph class dissimilarity. The second problem is
how to discover the patterns efficiently. Discrimina-
tive subgraph patterns can be classified into two cat-
egories: one is discriminative individual (connected)
subgraph patterns, and the other is discriminative
multiple subgraph patterns (a pattern consists of one
or multiple connected subgraphs). The former is nor-
mally used for individual substructure analysis. The
latter is usually more discriminative than the former
and is used for effective classification. The two types
of patterns are more complementary than competi-
tive. In this paper, we focus on discriminative indi-
vidual subgraph patterns.

Most existing discriminative patterns are only for
simple types of data, such as transactional data and
relational data, and few discriminative patterns for
graph data have been proposed. As an important
discriminative pattern, emerging pattern (EP) (Dong
et al. 1999) has been proved to be of strong discrim-
inating power for distinguishing between two classes
of data, and has broad applications, such as construc-
tion of accurate classifiers (Ramamohanarao et al.
2006). In recent years, researchers have extended the
discovery of emerging patterns from simple types of
data to graph data, and proposed two kinds of pat-
terns: contrast subgraph pattern (CSP) (Ting et al.
2006) and distinguishing subgraph pattern (DSP)
(Zeng et al. 2008). Recently Fan et al. proposed
a general discriminative pattern, discriminative and
essential frequent pattern (DEFP) (Fan et al. 2008),
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which applies to various types of data including graph
data.

However, we found that none of CSP and DSP
include the most discriminative individual subgraph
patterns exactly, and both of them have some draw-
backs as analysed in the next section. The DEFP is
essentially discriminative and has been applied to ef-
fective classification (Cheng et al. 2008), but as a kind
of discriminative multiple subgraph pattern, it is not
applicable to individual substructure analysis. Our
study aims at introducing a more accurate and more
informative discriminative individual subgraph pat-
tern, and devising an efficient mining algorithm. In
this paper, we introduce a new type of discriminative
subgraph pattern called breaker emerging subgraph
pattern (BESP), and devise an efficient algorithm to
discover the top-k BESPs from graph datasets.

The rest of this paper is organised as follows. Re-
lated work is reviewed and analysed in Section 2. Mo-
tivations are illustrated in Section 3. Section 4 defines
the breaker emerging subgraph pattern. Section 5
proposes an efficient algorithm for mining top-k BE-
SPs. Experimental results are presented in Section 6.
Conclusions and future work are included in Section
7.

2 Related Work

In this section, we provide a brief summary of the
related work on emerging patterns, contrast subgraph
patterns and distinguishing subgraph patterns.

2.1 Emerging Pattern

The emerging pattern (EP) was originally proposed
by Dong et al. (1999). An EP is defined as an item-
set X whose support increases significantly from one
dataset DN to another, DP , where the increasing de-
gree of the support is measured by growth rate, which
is defined as

GRDN→DP
(X) =





0 if supN (X) = 0
and supP (X) = 0

∞ if supN (X) = 0
and supP (X) 6= 0

supP (X)
supN (X) otherwise

(1)
where supP (X) is the support of itemset X in DP ,
which equals countP (X)/|DP |, countP (X) is the to-
tal number of transactions in DP that contain X, and
|DP | is the total number of transactions in DP . Sim-
ilarly supN (X) represents the support of X in DN ,
which equals the number of transactions in DN that
contains X over the total number of transactions in
DN , denoted by |DN | (Dong et al. 1999).

Given the minimal growth rate threshold
Min GR, EPs from DN to DP are itemsets whose
growth rates are no less than Min GR (Dong et al.
1999). The higher GR of an EP is, the more discrim-
inative and more significant the pattern is. In this
paper the growth rate is also adopted to evaluate the
discriminating power of a pattern.

Although the EP was originally defined on items
by Dong et al. (1999), it applies to any other types
of data including graph data. When it is defined on
graph data, the EP can be called emerging subgraph
pattern (ESP).
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Figure 1: The support plane of emerging subgraph
patterns

2.2 Contrast Subgraph Pattern

Contrast subgraph patterns (CSPs) (Ting et al. 2006)
are defined as subgraphs1 that appear in one class
of graphs DP , but never appear in another class of
graphs DN . A CSP is minimal if none of its strict
subgraphs are CSPs. For CSPs, only the minimal
CSPs (MCSPs) are discovered (Ting et al. 2006).

2.3 Distinguishing Subgraph Pattern

The distinguishing subgraph pattern (DSP) was pro-
posed by Zeng et al. (2008). Given two graph datasets
DP , DN and two support thresholds α, β (α, β ∈
[0, 1], α À β, where À means much greater than), a
subgraph g is a DSP if supP (g) ≥ α and supN (g) ≤ β.
The pattern g is a minimal DSP (MDSP) if no strict
subgraphs of g are DSPs. Among all DSPs, only MD-
SPs are discovered (Zeng et al. 2008).

2.4 Analysis

To illustrate and analyse the above patterns, in Fig.1
we use a plane rectangular coordinate system (similar
to the support plane (Dong et al. 1999)) to represent
any ESP g and its growth rate (GR(g) = tg(δ)). The
closer to line OD a point g is, the higher GR(g) is,
i.e., the more discriminative the ESP g is. In Fig.1,
ESPs are the points in the triangle OGD, CSPs are
the points on the line OD, and DSPs are the points
in the rectangle ABCD.

The CSPs are the most discriminative ESPs with
infinite growth rates. However, some problems oc-
cur when they are applied to real datasets. First, the
constraint is so strict that sometimes no or only a few
such patterns exist in the datasets. Second, CSPs are
so sensitive to noise that false patterns could be in-
volved in the result and some real patterns could be
missed when the patterns are corrupted by noise. For
example, (1) if a noise ◦ (a vertex or an edge) ap-
pears at least one time in DP and never appear in
DN , then ◦ will be found as a MCSP; (2) assumed
that g′ = g ¦ e (g′ is extended from g by adding an
edge e) is a real MCSP, and g appears in DN , if e is
added to one of the matches of g in DN by mistake,
then g′ will be missed. In addition, the CSP is a kind
of discriminative multiple subgraph pattern since dis-
connected graphs are permitted. This disconnectness
allowance blows up the search space (Ting et al. 2006)
and makes it not applicable to the scenario of indi-
vidual substructure analysis.

With the thresholds α and β, the DSP is not so
sensitive to the noise with low frequencies2. However,
to obtain significantly discriminative patterns, α is

1Both connected subgraphs and disconnected subgraphs are
permitted

2The frequencies of the noise are assumed to be lower than the
support threshold in this paper
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usually needed to be specified a very high value and
β a very low value. With this specification, discrim-
inative patterns in the quadrangle ABHO in Fig.1
will be missed. Another drawback of MDSP is that
some more discriminative patterns could be missed as
MDSPs are not necessarily the most discriminative.
For example, if g is a MDSP, then all super-patterns
of g will not be included in the result. Thus, more dis-
criminative patterns (g’s super-patterns with higher
GR values) will be missed.

Another choice for discriminative subgraph pat-
terns is a complete set of emerging subgraph pat-
terns. However, it is not practicable as finding all
ESPs is of high time-complexity, and in real applica-
tions, usually users are only interested in the k most
discriminative patterns rather than all of them. In
Fig. 1 the real top-k most discriminative patterns are
the k black circles in region R (between line OD and
the dotted curve) with green crosses (false patterns
corrupted by noise) and white triangles (redundant
patterns) filtered. However, as shown in Fig.1, both
CSPs and DSPs only include part of the black circles.
Additionally, as analysed above, the discovered MD-
SPs and MCSPs could be inaccurate with the risk of
missing highly discriminative patterns and contain-
ing false patterns in the result. Moreover, redundant
patterns are not considered and filtered in both CSP
and DSP.

3 Motivations

As analysed above, none of the existing patterns,
ESPs, MCSPs and MDSPs, include the top-k most
discriminative subgraph patterns exactly, and no ap-
proaches have been proposed for mining top-k dis-
criminative subgraph patterns. Therefore, it is nec-
essary to introduce a more discriminative and more
accurate pattern, and devise an efficient algorithm for
the discovery of top-k such patterns.

Furthermore, we identify that none of the existing
patterns include the information of patterns’ struc-
ture changes and discriminating power changes. In
substructure analysis, this change information is im-
portant. For example, a commonly used principle in
chemistry and medicine domains is that structurally
similar compounds are more likely to exhibit simi-
lar properties (Bender et al. 2004). The principle
reflected by grow rates is that structurally similar
subgraphs have comparative grow rates. An excep-
tion of the principle is that two structurally similar
compounds exhibit different properties, i.e., the dif-
ference between their growth rates is very big. These
two classes (normal and exceptional) of change infor-
mation are interesting and significant for exploring a
pattern’s structure change and its impact on the prop-
erty. In our new discriminative subgraph pattern, the
two classes of change information are represented by
two subpatterns called “base” and “breaker” respec-
tively. The basic idea is illustrated by an example as
follows.

Example 1 Given two graph datasets DP (Fig.2(a))
and DN (Fig.2(b)) which consist of molecular struc-
tures of two contrasting classes of compounds respec-
tively, assume that the compounds in DP exhibit a
positive property (e.g., toxicity) and the compounds in
DN exhibit the corresponding negative property (e.g.,
non-toxicity). The vertex labels X, Y and Z are ab-
stract representations of concrete atoms, and the im-
plicit vertex labels in the rings correspond to atom
C (carbon). Given Min GR = 2.0, the discovered
top-1 ESP is g1 in Fig.2(c). We examine the struc-
ture change and growth rate change of the patterns in
Fig.2(c) (growth rates are in the brackets).
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Figure 2: Graph datasets and subgraph patterns

The pattern g1 indicates that compounds contain-
ing g1 are likely to exhibit the positive property.
We examine g1’s structure changes and growth rate
changes. Considering ba1 and ba2 in Fig.2 (c), we no-
tice that ba1 and ba2 are subgraphs of g1, and they
are two minimal ESPs, i.e., there exist no subgraphs
of ba1 and ba2 that are ESPs. Intuitively ba1 and
ba2 can be seen as two “bases” of g1. Then we con-
sider br1. The pattern br1 is structurally similar to
g1 since br1 can be formed from g1 by replacing the
atom “X” with “Y”. We notice that g1’s growth rate
decreases sharply from ∞ to 0. The br1 appears in
DN but never appears in DP . This indicates that g1
loses the positive property and exhibits strong neg-
ative property after being “broken” by replacing the
atom “X” with “Y”. The pair of br1 and the oper-
ation can be seen as a “breaker” of g1. For experts
this information is not only useful for exploring the
inner molecular mechanism of the property but also
helpful for finding out ways to weaken or remove the
property.

It is obvious that the ESPs with the “bases” and
“breakers” are more informative. This type of ESP is
called breaker ESP in this paper. This paper aims at
defining the breaker ESP, and proposing an efficient
approach to discover top-k breaker ESPs.

4 Breaker Emerging Subgraph Pattern

In this section, a new type of discriminative subgraph
pattern, breaker ESP (BESP) is defined. After the
definition of preliminary concepts, three constraints
are introduced into ESPs; then the two subpatterns,
base and breaker, are introduced; finally the BESP is
defined.

4.1 Preliminary Concepts

The graphs considered in this paper are undirected
labeled graphs.

Definition 1 (Undirected Labeled Graphs)
An undirected labeled graph G can be represented
by a 5-tuple, G = {V, E, ΣV ,ΣE , λ}, where V is a
nonempty set of vertices, E ⊆ V × V is a set of
undirected edges, ΣV and ΣE are the sets of vertex
labels and edge labels respectively. The function λ
defines the mappings from vertices to vertex labels,
V → ΣV , and from edges to edge labels, E → ΣE.

Definition 2 (Subgraphs) G is a subgraph of G′
(denoted by G ⊆ G′) iff V ⊆ V ′ and E ⊆ E′∩(V ×V ).
G ⊂ G′ denotes G is a strict subgraph of G′.

Definition 3 ((Sub)Graph Isomorphism)
Graph G = {V, E, ΣV ,ΣE , λ} is graph isomor-
phic to another graph G′ = {V ′, E′,Σ′V ,Σ′E , λ′}
iff there exists a bijection f : V → V ′ such that
for ∀u ∈ V, f(u) ∈ V ′ and λ(u) = λ′(f(u)), and
for ∀e = (u, v) ∈ E, e′ = (f(u), f(v)) ∈ E′ and
λ(e) = λ′(e′). Graph G is subgraph isomorphic to G′
if there exists a subgraph G′′ of G′ such that G is
graph isomorphic to G′′.
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Definition 4 (Growth Rate of a Subgraph)
Given two graph datasets DP and DN , the growth
rate of a subgraph g from DN to DP , GRDN→DP

(g),
is defined as equation (1) (X is replaced by g).

Definition 5 (Emerging Subgraph Patterns)
Given two graph datasets DP , DN and a threshold
of growth rate, Min GR, a set of emerging subgraph
patterns (ESPs) from DN to DP is defined as:

ESPDN→DP
= {g|GRDN→DP

(g) ≥ Min GR} (2)

It should be remarked that in the rest of the pa-
per, the subscript DN → DP is omitted when it is
apparent, i.e., GR(g) = GRDN→DP

(g), Min GR =
Min GRDN→DP

and ESP = ESPDN→DP
. Simi-

larly, GRDP→DN
and ESPDP→DN

can be defined.
For convenience, in the rest of the paper, the sub-
script “N” is used to denote “DP → DN” in-
stead, i.e., GRN (g) = GRDP→DN

(g), Min GRN =
Min GRDP→DN

and ESPN = ESPDP→DN
.

Definition 6 ((Maximum) Common Subgraph)
A common subgraph of G1 and G2 is a graph G
such that there exist subgraph isomorphism from G
to G1 and from G to G2. We call G a maximum
common subgraph of G1 and G2, MCS(G1, G2), if
there exists no other subgraph of G1 and G2 that has
more vertices than G (Wang et al. 2005).

4.2 Three Constraints on ESPs

As analysed in Section 2.4, the existing patterns,
ESPs, MCSPs and MDSPs, have some drawbacks.
The constraints α and β for MDSPs lead to the risk
of missing highly discriminative patterns. Both ESPs
and MCSPs have no constraints on support. This
leads to two problems: one is huge searching complex-
ity and the other is the inaccuracy due to the noise
of low frequencies. Additionally, redundant patterns
are not filtered in the three patterns. To overcome
these drawbacks, we exert three constrains on ESPs.

The first constraint is the minimal support thresh-
old. In our definition, any ESP g must be frequent,
i.e., supP (g) ≥ min supP , where min supP is the
threshold of supP . This constraint brings three ad-
vantages: (1) it ensures that the patterns are popular
to some degree in the dataset; (2) it filters the noise
with low frequencies, and thus filters some false pat-
terns corrupted by the noise; (3) it greatly reduces
the number of patterns that need to be generated,
and thus reduces the computational complexity.

The second constraint is that any ESP g must be
closed in DP , that is to say there exist no proper
supergraphs of g that have the same support of g. The
first reason for exerting this constraint is that it can
further reduce the number of patterns that need to be
generated. The second reason is that it can filter some
redundant patterns without losing significant ESPs.
For example, if g is not closed, i.e., ∃g′ such that g ⊆
g′ and supP (g) = supP (g′), then GR(g) ≤ GR(g′)
since supN (g) ≥ supN (g′). Therefore, for g′, g is
redundant. After adding the constraint, g will be
pruned.

The third constraint is for pruning redundant
patterns that have subgraphs or super-graphs with
higher growth rate values. For a pair of ESPs g and
g′ having the relationship: g ⊂ g′ (or g′ ⊂ g), (1)
if GRP (g) > GRP (g′) then g′ is pruned as a redun-
dant pattern; (2) if GR(g) = GR(g′) and supP (g) 6=
supP (g′) then the larger graph is pruned as a redun-
dant pattern.

Given DP , DN , min supP and Min GR, the ESPs
that satisfy the min supP constraint is called frequent
ESPs (FESPs), and the ESPs that satisfy the first

two constraints above are called closed frequent ESPs
(CFESPs), and the ESPs that satisfy the three con-
straints are called constrained ESPs (CESPs). The
set of FESPs, CFESPs and CESPs are denoted by
FESP , CFESP and CESP respectively.

4.3 Breaker Emerging Subgraph Pattern

As indicated in Example 1, besides each ESP itself,
the bases and breakers of the pattern should be pro-
vided. A breaker ESP consists of three subpatterns:
a CESP, a set of bases and a set of breakers.

The bases of a CESP gi are defined as the minimal
CFESPs in the subgraphs of gi, which are formally
defined below.

Definition 7 (The bases of a CESP) Given DP ,
DN , min supP and a set of CESPs, CESP = {gi},
for ∀gi ∈ CESP , the set of bases of gi, Bai, is defined
as

Bai = {ba|ba ∈ CFESP, ba ⊂ gi, and

¬∃s ∈ CFESP such that s ⊂ ba} (3)

As shown in Example 1, a breaker pattern, br, of
a CESP gi is structurally similar to gi, but its grow
rate decreases significantly. Two types of breakers are
interesting. One is that br still appears frequently
in DP , but its growth rate is weaken to a value be-
low Min GR. The other is that br appears more fre-
quently in DN than in DP , i.e., GRN (br) > 1. The
first type exhibits the same property as gi to some
extent, while the second type exhibits the opposite
property. The first type is called weakening breaker,
and the second type is called reverse beaker. To define
the breakers, two metrics are needed to measure the
structural similarity and the change degree of growth
rate.

For real graph data from different applications,
the standards for measuring the structural similar-
ity could vary. Even in the same domain such as
chemistry, dozens of similarity coefficients are avail-
able for measuring the structural similarity (Nikolova
et al. 2004). In this paper, we just adopt a com-
monly used metric, the maximum common subgraph,
to measure the structural similarity. The similarity
degree between gi and a candidate breaker pattern br
is quantified by:

Similarity(gi, br) =
2|MCS(gi, br)|
|gi|+ |br| (4)

where, |gi| refers to the size of gi. Two patterns are
structurally similar if their Similarity is no less than
a user specified threshold δ ∈ (0, 1).

The graph size can be evaluated by edge num-
ber or vertex number. The Similarity is denoted by
Similarity1 (Similarity2) when vertex (edge) num-
ber is used.

For the first type of breaker, the change degree of
the grow rate of a breaker candidate, br, of gi, can be
defined as

GR change(gi, br) =
{ ∞ if GR(br) = 0

GR(gi)
GR(br) otherwise (5)

The change degree is significant if
GR change(gi, br) is no less than a user speci-
fied threshold ρ > 1.

For the second type of breaker, GRN represents
the change degree, i.e., the degree that a breaker pat-
tern exhibits the negative property.

The two types of breakers are formally defined as
follows.
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Definition 8 (Weakening Breaker) Given DP ,
DN , CESP = {gi}, CFESP , Min GR, δ and ρ,
for ∀gi ∈ CESP , the set of weakening breakers of gi,
WBri, is defined as

WBri = {〈br, ϕ〉|br ∈ CFESP, br = ϕ(gi),
1 ≤ GR(br) < Min GR, Similarity(gi, br) ≥ δ,

GR change(gi, br) ≥ ρ} (6)

A breaker of gi consists of a breaker pattern br
and a breaker operator ϕ, which is a set of opera-
tions that transforms gi to br, and br = ϕ(gi) means
that br can be formed by conducting the operator ϕ
on gi. The operations in ϕ are from 6 basic opera-
tions on graphs: AV (adding a vertex), AE (adding an
edge), DV (deleting a vertex), DE (deleting an edge),
MV (modifying a vertex label) and ME (modifying an
edge label). Since the bases reflect the information of
the patterns with GR no less than Min GR, GR(br)
is constrained to be less than Min GR.

Definition 9 (Reverse Breaker) Given DP , DN ,
CESP = {gi}, min supN , Min GRN and δ for
∀gi ∈ CESP , the set of reverse breakers of gi, RBri,
is defined as

RBri ={〈br, ϕ〉|br=ϕ(gi), Similarity(gi, br)≥δ

supN (br) ≥ min supN , GRN (br) ≥ Min GRN} (7)

The threshold min supN is used to ensure that
br is popular to some extent in DN and to filter the
noise with low frequencies in DN . The Min GRN is
used to ensure that br loses the positive property and
exhibits the negative property to some degree.

Based on the CESP and the definitions of base and
breaker, breaker ESPs (BESPs) are defined as follows.

Definition 10 (Breaker ESPs) Given DP , DN ,
min supP , min supN , Min GR, Min GRN , δ and
ρ, the set of BESPs from DN to DP is defined as

BESP = {〈gi, Bai, Bri〉|gi ∈ CESP} (8)

where, Bai is the set of bases of gi and Bri is the set
of breakers of gi (Bri = WBri ∪RBri).

A breaker ESP is composed of three subpatterns: a
constrained ESP, gi, a set of bases Bai of gi, and a
set of breakers Bri of gi. It should be noted that Bai
(Bri) is an empty set when no bases (breakers) of gi
exist in the datasets. In implementation, the BESPs
are sorted by the growth rate of gi in descending or-
der, and only the top-k BESPs are discovered, where
k is a user-specified integer.

5 Mining Top-k Breaker Emerging Subgraph
Patterns

An efficient algorithm for mining top-k BESPs, k-
MBESP, is proposed in this section. The top-k BESPs
are discovered in three main stages:

1. Find top-k constrained ESPs, CESPK =
{g1, ..., gk} ;

2. Find the bases of each gi ∈ CESPK ;

3. Find the breakers of each gi ∈ CESPK .

5.1 Finding Top-k Constrained ESPs

The top-k CESPs are found by 4 steps. First, the
set of closed frequent subgraphs, CF , is discovered
from DP . Second, all closed frequent subgraphs are
inserted into a layered graph L as shown in Fig.3.

Algorithm 1 Top-k-CESP
Comments: find top-k CESPs.
Input: DP , DN , min supP , Min GR, k
Output: Top-k CESPs, CESPK

1: CESPK ← ∅;
2: Scan DP once to find frequent vertices FV ;
3: for each vertex v ∈ FV do
4: CloseGraph(v, NULL, DP , min supP , CF );
5: for each graph Gi

′ in DN do
6: GR-Computation(L,Gi

′, |DP |, |DN |,Min GR);
7: Traverse L to single out CESPK ;

graphparent-embedded countP countN GR  child-link next

g5
�=           X 3 0    

g4
�=       4   1   4.0

g3
�= X   Z 2   1 2.0

g1
�= X   4    2   2.0 g2

�= Z    3 2   1.5

(b) Node structure

(a) L

0

Head-table root

1

7

6
�

Figure 3: The layered graph L and its node structure

Third, DN is scanned once to compute supN and GR
of each subgraph in L. Finally, the top-k CESPs are
detected and output from L. The procedure is de-
scribed in Algorithm 1.

In Line 4, the CloseGraph algorithm (Yan et al.
2003) is adopted to find CF first. In the imple-
mentation of CloseGraph, an additional subprocedure
is addted to insert each found frequent closed sub-
graph into L as shown in Fig.3(a). In Line 6, GR-
Computation computes current countN and GR of
each node in L. The following example is used to
illustrate the algorithm.

Example 2 Given DP and DN as shown in
Fig.2(a)(b), let min supP =0.5, Min GR=2.0,
min supN=0.25, Min GRN=2.0, δ = 0.8, ρ = 10
and k = 2. The k-MBESP algorithm is used to
discover top-2 BESPs.

In Example 2, firstly, FV = {C, X, Z} is found;
then CloseGraph generates CF = {g1

′, g2
′, ..., g5

′},
and inserts each gi

′ ∈ CF into L as shown in Fig.3(a).
Each gi

′ and its related information are stored in
a node of L. For space limitation, only 4 domains
(graph, countP , countN and GR) are shown explic-
itly. The node structure is shown in Fig.3(b). The
L is organised in two dimensions. Horizontally, the
graphs with the same edge number are organised in
the same layer. Level numbers (edge numbers) are
stored in the Head-table. Vertically, a child-link is
set from a parent to a child (a node c is a child of
node p if p.graph ⊂ c.graph). The root is chosen as
its parent when a node has no parents. To avoid gen-
erating too many links, child-links are only set from
the nearest parents to the children, e.g, a child-link is
not set from g1

′ to g5
′.

The GR-Computation procedure is described in
Algorithm 2. The basic idea is for each graph Gi

′ in
DN , to search L from top to down to test whether
the subgraph in each node is embedded in Gi

′. To
reduce the time complexity of subgraph-isomorphism
test, two pruning strategies are introduced.

• Pruning strategy 1 For node u in Level l,
if u.graph 6⊆ Gi

′, then u’s children are pruned
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Algorithm 2 GR-Computation
Comments: compute countN and GR of each node
in L after Gi

′ is scanned.
Input: L, Gi

′, |DP |, |DN | and Min GR
Output: L in which countN and GR of
each node have been computed after Gi

′ is
scanned

1: for each node u ∈ L do
2: u.parent-embedded ← true;
3: for l=0 to max-layer do
4: u ← L.Head-table[l];
5: while u 6= null do
6: if u.GR 6= −1 then
7: if u.parent-embedded = true and

u.graph ⊆ Gi
′ then

8: u.countN ← u.countN + 1;
9: u.GR ← u.countP /|DP |

u.countN /|DN | ;
10: if u.GR<Min GR then
11: u.GR←−1;
12: else for each child c of u do
13: c.parent-embedded ← false;
14: if i = |DN | and u.countN = 0 then
15: u.GR ←∞;
16: u ← u.next;

Algorithm 3 Base-Detection
Comments: find the bases of each gi ∈ CESPK .
Input: L and CESPK
Output: Bai(i = 1, 2, ..., k)

1: for each Bai do Bai ← ∅;
2: for each child u of L.root
3: if u.GR 6= −1 then
4: for each gi ∈ CESPK
5: if u.graph ⊂ gi then
6: Bai ← Bai ∪ {u.graph};

(Note: this pruning does not mean really prun-
ing the nodes from L but means that subgraph-
isomorphism test need not be conducted between
any graphs in the nodes and Gi

′).

• Pruning strategy 2 The subgraph-
isomorphism test need not be done for node u if
current u.GR is less than Min GR.

Pruning strategy 1 is implemented by Line 7, 12 and
13 in Algorithm 2. In Line 7, the second condition is
tested only if the first condition is true. Pruning strat-
egy 2 is implemented by Line 6, 10 and 11. A special
value of -1 is used to indicate that current u.GR is
less than Min GR. In Example 2, countN and GR
of each node in L are computed by GR-Computation
and their values are shown in Fig.3(a).

The last step of the Top-k-CESP procedure is,
based on GR and the third constraint, traversing L
and identifying top-2 CESPs, CESP2 = {g1 = g5

′ :
∞, g2 = g3

′ : 2.0}.

5.2 Finding the Bases

The bases of each gi in CESPK can be found easily
from L since they are kept in L. Note that if there
is a child-link from the root to node u, then u.graph
is a minimal CFESP. Therefore, based on Definition
7, if u.graph ⊂ gi, then u.graph is a base of gi. The
procedure is described in Algorithm 3. In Example 2,
for g1, Ba1 = {g′1, g′4}, and for g2, Ba2 = {g′1}.

Algorithm 4 WBreaker-Identification
Comments: find the weakening breakers of each
gi ∈ CESPK and reverse breakers in CFESP
Input: |DP |, |DN |, CESPK , L, δ, ρ, min supN ,
Min GRN and k
Output: WBri, and RBri if there exist reverse
breaker patterns in CFESP (i=1,2,...,k).

1: for i=1 to k
2: Calculate Emin(gi) and Emax(gi);
3: Locate node u in L s.t. u.graph = gi;
4: for each node p from Layer Emin(gi) to

Layer Emax(gi)
5: if p.GR = −1 and ((there exists a path

from p to u or from u to p) or (p and u
have a common antecedent node from
Layer Emin(gi) to Layer |gi| − 1)) then

6: brCi ← brCi ∪ {p.graph};
7: Scan DN to compute countN and GR of each

br ∈ brC (brC =
k∪

i=1
brCi);

8: for each gi ∈ CESPK
9: for each br ∈ brCi

10: if GR(br) ≥ 1 and GR change(gi, br) ≥ ρ
then

11: WBri ← WBri ∪ {〈br, ϕ〉};
12: else if GR(br) < 1, 1/GR(br) ≥

Min GRN , supN (br) ≥ min supN then
13: RBri ← RBri ∪ {〈br, ϕ〉};

Algorithm 5 RBreaker-Identification
Comments: find the reverse breakers of each gi ∈
CESPK .
Input: |DP |, |DN |, CESPK , min supN , Min GRN ,
δ, k
Output: RBri(i = 1, 2, ..., k)

1: Find FESPN using Algorithm 1;
2: for i=1 to k
3: for each br ∈ FESPN
4: if Similarity1(gi, br) ≥ δ then
5: RBri ← RBri ∪ {〈br, ϕ〉};

5.3 Finding the Breakers

Two breaker identification procedures are devised for
the discovery of two types of breakers respectively.

5.3.1 Finding the Weakening Breakers

The procedure is described in Algorithm 4. In this
procedure, edge number is used to evaluate graph size.
First, obtain the minimum (maximum) edge number,
Emin(gi) (Emax(gi)) of candidate breaker patterns of
each gi ∈ CESPK . Given δ and |gi|, Emin(gi) and
Emax(gi) can be derived easily from Equation (4) ac-
cording to |MCS(gi, br)| ≤ min{|gi|, |br|}. Second,
traverse L from Layer Emin(gi) to Emax(gi) to detect
candidate breaker patterns, brCi, of gi (Line 4, 5 and
6). Line 5 identifies the candidates that satisfy thresh-
olds Min GR and δ in Equation (6). Third, scan DN
to calculate countN and GR of each candidate. Fi-
nally check if the candidates satisfy the threshold ρ
(Line 10). If there exists such br that satisfies the
constrains of reverse breakers, then br is inserted into
the corresponding reverse breaker set (Line 12 and
13).

5.3.2 Finding the Reverse Breakers

The procedure is described in Algorithm 5. In Line
1, the constraints closed and k are not needed in Al-
gorithm 1 for finding frequent ESPs from DP to DN ,
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FESPN . The key of the computation of Similarity1
(Equation (4)) in Line 4 is to identify the maximum
common subgraph of gi and br, MCS(gi, br). An
existing efficient algorithm (Wang et al. 2005) is im-
plemented to detect the minimal common subgraphs.
The MCS(gi, br) is discovered by five major steps:
(1) produce the matching pairs of two input graphs;
(2) sort the order of matching pairs; (3) build a com-
mon subgraph path through selecting matching pairs;
(4) determine the size of the corresponding common
subgraph by the path; (5) continue finding paths until
all paths have been considered. In FESPN usually
almost no or only a small number of candidates are
structurally similar to gi. In order to accelerate the
procedure, two pruning strategies are introduced to
prune the search space.

• MCS-pruning 1 If 2min{|gi|,|br|}
|gi|+|br| < δ then

Similarity1(gi, br) < δ because |MCS(gi, br)| ≤
min{|gi|, |br|}. In this case, MCS(gi, br) need
not be identified.

• MCS-pruning 2 In Step (1) of the MCS de-
tection procedure, if the number of matching
pairs, NMP , does not satisfy 2NMP

|gi|+|br| ≥ δ, then
retreat from the procedure. Also in Step (3)
only consider the pathes whose NMP satisfy
2NMP
|gi|+|br| ≥ δ.

In Example 2, the discovered reverse breakers
are Br1 = {〈br1,MV (v7, Y )〉}, where br1 is from
Fig.2(c), and MV (v7, Y ) means the label of v7 (the
vertex with label “X” in br1) is modified to Y .

6 Experimental Results and Analysis

To evaluate the k-MBESP algorithm, experiments
were conducted on both real and synthetic datasets.
All experiments were done on a 2.2GHz Intel Core
PC, with 2 GB main memory, running Windows XP.
For comparison, we also implemented the algorithm
for mining MCSPs (Ting et al. 2006) and the algo-
rithm for mining MDSPs (Zeng et al. 2008), which
are denoted by MCSP-Miner and MDSP-Miner re-
spectively. All algorithms were implemented in Java.

6.1 Real Dataset

The real dataset that we use is the AIDS antiviral
screen chemical compound dataset obtained from the
website3. The dataset contains 42687 compounds,
among which, 377 are confirmed active (CA), 1911
are confirmed moderately active (CM) and 40389
are confirmed inactive (CI). In the experiments, we
only focus on CA and CI compounds. CA com-
pounds are stored in DP and CI compounds are
stored in DN . The k-MBESP algorithm is used to
find the top-k BESPs from DN to DP . We deter-
mine an appropriate specification for the parame-
ters: min supP =14%, min supN = 14%, k = 10,
Min GR=25.0, Min GRN=3.0, δ = 0.65, ρ = 8.0.
With this specification, the algorithm finds top-10
BESPs within 2835 seconds. The top-1,2 and 7 BE-
SPs are shown in Fig.4. The value in every bracket is
the GR of a pattern. Several bases are found for each
gi, among which only a couple of them are shown in
Fig.4. For g7, a weakening breaker pattern, wbr7−1,
is discovered. We see that the growth rate of g7 de-
creases from 88.76 to 8.82 (GR change = 10.06) when
three bonds attached to atom S are broken as shown
by the three dashed line in Fig.4. This information

3http://dtp.nci.nih.gov/docs/aids/aids data.html
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Figure 4: top-k BESPs discovered from the real
dataset

is heuristic and important for domain experts to dis-
cover the factors that could weaken the activity of the
compounds. It should be noted that breaker patterns
are not necessarily underlying in the datasets. No
breaker patterns can be found if no breaker patterns
exist in the datasets to be mined. For example, no
reverse breakers are found in the AIDS dataset when
the parameters are specified as above.

In this dataset, MDSP-Miner (α = 14%, α/β =
Min GR = 25) only finds the minimum ESPs, and
misses some more discriminative patterns. For exam-
ple, some bases of g1, g2 are found as MDSPs and g1,
g2 are excluded. However, MCSP-Miner is not able to
finish the mining process within an acceptable time.

6.2 Synthetic Datasets

In order to evaluate the performance of the algo-
rithm, we generated a series of synthetic datasets by
a synthetic graph generator (Kuramochi et al. 2001)
with fixed parameters I5T20L200V6E4 and varying
D, where I denotes the average size of frequent pat-
terns (in terms of edge number), T denotes the aver-
age size of graph transactions, L denotes the number
of potentially frequent subgraphs, V denotes the num-
ber of distinct vertex labels, E denotes the number of
distinct edge labels, and D denotes dataset size (the
number of graphs in the dataset).

6.2.1 Performance Study

To compare the time efficiency, the three miners are
performed on a series of datasets with the size vary-
ing from 20 to 100k. The parameters for k-MBESP
are specified as: Min GR = 25.0, min supP = 5%, δ
(at most 2 vertices or edges are different), ρ = 30.0,
Min GRN = 10.0, min supN = 5% and k = 10.
For MDSP-Miner, the parameter α = 5%, and the
value of α/β is fixed at 25.0, which is as same as
Min GR. However, when the dataset size is 20 or
100, Min GR = 5.0, min supP = 10%, α = 30%,
and β = 6%. Figure 5(a) shows a performance com-
parison of the three miners on datasets of 20 to 10000
graphs. As shown in Fig.5(a), k-MBESP is more ef-
ficient than two previous miners. When the dataset
size is over 10k, both MCSP-Miner and MDSP-Miner
are not able to finish the mining process in 3 hours.
In contrast, k-MBESP can finish within 1000 seconds
even on large datasets of up to 100k graphs. Fig.5(b)
shows the runtime when D=5k and min supP for
k-MBESP (α for MDSP-Miner) varies from 1% to
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Figure 5: A performance comparison of the three min-
ers

6%. We see that k-MBESP has better scalability on
min sup than MDSP-Miner.

The high efficiency and good scalability of our al-
gorithm benefit from the constraints, the compact
data structure and the pruning strategies that we
introduced. Firstly, the min sup and closed con-
straints greatly reduce the search space of subgraph
candidates. Secondly, the high compact layered graph
contributes to the high efficiency. All candidates are
stored in the layered graph which can be loaded into
main memory prior to the computation of GR. Thus
only one scan of the datasets is needed to compute
GR for all candidates. In contrast, a large number
of scans are required in the other two miners. In
MDSP-Miner, one scan of the dataset is needed for
each MDSP candidate, therefore the minimal num-
ber of scans is the number of MDSP candidates. In
MCSP-Miner, for each graph in DP , one scan of DN
is required for discovering the maximal common edge
sets (Ting et al. 2006). consequently, for a dataset of
5k graphs, at least 5k scans are needed for MCSP-
Miner. Thirdly, the pruning strategies further reduce
the time complexity.

6.2.2 A Comparison of Discovered Patterns

We also compare the patterns discovered by the three
miners to evaluate their informativeness, accuracy
and discriminating power. Figure 6(a)(b)(c) show the
patterns discovered by the three miners from datasets
D5I5T20L200V6E4, which are denoted by bpi, cpi and
dpi respectively. In Fig.6(a) bai−j denotes the jth

base of gi. The patterns in Fig.6(a)(c) are sorted
according to GR values of CESPs and MDSPs re-
spectively in descending order. As shown in Fig.6(a),
for g1 and g2, two weakening breakers, wbr1−1 and
wbr2−1, are discovered, and both GR change values
are ∞. For g4, a reverse breaker, rbr4−1, is discov-
ered and GRN = 12.8. This indicates that g4 loses
the strong (GR = ∞) positive property and exhibits
the negative property to some extent (GRN = 12.8).

It is obvious that the top-k BESPs are more in-
formative with the information of CESPs and their
bases and breakers. Comparing bp1 to cp1 and dp1 in
Fig.6, we see that the CESP g1 in bp1 is just cp1 and
dp1. The information of MCSPs (except disconnected
subgraphs) and MDSPs are included in BESPs.

To test the accuracy of the miners, we introduce
two noises in Fig.6(d) into the datasets: (1) a noi1
is added into DP , (2) a noi2 is introduced into DN
by modifying a edge label of a subgraph in DN from
e to f . The result of K-MBESP is not affected by
noi1, and for bp1, g1’s growth rate is changed to
countP (g1)=1364. However, the noi1 is found as
a MCSP, cp1

∗, by MCSP-Miner since GR(noi1) =
1/0 = ∞, and when noi2 appears, cp1, i.e., g1, can
not be found by MCSP-Miner since GR(cp1) 6= ∞.
The result of MDSP-Miner is affected as same as that
of k-MBESP by noi1 and noi2. In addition, MDSP-
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Figure 6: A comparison of patterns discovered by
three miners

Miner could miss important patterns in the following
two cases. First, as shown in Fig.6(c), g2 is among the
most discriminative patterns with infinite GR, but it
is missed by MDSP-Miner since it is replaced by dp19.
It is clear that g2 is more discriminative than dp19, but
g2 is replaced by dp19 as GR(dp19) = 36.1 > 25.0 and
dp19 ⊂ g2. Similarly, g3 and g4 are missed. Second,
as shown in Fig.5(b), MDSP-Miner can not finish the
mining process in an acceptable time when min supP
(i.e., α) is specified a very low value. Therefore, some-
times those MCSPs with low supP could not be found
by MDSP-Miner. In contrast, K-MBESP can accept
a relatively lower min supP value. In addition, the
constraints in BESPs filters some redundant patterns.
Compared with the other two miners, k-MBESP is
more accurate as it filters redundant patterns and
false patterns corrupted by noise with low frequen-
cies and does not miss more discriminative patterns.

As for discriminating power, the top-k BESPs are
the top-k most discriminative patterns in terms of
grow rate. In contrast, MDSPs are not necessarily the
most discriminative, and some more discriminative
patterns could be missed as examined above.

As for mining power, k-MBESP is more powerful
than the other two miners. Figure 6(a) shows that k-
MBESP is capable of discovering top-k BESPs. The
other two miners can not discover them. One ex-
ception is that disconnected subgraph patterns such
as cp4 and cp5 in Fig.6(b) are not considered in our
miner since we only aim at detecting individual sub-
graph patterns of high discriminating power.

Another advantage is that, with relatively small
number of patterns, top-k BESPs are more conve-
nient for domain experts to select, examine and anal-
yse. Furthermore, the change information of pattern
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structure and growth rate values kept in the bases and
breakers provide heuristic information for the experts
and help them discover important knowledge. In con-
trast, a relatively large number of MDSPs are not
convenient for manual examination and analysis, and
no change information is contained in both MCSPs
and MDSPs.

In summary,the discovered top-k breaker emerg-
ing patterns are more informative, more discrimina-
tive and more accurate than the MCSPs and MDSPs
extracted from the same datasets.

7 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we introduced a new type of discrimi-
native subgraph pattern, breaker emerging subgraph
pattern, which consists of three important subpat-
terns: (1) the top-k CESPs that reflect the top-k most
significant individual structural differences between
two classes of graphs, (2) the bases that indicate
structural bases of the discriminative patterns, and
(3) the breakers that indicate triggers to weaken the
growth rates of the patterns. We also proposed an effi-
cient miner, k-MBESP, for the discovery of top-k BE-
SPs. The experimental results show that the miner is
capable of finding the top-k BESPs efficiently, more
efficient, more powerful and more accurate than two
previous miners. Compared with the complete sets of
MSCPs and MDSPs discovered by previous miners,
the top-k BESPs extracted by our algorithm have at
least the following 4 advantages: (1) more informative
(2) more discriminative in terms of growth rate, (3)
more accurate, (4) more convenient and more useful
for experts’ further examination and analysis.

The BESP extends the application of discrimina-
tive subgraph patterns. It can be applied to: (1) de-
tecting the difference between two contrasting classes
of graphs, (2) exploring the inner structural mech-
anism of the property of a class of graphs, and (3)
helping domain experts to discover ways to activate
(strengthen) the desired properties, such as the ac-
tivity to AIDS, and to break (weaken) the undesired
properties, such as the toxicity.

Some future work needs to be done. First, more ef-
fective noise filtering strategies should be introduced
to enhance the robustness of the top-k-BESP miner
on data with various noise. Second, study the ap-
plications of the BESP. For example, use BESPs to
detect differences between two contrasting classes of
compounds or drugs (eg. high curative effects vs. low
curative effects, high toxicity vs. low toxicity), to ex-
plore the molecular mechanism and to discover ways
to design drugs of high curative effects and low toxic-
ity. Based on the differences of website access behav-
iors between the males and the females represented
by BESPs, modify the organization of a website to
obtain a male-style website and a female-style one.
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Abstract

We propose a measure for assessing the degree of influ-
ence of a set of edges of a Bayesian network on the over-
all fitness of the network, starting with probability distri-
butions extracted from a data set. Standard fitness mea-
sures such as the Cooper-Herskowitz score or the score
based on the minimum description length are computa-
tionally expensive and do not focus on local modifications
of networks. Our approach can be used for simplifying
the Bayesian network structures without significant loss
of fitness. Experimental work confirms the validity of our
approach.

Keywords:Bayesian belief network, Kullbach-Leibler di-
vergence, entropy, edge pruning

1 Introduction

The construction of a Bayesian Network Structure from
a data set that captures the probabilistic dependencies
among the attributes of the data set has been one of the
prominent problems among community of uncertainty re-
searchers since early 90s. The problem is particularly
challenging due to enormity of number of possible struc-
tures for a given collection of data.

Formally, a Bayesian Belief Networkis a pair
(Bs,Bp), whereBs is a DAG (directed acyclic graph)
which is commonly referred to as aBayesian Network
Structure(BNS), andBp is a collection of distributions
which quantifies the probabilistic dependencies present in
the structure, as we discuss in detail below.

Each node of the BNS corresponds to a random vari-
able; edges represent probabilistic dependencies among
these random variables. BNS captures the split of the joint
probability of a set of random variables, presented by its
nodes, into a product of probabilities of its nodes condi-
tioned upon a set of other nodes, namely the set of itspre-
decessorsor parents.

The set of values (or states) of a random variableZ

is referred to as thedomain ofZ, borrowing a term from
relational databases. This set is denoted byDom(Z).

If a random variableX is a node of Bs with
Dom(X) = {1, · · · , RX} and set of random variables
PaX = {Y1, Y2, · · · , Yk} as its set of parents, and if
we agree upon some enumeration of setDom(PaX) =∏k

i=1 Dom(Yi), then we denote byθX
lj the conditional

probabilityP (X = l|Y1 = y1, Y2 = y2, · · · , Yk = yk),
wherel is some state ofX and(y1, · · · , yk) is thejth el-
ement of the enumeration. Also, we denote withθX

·j , the

Copyright c©2009, Australian Computer Society, Inc. This paper ap-
peared at the Eighth Australasian Data Mining Conference (AusDM
2009), Melbourne, Australia. Conferences in Research and Practice in
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probability distribution ofX conditioned on its set of par-
ents taking on thejth assignment of its domain.Bp is
collection of distributionsθX

·j for all nodesX of Bs and
1 ≤ j ≤ |Dom(PaX)|.

Several scoring solutions have been proposed for eval-
uating the fitness of a BNS for representing probabilistic
dependencies among attributes of a data set. The are two
major approaches: scores based on maximization of the
posterior probability of the network structure conditioned
upon data, and scores based on MDL (Minimum Descrip-
tion Length) principle.

The first approach was initially introduced in Cooper
& Herskovits (1993), where the scoring formula was de-
rived based on a number of assumptions such as assuming
that the distribution of tuples(θX

1j , · · · , θX
RXj) is uniform

for all X and j, or is a Dirichlet distribution. In Heck-
erman et al. (1995) the Dirichlet distribution assumption
was replaced by thelikelihood equivalenceassumption
and it was shown that under this new assumption tuples
(θX

1j , · · · , θX
RXj) obey a Dirichlet distribution.

The second approach is based on the minimum de-
scription length principle, introduced in Rissanen (1978),
which stipulates that the best model for data is the one that
minimizes the combined description length of the model
and data. Later, in Lam & Bacchus (1994) this princi-
ple was applied to learning a BNS from data. The close
relationship between these two approaches was shown
in Suzuki (1999).

The application of these methods on learning the lo-
cal structure in the conditional probability distributions
with variable number of parameters that quantify these
networks as opposed to attempting to learn the global
structure at once was studied in Friedman & Goldszmidt
(1998).

Both approaches are expensive to compute and do not
focus on local modifications of networks. Our scoring
scheme is much cheaper to compute when local modifi-
cations are desired and allows the assessment of the im-
portance of individual edges on the global fitness of the
network.

We examined this problem from the perspective of
conditional entropy Simovici & Baraty (2008) by seek-
ing a set of parents for a node that reduces the conditional
entropy of that node in presence of its parents as much as
possible. Our main interest in this paper is to evaluate the
“importance” of a set of edges of a BNS in the presence of
data by measuring the fitness loss of the BNS due to prun-
ing the set of edges. The evaluation is obtained starting
from the Kullbach-Leibler divergence between two prob-
ability distributions.

Later, we examine the relationship of the fitness
loss measure introduced in this article and the condi-
tional entropy, in particular, with the measure introduced
in Simovici & Baraty (2008). Finally, we combine the two
measures to get a new formula and justify its use to sim-
plify a BNS that represents expert’s prior knowledge of
the domain without considering the data.
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Let D be a data set and let us denote byAttr(D) its
set of attributes. ForK = {Ai1 , . . . , Aik

} ⊆ Attr(D) let
IK = {i1, . . . , ik} be its index set.

If A = (A1, A2, . . . , An) is a permutation of
Attr(D), let AIK

be the sequence of attributes of set
K ordered according toA. Denote byDom(AIK

) the
Cartesian product of the domains of the attributes in the
sequenceAIK

, that is,

Dom(AIK
) = Dom(Ai1) × · · · × Dom(Aik

).

For a = (a1, . . . , ak) ∈ Dom(AIK
) we denote byAIK

=
a, the event

Ai1 = a1, . . . , Aik
= ak.

A BNS for data setD is a structureBs with set of nodes
Vs = Attr(D) and set of edgesEs ⊆ Attr(D) ×
Attr(D). The attributes of the data set are treated as ran-
dom variables. The BNS represents probabilistic depen-
dencies among these attributes.

We denote byBNS(D) the set of all possible struc-
tures forD and byBNSA(D) the set of all structures of
BNS(D) which only contain edges(A,A′) such thatA
precedesA′ in the permutationA. If Bs ∈ BNSA(D),
then ParA

Bs
(i) is the index set of the set of parents of

Ai ∈ Attr(D) in Bs according toA. This notation is
extended to sets of nodes as follows. IfV ⊆ Vs andIV

is the corresponding index set ofV , thenParA
Bs

(IV ) is

∪i∈IV
ParA

Bs
(i). TheBs subscript andA superscript are

omitted when it is clear from context.
The BNS in BNSA(D) that contains the maximum

number of edges is calledthe complete BNSfor sequence
A, denoted byBA

cs, and is depicted in Figure 1.

Figure 1: The complete BNS for orderingA .

We make two basic assumptions:

1. The joint probability on the attributes ofD can accu-
rately be represented by a BNSBmax

s ∈ BNSA(D)
and such a structure maximizes the posterior proba-
bility of the structure conditioned upon the data set.

2. An uniform prior probability distribution exists on all
possible Bayesian network structures forD.

Under these assumptions,BA
cs has maximum posterior

probability in the presence of data.
For anyBs ∈ BNS(D) we have

P (Bs|D) · P (D) = P (D|Bs) · P (Bs)

by Bayes’ Theorem. SinceD is fixed, and we assume
P (Bs) is uniform,P (Bs|D) is proportional toP (D|Bs).
Thus, it suffices to show that

P (D|BA
cs)

P (D|Bmax
s )

= 1.

Now, if we assumeD = {t1, · · · , td}, by indepen-
dence assumption of tuples of data set we have,

P (D|BA
cs)

P (D|Bmax
s )

=

∏d

i=1 P (ti|B
A
cs)∏d

i=1 P (ti|Bmax
s )

.

and by Bayesian network split of joint probability we
have,

∏d

i=1 P (ti|B
A
cs)∏d

i=1 P (ti|Bmax
s )

=

∏d

i=1

∏n

j=1 P (Aj = ti[j]|APar
BA

cs

(j) = ti[ParBA
cs

(j)])
∏d

i=1

∏n

j=1 P (Aj = ti[j]|AParBmax
s

(j) = ti[ParBmax
s

(j)])

where ift is a tuple inD andL is a set of attributes, then
we denote the restriction of the tuplet to L be t[L]; we
refer tot[L] as theprojectionof t on L. Occasionally, we
uset[IL] instead oft[L], whereIL is the index set ofL.

A Bayesian network structure for a data set incorpo-
rates a collection of conditional independence properties
among attributes of that data set. This is captured by the
directed Markov propertyof Bayesian networks Cowell
(1998). This property stipulates that for any nodeX we
have:

P (X|nd(X), Par(X)) = P (X|Par(X)), (1)

which is denoted withX⊥nd(X) | Par(X), where
nd(X) is the set of non-descendent nodes ofX. Note that
ParBmax

s
(j) ⊆ ParBA

cs
(j) for 1 ≤ j ≤ n. Then, since we

assumedBmax
s accurately represents the distribution over

Attr(D) and by directed Markov property we have,

P (Aj = ti[j]|APar
BA

cs

(j) = ti[ParBA
cs

(j)])

=P (Aj = ti[j]|AParBmax
s

(j) = ti[ParBmax
s

(j)], AC = ti[C])

=P (Aj = ti[j]|AParBmax
s

(j) = ti[ParBmax
s

(j)])

(by Markov property)

for all i andj whereC = ParBA
cs

(j) − ParBmax
s

(j). This
justifies our proposition.

Yet, the complexity of a complete structure for a given
sequence makes any computation prohibitively expensive.
This demands the introduction of a measure which allows
the simplification of the structure without incurring a sig-
nificant loss of fitness. Such a measure may also be used to
incrementally modify a BNS as new data becomes avail-
able.

2 Entropy and Partitions

A partition of a setS is non-empty collection of non-
empty subsets ofS, π = {Bi|i ∈ I}, such that

⋃
i∈I Bi =

S andBi ∩ Bj = ∅ for all i, j ∈ I wherei 6= j. The set
of partitions of a setS is denoted byPART(S).

A partial order relation onPART(S) is defined byπ ≤
σ for π, σ ∈ PART(S) whereσ = {C1, C2, ...., Cn}, if
every blockBi of π is included in a blockCj of σ. The
partially ordered set(PART(S),≤) is actually a bounded
lattice. The infimum of two partitionsπ andπ′ = {Bj |j ∈
J} onS, denoted withπ∧π′, is the partition{Bi∩Bj |i ∈
I, j ∈ J,Bi ∩ Bj 6= ∅} on S . The least element of this
lattice is the partitionαS = {{s} | s ∈ S}; the largest is
the partitionωS = {S}.

The notion of entropy for partitions of finite sets was
and axiomatized in Simovici & Jaroszewicz (2002). IfS
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is a finite set andπ = {B1, . . . , Bm} is a partition ofS,
the entropy ofπ is the number

H(π) = −

m∑

i=1

|Bi|

|S|
log2

|Bi|

|S|
.

Clearly, this is the Shannon entropy of a probability distri-
bution(p1, . . . , pm), wherepi = |Bi|

|S| for 1 ≤ i ≤ m. The
main advantage of using partitions rather than probabil-
ity distributions is the possibility of using the partial order
defined onPART(S). The following statement, proven
in Simovici & Jaroszewicz (2002) is used in the sequel.

Theorem 2.1 The entropyH : PART(S) −→ R≥0 is
anti-monotonic; in other words, ifπ ≤ π′, thenH(π) ≥
H(π′) for everyπ, π′ ∈ PART(S).

The trace of a partitionπ on a subsetT of S is the
partition πT = {T ∩ Bi | i ∈ I andT ∩ Bi 6= ∅} of
T . Let π, σ ∈ PART(S) be two partitions, whereπ =
{B1, . . . , Bm} andσ = {C1, . . . , Cn}. The entropy ofπ
conditioned onσ is the number:

H(π|σ) =

n∑

j=1

|Cj |

|S|
H(πCj

).

It is immediate thatHβ(π|ωS) = Hβ(π) and that
H(π|αS) = 0. Also, in Simovici & Jaroszewicz (2006)
it is shown thatHβ(π|σ) = Hβ(π ∧ σ)−Hβ(σ), a prop-
erty that extends the similar property of Shannon entropy.

The next theorem proven in Simovici & Jaroszewicz
(2002), Simovici (2007) states that conditional entropy is
anti-monotonic with respect to its first argument and is
monotonic with respect to its second argument.

Theorem 2.2 Letπ, σ, σ′ ∈ PART(S), whereS is a finite
set. Ifσ ≤ σ′, thenH(σ|π) ≥ H(σ′|π) andH(π|σ) ≤
H(π|σ′).

Finally, we mention the following corollary, also
proven in Simovici & Jaroszewicz (2002).

Corollary 2.3 Let S be a finite set. For everyπ, σ ∈
PART(S) we haveH(π|σ) ≤ H(π).

Definition 2.4 The equivalence relation “∼AI ” defined by
the sequence of attributesAI onD, consists of those pairs
(t, t′) ∈ D2 such thatt[AI ] = t′[AI ].

The corresponding partitionπAI ∈ PART(D) is the
partition generated byAI .

It is clear that ifI ′ ⊆ I thenπAI ≤ πA
I′ .

3 A Distribution Distortion Measure

Let us denote bypPar(IV )
IV

(a) the conditional probability
distribution,

( P (AIV
= b1|APar(IV ) = a), . . . ,

P (AIV
= bm|APar(IV ) = a) ) ,

where Dom(AIV
) = {b1, . . . , bm} and a ∈

Dom(APar(IV )).
To avoid unnecessary complications we assumeIV ∩

Par(IV ) = ∅ in what follows, although the results that we
have hold without this condition.

Let E = {(As1
, Ad1

), . . . , (Asr
, Adr

)} be a subset of
the setE of the edges ofBs and letSE = {s1, . . . , sr}
be the set of source nodes of edges ofE and DE =
{d1, . . . , dr} be the set of destination nodes forE. We

assume thatPar(DE) ∩ DE = ∅. Note also thatSE ⊆
Par(DE).

Clearly, if we remove the set of edgesE from Bs,
the effect of this pruning on the joint probability distri-
bution of the data set represented byBs will only be
through conditional distributions attached to nodes ofDE .
Thus, to assess the effect of pruning the edges ofE from
Bs on the joint probability distribution of attributes of
data set, consider the conditional probability distribution
p(Par(DE)−SE)

DE
(a′),

( P (ADE
= b1|A(Par(DE)−SE) = a′), . . . ,

P (ADE
= bm|A(Par(DE)−SE) = a′) ) ,

where Dom(ADE
) = {b1, . . . , bm} and a′ ∈

Dom(A(Par(DE)−SE)).

Note thatp(Par(DE)−SE)
DE

(a′) is the probability distri-
bution of tupleADE

conditioned on its set of parents after
the removal of the set of edgesE instantiated witha′. To
see how much the distribution is distorted as we prune the
set of edgesE from Bs, we compare the probability dis-
tributions ofADE

conditioned on its set of parents inBs

before and after removal of the set of edges for all possible
instantiations of the sequence of parents.

For each instantiationa′ ∈ Dom(A(Par(DE)−SE)) of
the sequence of parents ofADE

after pruning, there are
several instantiations of the sequence of parents ofADE

before pruning,a1, . . . az, whereai ∈ Dom(APar(DE))
such thatai[Par(DE) − SE ] = a′ for 1 ≤ i ≤ z. Thus,
we need to compare the probability distributions

pPar(DE)
DE

(a) andp(Par(DE)−SE)
DE

(a′),

for a ∈ Dom(APar(DE)) anda′ ∈ Dom(A(Par(DE)−SE))
such thata′ = a[Par(DE) − SE ]. Then, we can linearly
combine the divergence between the pairs, weighted by
the probability of occurrence ofa derived from data set
D.

To compare two finite probability distributions

p = (p1, p2, · · · , pn) andq = (q1, q2, · · · , qn)

we use theKullbach-Leiblerdivergence measure given by

KL(p, q) =

n∑

i=1

pi · log2

pi

qi

.

KL has well-known properties:

1. KL(p, q) ≥ 0 for all finite probability distributionsp
andq.

2. KL(p, q) = 0 if and only if p = q element-wise.

However,KL(p, q) has no upper bound which makes com-
parisons for realizing the level of differences among a
set of distributions difficult. We overcome this problem
by dividing our linearly weighted measure of differences
among the conditional probability distributions before and
after edge pruning by the same weighted measure, but this
time among the conditional probability distributions be-
fore the edge removal and the non-informative uniform
probability distributionum ∈ [0, 1]m:

um =

(
1

m
,

1

m
, · · · ,

1

m

)
,

wherem = |Dom(ADE
)|. If pPar(DE)

DE
(a) = um for all

a ∈ Dom(Par(ADE
)), then knowing the assignment of

values toAPar(AD
E

) is completely non-informative in pre-
dicting the value ofADE

. Also, assuming|D| is a multiple
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of m, the m-block partition onD which corresponds to the
finite probability distributionum, πum = {B1, · · ·Bm}

where|B1| = · · · = |Bm| = |D|
m

is referred to asm-block
uniform partition ofD and it has the maximum entropy ,
H(πum) = log2(m), over all possible partitions ofD with
m blocks.

Definition 3.1 The distribution distortioncaused by re-
moving the set of edgesE from the BNSBs denoted by
DDBs

(E) whereDE ∩ Par(DE) = ∅, is defined as

∑
a P (APar(DE) = a) · KL(pPar(DE)

DE
(a), pQE

DE
(a[QE ]))

∑
a P (APar(DE) = a) · KL(pPar(DE)

DE
(a), um)

,

where DE and SE are defined as before andQE =
Par(DE) − SE . Also the sums are over alla ∈
Dom(APar(DE)).

Theorem 3.2 We have:

DDBs
(E) =

H(πAD
E |πAQ

E ) − H(πAD
E |πAPar(D

E
))

H(πum) − H(πAD
E |πAPar(D

E
))

,

wherem = |Dom(ADE
)|.

Proof. See Appendix A.

Corollary 3.3 We have0 ≤ DDBs
(E) ≤ 1.

Proof. Since QE ⊆ Par(DE), we haveπ
APar(D

E
) ≤

π
AQ

E . By the monotonicity property of conditional en-
tropy with respect to its second argument we have:

H(πAD
E |πAPar(DE)) ≤ H(πAD

E |πAQ
E ).

Also,

H(πAD
E |πAQ

E ) ≤ H(πAD
E |{D}) = H(πAD

E ).

But we know,

H(πAD
E ) ≤ H(πum).

The result follows immediately.

Theorem 3.4 We haveDDBs
(E) = 0 if and only if

P (ADE
= bi | APar(DE) = a) =

P
(
ADE

= bi | A(Par(DE)−SE) = a[Par(DE) − SE ]
)

for all i, 1 ≤ i ≤ m, anda ∈ Dom(APar(T )).

Proof. Note that we implicitly assume thatP (APar(DE) =
a) 6= 0 because, otherwise,P (ADE

= bi | APar(DE) =
a) is undefined. The statement follows from the second
property of theKL measure.

Theorem 3.5 Let E andE′ be two sets of edges of BNS
Bs. Then, ifPar(DE) ∩ DE = ∅, DE = DE′ andSE ⊆
SE′ , we haveDDBs

(E) ≤ DDBs
(E′).

Proof. SinceSE ⊆ SE′ , we haveQE′ ⊆ QE . Then,
by the monotonicity property of conditional entropy with
respect to second argument we have,

H(πAD
E |πAQ

E ) ≤ H(πAD
E |πAQ

E′ ).

The result follows immediately.
The global search for a set of edges to be pruned

to simplify a BNSBs can be very expensive. Alterna-
tively, we can examine local structures defined by a node

and its set of parent nodes along with the set of parent-
child edges. That is, we can setDE to be a set of sin-
gle node, and consider different subsets of its set of par-
ents asSE . Then, we seek a subset such that theDDBs

is close to zero. Since if we prune a setE of incom-
ing edges atX such thatSE ⊆ Par(X) andDDBs

(E)

is close to zero, thenpPar(X)
X (a) ≈ pQE

X (a[QE ]) for all
a ∈ Dom(Par(X)) by Theorem 3.4. This, in turn implies
P (X|APar(X)) ≈ P (X|AQE

).
But, the directed Markov property implies

P (X|APar(X), And(X)) = P (X|APar(X)).

Then, we have

P (X|AQE
)

≈P (X|APar(X), And(X))

=P (X|AQE
, ASE

, And(X))

Thus, we have

X⊥(ASE
, And(X)) | AQE

.

Finally, by symmetry and decomposition properties of
conditional independence Pearl (1988) we have

X⊥And(X) | AQE
.

Thus, the conditional independence property of a node of a
structure is preserved if we prune a set of incoming edges
of the node with distribution distortion measure close to
zero.

In fact the parent-child fitness measure,

0 ≤
H(πX |πAPar(X))

H(πX)
≤ 1 (2)

introduced in Simovici & Baraty (2008) has some similar-
ity with DDBs

.
We have shown that if this measure is close to zero,

thenPar(X) is a suitable parent set for nodeX. Find-
ing parent-child relationships among the attributes ofD

such that the measure (2) is close to zero, increases the
posterior probability ofD conditioned upon the inducing
BNS Bs. As stated before, an increase in this probabil-
ity leads to an increase in the posterior probability of the
structure conditioned on data (assuming a uniform prior
on possible Bayesian network structures for a data set,
as in Cooper & Herskovits (1993)). This happens be-
cause if we choose a set of parents,Par(X) for a nodeX
such thatH(πX |πAPar(X)) is close to zero, then for those
a ∈ Dom(APar(X)) such thatP (APar(X) = a) is non-
trivial, the probabilityP (X = x | APar(X) = a) is close
to 1 for somex ∈ Dom(X) and close to0 for all other
x′ ∈ Dom(X)\{x}.

If P (APar(X) = a) is large andP (X = x | APar(X) =
a) ≈ 1, this implies thatP (APar(X) = a, X = x) is large.
Thus, for a BNSBs that we obtain in this way we have

P (D | Bs)

=

|D|∏

i=1

∏

X∈Attr(D)

PBs
(X = ti[X] | APar(X) = ti[Par(X)])

=
∏

X∈Attr(D)

∏

x∈Dom(X)
a∈Dom(APar(X))

(
PBs

(X = x | APar(X) = a)
)N(X,APar(X)

)(x,a)
,
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whereN(X,APar(X))(x, a) is the number of tuplest in D

with t[X] = x and t[Par(X)] = a. Having a BNSBs

such thatPBs
(X = x | APar(X) = a) is close to one for

those pairs(x, a) with largeN(X,APar(X))(x, a) justifies the
increase in posterior probability ofD.

4 Constructing a BNS for a Data Set

Recall that ifE is a set of edges, thenQE = Par(DE) −
SE is the set of nodes that remain parents of the nodes in
DE after the edges inE are removed.

Definition 4.1 Let Ai ∈ Attr(D) for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Then,
the total measure of fitness lossby pruning the set of con-
verging edgesE at nodeAi in BNSBs, is the number,

α ·
H(πAi |πAQ

E ) − H(πAi |πAPar(Ai))

log2 |Dom(Ai)| − H(πAi |πAPar(Ai))

+(1 − α) ·
H(πAi |πAQ

E ) − H(πAi |πAPar(Ai))

H(πAi)
,

denoted byFLα(Ai,Bs, E), where0 ≤ α ≤ 1.

Clearly, this measure is always in the range[0, 1]. Note
that the left component of the sum is the distribution dis-
tortion measure of pruning the set of incoming edges,E.
The right component measures the decrease in reduction
of entropy of nodeAi in presence of its parents after prun-
ing of the setE. Thus, ifFLα(Ai,Bs, E) is close to zero,
then both components will be close to zero. The left com-
ponent ensures that the conditional independence is pre-
served after the pruning ofE, while the right component
preserves the posterior probability ofD conditioned upon
the structure. We can chooseα = 1

2 if we have no pref-
erence over any of the two measures. Note that, ifE is
a set of converging edges at nodeAi andE′ ⊆ E then,
FLα(Ai,Bs, E

′) ≤ FLα(Ai,Bs, E). This enables us to
use the heuristic method explained in Simovici & Baraty
(2008) to find a structure that fits the given data from a
complete network structure. This complete structure can
be induced from a total order of attributes that represents
the expert’s knowledge of the domain.

5 Experimental Results

As our first experiment, we started with a Bayesian net-
work Structure for Neapolitan Cancer data set with5 at-
tributes and10000 rows, pruned different subsets of con-
verging edges at a single node and computed the total mea-
sure of fitness loss for each pruning. Figure 2 visualizes
these pruned structures and their relation with each other
as a graph which we refer to as meta-graph to avoid confu-
sion with the Bayesian graphs for the data set. Also, we re-
fer to the edges and nodes of the meta-graph as meta-edges
and meta-nodes, respectively. Each meta-node represents
a BNS for Neapolitan data set and each edge, a pruning
transformation. That is, the destination meta-node of a
meta-edge is obtained by removing a subset of converging
edges at a single node from the source meta-node of that
meta-edge. Each meta-node is labeled with a letter from
A to I.

Table 1 represents the scores for each meta-node in fig-
ure 2 based on two schemes MDL and C-H score.

Table 2 shows the total fitness loss of each meta-edge
for parameterα = 1

2 and its two components, distribu-
tion distortion and entropy loss for each pruning of set
of edges. The fitness loss measure is strongly correlated
with both scoring schemes (C-H and MDL), which shows
the usefulness of this measure for simplifying a Bayesian
network structure. Also, our measure can be used to as-
sess the importance of various edges. For example, the to-
tal fitness loss measure suggests that the edge that whose

Figure 2: Neapolitan Cancer Bayesian structure was in-
troduced in Cooper (1984). This structure has five nodes:
Metastatic Cancer (MC), Serum Calcium (SC), Brain Tu-
mor (BT), Coma (CM) and Severe Headaches (SH). Meta-
node E corresponds to this structure.

Table 1: Neapolitan Cancer Scores
Structure log(C-H Score) MDL Score

A -7505 24948
B -7586 25214
C -7938 26384
D -7509 24958
E -8120 26986
F -7505 24947
G -7697 25581
H -7713 25632
I -8341 27719

source isSerum Calciumand destination isBrain Tumor
(SC to BT) is important since its removal causes a signif-
icant degradation of both the C-H and MDL scores. On
the other hand, TFL assess the edge from Brain Tumor to
Severe Headaches (SH) as not important. Again CH and
MDL scores confirm this assessment.

Table 2: Neapolitan Cancer Pruning Measures withα =
1
2 .

Edge DD Ent. Loss TFL
AB 0.0526 0.092 0.0723
AC 0.684 0.2067 0.4454
AD 0.0068 0.0035 0.005
AE 0.5777 0.2976 0.4377
AF 0.023 0.001 0.012
AG 0.12155 0.2126 0.167
AH 0.1328 0.2322 0.1825
AI 0.786 0.405 0.5957
BH 0.0846 0.1402 0.1124
GH 0.0128 0.0196 0.0162
DI 0.7848 0.4016 0.593
EI 0.4938 0.1074 0.301

We also applied our approach on a Bayesian network
structure for the ALARM data set, originally described
in Beinlich et al. (1988) as a network for monitoring pa-
tients in intensive care. Table 3 contains scores for this
structure which is labeled as A. Structures B to H are gen-
erated from A by pruning different subsets of parents for
three nodes selected at random. Table 4 shows the exact
parent pruning specification applied to obtain B to H from
A. The child column represents the node we have chosen
to prune its incoming edges. The original parent column
shows the set of parents in the original structure, namely
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A. New parent column represents the set of parents of the
child after pruning. The other columns are the same as in
previous example. Note that again, there is a close corre-
lation between fitness loss measure and different scores.
Since the structures are much larger than in previous ex-
periment, pruning an edge or two has a milder effect on
the magnitude of the scores of the global structure than in
the Neapolitan case for about the same total fitness loss
which is a local measure.

Table 3: Alarm Scores
Structure log(C-H Score) MDL Score

A -159636 530806
B -164287 546157
C -162785 541189
D -161372 536491
E -161731 537644
F -161684 537514
G -159767 531136
H -159638 530802

Table 4: ALARM pruning measures with parameterα =
1
2 . The nodes of the ALARM network are traditionally
numbered from1 though37 in the literature. The corre-
spondence between the node numbers mentioned in the ta-
ble and the real attributes are as follows (8, HREKG), (9,
HRSat), (27, Catecholamine), (29, Heart Rate) and (30,
Error Cauter).

Struct. Child O. Par N. Par DD Ent. Loss TFL
B 8 30,29 none 0.4388 0.778 0.6083
C 8 30,29 30 0.297 0.5266 0.4118
D 8 30,29 29 0.1655 0.293 0.2294
E 9 30,29 none 0.2847 0.319 0.3018
F 9 30,29 30 0.2767 0.31 0.2933
G 9 30,29 29 0.0212 0.0237 0.0225
H 29 27 none 0.0006 0.001 0.0008

Finally, Table 5 shows the correlations between TFL
and changes in logarithm of CH score and also between
TFL and changes in MDL score for Neapolitan Cancer and
ALARM structures as a result of edge removals explained
in Tables 2 and 4. Interestingly, although TFL is a local
measure, it has very close correlations with MDL and CH
scores which are global measures.

Also note that while the correlations between TFL and
MDL are positive, the correlations between TFL and CH
score are negative, since as TFL increases, the probability
of the structure conditioned upon the data set decreases
and as a result the CH score decreases.

Table 5: Correlations
Data Set TFL/ log(CH) TFL/MDL

Neapolitan -0.97324 0.9733857
ALARM -0.9983168 0.9980918

6 Conclusions and Future Work

We proposed a method for assessing the degree of influ-
ence of a set of edges of a Bayesian network structure on
local conditional probability distributions. In particular,
for the purpose of constructing a BNS from data, we con-
centrate on pruning a set of converging edges at a single
node. This local pruning has a direct effect on the global
fitness of the Bayesian network structure, measured by
scoring schemes such as MDL or CH, which appear to be
strongly correlated to the distribution distortion proposed
by us. Thus, pruning is useful for adjusting a Bayesian
network structure obtained from an expert’s prior knowl-
edge of the domain to a data set.

The distribution distortion could be used as measure
of importance and interestingness of the edges of the
Bayesian network structure and we intend to further pur-
sue this issue. Another open technical problem is to ex-
plore whether by pruning a complete Bayesian network
structure in the presence of a data set can lead to a net-
work structure that best fits the data.

A Proof of Theorem 3.2

We substitute the Kullbach-Leibler measure in the numer-
ator,

∑

a∈Dom(APar(D
E

)
)

P (APar(D
E

)
= a) ·

m∑

i=1

[
P (A

D
E

= bi|APar(D
E

)
= a)

· log2

P (A
D

E
= bi|APar(D

E
)

= a)

P (A
D

E
= bi|AQ

E
= a[Q

E
])

]

=

∑

a∈Dom(APar(D
E

)
)

m∑

i=1

[
P (A

D
E

= bi, APar(D
E

)
= a)

· log2 P (A
D

E
= bi|APar(D

E
)

= a)
]

−
∑

a∈Dom(APar(D
E

)
)

m∑

i=1

[
P (A

D
E

= bi, APar(D
E

)
= a)

· log2 P (A
D

E
= bi|AQ

E
= a[Q

E
])

]

= − H(π
A

D
E |π

APar(D
E

)
)

−
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a′∈Dom(A
Q

E
)

a′′∈Dom(A
S

E
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D
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Q

E
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S
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D
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In the same way we can show,
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E

)
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E

)

D
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